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Dankwoord

Veel mensen hebben, direct of indirect, eraan bijgedragen dat ik mijn promotieonderzoek met zo veel
plezier heb kunnen uitvoeren Allereerst wil ik natuurlijk Ton Dijkstra bedanken, mijn begeleider, die
mij als eigenlijk volstrekt onbekende naar Nijmegen haalde en met wie ik werkelijk heel veel geluk
heb gehad Er zijn te veel redenen voor om op te noemen, maar ik denk dat de woorden enthousiasme,
humor, warmte, openheid, collegialiteit en gelijkwaardigheid al de belangrijkste dingen omvatten Dankzij mijn aanzienlijke koppigheid konden we soms in nogal vurige discussies raken, maar er was geen
enkel verschil van mening dat we niet de volgende dag weer met grote opluchting konden bijleggen
Mijn grote dank ook aan Herbert Schriefers, mijn promotor Zijn deur stond (bijna) altijd open voor
een advies, voor het kalmeren van een paniekaanval, voor inhoudelijke feedback of een brainstorming
gesprek, en vaak heb ik zijn kantoor waar ik moedeloos binnen was gekomen met vurig enthousiasme
en een hoop goede ideeën weer verlaten
Behalve Ton en Herbert hebben mij nog meer mensen binnen en buiten het NICI met hun inhoudelijke interesse, feedback en discussies gesteund en geïnspireerd Mijn dank daarvoor met name aan
Jonathan Grainger, Judy Kroll, Pienie Zvvitserlood Walter van Heuven, en vooral Heike Martensen
(hele weekenden hebben wij "opgeofferd" aan het praten over data) Zonder de hulp van Walter en
Jules waren mijn eerste stappen als Mac -gebruiker hopeloos geweest, en zonder het programmeerwerk
van Hubert en het technische improvisatietalent van Beryl was het draaien van mijn experimenten
nooit van de grond gekomen Ene Mans, Harald Baayen en Heike bedank ik voor onmisbaar statistisch
advies over het omgaan met de datajungle van Hoofdstuk 5, en Marije Michel ervoor dat ze weliswaar
mijn enige, maar zonder enkele twijfel ook mijn favoriete stagiaire was, en dat niet alleen vanwege de
mooie resultaten van haar experiment
Behalve op het academische vlak liggen de kwaliteiten van het NICI niet in de laatste plaats
op het sociale terrein Ik heb erg genoten van de veelal hilarische, en altijd enthousiaste discussies
aan de koffietafel, van het niet minder enthousiaste en verfrissende potje volley tussen de middag,
van de befaamde VnjdagMiddagBorrel, die in tegenstelling tot de volleybal nog steeds overleeft, en
gewoon van de gezelligheid 'op de verdieping' Mijn dank aan alle mensen, die deze fijne sfeer hielpen
creëren
Heel veel kracht, motivatie en uithoudingsvermogen heb ik ook te danken aan de belangstelling,
vriendschap en steun van mijn naaste vrienden Heike, met jou was het zoiets als 'liefde' op het eerste
gezicht, en sindsdien bespreek ik met jou alles, wat echt belangrijk is - experimenten, emoties, roddels,
of filosofische stellingen Marieke bedank ik voor haar opvang in de eerste moeilijke maanden in
Nijmegen, en voor haar geduld met mijn eerste moeizame pogingen om een gesprek in het Nederlands te
voeren Dank aan Theo voor (destijds) de vele lange repetitie-'napraat' sessies, aan Mary voor de gezel-
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ligheid op de Hendrik Hoogersstraat, aan de woongroep-mensen voor (onder andere) de goede verzorging (Peter, je spinaziesoufflé

'). en aan de (overige) harde kern van VMB-ers, verhuizinghelpers, bok-

bierproevers, feestvierders, enz , waaronder Merijn, Paul Τ , Gijs, Anja, Marcel, en Katharina Evelien,
wat kon je mijn dagen tijdens de laatste, drukke en soms frustrerende proefschrift-fase op het NIC1
toch opvrolijken met je stralende lach en je luisterend oor Esther, met je onuitputtelijke warmte, en
Ellis, met je onweerstaanbare energie Of het zingen, brunchen, reizen. Helse Engelen drinken of zelfs
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vergaderen is, tijd met jullie is altijd een highlight van de dag (snel terugkomen dus, Ellis )
Meinen Eltern und Geschwistern danke ich dass sie -jeder auf seine Art -fur mich da sind und
mir damit jenen Boden unter den Füssen gehen, wie ihn eben doch nur die Familie geben kann Bei
ihnen und bei meinen ,alten' deutschen Freunden bedanke ich mich auch fur ihre Treue angesichts
meiner Emigration und der damit verbundenen hohen Telefonrechnungen

weiten Reisen, und der

zunehmenden Verhunzung unserer Muttersprache von meiner Seite
Jules, je eerdere desastreuze effect op mijn concentratievermogen en op de afronding van mijn
proefschrift heb je inmiddels meer dan goedgemaakt door je toverwerk aan het uiterlijk van dit boekje,
maar vooral heb je mijn leven geheel omgetoverd, ik snap er nog steeds niet veel van, maar dat hoeft
bij een Zauberer waarschijnlijk ook helemaal niet

Chapter Ί

Introduction

A rose is a rose is a rose is a rose
(from Gertrude Stein 'Lectures in Amencj

I W and other works)

This simple line, created by the American writer Gertrude Stein and used in several of her works, has
become famous all over the world Generations of researchers have used it to spice up their publication
titles, among them many psycholinguists, who, starting from the classic article by Van Orden (1987),
have been claiming that a rose is a ROWS (Van Orden, 1987, Coltheart, Patterson, & Leahy, 1994) or
a ROWSE (Buchanan, Hildebrandt, & MacKinnon, 1994), a REEZ (Berent & Perfetti, 1995), a TULIP
(Hilhs, Rapp, & Caramazza, 1999) or even a NOSE (Patterson & Wilson, 1990) As fate has it, the
line turned out to be so useful for this thesis as well that it received yet another place in the title of a
psycholinguistic study
What is so remarkable about the sentence from a multilingual perspective is that the word rose
looks and sounds similarly in many languages (see the cover of this thesis) For instance, the word
has exactly the same spelling in English, German, and French For psycholinguists, words that have
(almost) the same form and meaning in several languages (so-called cognates) are interesting, because
they provide us with a tool to investigate whether the languages of a multilingual are interconnected
within his or her language processing system Assume that German-English-French trilingual readers
come across the written word rose, what will happen 9 Will they be confused by the fact that this word
can be German as well as English or French, or, on the contrary, will the 'triple' word existence help
them in retrieving the word's meaning 9 Or would the word perhaps not be processed in any special way
at all 9 For example, when multilinguals are reading a purely English text or, in a laboratory situation,
performing an English language experiment, they might be so 'tuned' to an English mode that the
word's additional existence in German and French might be irrelevant
Whether and under which circumstances the languages of a bi- or trilingual influence each other
or work independently, is subject of the present thesis For our investigation of this issue, words that
are similar across languages, like rose, play an important role But before we move on to describe our
research in more detail, we will first explain how we use the terms bilingualism and multilingualism
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Chapler I

Defining bilingualism and multilingualism
Knowing more than one language is not an exception nowadays In most countries, especially in such
linguistically diverse regions of the world as Europe, almost nobody can complete school education (or get
through adult life) without having to study one or more foreign languages But what level of knowledge
of a foreign language is sufficient to call someone a bilingual9 The answer to this question depends on
the adopted definition of multilingualism, or its simplest and most common form, bilingualism Existing
definitions of bilingualism vary from the achievement of native-like proficiency in both languages on
one extreme, to 'any form of functional foreign language use' on the other (Schreuder & Weltens,
1993) However, most psychohnguistic studies (including this thesis) assume a moderate definition of
bilingualism as the regular use of two languages (Grosjean, 1982, Schreuder & Weltens, 1993) Besides
these general definitions, several types of bilinguals can be distinguished, for example depending on
the age when they acquired their second language ('early' vs 'late' bilinguals) or depending on whether
they speak their two languages equally well or not ('balanced' vs 'unbalanced' bilinguals) Of course,
many more factors and gradations than these simple dichotomies have to be taken into account when
investigating bilingual language processes, such as how the second language has been acquired (e g ,
by formal instruction or by spontaneous learning), whether a person is immersed in a foreign-language
environment or not, how frequently and on what level of proficiency each of the languages is currently
used, or which language combination is spoken
In all experimental chapters of the current thesis, we have selected (bi- or trilingual) participant
groups that were as homogenous as possible with respect to these factors All participants were 'late'
and 'unbalanced' multilinguals in the sense that they acquired their foreign Idnguage(s) later than their
mother language, and had reached a less than native-like level of proficiency In this way, we hope
to extend our knowledge on language processing in what is more and more becoming the 'standard'
language user, namely, an individual with one (clearly dominant) first language (LI) and one or more
foreign languages that have been acquired through school training or language immersion, and that
have now reached a stable level of at least moderate proficiency From this point of view, studying
unbalanced bilinguals is more relevant than studying balanced speakers, because the latter group is a
rather small one compared to the vast number of people who have a less than perfect ability to speak a
second language (L2) Similarly, studying (unbalanced) bilinguals is even more relevant than studying
monohnguals, because in many parts of the world, the monolingual individual is a dying species
Nonetheless, the overwhelming majority of psychohnguistic studies and models are concerned with
(usually English-speaking) monohnguals In how far these findings generalize to multilinguals (in a
wider sense) is as yet unclear Of course, having to deal with two (or even more) languages rather than
only one, makes language research a lot more complicated, but de Groot & Kroll (1997) are right when
they say,
"That the stud\ of bilingual cognition ma\ lead into muddier waters than that of monolmgualism
for instance because the bilingual population is rather heterogeneous in terms of factors such as age of
acquisition and proficienc\ of the second language, and the large number ofpairuise combinations of
the world s languages inxolved ( ) , should therefore not be a reason to ignore it
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Inlroduuion

Visual word recognition in mono- and bilinguals
The main issue of investigation in the present thesis is how bilinguals (and, in one chapter, also
tnhnguals) process language More specifically, it is concerned with the question whether, to which
degree, and in which situations the two languages of a bilingual interact with each other Is it possible
for bilinguals to 'switch off' one of their languages when it is not needed for the present situation, or
are the languages so interwoven that there is always some (maybe barely noticeable) cross-language
influence present

9

Due to the large differences between the different language domains like reading, listening, and
speaking, we have restricted our research to the domain of visual word recognition We will now give
a brief introduction to the currently dominant view on visual word recognition, and its extension to the
bilingual domain
Current models of visual word recognition assume that when a written stimulus is encountered
dunng reading, the representation of this word that is stored in memory (in the so-called mental lexicon)
becomes active However, there are different classes of models that differ fundamentally in the assumed
nature of the word representations and how they are activated Here, we will assume a so-called localis!
connectionist approach to word recognition to illustrate the research questions in the present thesis Of
course, whether and under which circumstances the word recognition process is language-specific or
non-specific, is an issue that is not restricted to this class of models
Localist models of visual word recognition like the Interactive Activation Model (McClelland &
Rumelhart, 1981, for a more recent and extended model based on the same principles, see Grainger
& Jacobs, 1996, and other models in Grainger & Jacobs, 1998) assume that the units of the word
identification system, such as letter features, letters, word forms, and word meanings, are represented
as nodes in an interconnected neural network There are several levels of representation, in particular,
the feature level (representing visual features, e g , the transverse line in the letter A), the letter level,
and the word form level (also called lexical level) Although this is not often implemented, the word
form level is linked to a lexico-semantic or conceptual level, on which the meaning of words is stored
However, little is known about the nature and functioning of these units, and many existing data on
visual word recognition can be modeled without this level (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996)
The recognition of words proceeds, in principle, bottom-up from the leature to the conceptual
level The visual features of the presented letters are analyzed and lead to the recognition of the word's
constituting letters, which in tum activate those word representations on the lexical level that contain
these letters (There is also a flow of activation from higher levels back to lower levels, which is why
this class of models is called 'interactive' ) Thus, a whole set of possible word representations (word
candidates) becomes active, consisting of word representations that share a certain proportion of letters
with the visual input In the course of time, the more similar a word is to the visual stimulus, the
more activated its representation becomes On the other hand, words that have become activated are in
competition with each other, ι e , they mutually inhibit each other The inhibition between units within
the same level is also called lateral inhibition For example, assume that a reader reads the word moon
The word representation for moon will become active, but the representations for similar words such as
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mood, moan, or soon (so-called orthographic neighbors) will also simultaneously become active to a
certain degree, because they share a substantial proportion of letters with the stimulus All these words
will inhibit each other until the one word representation that provides a perfect match with the input,
moon, is left as the only candidate and thereby 'wins the race' and is recognized
When one extends this general account of visual word recognition to the bilingual case, an important
question arises Is lexical access language-specific, ι e is there a functional separation between the
two languages, so that the entire word recognition process takes place either in the one or in the other
9

language ' Or do the two languages rather behave as one single, integrated system For example, when
the word moon is presented to a Dutch-English bilingual, will Dutch word candidates that are similar
9

to the stimulus, like boon (bean), zoon (son) or mooi (beautiful), also be activated These two options
have been contrasted in the literature as the 'language-selective vs non-selective lexical access' views
Testing and refining this issue will be a central theme in
the present thesis
In the most extensively tested and implemented
model on bilingual visual word recognition, the Bilingual
Interactive Activation Model (ΒΙΑ, Dijkstra& van Heuven,
1998, see Figure 1 1) and its further developed version
BIA+ (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002), it is assumed that
the bilingual mental lexicon is integrated, ι e that there is
one lexicon for both languages Likewise, lexical access
is principally non-selective with respect to language,
ι e word candidates from both languages become active
during word recognition The model can therefore easily
account for cross-linguistic effects, e g , for the finding
that the recognition of words in one language (like moon)
is indeed influenced by the existence of similar words
in the other (van Heuven, Dijkstra, & Grainger, 1998)
However, each word is connected to a language node that
indicates to which language the word belongs (e g , moon
would be connected to the English language node), and
the language nodes can send activation back to the word
representations (in the original ΒΙΑ model, this takes the
form of inhibition to words from the other language)
This way, some opposite results can be explained that had
previously been interpreted in terms of language-specific
access, like the existence of 'switch costs', ι e , higher

Visual Input
Figure 1 1 The ΒΙΑ model (taken from
Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002) Printed
with permission of the authors

reaction times (RTs) observed when the language user
is forced to switch between languages Furthermore, the
assumption of language nodes offers an account tor how
language membership is coded in the mental lexicon

Introduction
In the extended (but not yet implemented) version of the model, the BIA+ (Dijkstra & van Heuven,
2002), the original ΒΙΑ model is extended by phonological and semantic representations and a task/
decision system that strategically controls the output of the word identification system (see Figure 1.2).
On the task/decision level, task schémas are specified that are unique to the task at hand and decision
criteria are set, which makes this level sensitive to non-linguistic context effects (e.g., participant
expectations and strategies).

Task/control system
Task schémas determine the precise processing steps for the task at
hand. They receive continuous input from the identification system and
decision criteria determine when a response is made based on relevant
codes in the identification system.

I

Semantics

Language
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Lexical
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Lexical
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1 ,
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r

*\

Sublexical
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Figure 1.2: The BIA+ model (taken from Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002).
Printed with permission of the authors.
The large number of findings that have been obtained in previous research on bilingual word recognition
will be summarized in each of the introductions to the experimental chapters and will not be reviewed
here. For now, it may suffice to say that most evidence suggests that bilingual lexical access is indeed
(as assumed in the ΒΙΑ model) structurally non-selective, i.e. that the bilingual lexicon is integrated,
but that the degree of non-selectivity observed in the data is nonetheless subject to a large number of
modulating factors, such as task demands, linguistic or non-linguistic context, language proficiency,
and so on (as also assumed by the BIA-I-). A number of these factors have been investigated in detail
in this thesis.
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Chapter 1

Research approach and structure of the present thesis
In the present thesis, different methodological approaches were adopted to investigate whether and
in which way the two or three languages of a bi- or trilingual interact during word recognition They
all made use of cross-language similarities, either with respect to words, or regarding grammatical
systems (Chapter 6) In most experiments reported here, participants were recognizing words in one
language only, which in most cases was not LI The question is whether in this situation, the other
language(s) would also play a role and if so, in what way Special emphasis was put on words that
share certain features between languages, like the title word of this thesis rose Apart from Chapter 2,
all chapters involved cognates as stimulus materials Besides such words, which share both form and
meaning across languages cognates, the research also involved words sharing only their form and not
their meaning Examples for such word types are the Dutch and English word room (meaning 'cream'
in Dutch) with the same spelling in both languages, or the Dutch word kou (cold), which has almost
the same pronunciation as the English word cow Whether these words, called interlingual homographs
and homophones, are processed differently from other words, was subject of Chapter 3 and, to a certain
degree, also of Chapter 5
In almost all chapters (apart from Chapter 5), we made use of the probably most frequently used
task in research on visual word recognition, the lexical decision task In this task, participants indicate
whether a given letter string is an existing word or not by pressing one of two buttons as quickly as
possible The RTs and error rates observed for each word (or nonword) can inform us on the ease
with which word recognition takes place In the bilingual case, there are at least two versions of the
lexical decision task The word / nonword decision can be made with respect to one language only
(language-specific lexical decision) or with respect to both languages of the bilingual (generalized
lexical decision) Both versions of this task were used in the present thesis

The research reported in Chapter 2 involves German-English bihnguals and investigates whether the
word recognition process is different in a pure-language vs a mixed-language language context This
tests the claim that mono- vs bilingual situations induce different processing modes (language modes)
in the bilingual (Grosjean, 1997, 1998) The language context manipulation involves a variation in
task (English lexical decision, German lexical decision, and English-German generalized lexical
decision) and in the situational context (the language spoken with the experimenter, and the language
of a pre-test) The influence of language context is assessed by two means, namely, by comparing
recognition latencies for the same word stimuli in a pure- and a mixed-language situation, and by
comparing rejection times for the same set of 'English-like' or 'German-like' nonwords in an English
and a German context
As mentioned above, Chapter 3 focuses on the role of the cross-language similarity of words
with respect to spelling, sound, and meaning By comparing the recognition of cognates, interlingual
homographs, and homophones on the one hand, and that of control words on the other, the role of
overlap concerning the three codes orthography, phonology, and semantics in bilingual word recognition can be studied independently from each other Similar to Chapter 2, the additional influence of the
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type of task is examined by including both a language-specific (pure English) and a mixed-language
(generalized Dutch-English) variant of the lexical decision task Furthermore, a nonvvord manipulation
is also included to investigate the extent of language-specificity in nonword rejection
In Chapter 4, we explore the limits of the non-selective view of lexical access and investigated
whether it also holds for trilingual!. If it is true that in principle, both languages of a bilingual play a
role during reading even when only one language is relevant at the moment, does this then also hold
for all three languages of a trilingual9 This question is examined using cognates, a well-tried tool to
trace cross-language effects in the bilingual domain It is investigated whether Dutch-Enghsh-German
tnlinguals carrying out a lexical decision task in German, their third language, are influenced by the
cognate status of a word both in Dutch (their LI) and in English (their L2) Furthermore, we put the
language mode view to a further test by manipulating whether or not the participants were exposed to
English immediately before the experiment
In the research reported in Chapter 5, we investigate whether readers with different mother
languages exhibit different patterns of word recognition in their common L2, English For this purpose,
participants from the Netherlands, Germany, and France carried out a progressive demasking task (a
word becomes gradually visible and has to be identified as fast as possible) on more than 1000 English
words Not only the experimental task, but also the statistical approach taken here is different from that
in the other chapters Rather than manipulating the variables of interest on a limited number of levels in
a factorial design (e g , cognates vs non-cognates), a large number of word variables (word frequency,
length, orthographic neighborhood, etc ) are included in multiple regression analyses Their effects are
compared for the three participant groups and also with effects reported in the monolingual literature,
to find out whether word recognition in L2 is fundamentally different from that in LI
Finally, in Chapter 6, we go beyond the investigation oi purely lexical factors and examine
whether cross-language interaction can also be observed with respect to a syntaitu feature, grammatical gender This issue is addressed in a lexical decision experiment with gender priming We examine
whether German-Dutch bilinguals, when reading Dutch noun phrases (e g , het huis, = the house),
are influenced by the grammatical gender of the German translation oi the nouns Additionally, the
potentially modulating effect of the form similarity of the Dutch noun with its German translation is
assessed by including Dutch-German cognates and non-cognates
Chapter 7 provides a summary of the experimental chapters and discusses their implications for
theories on multilingual word recognition
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Chapter 2 .

The Role of Language Context in Bilingual Word
Recognition1
Abstract
The role of language context or 'language mode' is a central issue in current dis
cussions on word processing in bilinguals German-English bilinguals performed a
pure-German, a pure-English, and a mixed lexical decision task embedded in the
respective language context created by language tests prior to the main experiment
Reaction times for both words and pseudowords served as indicators for context-in
duced language selectivity of lexical access Reaction times for words were found to
be slower in a mixed-language context relative to the pure-language conditions In
contrast to previous results obtained by Grainger and Beauvillain (1987), this effect
was not restricted to trials immediately following a language switch Furthermore,
the rejection latencies for pseudowords that were either similar to German or to Eng
lish were reversed in the pure-English and pure-German conditions Pseudowords
that were more similar to the current language context were rejected more slowly
These results suggest that a strong language context can induce a substantially Ian
guage-selective way of word processing in bilinguals

1
This chapter is almost identical to Lemhofer, Κ & Radach, R (submitted), The role of language context in
bilingual word recognition
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Introduction
As people who use more than one language in their daily lives are presently becoming the rule
rather than the exception, the interest of cognitive psychologists in the structure and functioning of
the bilingual language system has also increased tremendously (Keatley, 1992) In addition to providing insight into the 'bilingual mind' itself, research in this area also contributes to the more fundamental issue of how the human cognitive system deals with the availability of more than one code for
representing the same mental ideas and concepts After several decades of bilingualism research, the
controversial debate on the common versus separate representations issue has recently been replaced
by more sophisticated views of bilingual language processing Rather than examining whether the two
languages are structurally or functionally separated in the mental system or not, the focus of attention
has shifted towards the factors and circumstances that determine how the two languages of a bilingual
influence each other
A number of variables have been found to play an important role in this respect For instance,
the direction of cross-language interactions has shown to be an essential factor in the size of crosslanguage effects For 'unbalanced' bihnguals with a dominant (usually referred to as LI) and a subordinate language (L2), LI usually exerts a larger influence on L2 than vice versa This asymmetry
has, for instance, been demonstrated for associative priming (Grainger & Beauvillain, 1988, Keatley,
Spinks, & de Gelder, 1994), for translation priming (Keatley et a l , 1994) and for the cognate effect
in lexical decision (Caramazza & Brones, 1979) and picture naming (Costa, Caramazza, & Sebastian
Galles, 2000), and it has been incorporated in the influential Revised Hierarchical Model of bilingual
memory by Kroll and Stewart (1994) While there is also some evidence for effects of the second
language on first language processing, the extent of this influence seems to be determined by the bilinguaVs proficiency in the second language (Jared & Kroll, 2001, van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002)
Another essential step away from static views of the bilingual language system was triggered by
the finding that different task*, can give rise to opposite results with respect to the language dependence
issue This was demonstrated by studies on non-cognate interlingual homographs (i e , words that exist
in both languages by spelling, but possess different meanings, such as PAIN in French and English) In
a lexical decision study with Dutch-English bihnguals (Dijkstra, van Jaarsveld, & ten Bnnke, 1998),
it was shown that whether these words are processed differently from other words depends on the
task at hand In a standard English lexical decision task with pure-language word lists, no difference
was found between recognition latencies and accuracy for homographs relative to matched English
control words However, the same homographs were recognized more ilowly than controls when Dutch
filler words were included in the stimulus list that had to be treated as nonwords, whereas they were
recognized farter than English controls when the Dutch filler words had to be accepted as words Very
similar results were obtained by de Groot, Delmaar, and Lupker (2000), with small or null effects in
standard Dutch or English lexical decision, but clear inhibitory effects when words from the non-target
language were included as distractors in the stimulus lists.
The present study is aimed at investigating the effects of another variable which is likely to play a
key role in bilingual language processing, namely the language context It seems intuitively sensible
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that the extent to which knowledge of one language influences the processing of another language is
modulated by how intensively it is activated in the present situation For instance, in a completely
monolingual environment, in which only one language is spoken, language processing of a bilingual
may operate in a fashion very similar to that of other monolmguals, ι e , it may be language selective
On the other hand, in a bilingual environment in which both languages are intermixed, an integrated, ι e
language-nonselective mode of processing would be more appropriate An important conceptualization
of this idea has been formulated by Grosjean (1997, 1998) by suggesting the notion of a 'language
mode' According to this view, which has also been implemented m a computational model (BIMOLA,
Grosjean, 1997), bilinguals selectively activate mainly one language when they find themselves in a
monolingual environment or situation (when speaking to a monolingual, for instance), but they are also
able to shift towards a more nonselective and bilingual processing mode when this is prompted by the
situation For instance, Grosjean (1997) showed that when speaking to other bilinguals in a specified
language, bilinguals use more code switches and word borrowings from the other language than when
speaking to monolmguals
Within the field of visual word recognition, surprisingly little research has been conducted on
whether the degree of cross-language interactions is influenced by the specific language context
Rather, in the course of the debate about selective versus nonselective lexical access, a large majority
of studies focused on the question whether in a purely monolingual context, any influence of the nontarget language can be found at all The occurrence of such cross-language effects was taken as evi
dence against the selective position, as was argued for semantic priming (Chen & Ng, 1989, de Groot
& Nas, 1991, Fox, 1996, Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986), for masked orthographic or phonological
priming (Bijeljac-Babic, Biardeau, & Grainger, 1997, Brysbaert, van Dyck, & van de Poel, 1999), for
Stroop effects (Dyer, 1971, Preston & Lambert, 1969) or for orthographic neighborhood effects (van
Heuven, Dijkstra, & Grainger, 1998) On the other hand, defenders of the opposite position regarded
the absence of cross-language effects or their diminished size relative to within-language effects as
support for language-selective lexical access (Fang, Tzeng, & Alva, 1981, Gerard & Scarborough,
1989, Scarborough, Gerard, & Cortese, 1984) Recently, however, the view of bilingual lexical access
as a nonselective process has become the dominating position in the field (Colomé, 2001, de Groot
et al, 2000, Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002, GoUan & Kroll, 2001, Hermans, Bongaerts, de Bot, &
Schreuder, 1998, Kroll & Dijkstra, 2001) Note that the nonselective position does not state that words
from the two languages can not be distinguished by the bilingual any more. Of course, for each word
there must be language information available, e g , in the form of 'language tags' attached to the word
form representation (Green, 1998) Language information must necessarily be accessed whenever the
selection of one language is required, such as in word production The notion of nonselectivity mainly
implies that there is lexical co-attivation across languages, ι e that word representations from the
non-target language also become active during word recognition and production. This notion has, for
example, been implemented in the Bilingual model of Interactive Activation (ΒΙΑ, Dijkstra & van
Heuven, 1998)
The nonselectivity assumption implies that word recognition tasks should in principle be accom
plished in a language-neutral manner, forcing the subject into a language-specific way of processing.
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by making a language decision necessary, should make the task more difficult However, the question
in how far language context modulates word recognition performance remains largely unclear Among
the studies that compared various language contexts, Caramazza and Brones (1979) did not find any
differences between pure and mixed-language lexical decision data for the processing of cognates
and non-cognates in Spanish and English However, also using a lexical decision task, Grainger and
Beauvillain (1987) found that when embedded in mixed-language lists, words were recognized more
slowly than when they occurred in lists blocked by language In a similar vein, Soares and Grosjean
(1984) demonstrated for the auditory domain that comprehending code-switched sentences took more
time relative to pure-language sentences These studies follow a tradition of research that demonstrated
costs of processing mixed language material in a variety of tasks (Kolers, 1966, Macnamara & Kushmr,
1971 ) Recently, a number of studies have also been conducted using brain imaging methods investigating
whether different brain regions are activated in different language contexts For example, Hernandez,
Martinez, and Kohnert (2000) demonstrated that picture naming in a mixed-language context is slower
and involves additional prefrontal brain activation relative to a pure-language setting
In a more explicit approach towards a test of the effect of language context, Jared and Kroll
(2001) and Jared and Szucs (2002) demonstrated that in word naming, the influence of phonological
representations in the non-target language could be boosted by the prior exposure of the participants
to that language
In sum, these studies indicate that whether bilinguals read or speak in one or two languages
simultaneously (or which languages they have recently been in contact with), does indeed make a difference There is some, if not unequivocal evidence that processing mixed language materials is slower
and more error prone than pure language processing, suggesting that cognitive costs are imposed on the
language system when functioning in a language-integrated fashion Such findings in favor of contextsensitivity in the bilingual language system are in contrast to the conception of lexical access operating
in an invariably language-nonselective fashion
The present

study

The present study addresses the role of language context from two perspectives that complement each
other First, we again raise the issue of whether the simultaneous processing of two languages imposes
a cost on word recognition Second, we take up the context-sensitivity problem in a novel way by
examining whether identical pseudowords are processed differently in different language contexts
Three context conditions were investigated German-English bilinguals performed a German-only
lexical decision task as well as an English-only and a mixed German-English lexical decision task
Both means of investigation concerning the effect of language context will now be described in more
detail
The first perspective of the present study was based on the word items in a lexical decision task, and
focused on the difference between performance on pure-language versus mixed-language word lists
According to a strictly nonselective approach, word representations from both languages should always
be potentially active, therefore, for the same word material, there should be no general differences
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between different experimental contexts. Beauvillain (1992) indeed failed to find a difference between
mixed- and pure-language word lists in a lexical decision experiment with French-English bilinguals.
In a very similar study, though, Grainger and Beauvillain (1987) did find slower identification times
for words in the mixed-language condition, but this effect was restricted to those trials in the bilingual
word list that immediately followed a language switch (i.e., to word trials for which the preceding
item had been a word of the other language). They concluded that there was no evidence for a general
'language mode' effect related to context-sensitive processes. Rather, the observed increase in reaction
times in the mixed word list was interpreted in terms of a short-lasting interference between consecutive
trials resulting from a bottom-up mechanism that achieves a prioritization of the most recently used
lexicon.2 However, it has to be noted that the language context in these studies was varied merely by
changing the composition of the stimulus list, and without instructing the participants which languages
were to be expected in the next block. Furthermore, participants performed the different conditions in
immediate succession. Thus, speaking in Grosjean's terms of language modes, it appears unlikely that
participants had really been placed at the monolingual ends of the bilingual-monolingual language
mode continuum. Rather, the different context conditions might in fact have induced very similar
modes of processing.
In the present study, an attempt was made to create a stronger language context, mainly by
conducting the different conditions in entirely separate sessions, and by designing the experimental
setting in a way that avoided the occurrence and expectancy of the irrelevant language in the monolingual conditions as rigorously as possible. It was expected that if the bilingual lexical system is susceptible to manipulations of the language context, recognizing words in a language-exclusive task and
context should be different from recognizing the same words in a mixed-language task. More specifically, on the basis of earlier studies and assuming that operating in a larger lexical space is more timeconsuming, it was hypothesized that word recognition in a mixed-language context would take longer
and cause more errors relative to a monolingual context. Additionally, we expected these processing
costs of mixed-language processing not to be restricted to trials that immediately followed a language
switch, since we assumed a general context effect in addition to short-lasting switch costs. In other
words, longer reaction latencies for the mixed-language context as compared to the pure-language
condition should also be found for word trials that did not (in the mixed-language context) immediately
follow a language switch.
In addition to examining how words from the two languages are recognized by bilinguals, we
looked at how different types of pseudowords (i.e., orthographically legal nonwords) are processed.
Pseudowords can provide a powerful tool to study lexical processes, since the experimenter is in
greater control of their characteristics than it is the case for real words. In analogy to what has been
described for the word stimuli, we examined how identical pseudoword stimuli are processed in dif2

The nature of this mechanism was not exactly specified. In the original study, the authors suggested a serial
approach, in which the recently used lexicon is searched with a higher prionty than the other one. In Grainger
(1993), however, a parallel Interactive Activation-type model is proposed in which the recognition of a word
inhibits the respective non-relevant language for the duration of one trial, which would also account for the switch
cost effect
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ferent language contexts. The approach we took is based on the classical finding that in a lexical decision task, nonwords are rejected the faster the less word-like they are (Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, &
Besner, 1977). Applied to the bilingual situation, the question arises which word-likeness is relevant to
a bilingual, i.e., whether it is based on both languages or on only one, and whether the language context
plays a role in this issue.
In one of only a few studies on nonword processing in the bilingual domain, Altenberg and
Caims (1983) manipulated the phonotactic legality of nonword strings with respect to both English
and German in a purely English and a purely German lexical decision task. Given the fact that orthographically illegal letter strings (e.g., zuzb) are usually rejected faster than legal ones (e.g., fari), they
were interested in finding out whether participants would employ the orthographic rules of both their
languages, or only those belonging to the currently relevant language. With respect to the English
lexical decision task, the data of the bilingual participants were also compared to those of English
monolingual participants. Summarizing the results is difficult, given an extremely complex data
pattern (containing multiple comparisons between four nonwords types, two subject groups, two tasks
and two types of legality manipulation). Essentially, the finding that in some respects different data
patterns were found for mono- and bilinguals were interpreted by Altenberg and Cairns in favor of the
simultaneous activation of both languages. For instance, in the English lexical decision task, monolinguals reacted faster on nonwords that were legal in English only than on those that were legal in
German only, whereas bilinguals showed no RT difference for these items. This seems to suggest
that to the bilinguals, exclusively 'German' nonwords did not seem any less word-like than purely
'English' letter strings. However, inspection of the data pattern also reveals several details that are less
compatible with the interpretation of the activation of both sets of orthographic rules. For example,
when looking at nonwords that were either legal or illegal in English separately, the additional legality
in German did not have any differential effects for mono- and bilinguals in either of the two English
lexical decision experiments (Exp. 3 & 4). In sum, the large set of data in this study forms an equivocal
and inconclusive pattern of results.
In the present study, we followed a line of reasoning similar to that of Altenberg and Cairns (1983),
but instead of working with orthographically legal versus illegal nonwords, we manipulated the wordlikeness of pseudowords with respect to English and German while preserving their legality in both
languages. By using nonwords that are highly word-like, it is ensured that any possible effects are
lexical by nature, since rejecting pseudowords requires accessing the mental lexicon checking for word
candidates that might match the input, before it can be decided that no such match exists. In contrast,
implausible or orthographically illegal letter strings can be rejected with less lexical involvement (Stone
& Van Orden, 1993). Furthermore, for the sake of a more powerful design, we restricted our materials
to two classes of pseudowords: Those that were similar to English and at the same time dissimilar to
German, and on the other hand those that were similar to German but not to English. If the idea of
context-sensitivity of bilingual language processing holds true, the pattern of rejection times for these
two kinds of pseudowords should reverse itself in the two complementary pure-language conditions:
In the German task, a greater resemblance of pseudowords to the German language should delay their
rejection, whereas the opposite should occur in the English task. Note that the comparison between
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the two pure-language conditions is the main point here For the mixed-language context, less clear
predictions can be made Ideally, due to the simultaneous activation of both lexicons, no processing
differences between the two pseudoword types should be expected in a language-neutral context like
the bilingual lexical decision task However, because our participants were more proficient in one
language than in the other, differences are to be expected differences nevertheless, as it is found and
discussed in detail in Chapter 3
A strictly nonselective view (without a task- and context-sensitive decision mechanism, as in the
BIA+ model), on the contrary, would predict equal rejection latencies for both kinds of pseudowords in
all language context conditions, and in particular, in the two pure-language conditions In an integrated
and always homogeneously activated bilingual lexicon, identical stimuli should invariably activate the
same word candidates regardless of the situational context (as claimed by, for instance, van Heuven et
al, 1998)

To summarize, we put the context sensitivity idea to a test first by comparing the two monolingual
modes, using pseudowords to indirectly measure the influence of the non-target language Second, we
addressed the question whether processing two languages at a time takes more time than processing
only one, and whether such a mixing cost would also be present for trials that did not follow a language
switch (i e , that were of the same language as the preceding item) We did this by looking at the
word recognition times in a pure-language as opposed to a mixed-language lexical decision task,
while paying special attention to the induction of the different language modes in the participants
To keep the different language contexts as pure as possible, we conducted the different conditions on
different days and instructed the participants explicitly as to which language(s) would be relevant in the
following session Communication with the experimenter took place in the language(s) appropriate in
the respective language context Furthermore, in each context condition, a language test in the relevant
language(s) was administered before the actual lexical decision task which served two purposes First,
in the English-only condition, the test was used to determine whether the participant met the predefined
proficiency criteria in English Second, the tests were intended to help inducing the appropriate
language mode by selectively pre-activating the task language(s) By all these means, we attempted
to create stronger language contexts than what had been the case in previous studies which merely
manipulated stimulus list composition and led to rather inconclusive results Our aim was to clarify
whether bilingual word recognition is principally susceptible to manipulations of language context or
not, which is an important issue in understanding the functioning of the bilingual language system in
general Additionally, it may be the case that only low-frequent words would benefit from language
blocking relative to mixed word lists, since several effects have been found to affect low-frequency
words more than high-frequency ones (e g , bigram frequency. Rice & Robinson, 1975, orthographic
neighbors, Grainger, O'Regan, Jacobs, & Segui, 1989, orthographic regularity, Seidenberg, Waters,
Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984, or homophony, Pexman, Lupker, & Jared, 2001) Therefore, we included
both high and low frequency words in the stimulus materials to examine whether word frequency can
modulate possible context effects
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Method
Participants
Twenty-three German-English bilinguals participated, most of whom were students of English at
Aachen Technical University and had lived in an English-speaking country for at least six months All
participants spoke German as their native language Three of them had acquired English early in life,
the remaining participants had learned English in school from the age of 10 They reported a regular use
of English, with German being their dominant language Five participants had to be excluded from the
analysis because they did not fulfill the proficiency requirements in English, as measured by an English
proficiency test (see below) The 18 bilingual subjects who did meet the proficiency criteria and formed
our sample were between 19 and 36 years old (mean 27 5), seven of them male and eleven female All
but one were right-handed, and all reported to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision
Procedure and

Apparatus

Lexical decision task
Every participant completed three experimental sessions, each earned out on a different day with
approximately one week between the sessions The task was either a purely German, a purely English
or a mixed-language lexical decision task In the pure-language conditions, only words belonging to the
respective language were presented Participants were to decide as quickly and accurately as possible
whether the presented letter string constituted a word in the given language or not In the mixedlanguage condition, words from both languages appeared in the stimulus list, and participants were
asked to respond 'yes' to any string that was a word in either German or English Following a withinitem design, the words used in the English and German conditions also appeared in the mixed-language
condition The participants were explicitly told whether the stimulus lists in the lexical decision task
would contain words in German, English, or both
An identical set of pseudowords was presented in all three conditions In addition, a second set
of filler pseudowords was used in the mixed-language condition to equal the doubled number of word
items
The order of the three sessions was counterbalanced across participants, ι e , each of the six
possible orders of the three conditions (pure German, pure English, and mixed) was assigned to three
participants Half the participants were asked to respond to words by pressing a button on the nght of
the keyboard with their right hand and to nonwords by pressing a button on the left with their left hand,
while the other half received the reversed instruction For each participant, the assignment of keys
remained the same throughout the conditions
The number of stimuli amounted to 200 in the pure-language sessions and 400 in the mixedlanguage task, consisting of 50 percent nonwords and words, respectively The sessions were split into
blocks of 100 stimuli, between which participants were free to take breaks Additionally, the first four
stimuli of each block were dummy items that were not included in the analyses At the beginning of
each of the three sessions, a training block consisting of 40 items was conducted Each participant was
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randomly assigned to one of four fixed orders of stimulus presentation. These lists had been created
pseudo-randomly, with the restriction that no more than three words or nonwords occurred in a row.
The stimuli were presented in upper case3 and in black print (type Courier) against a light gray
background, shown on a 15-inch monitor with a standard VGA-resolution. The experiment was run on
an IBM-compatible PC, and controlled by software developed in our laboratory. At the start of each
trial, a fixation cross was presented for 700 ms. After another 150 ms, the letter string was shown until
the participant responded by pressing one of the two response buttons, or otherwise until a time-out of
5000 milliseconds had passed. The inter-trial interval was 600 ms. The responses and reaction times
were recorded with a temporal resolution of 1000 Hertz.
Analysis of language switch
Besides analyzing the context effect for words and nonwords, additional analyses were to be carried
out to investigate whether the context effect was restricted to trials following a language switch. Here,
the question arose how a 'language switch' should be defined. Of course, a straightforward definition
is to regard those trials as 'switch trials' in which a word immediately followed a word from the
other language.4 Two different definitions were employed varying in the way pseudowords are treated:
According to the first definition, pseudowords were ignored, assuming that it is the last recognized
existing word that matters for the switch mechanism rather than the immediately preceding item only.
A switch trial would then be defined as a word trial in which the word belongs to a different language
than the last presented word. In the second definition, because the pseudowords were (in most cases)
clearly identifiable as either English- or German-like, pseudowords were treated as regular members of
their language. That is, a language switch was defined as a word trial in which the presented was not of
same language as the word or pseudoword in the immediately preceding trial.
For both switch definitions, we examined whether a context effect was present for non-switch
trials, i.e., trials for which the preceding item (in all conditions) had been of the same language. In
analogy to the main data analysis, these words were then compared as they occurred in the pure- and
mixed-language contexts for the respective participant to establish the context effect. List construction
had been such that words always followed the same item types in both the mixed and the pure language context; i.e., whenever a word followed a word in the mixed-language context, it also followed
a word in the pure-language context; the same holds for words following English-like or German-like
pseudowords. Therefore, the two context conditions are fully comparable for any given word trial and
participant.
Language tests
At the beginning of each of the three sessions, a language test was given in the language(s) relevant
to the experimental task to follow (German, English, or both). The participants were told that this task
1

The presentation in upper case was chosen because in German, the case can be used as a cue for syntactic class
(nouns are written with capitals).
4
Note that this definition is also the one used by Grainger and Beauvillain (1987). However, only a small number
of trials met this definition, since many words were preceded by pseudowords rather than words. This is why we
decided to use different definitions of the language switch.
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was the first part of the experiment The tests were intended to both assess the participant's proficiency,
especially in English, as well as to pre-activate the relevant language(s) as much as possible During
pure-language sessions, only the relevant language was spoken between the participant and the
experimenter
The English and the German tests were taken from materials used by official German institutions
for adult education Both were multiple choice tests consisting of 46 items each, with the score being
calculated as the sum of correctly answered items The multiple choice items addressed subtleties in
word meaning and grammatical constructions on a high level of difficulty One example for an English
test item is "Naturally my client will

payment of the cheque until he is satisfied that the work

has been properly carried out " The phrase had to be completed by one of the four possible answers A
hold in, Β withdraw, C uphold, D withhold The English score was used as an instrument for participant
selection Those that did not meet a certain pre-defined criterion (less than 11 errors out of 46 items)
were excluded from the remaining parts of the experiment, and the data that had been obtained from
them so far were not considered in the statistical analyses By this procedure, five participants were
excluded The 18 remaining participants obtained a mean score of 40 3 from 46 correct responses in
English All participants scored higher in the German test (mean 45 1 correct answers), confirming
their language dominance in German The bilingual test was done mainly in order to adhere to the
general structure of the experimental sessions, consisting of a proficiency assessment part and a lexical
decision part, and to emphasize the bilingual character of the mixed-language session It was a multiple
choice test with 26 items constructed by the first author and consisted of questions about English and
German proverbs and sayings The outcome did not play a role in participant selection
Materials
Words
For the word materials, 80 English and 80 German nouns were selected as target items from the English
and German part of the CELEX database (Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Guhkers, 1995) All words were
between five and seven letters long and consisted of one or two syllables The English and German word
lists each included 40 high frequency words with a lemma frequency between 26 and 900 occurrences
per million (ο ρ m ) and 40 low frequency words with a lemma frequency between 1 and 20 ο ρ m
All words were orthographically legal both in English and German, ι e , all bi- and tngrams within
items could have occurred in their respective word positions (word begin, center, or ending) within
a regular English or German word No words that are interlingual homographs or homophones (i e ,
words that are spelled or pronounced like a word from the other language) were used Additionally,
words that belong to more than one syntactic class (e g attempt) were avoided as far as possible The
four word groups (English High and Low Frequency, and German High and Low Frequency) were
matched on an item-by-item basis for word length, number of syllables, number of morphological
components, and mean positional bigram frequency in their own and the other language ' The mean
1

Since the values for the mean positional bigram frequency were not directly comparable across languages, we
chose a distribution-based matching criterion For each mean bigram frequency (token count), its percentile value
was calculated with respect to all existing words of the same language and word length This value was then used
for matching across languages
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values for these variables for the different word categories are given in Table 2 I No significant
differences existed between the four groups with respect to the variables listed in Table 2 1, as verified
by repeated-measures ANOVAs (all ρ > 14) Additionally, the two high-frequency and the two lowfrequency groups were matched item-by-item for word frequency While only nouns served as critical
word items, 20 filler items per language from other syntactic classes (verbs, adjectives and adverbs)
were included as well This was done because the nonwords contained items that resembled these word
classes due to their 'morphology ' (e g , the ending '-en' often marks a verb in German) Including fillers
of these syntactic classes ensured that nonwords and words would not be distinguishable on the basis of
their 'potential' word class The filler items met the same selection criteria with respect to orthographic
legality as the test words All stimuli are listed in the Appendix
Table 2.1
Orthographic and Morphological Characteristics of the Word Stimuli (excluding Fillers)
English Words
High
Frequency

Low Frequency

German Words
High
Frequency

Low Frequency

Mean word length (in letters)

6 0 (0 8)

5 8 (0 8)

6 1 (0 8)

6 0 (0 7)

Mean number of syllables

1 8 (0 4)

1 8 (0 4)

1 8 (0 4)

1 8 (0 4)

Mean number of morpho
logical components

1 3 (0 5)

1 4 (0 5)

1 2 (0 4)

1 3 (0 5)

Mean written frequency (per
million)

123 2 (142 4)

4 6 (2 8)

126 7 (139 8)

6 0 (4 6)

Mean positional bigram
frequency in English (percen
tile)

64 5 (21 7)

65 2 ( 2 1 1)

61 7 (26 0)

61 0 (27 7)

Mean positional bigram
frequency in German
(percentile)

53 3 (20 4)

57 5 (23 6)

64 8 ( 2 1 0)

63 3 (21 0)

Note Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard deviations Word statistics were computed
using the CELEX data base (Baayen et a l , 1995)
Pseudowords
The pseudowords originated from existing English or German words in which one letter had been
changed All pseudowords were orthographically legal in both English and German, as indicated by
position-specific bi- and Ingram frequencies above zero, and ranged between five and seven letters in
length Measures of orthographic neighborhood (Coltheart et a l , 1977) were used to select pseudowords
that had a higher overall lexical similarity to English vs German (or vice versa) while preserving a
similar level of orthographic regularity The bigram frequencies as well as the mean neighborhood size
and frequency for the two classes of pseudowords are given in Table 2 2 Item selection was confirmed
on the basis of a rating study that had been conducted with native speakers of English and German
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in order to assess the subjective word-likeness of the pseudowords with respect to both languages. 16
English and 16 German monolingual speakers rated 313 pseudowords according to how plausible they
were as words of their native language on a scale from 1 (very plausible) to 5 (hardly plausible).6 200
items (100 per class) were finally selected that had been rated as plausible (median of ratings below
3) in the language they were supposed to resemble, and as not plausible (median above 3) in the other
language. The mean medians of ratings for the 200 selected pseudowords are also given in Table 2.2.
No differences between the two groups of pseudowords were present with respect to length, median
ratings, and mean positional bigram frequency in their 'own' and the other language, as analyzed with
t-tests.
Table 2.2
Orthographic Characteristics of English-like and German-like Pseudowords
English-like
Pseudowords

German-like
Pseudowords

Word length

5.9 (0.7)

6.0 (0.8)

Median rating for word-likeness in English

2.0 (0.7)

4.3 (0.7)

Median rating for word-likeness in German

4.4 (0.5)

2.2(0.5)

Mean number of neighbors English (Coltheart's N)

5.8(2.1)

1.1(1.2)

Mean number of neighbors in German (Coltheart's N)

0.7(1.2)

5.3(2.4)

234.1 (335.5)

18.1 (47.3)

Mean frequency of neighbors in German

14.5 (52.9)

966.5 (2794.7)

Mean positional bigram frequency in English
(percentile)

85.2 (16.2)

68.7(19.7)

Mean positional bigram frequency in German
(percentile)

63.6 (18.8)

88.8 (11.6)

Mean frequency of neighbors in English

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard deviations. Pseudoword statistics were
computed using the CELEX data base (Baayen et al., 1995).

Out of the 100 pseudowords of each kind (English- or German-like), 50 were randomly selected to
appear in all three context conditions; the other 50 were used as filler pseudowords in the mixedlanguage condition only, which consisted of twice as many word and nonword stimuli.
In summary, the stimulus lists in the pure-language conditions consisted of the following items: 80
target nouns from the relevant language, 20 filler words from the same language, 50 English-like and
50 German-like nonwords. In the mixed-language condition, participants processed 80 nouns and 20
filler words from each language, the 100 pseudowords also used in the pure-language conditions, and
100 additional filler pseudowords (50 English-like and 50 German-like).

6

It has to be noted that it is almost impossible to find true German monolinguals, i.e. people who have no knowledge of English. We made an effort to instruct the German raters, although having some knowledge of the English
language, to focus on their mother language only.
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Results
Word data
The English low frequency words fennel and twinge had to be excluded from analyses because they
were responded to incorrectly in more than 50% of the cases; their respective three matched partner
words from the same stimulus set (belonging to the categories English high frequency, German low
frequency, and German high frequency words) were also excluded. The overall error rate for the
remaining words, excluding filler words, was 5.6%. For the analyses of reaction times (RTs), only
correct responses were considered. When an error had been made, the reaction time for the respective
word and participant in the other context condition in which it also occurred was not considered either,
which lead to a total of 8.3% of the word data being excluded. Additionally, RTs which lay more than
two standard deviations from the subject and item mean (calculated separately for the different word
and context conditions) were classified as outliers. Again, the respective word was then eliminated
from the other context condition for the respective participant as well. By this procedure, 4.7% of the
remaining word data were excluded. The RT and error rate data are listed in Table 2.3; the mean RTs
are also depicted in Figure 2.1.
A 2 by 2 by 2 repeated measures analysis was conducted over both subject and item means with
context as both a within-subjects and within-items factor, as well as frequency and language as withinsubject and between-items factors. Note that we treated the three experimental sessions as a factor
(context) with two levels (pure-language vs. mixed-language) which was fully crossed with item
language (English vs. German).
Table 2.3
Mean Reaction Times (RT) and Error Rates (ER) for English and German Words in All Experimental
Conditions
English Words
Pure-language
Context

German Words

Mixed-language
Context

Pure-language
Context

Mixed-language
Context

RT

ER

RT

ER

RT

ER

RT

ER

LF Words

737
(85)

16.5
(9.9)

795
(127)

16.1
(11.9)

653
(102)

4.0
(3.3)

692
(94)

3.8
(4.0)

HF Words

604
(57)

1.4
(1.5)

654
(81)

1.0
(1.3)

608
(99)

0.3
(0.8)

617
(73)

1.4
(1.5)

total

671
(71)

9.0
(5.7)

725
(104)

8.6
(6.6)

631
(101)

2.2
(2.1)

655
(84)

2.6
(2.8)

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard deviations. RTs are given in milliseconds,
error rates m percentages. LF = low frequency, HF = high frequency.

In the analysis of RTs, there was a main effect of language (F (1, 17) = 18.28, ρ < .001, MSE = 5976;
F 2 (l, 156) = 43.79, ρ < .001, MSE = 6708), with German words (642 ms) being recognized faster than
English words (697 ms), thereby reflecting the participants' language dominance. Additionally, and not
surprisingly, a frequency effect was obtained: High frequency words (620 ms) were reacted to faster
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Figure 2.1. Mean RTs for the four word categories in all experimental conditions.

than low frequency words (719 ms; F.U, 17)= 199.67,ρ < .001, MSE = 1758; f 2 (l, 156)= 136.92,
ρ < .001, MSE = 6708). In line with what had been hypothesized, the main effect of context was also
significant, with faster reaction times for words presented in the pure-language condition (651 ms) than
in the mixed-language condition (689 ms; Fl (1, 17) = 9.43,ρ < .01,Λί5£ = 5717; f,(l, 156) = 77.48,ρ
< .001, MSE = 1483). There was a significant interaction of language and frequency (Fl (1, 17) = 67.82,
ρ < .001, MSE = 783; F, (1, 156) = 20.85, ρ < .001, MSE = 6708). Planned comparisons showed that
the frequency effect was significant for both English and German words (English: F (1, 17) = 184.00,
ρ<.001,Λ«£= 1835; F, (1,78) = 94.91, ρ <. 001, MSE = 9352; German: F, (1, 17) = 92.89,p < .001,
MSE = 705, F, (1, 78) = 42.01, ρ < .001, MSE = 4064), but the significant interaction indicated that it
was larger for English words. The interaction of language and context was significant over items only
(F, (1, 17) = 1.55, ρ > .20; F, (1, 156) = 7.79, ρ < .01, MSE = 1483). Planned comparisons showed
that over items, the context effect was larger for English than for German words (English: F,(l, 79) =
67.00,p<.001,M5£= 1487; German: F,(l, 79) = 17.34, ρ < .001, MSE= 15456). The frequency-bycontext interaction was not significant (F, (1, 17) = 2.78,ρ > .10; F 2 (l, 156) = 3.02,ρ > .05), neither
was the three-way interaction of language, frequency, and context (F ( 1, 17)= 1.45, ρ > .20; F, ( 1, 156)
= 2.57,p>.10).
In the analysis of error rates, there was again a significant effect of language (F (1, 17) = 28.37,
ρ < .001, MSE = 0.005; F, ( 1, 156) = 20.30, ρ < .001, MSE = 0.02), with more errors made on English
(8.8%) than on German words (2.4%). Frequency also influenced error rates significantly (F (1, 17)
= 55.39, ρ < .001, MSE = 0.005; F, (1, 156) = 41.16, ρ < .001, MSE = 0.02): High frequency words
were misclassified as nonwords in 1.0% of the cases, whereas 10.1% of the low frequency words were
responded to incorrectly. In contrast to the RTs, the main effect of context was not significant for the
error rates (Fl ( 1, 17) < 1;F2(1, 156) < 1), with mean error rates for pure and mixed-languages contexts
both amounting to 5.6%.
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Again, language and frequency significantly interacted ( F ^ l , 17) = 33 48,/?< 00i,MSE = 0 0004,
F2 (1, 156) = 18 15, ρ < 001, MSE = 0 02) Planned comparisons revealed that the frequency effect
was once more larger for English words (F, (I, 17) = 46 47, ρ < 00\,MSE = 0 01, F , ( l , 78) = 33 67,
ρ < 001, MSE = 0 03) than for German words (F, (1, 17) = 39 31, ρ < 00\,MSE = 0 0004, F , ( l , 78)
= 7 5 5 , p< 001, M5F = 0005) All other interactions were not significant (in all cases F ^ l , 17)< 1,
F,(l, 156) < 1)
Language Switch
Investigating the assumption that the longer RTs found in the mixed-language condition were due to
immediate effects of language switching only, additional analyses were carried out on trials for which
no language switch occurred These analyses were carried out on RTs only, since the context effect in
the error rates had been significant in the overall analysis The frequency factor was also dropped, as
it had not been shown to interact with the context factor in the overall analyses Language and context
were kept as factors
Switch definition J Pseudowords ignored
According to the first language switch definition, pseudowords occurring between word trials were
ignored, ι e , non-switch trials were those word trials lor which the last presented word had been of the
same language in the mixed condition (= 45 1% of the data) These non-switch trials were included
in the analysis together with the same words as they had been processed by the same participants in
the pure-language context Only correct responses were considered The mean RTs for these trials are
shown in Table 2 4
The main effect of context for these trials was significant {F^ (1,17) = 4 47, ρ < 05, MSE= 3186,
F, ( 1,144) = 9 90, ρ < 01, MSE = 4651) There was also a main effect of language (F, ( I 17) = 11 26,
ρ < 01, MSE= 3802, F, (1,144) = 1602,ρ < 001, MSE = 21059) The interaction between language
and context was not significant (F, (1,17) = 1 02, ρ > 30, F, (1,144) = 1 42, ρ > 20)

Table 2.4
Mean Reaction Times for Non-Switch Trials According to Switch Definition 1 (Pseudowords Ignored)
Pure-language Context Mixed- language Context

RT difference'

English Words

683 (82)

724 (109)

41

German Words

647 (121)

661 (97)

14

total

665 (102)

693 (103)
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Note Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard deviations RTs are given in milliseconds
a
mixed-language minus pure-language context

An additional analysis showed that this switch definition was indeed valid, since in the mixedlanguage condition, switch trials (718 ms) were slower than non-switch trials (693 ms, F, ( 1,17) = 4 48,
p=

0 5 , M S £ = 2 4 1 9 , F , ( l , 1 3 8 ) = 793,/7< 01, MSE = 6787)
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Switch definition 2: Pseudowords as language members
For the second definition of the language switch, words that were (in both the pure- and the mixedlanguage condition) presented after a word or a pseudoword resembling the same language were
analyzed. This included 47.8% of the data. The mean reaction times for these word trials are shown
in Table 2.5. The context effect was once more significant (Fl (1,17) = 6.40, ρ < .05, MSE = 3361 ; F,
(1,149) = 26.43,ρ < .001, MSE = 4031), as was the language factor (F, (1,17) = 31.60,ρ < .00\,MSE
= 2344; F2 (1,149) = 27.56, ρ < .001, MSE =21871). There was no significant interaction between
context and language (Fl (1,17) = 2.65, ρ > .10; F, (1,149) = 2.05, ρ > . 15) Again, additional analyses
confirmed the validity of this language switch definition, since there were significant switch costs in
terms of reaction latencies (non-switch trials: 697ms; switch trials: 725 ms; F (1,17) = 5.83, ρ < .05,
MSE = 2318; F 2 (1,140) = 4.57, ρ <.05, MSE = 6449).
Table 2.5
Mean Reaction Times for Non-Switch Trials According to Switch Definition 2 (Pseudowords as
Language Members)
Pure-language Context Mixed'•language Context

RT difference'

English Words

686 (80)

738(110)

52

German Words

639(102)

657(87)

18

total

663 (91)

698 (99)
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Note. Values enclosed m parentheses represent standard deviations. RTs are given in milliseconds.
mixed-language minus pure-language context.

a

Pseudoword

data

In the analysis of pseudowords, three English-like items had to be excluded from analyses because they
had been misclassified as words in more than 50% of the cases (despire, wristle, and twindle). This
way, 50 German-like and 47 English-like pseudowords were included the analyses. The filler words
that were used in the mixed-language condition only were not analyzed. Because the predictions for
pseudowords were primarily related to the two pure-language context conditions, these were analyzed
separately from the mixed-language condition. We will first describe the results from the two purelanguage conditions, before reporting on the mixed-language context.
Pure-language conditions
For the analysis of reaction times in the two pure-language sessions, only pseudowords that had been
responded to correctly by the respective participant in both context conditions were considered. This
way, 8.3% of the data were eliminated as a consequence of errors. Similarly, RTs classified as outliers
(those that fell outside a range of two standard deviations from the participant and item mean) in one of
the conditions as well as the corresponding item in the other condition were dropped participant-wise
from analyses in both pure-language conditions, which lead to an additional percentage of 3.1 % of the
trials being excluded. The mean reaction times and error rates for the pseudowords are shown in Table
2.6. The mean RTs are also visualized in Figure 2.2.
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Table 2.6
Reaction Times (RT) and Error Rates (ER) for Pseudowords in the two Pure-language Context
Conditions
English-like Pseudowords

German-like Pseudowords
mean RT

mean ER

12.5 (10.3)

707(63)

1.1(2.1)

0.7(1.0)

775(145)

2.8(2.5)

mean RT

mean ER

Pure-English Context

815 (115)

Pure-German Context

703 (106)

Note. Values enclosed in parentheses represent standard deviations. RTs are given in milliseconds,
error rates in percentages.
In the analysis over participants, both context (two levels) and pseudoword type (two levels) were treated
as within-subject factors. In the item analysis, context was a within-item factor, while pseudoword type
was a between-items factor.
In the analysis of RTs, there was no main effect of context when calculated over participants (F]
(1, 17) < 1), but in the item analysis, the RT difference between English (761 ms) and German context
(739 ms) became significant (F, (1, 95) = 6.72, ρ < .05, MSE = 3824). Pseudoword type did not exert
a significant effect on reaction times (Fl (1, 17) = 1.86, ρ > .15; F, (1, 95) = 1.15, ρ > .20). More
importantly, there was a significant interaction of context and pseudoword type (F, ( 1, 17) = 63.42, ρ <
.00\,MSE = 229\;F2(\,95)

= 108.14,/?< .001, MSE= 3824). Planned comparisons showed that in the

English context, English-like pseudowords were rejected more slowly than German-like pseudowords
(F, (1, 17) = 26.05,p<.001,yW5F = 4013; F, (1, 95) =37.36,/; < .001, MSE = 7903). Incontrasi, in
the German condition, the reversed pattern was found: Participants took longer to reject German-like
pseudowords relative to English-like pseudowords (F, (1, 17) = 33.52, ρ < .001, MSE = 1388; F, (1,
95) = 21.47,/7<.001, MS£ = 6241).
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Figure 2.2. Mean RTs for the two pseudoword categories in the pure-language conditions.
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In the error analysis, context had a significant effect on error rates, with more errors in the English
(6 8%) relative to the German session (1 8%, F, (1, 17)= 15 33, ρ < 0 01, Λ « £ = 0 003, F, (1, 95) =
26 91, ρ < 001, MSB = 0 005) Here, responses on German-like nonwords (2 0%) were significantly
more accurate than those on English-like items (6 6%, F, (1, 17) = 18 84, ρ < 001, MSE = 0 002, F,
(1, 95) - 20 66, ρ < 001, MSE = 0 005) As in the reaction time analysis, the context-by-pseudoword
type interaction was significant (F, (1, 17) = 28 29,ρ < 001, MSE = 0 003, F, (1, 95) = 47 47,p < 001,
MSE = 0 005) Again, planned comparisons indicated that participants made more errors on Englishlike than on German-like items in the English context (F, (1, 17) = 25 18,/? < 001,MSF = 0 005, F, (1,
95) = 45 66, ρ < 001, MSE = 0 007), whereas in the German context, the opposite was the case, even
though this comparison did not quite reach significance in the item analysis (F, ( 1, 17) = 12 01, ρ < 01,
MSE = 0 0003, F, ( 1, 95) = 3 64, ρ = 06, MSE = 0 003)
Mixed-language condition
In the analysis of RTs in the mixed-language condition, only pseudowords that had correctly been
rejected in that session were considered Note that the data described here do not include the filler
pseudowords that were used in the mixed-language condition only The mean RTs were 901 ms for
English-like (SD = 170 ms) and 860 ms for German-like pseudowords (SD =151) Two-tailed t-tests
indicated that this differences was significant (^(17) = 3 \9,p < 01, /,(95) = 2 85,ρ < 01) The same
pattern was found for error rates, with more errors on English-like pseudowords (mean 15 6%, SD =
12 9%) when compared to German-like items (mean 3 4%, SD = 3 7%, f, (17) = 4 71, ρ < 001,^(95)
= 5 60,p<

001)

Discussion
In this section, the data on word and pseudoword processing will first be discussed separately, before
more general conclusions are considered
Word data
The analysis of the word data revealed some effects that have already been demonstrated in previous
studies Confirming the effectiveness of the frequency manipulation within the word material, high
frequency words were recognized faster and more accurately than low frequency words Furthermore,
the language dominance of participants manifested itself in lower RTs and error rates for German (LI)
than for English (L2) words There was also an interaction between these two factors, with a larger
frequency effect for English relative to German words This interaction most likely results from the
asymmetry in language competence of the participants in this study, with the weaker language being
more sensitive to variations in word frequency
More importantly, a context effect for response latencies was observed in the hypothesized direction
Words were recognized more slowly when they appeared in the mixed-language condition than when
they were presented in the pure-language condition This was true for both English and German words
Furthermore, word frequency did not modulate the context effect In contrast to RTs, error rates in the
lexical decision task were not affected by the context manipulation
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These results replicate prior findings indicating that there is a cost associated with the simultaneous
processing of two languages (Grainger & Beauvillain, 1987, Kolers, 1966, Macnamara & Kushnir,
1971) In particular, language switch costs in lexical decision have been repeatedly observed (Thomas
& Allport, 2000, von Studnitz & Green, 1997) This stands in contrast to a strong version of the
nonselective access view, since under this assumption, there would always be co-activation of both
languages in the mental lexicon, recognizing words in the mixed-language condition should thus be
no more difficult than in the pure-language contexts However, it is also possible that the longer RTs in
the mixed-language context are solely due to switch costs, as it was argued by Grainger & Beauvillain
(1987) In other words, the difference in mean RTs could be attributable to those trials in the mixedlanguage condition in which the language of the stimulus was different from the preceding one This
hypothesis was tested post-hoc based on the current data For this purpose, two definitions of such a
language switch were formulated Although both definitions differ from the one used by Grainger and
Beauvillain, their validity was confirmed by the occurrence of switch costs For both switch definitions,
there was no indication for the context effect being restricted to switch trials only, since it remained
significant for non-switch trials Thus, while it appears that the operation of a language switch may
slow down the immediately following response, it is also evident that such 'local' switch costs are
not the only source of the context effect Rather, the data indicate that bilingual word recognition is
sensitive to changes in language context, and is operating more efficiently in a pure-language setting
The discrepancy in the hndings with the study by Grainger and Beauvillain is probably due to the
context manipulation in that study, which was merely a manipulation of stimulus list composition,
the situational context itself was not varied In contrast, our results show that when the situational
language context is experimentally manipulated, it has an effect on word recognition performance that
is independent of short-term switching effects
Pseudoword

data

Another approach towards investigating the context-sensitivity of the bilingual word recognition system
was taken in this study by using two kinds of pseudowords (English-like and German-like) in the three
context conditions In accordance with the hypothesis, the data pattern for pseudowords completely
reversed itself in the critical pure-language contexts In the English lexical decision task, English-like
pseudowords were rejected more slowly and less accurately than German-like pseudowords, whereas
in the German task, the opposite was the case
To our knowledge, there is only one prior study where a comparable nonword manipulation was
used in a bilingual setting (Altenberg & Cairns, 1983) As pointed out in the introductory section, it led
to some contradictory results However, when comparing the stimulus conditions in that study that are
analogous to the present experiment, results point in the same direction In a German lexical decision
task with English-German bilinguals, nonwords that were orthographically legal in German (and illegal
in English) were rejected more slowly than nonwords that were legal in English only In an English
lexical decision task, however, there was no significant difference between the two nonword groups,
though there was a trend in the predicted direction
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The reversal of the data pattern merely by a manipulation of the task context while maintaining an
identical set of stimuli stands in contrast to a strict stimulus-driven view of lexical access The notion
of the bilingual word recognition system always operating in a language-nonselective fashion cannot
account for the fact that English-like and German-like stimuli are processed differently across task
contexts In contrast, the data suggest that the recognition and rejection criteria for stimuli are to a
certain degree context- and language-specific For a theoretical account of the data pattern, two issues
have to be raised
Thefirstquestion is how it is possible that pseudowords without a lexical entry can be distinguished
by the word recognition system according to their 'potential' language membership, especially since
most models of bilingual visual word recognition assume that language information is linked to word
representations only (e g in the BIA-model, Dijkstra & van Heuven, 1998, or the IC model, Green,
1998) This distinction is apparently accomplished at a fairly early point in time, given the short
rejection times for the faster group of pseudowords For instance, in the English context, German-like
pseudowords were responded to even faster than the slowest category of words (low-frequent English
words) One possibility is to claim that potential language membership is indirectly coded through the
language of the word candidates (e g , orthographic neighbors) that become active upon presentation
of the pseudoword. That is, English-like and German-like pseudowords could be discriminated on the
basis of whether they cause more activation in the English or the German lexicon However, other
means of coding language membership are also possible, like those based on the likelihood of specific
orthographic patterns in the respective languages (so-called orthotactics, Bailey & Hahn, 2001) In that
case, language information would already be available at a sublexical level of processing However,
disentangling these two possible mechanisms of language membership coding was not the intention
of the present study, in which the used pseudowords differed in both neighborhood and orthotactic
characteristics
In the mixed-language condition, participants took longer and made more errors when rejecting
English-like pseudowords relative to German-like ones This result has also been obtained in Chapter
3 of the present thesis with Dutch-English bilinguals using English- and Dutch-like pseudowords It
seems clear that the difference between the two pseudoword groups is a consequence of the participants'
language dominance, since the mixed-language task or the experimental situation does not prioritize
any of the languages. While it does not come as a surprise that discriminating between actual words and
very word-like pseudowords is more difficult in a less proficient language, explaining thisfindingwith
current theoretical approaches of word recognition is not trivial When assuming that in a languageneutral situation, unbalanced bilinguals activate their mother language lexicon more than that of L2
(Grosjean, 2001), English-like pseudowords should for our population cause lower activation levels in
the lexicon when compared to German-like pseudowords This means that English-like pseudowords
should behave as less word-like and should therefore be rejected/as/er than German-like pseudowords,
at least if the same recognition and rejection criteria are applied The fact that the opposite was the case
shows that English- and German-like stimuli must be treated differently during the word recognition
process (for a more elaborate discussion of this point, see Chapter 3)
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The second issue related to the observed context effects is how English-like and German-like items,
once they have been discriminated, are processed differently and in a context-dependent fashion There
are two possible locations of such a context-dependency Inside or outside the lexicon According to the
first view, the two languages inside the lexicon could be selectively activated or de-activated dependent
on the context During word recognition in pure-language contexts, only the relevant lexicon might be
accessed, or, in a less extreme form, it might be accessed with higher priority The irrelevant lexicon
would then be 'dimmed', and any stimulus that causes activity in that particular lexicon only would
not or hardly be considered for a 'yes'-response In contrast, more recent approaches of bilingual word
recognition question this assumption and claim that while the output of the lexical system remains the
same across task and context conditions, there is an additional 'strategic' or 'task schema' level that is
sensitive to such external manipulations (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002, Green, 1998) According to
such a theory, the participant would develop the strategy to link language information to the 'yes' and
'no' responses For example, in the English lexical decision task, as soon as a pseudoword has been
identified as 'German-like', it would be rejected because it does not match the present criteria for a
'yes' response, while an English-like stimulus would trigger a more detailed search for a matching
word candidate
To summarize, the rejection latencies and error rates for pseudowords showed a large degree of
context-sensitivity The same set of stimuli was processed differently, depending on the language and
task context That the pseudowords similar to the non-relevant rather than the relevant language could
be rejected so fast indicates not only that the rejection criteria for nonwords can be altered by the
language context, but also that the stimuli could be distinguished according to their (potential) language
membership at an early point in time

Summary and conclusions
In the present experiment, both word and pseudoword data provided evidence for the notion that the
extent to which bilingual lexical access is language-selective can be influenced substantially by the
task and situational context at hand Words were recognized more quickly when the task and situation
was unambiguously monolingual as compared to a mixed-language task, showing that operating in a
'monolingual mode' does provide an advantage over a 'bilingual' way of processing This linding adds
another instance to the general observation that the cognitive system is more efficient in handling one
input code at a time relative to switching between two input formats (see, e g , Quinlan & Hill, 1999,
for switching between sensory modalities, or Kroll, 1990, for switching between words and pictures)
Secondly, different classes of identical nonwords were processed differently depending on the language
context in which they occurred
An issue which cannot be addressed by the present data is the question where exactly in the word
recognition process context-selectivity does anse Two main positions exist in this respect First, the
traditional way of thinking is to assume that all experimental findings reflect directly the inherent
characteristics of the word identification system itself This means that any observation of language-
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selective processing, as in the pure-language conditions in the present study, would be seen as a proof
for a basically separated structure of the bilingual lexicon. On the other hand, and as already mentioned,
there are a number of recent accounts that assume a language-nonselective lexicon with an additional
level of task and strategic factors that are sensitive to changes in context and situation (Dijkstra &
van Heuven, 2002; Green, 1998; Jared & Szucs, 2002; Thomas & Allport, 2000). For example. Green
suggests that the operation of different task schema!, can lead to very different results for the same
stimuli when processed in different tasks. More specifically, the costs of processing two languages
at a time which have been observed in this and other studies are regarded as switch costs between
two different task schema's ('recognizing English words' and 'recognizing German words'), and are
therefore thought to originate from outside the mental lexicon itself. However, the question remains
why there can be no single task schema for recognizing words from both languages, especially when
considering that it is assumed by the theory that there is no structural separation of the two languages
on the level of lexical word representations (Thomas & Allport, 2000).
The context sensitivity that becomes apparent in the present results might be one of the factors
that contributed to the difficulties in prior research to solve the question of whether bilingual lexical
access is generally language selective or nonselective (see also Jared & Szucs, 2002). While there is
convincing evidence in the literature that a strict (and context-independent) language-selective account
of lexical access must be rejected, our results, in turn, demonstrate that a strict nonselective view is also
implausible, and that the language context plays an important role in bilingual word processing.
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Recognizing Cognates and Interlingual Homographs:
Effects of Code Similarity in Language Specific and
Generalized Lexical Decision1
Abstract
Four experiments investigated how cross-linguistic overlap in semantics, orthography, and phonology affects bilingual word recognition in different variants of the
lexical decision task. Dutch-English bihnguals performed a language-specilic or a
generalized lexical decision task including words that are spelled and / or pronounced
the same in English and Dutch and that matched one-language control words from
both languages. In Experiments I and 3, 'false friends' were presented with different
meanings in the two languages (e.g., spot), while Experiments 2 and 4 contained
'cognates' with the same meanings (e.g., film) across languages. The language-specific Experiments I and 2 replicated and qualified an earlier study (Dijkstra, Grainger,
& van Heuven, 1999). In the generalized Experiment 3, participants reacted equally
fast on Dutch-English homographs and Dutch control words, indicating that their
response was primarily based on the fastest available orthographic code (Dutch). In
Experiment 4, cognates were recognized faster than English and Dutch controls, suggesting co-activation of the cognates' semantics. The nonword results indicate that
the bilingual rejection procedure can to some extent be language-specific. All results
are discussed within the BIA+ model for bilingual word recognition.

1
This chapter is identical to Lemhofcr, K. and Dijkstra, A (in press) Recognizing Cognates and Interlingual
Homographs· Effects of Code Similarity in Language Specific and Generalized Lexical Decision Memory &
Cognition.
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Introduction
In a foreign country where an unfamiliar language is spoken, hotels, taxis, or cafés can often still
be recognized, because they are referred to by words that possess the same or a similar spelling and
meaning across languages Such words are called cognate's However, there may also be misleading
words in the foreign language that are identical in spelling but different in meaning to words from the
native language These items are called 'false friends' or (non-cognate) interlingual homographs An
example is the English word spot, which means 'mockery' in Dutch Apart from spelling (orthography)
and meaning (semantics), a third code thought to play a major role in word processing is the sound
(phonology) of words, which can also be shared between words of different languages For example,
the English word cow is pronounced very much like the Dutch word kou ('cold') Items with a similar
pronunciation across languages are called interlingual homophones
Interlingual homographs and cognates have been the most important source of stimulus materials
in studies attempting to unravel the process of bilingual word recognition Using such words, a wealth
of studies in the last decade have found that during the initial stages of word identification by bilinguals,
word candidates from several languages are often co-activated (see Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002, for
an overview) In accordance with these results, several word recognition models propose that bilingual
word recognition involves an initial language non-selective access process into an integrated lexicon
According to the BIA-i- model (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002), the visual presentation of a word to
a bilingual leads to parallel activation of orthographic input representations in native language (LI)
and second language (L2) These representations then activate associated semantic and phonological
representations, leading to a complex interaction (or 'resonance process') between codes from which
the lexical candidate corresponding to the input word emerges and is recognized
The BIA+ model further makes predictions about a number of important issues that are still
unresolved and debated in the literature First, with respect to representational issues, it is still unclear
how exactly cognates and interlingual homographs are represented in the bilingual lexicon The BIA+
model proposes that interlingual homographs have separate representations for each language, while
it remains possible that cognates have shared representations (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002, ρ 185)
This proposal is based on hints in the data from earlier studies (e g , Dijkstra, van Jaarsveld, & ten
Bnnke, 1998, Dijkstra, Grainger, & van Heuven, 1999), but no solid evidence supporting this claim
is available The first aim of the present study is to test the BIA+ approach to interlingual homograph
and cognate representations
Second, with respect to word processing issues, it is still unclear to which extent the language
(non)selectivity of result patterns is task dependent To test the generality of the language non-selective
access hypothesis and the dependence of lexical retrieval on task demands, we need cross-task
comparisons using identical stimulus materials According to the BIA+ model, the activation of various
lexical representations is constantly monitored by a task/decision system that subserves task execution
and decision making (see Green, 1998) The task/decision system systematically uses the activation
pattern in the word identification system to optimize responding BIA+ predicts that different tasks will
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lead to systematically different response patterns, because responding can occur at different moments
in time and can be based on different information sources
This point can be clarified by the following example In an English language-specific lexical
decision task, participants must respond 'yes' to English words and 'no' to nonwords and (if any) words
from other languages than English In contrast, in a Dutch-English generalized lexical decision task,
bihnguals respond 'yes' to words from either of their two languages and 'no' to items that are nonwords
in both of them According to BIA+, the result patterns for interlingual homographs and cognates will
differ for the two tasks For bihnguals performing the English language-specific lexical decision task,
the L2 (English) target reading of an interlingual homograph will become active relatively late This
allows the LI (Dutch) reading to affect target processing In the generalized lexical decision task,
however, the bihnguals can respond to the first reading of the homograph they identify Because this
will often be their LI (Dutch) reading, the cross-linguistic effect (measured relative to Dutch controls)
should be considerably smaller The second aim of the present study is to test this view on task demands
for these two variants of the lexical decision task
We will first replicate and extend an earlier study involving language-specific lexical decision by
Dijkstra et al (1999) We will use their interlingual homograph and cognate materials, but in separate
experiments rather than in one (as they did) This replication 'with a twist' is important for a number of
reasons As we shall see, some doubts have emerged with respect to the stability of the data patterns in
that study Furthermore, performing separate experiments for homographs and cognates will indicate
to which extent the earlier results may have been dependent on stimulus list composition, and it will
make the language-specific decision experiments comparable in this respect to the generalized lexical
decision task in Experiments 3 and 4 Next, we will include these materials in a generalized lexical
decision task (e g , Dijkstra et al, 1998, van Heuven, Dijkstra, & Grainger, 1998) The comparison
of the two lexical decision tasks will provide insight into the effect of variations in task demands on
bilingual lexical processing
Third, with respect to non word processing, it is unknown to which extent the similarity of nonwords
to words from one language or the other affects nonword rejection times and error rates How nonwords
resembling one or the other language are rejected can in turn inform theories on the structure of the
bilingual lexicon However, no currently available bilingual model makes any predictions about the
nonword rejection procedure in lexical decision The third aim of the present study is to collect evidence
on nonword rejection in bihnguals and specify the BIA+ model with respect to this mechanism
Below, when the experiments of the current study are described, the predictions of the BIA+ model
with respect to representational issues, task demands, and nonword processing, will be considered in
more detail However, we will first present an overview of studies examining the role of orthographic,
phonological, and semantic overlap in the processing of interlingual homographs and homophones
in word recognition tasks like lexical decision and perceptual identification The predictions of BIA+
are based on these studies Next, we will focus on the present study by reviewing the earlier study
by Dijkstra et al (1999) and our intended variations m task demands Finally, we will consider our
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nonword manipulations and indicate in detail how we manipulated their resemblance to words from
the two target languages.
The orthographic

representation

of cognates and interlingual

homographs

Studies involving stimulus words with the same spelling in two languages can be distinguished
according to whether the items were (homographie) cognates (also having meaning overlap across
languages) or interlingual homographs (having different meanings across languages).
Many studies have found that homographie cognates such as film in English and Dutch are
processed faster than one-language control words during lexical decision in L2 (Caramazza & Brones,
1979; Cristoffanini, Kirsner, & Milech, 1986; Dijkstra et al., 1998). However, for lexical decision
performed in LI, the findings are less clear. Caramazza and Brones (1979) failed to find a cognate
effect in the dominant-language task, but van Hell and Dijkstra (2002) reported a response time (RT)
advantage for lexical decisions on native language words that were cognates with respect to the second
language, and, for sufficiently proficient participants, even for those that were cognates with respect to
the third language. Font (2001) also obtained a facilitation effect in the dominant language for SpanishFrench cognates. The usually stronger effects from LI on L2 than from L2 on LI indicate that L2
representations are generally activated less strongly or less rapidly than LI representations, implying
that they have less chance to affect the response when L1 is the target language.
In contrast, interlingual homographs (or homographie non-cognates, like spot) usually led to small
or no RT differences relative to one-language control words in lexical decision where L2 was the target
language and the stimulus list was monolingual (de Groot, Delmaar, & Lupker, 2000; Dijkstra et al.,
1998, Gerard & Scarborough, 1989). An exception is the study by von Studnitz and Green (2002),
in which inhibition effects were found for homographs relative to controls. However, RT differences
between homographs and controls in that study were also found for a control group of monolingual
participants, so part of the inhibition in bilinguals may be due to incomplete stimulus matching (note
that the relatively slow RTs in bilinguals may lead to inflated RT differences between homographs and
controls). Furthermore, in that study, only homographs were used that were low frequent in the target
language, which is known to give rise to inhibition rather than facilitation (Dijkstra et al., 1998).
Dijkstra et al. (1998) showed that the recognition of interlingual homographs is sensitive to
stimulus list composition and task demands. In a lexical decision study with Dutch-English bilinguals,
they manipulated the relative frequencies of homographs in the two languages, and investigated how
these words were processed in different task contexts. Over all frequency categories, the null-effect of
homographs in a standard English lexical decision task (Exp. 1) turned into a robust inhibitory effect
when Dutch words were included in the stimulus list that had to be treated as nonwords (Exp. 2).
When the same mixed-language stimulus list was used, but Dutch words had to be accepted as words
(a generalized lexical decision task; Exp. 3), the homographs were generally recognized faster than the
English controls, but there was no effect compared to Dutch control words.
In the second experiment, the recognition of interlingual homographs depended on the relative
frequency of the two readings in the two individual languages. When the homographs had a low fre-
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quency in English (the target language) and a high frequency in Dutch, strong inhibition effects occurred
for the homographs relative to one-language controls This finding is incompatible with the notion of
a shared orthographic representation in the mental lexicon, because such a word representation would
be charactenzed by a common, cumulative frequency and not be affected by the relative frequencies
in the two languages However, given other empirical findings and simulation results (e g , Dijkstra et
a l , 1999) that are most easily explained in terms of a single orthographic node for homographs, further
evidence is needed here
In sum, when homographie cognates are processed in a second language context, the first language
reading seems to become active as well and to facilitate recognition The few available studies on the
recognition of cognates in a first-language context indicate that under these circumstances, cognate
effects are weaker but still present For non-cognate interlingual homographs, the results are more
variable Homograph effects seem to depend on several factors, like the frequency characteristics of the
words, the task requirements, and the mono- or bilingual composition of the stimulus list

The phonological

representation

of cognates and interlingual

homophones

Little research has investigated whether the presentation of (heterographic) interlingual

homophona

in one language triggers the activation of their homophomc mates from the other language Like
homographs, words with (almost) the same phonology in two languages can be divided into two
categories (homophomc) cognates that share their meaning (e g , wiel, which is the Dutch word for
wheel with about the same pronunciation), and (non-cognate) homophone!, with different meanings
(e g , cow - kou, where kou means 'cold')
Homophomc cognates of the wheel - wiel type, however, have almost never been studied within
the standard bilingual word recognition paradigms like word naming or lexical decision An exception
is the study by Dijkstra et al (1999), including all possible types of interlingual homophones and
homographs, which will later be described in detail (for another exception concerning cross-script
cognates, see Gollan, Forster, & Frost, 1997)
Interlingual homophones of the cow - kou type have been investigated somewhat more frequently
In a study with balanced English-Afrikaans bilinguals, Doctor and Klein (1992) included interlingual
homographs, interlingual homophones, and English and Afrikaans control words in a generalized
lexical decision task Interlingual homophones were processed more slowly than the interlingual
homographs, while RTs for English and Afrikaans control words lay between those for homographs
and homophones Unfortunately, the authors did not report on the comparison between homophones
and English or Afrikaans controls, although the 84 ms and 89 ms inhibition effects seem fairly reliable
The study thus gives some indication of an involvement of the phonological word representations of
both languages in bilingual word recognition However, a large proportion of the non words in the study
were pseudohomophones, which according to monolingual studies (Pexman et al , 2001) may have
exaggerated the size of the inhibitory homophone effects
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More evidence for cross-language phonological effects (on the sublexical rather than on the lexical
level) comes from a study that used masked priming in a perceptual identification task with DutchFrench bilinguals (Brysbaert, Van Dyck, & Van De Poel, 1999, see also Van Wijnendaele & Brysbaert,
2002) French target words that were preceded by Dutch homophonic word or nonword primes were
recognized more accurately than those that were preceded by non-homophonic primes
On the basis of these few studies, we conclude that under specific conditions, homophone effects
seem to occur between languages, providing evidence for co-activation in L1 and L2 at the phonological
level Because the number of bilingual studies conducted on this issue is still too small to justify more
definite conclusions, the current study aimed at further examining the interlingual homophone effect
The role of representational

overlap in cognates, interlingual

homographs,

and

homophones
The effect of representational overlap for the different stimulus types was studied in combination by
Dijkstra et al (1999) for language specific lexical decision and progressive demasking Because we
will use their stimulus materials in the present study, we will describe them in some detail Dijkstra et
al systematically manipulated the degree of semantic, orthographic, and phonological overlap in word
recognition in LI and L2 They created six categories of Dutch-English homographs and homophones
Three categones were classes of cognates Cognates that shared both spelling and sound (e g ,film
in Dutch and English), those that were spelled but not pronounced the same (e g fruit, which is
pronounced /frceyt/ in Dutch), and those that were homophonic but spelled differently (e g , wiel,
English wheel) All cognates were translation equivalents by definition With 'S' referring to shared
semantics, 'O' to shared orthography, and ' P ' to shared phonology, the three classes of cognates may be
labeled SOP, SO, and SP items, respectively Analogously, three categories of false friends items were
defined that were similar in form, but not in meaning OP items overlapped in both spelling and sound
(e g , spot, Dutch for 'mockery'), O items agreed only in spelling (e g , glad, meaning 'slippery' and
pronounced /xldt/ in Dutch), and Ρ items matched only in pronunciation (e g , kou, pronounced like
English cow) No exclusively Dutch words were included in this study
Dijkstra et al (1999) incorporated these false friends and cognates in two English tasks performed
by Dutch-English bilinguals (lexical decision and progressive demasking) In both tasks, orthographic
and semantic overlap facilitated word processing relative to English control words, whereas homophony
to Dutch words exerted an inhibitory influence on word recognition Moreover, the overlap of codes
seemed to have additive effects on word recognition For example, in English lexical decision, all
homographie cognates (SO and SOP items) were recognized faster than controls, but the effect was
more pronounced for cognates without (SO items) than with a phonological overlap (SOP items) For
homophonic cognates without shared orthography (SP items), there was no effect
A similar pattern was observed for false friends Homographs that shared only their spelling (O
items like glad) were processed faster than controls, whereas homographs that overlapped in both
spelling and sound (OP items like spot) did not show any RT difference relative to English controls For
pure homophones like cow (P items), inhibition was observed This finding suggested that inhibitory
effects ot phonological overlap, canceling out the facihtatory effects of orthographic overlap, underlay
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the weak homograph effects in previous studies. However, more recently, a potential problem with
respect to the homophonic Ρ condition has become evident. Jared and Kroll (2001) noted that the
inhibition effect in this condition may be untrustworthy, because participants in the monolingual control
group produced more errors on the homophones than on the controls. Thus, the test and control words
may have differed on other properties than those they were matched for.
In other respects, the homograph results are in general agreement with findings in the monolingual
domain: Words with multiple meanings within the same language have repeatedly been found to be
recognized more quickly (Borowsky & Masson, 1996; Pexman & Lupker, 1999; but see also Rodd,
Gaskell, & Marslen-Wilson, 2002), which is analogous to a facilitatory effect of orthographic overlap
between languages. However, especially in naming, words that do not only possess several meanings but
also several pronunciations (e.g., wind) have been found to be processed more slowly rather than faster
than controls (Kawamoto & Zemblidge, 1992; Seidenberg, Waters, Barnes, & Tanenhaus, 1984).
Dijkstra and van Heuven (2002) explained the result pattern for interlingual homographs in English
lexical decision by assuming that in this task, Dutch participants respond on the basis of the English
readings of the homographs, but that these generally become available more slowly than the Dutch
readings. This proposal was called the 'temporal delay hypothesis', which was assumed to operate at
the lexical level. As a consequence, responses to the English readings can be affected by the earlier
available Dutch readings. This holds for all three types of lexical codes (orthography, phonology, and
semantics).
The present

study

In the present study, we first wish to assess the stability of the result patterns obtained by Dijkstra et al.
( 1999) by replicating the language-specific lexical decision experiment in two parts, one for interlingual
homographs and one for cognates. This will allow us to assess, first, if the potential problems with the Ρ
condition are valid or not, and, second, it will show us to what extent the observed result patterns were
a consequence of combining cognates and homographs in one experiment (i.e., an effect of stimulus
list composition).2
Next, we will assess the effect of task demands by conducting a different variant of the lexical
decision task. Dijkstra et al. (1999) showed cross-linguistic effects of all three codes in tasks where
the second language was the target language. The present study also examines the effects of semantic,
orthographic, and phonological cross-linguistic overlap in a generalized lexical decision task, where
both languages are target languages, by comparing recognition of cognates and false friends to both
Dutch and English control words. By using the same stimulus materials as Dijkstra et al. (as well as
a comparable group of Dutch-English bilinguals) in both an English language-specific and a DutchEnglish generalized lexical decision task, the effects of cross-linguistic overlap can be compared for
2

Because words of both languages are target items, the generalized lexical decision task includes relatively many
nonword stimuli to keep the word/nonword ratio at 50% As a consequence, the number of stimuli in a session can
only be kept within bounds by dividing the cognate and homograph materials over two experiments In addition
to the motivation to study effects of stimulus list composition, this forms a practical consideration for splitting up
the experiment in two parts
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purely English and mixed Dutch-English lexical decision variants The issue under investigation is
therefore whether the effects found in the English task relative to English (L2) control words can also
be demonstrated in comparison to Dutch (LI) control words in a mixed-language task If so, semantic
and orthographic overlap of cognates and orthographic overlap of false friends should cause facihtatory
effects on word recognition, while phonological overlap should inhibit recognition performance
Alternatively, overlap effects might be task-dependent and non-significant relative to Dutch control
words in a mixed-language task This would indicate that while the simultaneous activation of a LI
code facilitates the recognition of words in the second language, the reverse is not the case
As a special case of the broader issue of orthographic and semantic cross-linguistic interaction, our
experiments allow us to test whether interlingual homographs and cognates are characterized by shared
or separate orthographic representations across languages A shared orthographic representation would
lead to a maximal degree of interaction of LI and L2 orthography, and due to cumulative frequency
would produce faster RTs than both LI and L2 controls For non-cognate homographs, this is not what
most previous studies have found, however, these studies did not take into account the amount of
phonological overlap of the two homograph readings, which may have cancelled out any facilitation In
the present study, phonological overlap is controlled for The prediction is therefore that if interlingual
homographs and cognates have one common orthographic representation across languages, at least
items without a large phonological overlap (O and SO items) should be recognized faster than both
English and Dutch controls On the other hand, if no such facilitation is found, the notion of a shared
orthographic representation must be rejected The absence of an effect for O and / or SO items relative
to Dutch control words would also indicate that L2 lexical codes are generally activated later (as argued
by Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002) or more weakly than LI lexical codes, and that participants reacted
mainly on the basis of LI representations
In addition to the variation of ambiguity with respect to language membership in the words, a similar
manipulation was realized in the nonword matenah

Nonwords were either word-like with respect to

both English or Dutch (e g., brank), or they were only Dutch-like (e g , muig) or only English-like
(e g , baint) Based on the classical finding that in a lexical decision task, word-like nonwords take
longer to be rejected than other nonwords (Coltheart et al, 1977), such a manipulation can be used
to investigate whether the rejection procedure for nonwords is dependent on language similarity In
principle, three different outcomes could be expected and accounted for by different notions (a) no RT
differences between the three nonword types, (b) slower rejection for Dutch-like nonwords than for
English-like nonwords, (c) faster rejection for Dutch-like nonwords than for English-like nonwords
The first prediction (no effect) can be derived from an interactive activation-type of model (such
as BIA+) if we assume that a nonword response is given if, after a specified period of time, no word
candidate matching the visual input has been recognized The temporal deadline may be set later for
higher levels of word-likeness (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996) Assuming that overall word-likeness was the
same for all nonwords, one would expect that they are rejected with equal speed and accuracy
The second prediction (Dutch-like nonwords rejected more slowly than English-like nonwords)
follows from assuming that English word representations on average have lower subjective (i e
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person-based and proficiency-dependent) frequencies than Dutch words, given that the bilinguals in
the present study were unbalanced English-like nonwords, activating mainly English word candidates,
should therefore cause less global lexical activity than Dutch-like nonwords, activating the 'strong'
word nodes of the mother tongue In this way, Dutch-like nonwords would behave as more 'word-like'
than English-like nonwords Therefore, Dutch-like nonwords should (in a model like, for instance,
MROM, Grainger & Jacobs, 1996) be responded to more slowly than English-like nonwords
The third prediction (Dutch-like nonwords rejected faster than English-like nonwords) is in analogy
to what has been found in the mixed-language task in Chapter 2 It follows if one assumes, in contrast
to the second prediction, that different temporal deadlines are set for the acceptance or rejection of
English and Dutch (non)words Due to their lower subjective frequency, English (L2) words will now
have temporal deadlines that are set later in time This leads to slower rejection times for English-like
nonwords than for Dutch-like nonwords Note that this prediction assumes that somehow language
membership information can be involved in the bilinguals' nonword rejection procedure
These issues concerning word and nonword processing by bilinguals were investigated in four
experiments incorporating the same word materials as the earlier study by Dijkstra et al (1999)
Expenments 1 and 2 used an English lexical decision task and carefully mimicked the earlier study,
except that the homograph and cognate materials were presented separately, and new nonwords were
used that were English-like and neutral (i e , similar in structure to the word materials, which comprised
English words and false friends) Experiments 3 and 4 used the same materials (and some more) in a
generalized lexical decision task In Experiments 1 and 3, recognition ol three classes of false friends
(OP, O, and Ρ items, e g , spot, glad, or cow) was compared to that of English and Dutch control words
Similarly, Experiments 2 and 4 involved cognates of the types SOP SO, and SP (e g .film, fruit, or
wheel) The nonwords in Experiments 3 and 4 were the same as those in Experiments 1 and 1, except
that Dutch-like nonwords were added

Experiment 1: English Lexical Decision involving False Friends
Method
Participants
Twenty right-handed participants (8 men, 12 women) took part in the experiment, drawn from the same
population (mostly undergraduates at the University of Nijmegen) as involved in Dijkstra et al (1999)
Participants took part in only one of the experiments of the present study They were between 18 and
57 (mean 24 5) years old and had, on average, 12 4 years of experience with the English language On
a scale from 1 (very little experience) to 7 (very much expenence), the mean rating of their reading
experience in English was 5 0 (SD = 1 28) All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision
They were paid for their participation or received course credit
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Stimulus Materials
Words
The false friend items and their matched English control words were taken from the false-friend
conditions (OP, O, and P) in Dijkstra et al (1999) These words were 1 5 letters long and possessed a
frequency of at least two occurrences per million in English, as listed in the CELEX database (Baayen,
Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995) All materials are presented in the Appendix
Each of the three false friends conditions consisted of 15 words Both OP and O items were
what are traditionally called interlingual homographs For OP words, there was almost complete
phonological overlap between the two readings of the item, like for the word spot (Dutch meaning
mockery), which is pronounced /spot/ in English and / s p o t / in Dutch For the O items (e g , glad),
phonological overlap of the two pronunciations was as small as possible, while keeping orthographic
identity In the Ρ condition, the critical items were exclusively English words that are homophonic but
not orthographically identical to a Dutch word such as cow, which is pronounced very similar to the
Dutch word kou ('cold') For all items, the semantic overlap of the English-Dutch competitor pairs
was as small as possible The items had been rated for the subjective degree of their phonological,
orthographic, and semantic overlap with their respective competitor by 12 participants in the study by
Dijkstra et al (1999) The rating data supported the a-prion classification of the stimuli into OP, O, and
Ρ items The characteristics of the items are given in Table 3 1 (note that the characteristics of Dutch
control words reported in the table apply to Experiment 3 only)
Next, to each false friend word an English control word had been matched in length, English
frequency, and consonant-vowel structure as closely as possible by Dijkstra et al (1999)(see Table 3 1 )
The total number of words in the experiment was 90 (15 test words and 15 control words in each of
the three conditions) In addition to the item-by-item matching between false friend items and control
words, there was a correspondence in frequency and length between the group means of the OP, O, and
Ρ conditions (all ρ > 40)

Table 3.1
Frequency and Length Characteristics of the Word Stimuli in Experiments 1 and 3 (False Friends)
English
control words

Test Words
1
Length Sem.1' Orth.''Phon. ·

Cond.

EF

DF

Ο

40 2

27 4

42

1 6

70

OP

40 2

27 9

39

21

Ρ

41 7

29 1

39

1 2

Dutch
control words 3

EF

Length

DF

Length

2 8

40 4

41

27 1

43

70

60

40 3

39

27 7

39

28

60

41 9

39

29 5

37

Note Cond = word condition, EF = English Written Frequency (per million), DF = Dutch Written
Frequency (per million), Sem = Mean score of semantic similarity rating with the competitor word,
Orth = Mean score of orthographic similarity rating, Phon = Mean score of phonological similarity
rating Word length s given in number of letters
a
Dutch control words were present in Experiment 3 only
" The ratings were based on a scale from 1 (no similarity or overlap) to 7 (identity or perfect
overlap)
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Ν onwards
For use in all experiments, a set of 150 nonwords was constructed, consisting of 50 'English-like', 50
'Dutch-like', and 50 'neutral' nonwords. First, a list of English and Dutch words with a length of 3-5
letters was selected and turned into nonwords by exchanging one letter. All items were orthographically
legal in both English and Dutch, and the letter strings were neither homographie nor homophonic to
an existing word in either language. Next, 100 'English' nonword items were selected that had more
orthographic neighbors and a higher neighborhood frequency (summed frequency of all neighbors) in
English than in Dutch. In an analogous way, 100 'Dutch' nonwords were selected. Finally, 100 'neutral'
nonwords were chosen consisting of letter strings derived from unused English-Dutch homographs that
had about the same number and summed frequency of neighbors in both languages. Ten Dutch-English
bilinguals rated the 300 nonwords according to how English- or Dutch-like they were on a 7-point
scale. The 150 nonwords that had been rated in best accordance with the a-prion classification (as
shown by their score on the rating scale) were tinally selected for the present study. Information about
the selected nonwords is given in Table 3.2 and in the Appendix.
Table 3.2
Characteristics of the Nonwords in all Experiments
Nonword type

Length

EN

DN

ESFN

DFSN

Rating score*

English-like

4.2

9.3

2.3

610.3

56.2

2.6

Dutch-like»

4.2

1.0

8.2

34.8

1497.1

-2.5

neutral

4.2

4.2

4.1

124.0

126.2

-0.04

Note. EN = Number of English neighbors; DN = Number of Dutch neighbors; ESFN = Summed fre
quency of English neighbors; DSFN = Summed frequency of Dutch neighbors. Length is given in
number of letters.
a
On the 7-point rating scale, (-3) was assigned to the category 'very Dutch-like', 0 to 'equally Dutchand English-like', and 3 to 'very English-like'.
"No Dutch-like nonwords were included in the English lexical decision tasks in Experiments 1 and 2.
For the present English lexical decision experiment without Dutch words, only the 'English-like' and
'neutral' nonwords were included. Dutch-like nonwords were not used in order to preserve the 'English'
character of the experiment. Because the number of nonwords had to match the number of words in the
list (90), five nonwords of each category were additionally excluded from the lists.
Procedure
Before the experiment, participants read a written instruction in English, explaining that they would
have to decide whether a presented letter string formed a correct word in English or not. Participants
were instructed to press a button with the index finger of their preferred hand if they thought the letter
string was an English word, and to react with their other hand if it was a nonword. Participants were
asked to react as quickly and accurately as possible.
Testing took place individually on a Macintosh Quadra computer, controlled by software developed
at NICI. Participants were seated at a distance of about 60 cm from the computer screen, where stimuli
were presented in black 18-point lowercase Courier letters on a white background.
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Each trial began with the presentation of an asterisk in the center of the screen for 800 ms Here the
target stimulus appeared after another 300 ms The target remained on screen until the participant
responded, or until 1500 ms after stimulus onset The next trial was started 700 ms after the response
was given
At the beginning of the experiment, each participant went through a practice block of 30 items with
the same proportion of false friends, English words, and nonwords as in the experimental stimulus list
Subsequently, the 180 experimental items were presented in two blocks of 90 items each Additionally,
the first two items of each block were dummy items that were not included in the analyses Between
the blocks, participants were free to take a break The order of presentation of trials was determined by
a pseudo-randomization procedure, with no more than four words or nonwords in a row
After the task was performed, participants filled in a questionnaire about their experience with the
English language In total, each experimental session lasted between 15 and 20 minutes
Results
For the analysis of RTs, only correct reactions were considered The overall error rate was 11 3%
Furthermore, RTs that lay more than two standard deviations away from both the item and subject
mean (for the given condition) were considered as outliers and discarded from the analyses (2 0% of
the remaining data) In total, 13 1% of the data were excluded
The mean RTs, standard deviations, and error rates are listed in Table 3 3 A summary of the effects
in this study and the earlier one is given in Table 3 10
Word data
Taking into account the exceptional nature of the Ρ condition (test words were exclusively English
words rather than interlingual homographs), we first analyzed the homograph conditions (OP and O)
and the Ρ condition separately For the homographs analysis over participants, a repeated-measure
ANOVA was conducted on RTs and error rates with Condition (O and OP) and Word Status (test
word, English control word) as within-participants factors For the analysis over items. Word Status
was a repeated-measure factor (due to the item-by-item-matching of test and control words), whereas
Condition was treated as between-items factor
Table 3.3
Mean Reaction Times and Error Rates for Words in Experiment 1
Test words

English control words

Condition

RT

SD

% error

RT

SD

% error

Ο

552

54

13 3

584

55

18 0

OP

547

41

14 3

548

43

50

Ο and OP

550

48

13 8

566

49

11 5

Ρ

572

54

15 3

586

55

15 3

Note RT = reaction time (in ms), SD = standard deviation, % error = percentage of errors
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O and OP conditions
0 and OP items were analyzed together in a 2 by 2 ANOVA with Condition (O vs OP) and Word Status
(test vs control word) as factors For RTs, there was a main effect of Word Status when analyzed over
participants, but not over items (F, (1, 19) = 5 30, ρ < 05, F2 (1, 28) = 204, ρ > 15) On average,
homographs were recognized after 547 ms, relative to 568 ms for control words In the participant
analysis, there was also a main effect of Condition, which again was not significant in the item analysis
(F, (1, 19) = 8 53, ρ < 01, F, (1, 28) = 1 72, ρ > 20), with slower responses in the Ο condition (566
ms) than in the OP condition (549 ms) The Word Status by Condition interaction was also significant
in the analysis over participants only (Fl (1, 19) = 4 86, ρ < 05, F, (1, 28) = 2 21, ρ > 10) Planned
comparisons indicated that in the Ο condition, the (facilitatory) homograph effect was significant over
participants (F, (1, 19) = 126, ρ < 05), but not over items (F, (1, 14) = 262, ρ > 10) In the OP
condition, the RT difference between homographs and controls was not significant (F, (1, 19) < 1, F,
(1,14)<1)
The error analyses revealed that the effect of Word Status was not significant (F^ ( 1, 19)= 1 79,
ρ > 15, F, (1, 28) < 1) The error rates were 13 8% for the homographs and 11 5% for controls
However, more errors had been made in the Ο condition (15 7%) than in the OP condition (9 7%), but
this difference was significant in the participant analysis only (F, (1, 19) = 20 12, ρ < 001, F, (1, 28) =
1 61, ρ > 20) The interaction between Word Status and Condition (with the homograph effect going in
different directions) was significant over participants (F, (1, 19)= 15 8,/?= 001) and almost significant
over items (F, (1, 28) = 3 75, ρ < 07) Planned comparisons showed that the facilitatory error effect in
the Ο condition was not or only marginally significant (Fl (1, 19) =3 57, ρ < 08, F, (1, 14) < 1), but
the (inhibitory) effect for OP items and their controls was significant (F, ( 1, 19)= 14 \,p<

001, F, ( 1,

14) = 5 73, ρ < 05)
Ρ condition
Analyses of the Ρ condition showed that when calculated over participants, Ρ items were recognized
faster than control words (F, (1, 19) = 5 61, /; < 05), but this RT difference was not significant when
calculated over items (F, (1, 28) < 1) There were no differences in terms of error rates (Fl (1, 19) < 1,
F2 (1,28)<1)
Nonword data
ANOVAs with Nonword Type as the only factor (within-subjects, but between-items) showed that
participants were slower to reject English-like nonwords (644 ms, SD = 65) than neutral nonwords
(585 ms, SD = 56, F, (1, 19) = 77 52,p < 001, F, (1, 88) = 45 22,ρ < 001) Likewise, they made more
errors on English-like nonwords (14 7%, SD = 10 8) than on neutral nonwords (3 4%, SD = 5 8, F, (1,
19) = 49 71, ρ < 001, F, (1,88) = 29 13, p<

001)
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Experiment 2: English Lexical Decision involving Cognates
Method
Participants
Twenty participants (9 men, 11 women), aged between 20 and 31 (mean 24.4) years, took part in
Experiment 2. Three participants were left-handed. They had learned English at school from the age of
about 12 years, and had, on average, 12.9 years of experience with the English language. Their mean
rating of reading experience in English (on a scale from 1 to 7) was 5.4 (SD = 1.14). All participants had
normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They received money or course credit for their participation.
Stimulus Materials and Procedure
In analogy to Experiment 1, the cognate items and English control words were identical to the materials
in the SOP, SO, and SP conditions in Dijkstra et al. (1999). Again, the materials are presented in the
Appendix.
For all cognate stimuli, the two readings were translation equivalents, with SOP and SO pairs being
homographie as well. For SOP and SP words, the two translation equivalents had almost the same
pronunciation, like the SOP wordfilmor the SP item wheel. For the SO items, however, phonological
overlap of the two pronunciations was as small as possible. For instance, fruit is pronounced /fru:t/ in
English, but /froeyt/ in Dutch.
Each of the three cognate conditions comprised 15 cognates. Like the false friends items, the
cognates had been rated for the subjective degree of phonological, orthographic, and semantic overlap
by 12 participants in the study by Dijkstra et al. (1999). Item characteristics (e.g., frequencies and
length) and rating results for the cognates are given in Table 3.4 (again, the table includes the characteristics of Dutch control words, only included in Experiment 4). The matching of English controls to
cognates, and across conditions, was analogous to Experiment 1, as was the experimental procedure.

Table 3.4
Frequency and Length Characteristics of the Word Stimuli in Experiments 2 and 4 (Cognates)
English
control words

Target Words
Cond.

EF

DF

SO

43.0

27.9

4.2

6.7

7.0

SOP

41.3

32.3

4.0

6.3

SP

42.5

27.2

4.2

6.2

Dutch
control words"

EF

Length

DF

Length

2.9

43.0

4.2

28.3

4.3

7.0

6.1

41.5

4.0

32.9

4.0

3.3

5.7

42.0

4.2

26.9

4.0

Length Sem.» Orth.' ' Phon."

/Vote. Cond. = word condition; EF = English Written Frequency (per million); DF = Dutch Written
Frequency (per million); Sem. = Mean score of semantic similarity rating with the competitor word;
Orth. = Mean score of orthographic similarity rating; Phon. = Mean score of phonological similarity
rating.
' Dutch control words were present in Experiment 4 only.
"The ratings were based on a scale from 1 (no similarity or overlap) to 7 (identity or perfect
overlap).
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Results
The overall error rate was 9 2% The percentage of outliers among the correct trials was 2 3%, so that
11 3% of the data were excluded in total
Word data
The mean reaction times and their standard deviations, as well as the error rates for the word data are
listed in Table 3 5
Table 3.5
Mean Reaction Times and Error Rates for Words in Experiment 2
Test words

English control words
0

Condition

RT

SD

% error

RT

SD

SO

533

50

1 7

594

68

16 7

SOP

558

59

60

608

71

13 3

SO and SOP

546

55

39

601

70

15 0

SP

581

60

15 3

597

57

18 0

/o error

Note RT = reaction time (in ms), SD = standard deviation, % error = percentage of errors
SO and SOP condition·;
In the RT analysis of the SO and SOP conditions. Word Status was significant both over participants
(F, (1, 19) = 41 96, ρ < 001) and over items (F2 (1, 28) = 15 41, ρ < 001), with faster responses on
cognates (546 ms) than on control words (601 ms) Planned comparisons indicated that the cognate
effect was significant for both the SO condition (F] (1,19) = 34 75, ρ < 001, F, (1, 14)= 11 64, ρ <
01) and the SOP condition (F, (1,19)= 14 16, p<

0 0 1 , F , ( 1 , 14) = 489,/>< 05) The main effect of

Condition was significant over participants (Fl ( 1, 19) = 5 95, ρ < 05), but not over items (F, ( 1, 28) =
1 15, ρ > 25), with faster RTs in the SO (564 ms) than in the SOP condition (583 ms) The interaction
of the two factors was not significant (F, ( 1, 19) < 1, F, ( 1, 28) < 1 )
In the analysis of error rates, significantly less errors were made on cognates (3 8%) than on control
words (15 0%, F, (1, 19) = 17 02, ρ < 001, F, (1, 28) = 14 66, ρ < 001) There was no significant
main effect of Condition (F, (1, 19) < 1, F 2 (1, 28) < 1) In contrast to the pattern found for RTs, the
interaction of Condition and Word Status was significant when calculated over participants, but not
over items (F, (1,19)= 10 35, p< 01, F, (1,28)= 1 73,/>> 15) Planned comparisons showed that less
errors were made on SO cognates than on control words (F, (1,19) = 30 2, ρ < 0 0 1 , F , ( 1 , 14)= 13 13,
p<Q0\),

however, the difference in the SOP condition was significant in the participants analysis only

(F, (1,19) = 5 36,ρ < 05, F, (1, 14) = 3 19,/>> 09)
SP condition
The analysis of the SP condition revealed no significant differences between the recognition latencies
for SP cognates and their controls (F, (1,19) = 2 95, ρ > 10, F 2 (1, 14) < 1) The difference between SP
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items and their control words with respect to error rates was not significant either (Fi (1,19) = 2 27, ρ
> 10, F, (1, 14)= 1 00,p>

30)

Nonword data
The RTs for English-like and neutral nonwords were 667 ms (SD = 58) and 593 ms (SD = 42),
respectively This difference was significant (F, (1,19) = 201 29, ρ < 001, F, (1,88) = 48 23, ρ <
001) Similarly, more errors were made on English like nonwords (10 4%, SD = 10 1) than on neutral
nonwords (2 95%,SD = 4 l . F , (1,19)= 1375,/>< 001, F, (1,88) = 22 52,p < 001)
Discussion
Word data
Table 3 10 provides a summary of the basic effects in Experiments 1 and 2 It also presents the effect
sizes for the data by Dijkstra et al (1999) tor the same stimulus materials combined in a single
experiment The data patterns for homographs and cognates in the two studies are very similar, with
only one exception (P condition) The similarity in the data arose in spite of differences in stimulus
list composition and nonwords in our study relative to the earlier one The observed pattern of results
suggests that Dijkstra et al 's interpretation ot the data pattern in terms of orthographic and semantic
facilitation effects can be maintained However, with respect to the inhibitory effects of phonological
overlap, the present results suggest that the original conclusion may not have been based on completely
solid grounds The earlier study reported a large phonological inhibition effect in the Ρ condition, which
completely disappeared in the present study This confirms Jared & Kroll's (2001) suspicion that the
test and control items in that condition may have differed on uncontrolled variables We will come back
to this issue in the General Discussion
Nonword data
The nonword data pattern in the two experiments was clear and consistent In both experiments,
participants were slower to reject English-like nonwords than neutral nonwords, and they made more
errors on the former type of nonwords as well This finding suggests that the similarity of nonwords to
words in one or two languages plays a role during the rejection procedure However, a more pertinent
conclusion can be drawn after conducting the generalized lexical decision experiments, because in
those, Dutch-like nonwords will be included next to English-like and neutral nonwords

Experiment 3: Generalized Lexical Decision involving False Friends
Method
Participants
Thirty-four students (7 men, 27 women) of the University of Nijmegen with Dutch as their native
language participated in the experiment Three of them were left-handed The participants were between
18 and 26 years old, with a mean age of 21 Participants reported to have between 7 and 20 years of
overall experience with the English language, with a mean of 10 6 years Asked for the degree ot their
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reading experience in English on a scale from 1 (very little experience) to 7 (very much experience),
their mean response was 5 5 All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision They were paid
for their participation or received course credit
Stimulus Materials
Wordi
As in Experiment 1, the P, O, and OP items from Dijkstra et al (1999) were used In addition, for the
generalized lexical decision task conducted here, a further set of Dutch control words was selected in
the same way as the English control words, such that it matched the Dutch readings of the homographs
in case of the OP and O condition, and the Dutch homophone partner in the Ρ condition Note that it
was not possible to verify the quality of the matching by conducting a control experiment with Dutch
monolinguals, as was done for the English materials in the Dijkstra et al study This is due to the
fact that virtually all Dutch language users have at least some knowledge of English However, the
matching was done on the basis of the CELEX statistics and in exactly the same manner as for the
English readings, which turned out to be successful in the earlier control experiment
Because the Ρ items were exclusively English words, another set of 15 Dutch words were added
to the list as filler items in order to maintain a proportion of 50% Dutch and 50% English words in the
experiment as a whole The total set of word stimuli consisted of 150 items, 30 ot which were both
existing English and Dutch words (15 OP and 15 Ο words), 60 purely English words (15 Ρ items and
45 English controls), and 60 purely Dutch words (15 fillers and 45 Dutch controls) For all stimuli and
their characteristics, see Table 3 1 and the Appendix.
Nonwords
The 150 nonwords (50 English-like, 50 Dutch-like, and 50 neutral) described in the Method section of
Experiment 1 were included in this experiment All nonword materials are listed in the Appendix
Procedure
Unless stated otherwise, the procedure was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2 The written instruction
(in English, to keep this factor analogous to the previous experiments) informed the participants that
they were asked to decide whether a presented letter string formed either a correct word in English or
Dutch, or a nonword in both languages
The practice block (30 trials) at the beginning of the experiment was similar to the one used in
Experiments 1 and 2, but included Dutch words and Dutch-like nonwords The 300 experimental items
were presented in three blocks of 100 items each, plus two dummy items at the beginning of each block
that did not enter the analyses Four different lists of presentation orders had been created, with no more
than four words or nonwords and no more than four English(-like), neutral, or Dutch(-like) items in a
row
The participants filled in the same language questionnaire as the participants in Experiments 1 and
2 The experimental session took about 20 - 30 minutes
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Results
From the 34 participants who had taken part in the experiment, the data of four participants with
exceptionally high error rates (higher than 13%) were excluded from the analyses. For the remaining 30
participants, the overall error rale amounted to 8.8%. For the subsequent analyses of RTs, only correct
responses were considered. If an error had been made on a word (e.g., a homograph), responses to its
matched partner items (e.g., the Dutch and English control words) for the given participant were also
1

excluded from the RT analysis. By this procedure, another 8% of the data were excluded. Additionally,
RTs that lay more than two standard deviations away from both the participant or item mean in a
condition ( 1.5% of the remaining RTs) were classified as outliers and (together with their partner items)
omitted from analysis. This procedure resulted in an exclusion of in total 17.3% of the data from the
RT analyses.
Word data
The mean reaction times, standard deviations, and error percentages of test words and Dutch and
English control words are presented in Table 3.6. A summary of the RT and error effects in the present
study and that by Dijkstra et al. (1999) is given in Table 3.10 (see General Discussion). The data were
analyzed using ANOVAs directly comparable to those in Experiment 1, except that Word Status now
had three levels (test word, English control, Dutch control) rather than two.
Table 3.6
Mean Reaction Times and Error Rates for Words in Experiment 3
Dutch
control words

Test words

English
control words

Condition

RT

SD

% error

RT

SD

% error

RT

SD

% error

O

559

83

4.7

571

61

8.0

633

81

18.7

OP

559

67

5.3

569

70

5.6

604

88

10.9

O and OP

559

75

5.0

570

66

6.8

619

85

14.8

Ρ

622

84

18.0

565

62

11.1

623

91

11.3

Note. RT = reaction time (in ms); SD = standard deviation; % error = percentage of errors.
OP and Ο conditions
In the analysis of RTs, there was no main effect of Condition (Fl (1, 29) = 3.96, ρ > .05; F2 (1, 28) =
1.08,/? > .10). More importantly. Word Status exerted a main effect on latencies (^,(2, 58) = 29.71, ρ
< .001; F 2 (2, 56) = 11.39, ρ < .001). Two planned comparisons showed that homographie test words
were recognized significantly faster than English control words (/^(l, 29) = 64.63, ρ < .001; F,(1, 28)
= 21.60, ρ < .001), but not faster than Dutch controls (F, (1, 29) = 2.10, ρ > .10; ^ , ( 1 , 28) < 1). The
1

Given the item-by-itcm matching and the relatively large difference between the matched item sets, this set-wise
exclusion seems the appropriate procedure However, in Experiments 1 and 2, we followed the original analysis
method as it was used in Dijkstra et al. (1999), which excluded erroneous responses individually. Additional
analyses showed that both procedures led to the same pattern of results.
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interaction between Condition and Word Status was not significant (F, (2, 58) = 1 93, ρ > 10, F, (2,
56) = 106, ρ > 10)
The error data showed a main effect of Condition only over participants (/^(l, 29) = 12 3, ρ < 001,
F, (1, 28) < 1), with more errors in the Ο condition than in the OP condition The main effect of Word
Status was significant in both analyses (F, (2, 58) = 35 55, ρ < 001, F, (2, 56) = 4 87, ρ < 01 ), with
error rates for homographs being lower than for English controls (F, ( 1, 29) = 63 51,/? < 001,F 2 (1, 28)
= 13 0 , p < 01), but not lower than for Dutch controls (F, ( 1,29) = 3 19, ρ > 05, F, (1,28) < 1) This
time, in the analysis over participants, the interaction of Condition and Word Status was significant (F,
(2, 58) = 7 04, ρ < 01), although it did not approach significance in the item analysis (F, (2, 56) < 1)
Further contrasts showed that for both OP and Ο conditions, the difference between homographs and
English controls was significant, but that it was larger in the Ο condition (F, (1, 29) = 70 14, ρ < 001)
than in the OP condition (F, ( 1, 29) = 9 72, ρ < 01)
Ρ condition
The data of the Ρ condition were analyzed separately in a repeated-measures ANOVA with Word Status
as the only factor This factor had a significant effect on recognition latencies (Fl (2, 58) = 18 85, ρ <
001, F, (2, 28) = 3 74, ρ < 05) Planned comparisons indicated that when calculated over participants,
RTs on homophonic test words were longer than those on Dutch control words (F, ( 1, 29) = 32 26, ρ <
001), but the difference was not significant in the item analysis ( F 2 ( l , 14) = 3 01,ρ > 10) In contrast,
latencies for the Ρ items did not differ from English control latencies (F, ( 1, 29) < 1, F, ( 1, 14) < 1 ) The
error rates showed an effect of Word Status only when calculated over participants (F, (2, 58) = 6 57,
ρ < 01, F, (2, 28) < 1 ), with error rates on Ρ items being higher than both those for Dutch (Fl ( 1, 29) =
806, ρ < 01) and English controls (F, (1,29) = 8 69, p<

01)

Nonword data
The RT and error data for nonwords are presented in Table 3 7
Table 3.7
Mean Reaction Times and Error Rates for Nonwords in Experiment 3
Nonword type

RT

SD

% error

English-like

662

84

12 8

Dutch-like

644

71

55

neutral

630

75

33

Total

645

77

72

Note RT = reaction time (in ms), SD = standard deviation, % error = percentage of errors
In a one-factorial ANOVA over participants with Nonword Type as repeated-measures factor in the
participant analysis and as a between-groups factor in the items analysis, there was a significant
difference between the RTs for the three nonword groups (F, (2, 58) = 15 27, ρ < 001, F, (2, 147)
= 6 07, ρ < 01) Planned compansons revealed that all pairwise comparisons were significant over
participants (Dutch vs neutral nonwords F, (1, 29) = 8 34, ρ < 01, Dutch vs English nonwords F,
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(1, 29) = 9 86, ρ < 01, English vs neutral nonwords F, (1, 29) = 22 97>,p < 001 ), with rejection times
for neutral nonwords being the fastest, followed by those for Dutch- and for English-like nonwords
In the item analysis, only the difference between English and neutral nonwords was significant (F,(l,
98) = 11 32, ρ < 001), while the other two differences did not reach significance (Dutch vs neutral
nonwords F , ( l , 98) = 3 14,ρ > 05, Dutch vs English nonwords F 2 ( l , 98) = 2 12,p>

10)

The same pattern held for error rates There was a main effect of Nonword Type (Fl (2,58) = 37 30,
p< 001, F 2 (2, 147) = 15 64, p< 001), and all pairwise compansons were significant in the participant
analysis (Dutch vs neutral nonwords Fl (1, 29) = 10 60,ρ < 01, Dutch vs English nonwords F (I,
29) = 28 79, ρ < 001, English vs. neutral nonwords F, (1, 29) = 54 40, ρ < 001) Analogous to the
RT data, the fewest errors were made on neutral nonwords, more errors on Dutch nonwords, and the
highest error rate was obtained for English nonwords In the analysis over items, the difference in error
rates between Dutch and neutral nonwords did not quite reach significance (F,(l, 98) = 3 45, ρ - 07),
but the other two comparisons showed significant differences (Dutch vs English nonwords F, ( 1, 98)
= 11 86, ρ < 001, English vs neutral nonwords F, ( 1, 98) = 25 44, ρ < 001 )

Experiment 4: Generalized Lexical Decision involving Cognates
Method
Participants
Thirty-four students (9 men, 25 women, with five of them left-handed) of the University of Nijmegen
with Dutch as their native language participated in the experiment The participants were between 17
and 29 years old Their mean age was 23 2 They had between 6 and 17 years of overall experience with
the English language (mean 11 5 years) Asked for the degree of their reading expenence in English
on a scale from 1 (very little experience) to 7 (very much experience), their mean response was 5 4
All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were either paid for their participation or
received course credit
Stimulus Materials and Procedure
In analogy to Experiment 3, the materials consisted of the SP, SO, and SOP items, their English controls,
and Dutch controls matched to the Dutch competitor of the item The same held for the stimulus list
composition (15 SO and 15 SOP words with their Dutch and English controls, 15 SP words with their
English and Dutch controls, and 15 Dutch filler words) The characteristics of the stimuli are shown in
Table 3 4
Nonwords and procedure were also the same as in Experiment 3
Results
The data of four of the 34 participants were excluded because of error rates higher than 13%
Furthermore, the data for one SP item (fay) and its controls (English control pox, Dutch control sla)
was removed because of high error rates (above 80%) The frequency matching between conditions
was not adversely affected by this (SP items and their English controls did not statistically differ in
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frequency; neither did the frequencies of the English or Dutch controls for the SP, SO, and SOP con
ditions differ significantly). For the remaining items and 30 participants, the overall error rate was
8.1%.
As in Experiment 3, for each participant, matched partner items of incorrectly processed items were
also excluded from the RT analysis. By this procedure, another 7.5% of the data had to be excluded.
The same procedure regarding outliers as in Experiment 3 was used, excluding 1.9% of the remaining
data. In total, 17.2% of the data did not enter the RT analyses.
Word data
The mean RTs, standard deviations, and error percentages of test words and Dutch and English control
words are presented in Table 3.8. Table 3.10 provides a summary of the RT and error effects in this
study and the previous study by Dijkstra et al. (1999). The data analysis of Experiment 4 was equivalent
to that of Experiment 3: The homographie cognate conditions (SO and SOP) were analyzed separately
from the non-homographic cognate condition (SP).
Table 3.8
Mean Reaction Times and Error Rates for Words in Experiment 4
Dutch
control words

Test words
Condition

RT

SD

% error

RT

SD

SO

519

61

0.9

553

SOP

522

62

3.1

SO and SOP

521

62

SP

606

70

0

English
control words

/o error

RT

SD

% error

63

9.8

635

72

23.6

559

76

12.2

637

73

21.1

2.0

556

70

11.0

636

73

22.4

12.4

540

52

8.6

626

78

15.0

Note. RT = reaction time; SD = standard deviation; % error = percentage of errors.
SO and SOP conditions
In the analysis of RTs of the SO and SOP conditions, there was no main effect of condition (F, ( 1, 29)
< 1; /%(!, 28) < 1). More importantly, Word Status (cognates vs. Dutch controls vs. English controls)
had a significant effect on RTs (F, (2, 58) = 124.10, ρ < .001; F2 (2, 56) = 29.28, ρ < .001). Planned
comparisons showed that homographie cognates were recognized faster than both English (F (1, 29)
= 287.93, ρ < .001; F 2 ( l , 28) = 58.57,/? < .001) and Dutch control words (F, (1, 29) = 30.79,ρ < .001 ;
F, (1, 28) = 12.75, ρ < .001). The interaction between Condition and Word Status was not significant
(F 1 (2, 58) < 1;F,(2, 56) < 1).
A similar pattern of results was obtained for the error data. The main effect of Condition was not
significant (F, (1, 29) < 1; F 2 ( l , 28) < 1). The main effect of Word Status, however, was significant
(F, (2, 58) = 117.19, ρ < .001; F, (2, 56) = 15.57, ρ < .001). Again, planned comparisons showed that
fewer errors were made on SO and SOP cognates than both on English controls (F^ (1, 29) = 179.15,
ρ < .001; F 2 ( l , 28) = 26.72,p < .001) and Dutch controls (F, (1, 29) = 112.65,ρ < .001; F , ( l , 28) =
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9 51, ρ < 01) The Condition by Word Status interaction was not significant (F, (2, 58) = 2 61, ρ > 05,
F,(2,56)<1)
SP condition
In the analysis of SP cognates such as wheel. Word Status exerted a significant effect on RTs (F (2,
58) = 29 22, ρ < 001, F, (2, 26) = 6 73, ρ < 01 ) Planned comparisons indicated that SP items were
recognized more slowly than Dutch controls (F, (I, 29) = 41 11, ρ < 001, F,(1, 13) = 9 61, ρ < 01),
but not differently from English controls (F, (1,29) = 2 7 9 , ρ > 10, F 2 ( l , 13) < 1)
In the error rates, there was only a trend towards a significant main effect of Word Status in the
analysis over participants (F, (2, 58) = 2 94, ρ = 06, F, (2, 26) < 1) Planned comparisons between
SP words and English and Dutch control words were both non-significant, indicating that the trend
observed for the Word Status effect was due to a difference between the two classes of controls
Some SP items also possessed a relatively large orthographic overlap with their Dutch translation
equivalents An additional by-item analysis was therefore carried out in which the items were split into
two groups characterized by large or small orthographic overlap with their translations, as measured
by subjective ratings in Dijkstra et al (1999) Items with little orthographic resemblance with their
translation (e g , fat - vet) were processed 24 ms more slowly than English controls, a difference that
was not statistically significant in paired, two-tailed t-tests (/ (6) = 1 06, ρ = 33) In contrast, items
with larger Ο overlap (e g , boat - boot) were recognized 59 ms faster than English controls, which was
significant (t (6) = 3 16,/?= 02) In the Appendix, it is indicated which items belonged to which group
in this analysis Additionally, a significant positive correlation was obtained between the mean ratings
for orthographic overlap and the RT difference between the SP items and their English controls (r = 60,
ρ = 02) The same data pattern held for the English lexical decision task used by Dijkstra et al (1999),
whose data we re-analyzed There was facilitation for large-overlap items (mean effect -54 ms, t (6) =
3 14, ρ = 02), but no effect for small-overlap items (mean effect +36 ms, I (6) = 10)
Nonword data
The RT and error data for nonwords are presented in Table 3 9
Table 3.9
Mean Reaction Times and Error Rates for Nonwords in Experiment 4
0

Nonword type

RT

SD

English-like

673

78

93
46

/o error

Dutch-like

618

56

neutral

603

58

19

total

631

64

53

Note RT = reaction time, SD = standard deviation, % error = percentage of errors
In the analysis of response latencies on nonwords, there was a significant effect of Nonword Type (F
(2, 58) = 66 96, ρ < 001, F, (2, 147) = 29 41, ρ < 001) All pairwise planned comparisons between the
three nonword types were significant (Dutch-neutral F, (1, 29) = 16 19, ρ < 001, F.,(l, 98) = 4 01, ρ
< 05, Enghsh-neutral F ^ l , 29) = 114 98,p < 001, F , ( l , 98) = 54 84,/; < 001, English-Dutch F . U ,
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29) = 46 47,ρ < 001, F,( 1,98) = 25 93, ρ < 001 ) Neutral nonwords were rejected the fastest, followed
by Dutch- and English-like nonwords
The analysis of error rates revealed the same pattern There was an effect of Nonword Type (F, (2,
58) = 17 04, ρ < 001, F, (2, 147) = 9 96, ρ < 001) Again, all pairwise compansons were significant
apart from that between Dutch and neutral nonwords in the item-analysis (Dutch-neutral F | (l,29) =
1088,p< 01,F,(1,98) = 2 17,p> 10, English-neutral F | ( l , 2 9 ) = 26 30,/>< 001, F ^ l , 98) = 22 69,
p< OOl.Enghsh-Dutch F ^ l , 29) = 10 57,/? < 01, F,(l, 98) = 6 66,/> < 05) The fewest errors were
made on neutral nonwords, more errors on Dutch-like nonwords, and most on English nonwords

Discussion
Word data
In Expenment 3, interlingual homographs (O and OP conditions) were reacted to laster and more
accurately than English control words, but there were no differences between these items and Dutch
controls The presence or absence of phonological overlap of the homographs (O vs OP) with their
competitors did not yield a difference in RTs There were more errors on O items than on Dutch control
words, but this effect was significant only when calculated over participants In sum the comparison
of O to OP conditions does not provide evidence that phonological overlap affected word recognition
in generalized lexical decision
For English-Dutch homophones (P items), no RT difference was found relative to English controls
(because the homophones were presented in English spelling, the comparison to Dutch control words is
difficult to interpret) More errors were made on homophones than on English controls, but this effect
was not significant over items This suggests that there was no cross linguistic phonological effect
in this condition Note that our findings for generalized lexical decision correspond better with our
own findings of language-specific decision (Expenment 1) than with those obtained by Dijkstra et al
(1999) Again, this suggests that the result for the Ρ condition in the earlier study was not reliable
In Experiment 4, orthographically identical cognates (SO and SOP items) were processed faster
and more accurately than both English and Dutch control words Because Dijkstra et al (1999) were
not able to compare the RTs for their cognates to Dutch controls (given that they used an English
lexical decision task), this result generalizes the finding of facilitation effects for cognates to both LI
and L2 There were no clear differences in the size of the cognate effect for SO and SOP cognates in
the generalized lexical decision task This contrasts with Dijkstra et a l , who found reduced degrees
of facilitation for cognates with phonological overlap in English lexical decision (SO-SOP effect
difference 18 ms), which was not statistically tested, however Note that in our English lexical decision
experiment (Experiment 2), we observed a non-significant difference between the SO and SOP effects
of 11 ms
In contrast to homographie cognates, cognates that share their sound but not their spelling (SP items)
were processed 20 ms faster than the matched English controls However, this effect was statistically
non-significant Recall that the additional analysis revealed a correlative relationship for these items
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between the degree of orthographic overlap with the translation and the degree of observed facilitation
Possibly, the effects in the SP items relative to English control words would have been smaller than 20
ms if there had been no orthographic overlap with the competitors at all In all, this suggests that the SP
items should not be considered as cognates in the same sense as SO and SOP items
Nonword data
Although the significance of the differences between non word types differed a bit between Experiments
3 and 4, the general pattern was clear and consistent with the results of Experiments 1 and 2 Neutral
nonwords were responded to more quickly and accurately than Dutch-like nonwords, which were in
turn rejected more quickly and accurately than English-like nonwords This result pattern indicates
that not all nonwords are treated equally An overall analysis on the nonwords of Experiments 3 and 4
showed that all pairwise comparisons on RTs and error rates were significant (p < 05), except for the
comparison between error rates on Dutch-like and neutral nonwords in the item analysis
We will consider a theoretical interpretation of the findings in the General Discussion

General Discussion
The present study was performed with three main goals in mind First, with respect to words, we aimed
at clarifying the nature of the representation of cognates and false friends in the bilingual mental lexicon
by including them in two versions of the lexical decision task Second, we tested the BIA+ model's
predictions about task demands by varying the task at hand (language-specific versus generalized
lexical decision) while keeping the stimulus materials constant Third, we examined how nonwords
derived from English and Dutch words are rejected in generalized lexical decision, in order to see how
language information is used in this task All three aspects are part of the more general question of how
the bilingual mental lexicon is organized
The representation of cognates and false friends
Let us address the representational issue by examining the overall result patterns for cognates and false
friends in language-specific lexical decision and generalized lexical decision Table 3 10 shows the
basic RT and error effects for such items in the earlier study by Dijkstra et al (1999) and the present
one
For language spec ific English lexit al decision, we can compare the result pattern for cognates (SO,
SOP, and SP items) and control items in the two studies The overall pattern was very similar, indicating
that changes in design and stimulus list composition did not strongly affect cognate processing The
cognate effects were larger in size in the present study According to the BIA+ model, this may be a
consequence of an optimization of the decision criteria by the participants in our study where cognates
and other items were divided across experiments Our results for false friends (O, OP, and Ρ items)
also replicated those in Dijkstra et al (1999), except for the Ρ condition However, as we pointed out,
in this condition effects arose in monolingual participants and there may be a problem with respect to
the matching of test and control items in this condition The associated error rates were more equal in
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test and control conditions in the present study, suggesting that our results may be the more trustworthy
ones.
Table 3.10
RT and Error Effects in Dijkstra et al. (1999) and in this Study
Dijkstra et al.
(1999)

EVLD
(Exp. 1 and 2 )

Effect (E)

Effect (E)

GVLD
(Exp. 3 and 4 )
Effect (E)

RT

% error

RT

-32*

-4.7

8.7**

-1

34**

6.3**

so

-43**

SOP
SP

0

Effect ( D )

/o error

RT

% error

-74**

-14.0**

-12

-3.3*

9.3**

-45**

-5.6**

-10

-0.3

-14*

0

-1

6.7**

57**

6.7**

-15.7**

-61**

-15.0**

-116**

-22.7**

-34**

-8.9**

-25**

-4.9*

-50**

-7.3*

-115**

-18.0**

-37**

-9.1**

-10

0.4

-16

-2.7

-20

-2.6

66**

3.8

condition

RT

O

-21*

OP

8

Ρ

% error
-4.8*

Note. EVLD = English visual lexical decision, GVLD = generalized visual lexical decision, Effect (D) =
difference between test words and Dutch control words; Effect (E) = difference between test words
and English control words; RT = reaction time; % error = percentage of errors.
Planned comparisons: ** ρ < . 0 1 ; * ρ < .05 in the analysis over participants. Negative signs indi
cate facilitation.
In all, the present results indicate, as suggested by Dijkstra et al., that cross-linguistic orthographic and
semantic overlap in the test items led to facilitation. The data are compatible with the conclusion that
cross-linguistic phonological overlap also has an effect: When orthographic and, in the case of cognates,
semantic overlap was accompanied by phonological overlap as well, the amount of facilitation was
considerably reduced. However, given the relative variability of the presently observed result patterns
(especially in the Ρ condition), we recommend that future studies test again the role of phonological
overlap in individual word recognition using different items and language pairs.
An analysis of the result pattern for cognates and false friends in generalized Dutch-Engli'ih lexical
decision provides a wealth of new data. In generalized lexical decision Experiment 4, responses to
homographie cognates (SO and SOP conditions) were faster and more accurate than those to both the
English and the Dutch control conditions, while null-effects were obtained for Ο and OP interlingual
homographs. In other words, shared orthography alone did not lead to facilitation relative to the fastest
(Dutch) controls, but adding semantic overlap did. This finding fits well with the proposal by Pexman
and Lupker (1999) that both of these types of information are used in the lexical decision task.
There are two possibilities to account for the facilitatory cognate effects. First, orthographically identical cognates may share a single orthographic representation across the two languages,
as some researchers suggest (de Groot & Nas, 1991; Gollan et al., 1997; Sanchez Casas, Davis, &
Garcia Albea, 1992). In this case, the facilitation found for cognates would simply be an effect of
cumulative frequency.4 However, this account does not easily accommodate the fact that facilitatory
4

Note that this issue is distinct from the question of whether cognates share the same conceptual representation
(De Groot & Nas, 1991), which is not explicitly addressed by the present study.
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(though usually weaker) effects have also been found for non-identical cognates like tomato - tomaat
(Cristoffanini et a l , 1986, Font, 2001, van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002), for which a completely shared
orthographic representation is impossible Note that our post-hoc analysis of the SP items point in
the same direction Items possessing a considerable orthographic overlap with their Dutch translation
were recognized faster than the English control words The size of this facihtatory effect was a linear
function of the degree of orthographic overlap, indicating that non-identical cognates are not processed
in a fundamentally different way from identical cognates
A second possibility that accounts for both identical and non-identical cognate effects involves
semantic feedback If we assume that a cognate is characterized by two orthographic repreien
tations, the following account can be given of our cognate results Suppose an orthographically identical cognate (SO or SOP item) is presented to the participant Both orthographic representations are
activated, because both perfectly match the orthographic input pattern Next, both word units activate
their (partially) shared semantic representation, which feeds back to the two orthographic representations and thus amplifies their activation (Pexman & Lupker, 1999) One of the two units (presumably
the Dutch one, in most cases) will thus reach its threshold sooner than the representation of a noncognate would As a consequence, cognates can be recognized even sooner than the fastest control
words, the Dutch ones in our experimental situation
Now consider the case of an orthographically non-identical cognate, like words of the tomaat
- tomato type When tomato is presented, its English orthographic representation becomes activated
However, depending on the degree of orthographic overlap, its cognate partner tomaat (Dutch) is also
activated to a certain extent Recognition then proceeds in the same fashion as for identical cognates
Both active units feed the same semantic node, receive feedback from this node, and reach the recognition threshold relatively fast This leads to facilitation effects for this item type that are smaller than
for identical cognates, and of which the magnitude correlates with the degree of orthographic overlap
Note that this account of the cognate effect is in line with recent studies on monolingual word
recognition that also argue in favor of semantic to orthographic feedback (e g , Pecher, 2001, Reimer,
Brown, & Lorsbach, 2001)
Yet another possibility would be to claim that lexical decisions take place directly on the semantic
level (Plaut, 1999), cognates would then be recognized faster because their semantic representations
(receiving input from two rather than one orthographic representation) are activated to a larger degree
However, a 'read out' at the level of semantic representations cannot explain why O items (having
two separate conceptual representations) were responded to faster than controls m the English lexical
decision task
For interlingual homographs (O and OP conditions), the generalized lexical decision Experiment
3 yielded faster responses than for English controls, but not faster than for Dutch controls The error
rates followed the same pattern These findings are in agreement with the generalized lexical decision
study by Dijkstra et al (1998), in which the same effect pattern was found when we averaged across
the relative L1/L2 frequency categories for homographs Note that the homographs in our experiments
had frequencies lying between the high and low frequency categories in that study, which makes a
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comparison of our results with the average result pattern in Dijkstra et al. interesting for generalization
purposes.
Furthermore, faster RTs for (O type) interlingual homographs than for English (L2) controls were
also found in the English lexical decision experiment by Dijkstra et al. (1999) and our Experiment 1,
but in those experiments no Dutch controls were available for a comparison to LI.
The finding that interlingual homographs were not responded to with greater speed or accuracy than matched Dutch control words stands in contrast to the assumption of shared orthographic
representations of interlingual homographs, suggested as one possibility by Dijkstra et al. (1999). If
interlingual homographs were indeed characterized by one single orthographic representation, they
should be recognized more quickly than both English and Dutch controls, because their frequency,
being the sum of the individual readings in the two languages, would be considerably higher than
that of both sets of controls. As the results for the frequency-matched cognates in Experiment 4, and
the homograph and cognate results in Dijkstra et al. have shown, the differences in the mean English
frequencies of the items were high enough to result in cross-linguistic effects under particular experimental circumstances. In other words, had those effects been due to cumulative frequency effects on
one common L1/L2 representation, we should have replicated those effects under the present experimental circumstances. Because no such effects arose, we must conclude that interlingual homographs
(as it is also assumed by the BIA+ model) are represented by two different orthographic representations across languages, each of which is connected to its own semantic representation.
The role of task demands in the processing

of cognates and interlingual

homographs

The presently discussed result pattern not only indicates that there are two (at least partially) separate
representations for interlingual homographs, but also confirms the prediction of the BIA+ model that
responses to these homographs are based on the fastest available of the two codes (LI or L2) that is
appropriate for the task at hand. In the generalized lexical decision task, where, for a homograph,
both the English and the Dutch codes are appropriate, the Dutch (LI) orthographic code is probably
the fastest code to become available and therefore the one on which the response is based. In the
language-specific English (L2) lexical decision task, however, the response cannot be made before
the English code has been accessed and its language membership has been verified. One possible
explanation of the data pattern is to assume that because the Dutch (LI) codes are available earlier
than the English (L2) codes, there is time for them to affect the response to the English readings of
the interlingual homographs in an English task. In contrast, the absence of an orthographic facilitation
effect in generalized lexical decision indicates that the faster Dutch orthographic codes formed the
basis of response and that they were generally available before their English counterparts were active
enough to affect responding.
We would like to propose a similar reasoning for the activation and use of phonological codes in
the two experimental situations. In Experiment 3, the homograph effects in the O and OP conditions
were similar in size. Likewise, the facilitation effects in the SO and SOP conditions in Experiment 4 did
not differ. Thus, phonological overlap in addition to orthographic and (in Exp. 4) semantic overlap did
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not alter the response patterns, whereas it did in the English task in Experiments 1 and 2 These findings
do not imply that LI phonological representations were not activated in the generalized lexical decision
task Given the large body of evidence in favor of phonological influences in reading (e g , Ferrand &
Grainger, 1994, Jacobs, Rey, Ziegler, & Grainger, 1998), it is unlikely that phonological information
did not become active in those experiments Instead, they fit the time course account proposed by
the BIA+ model This model would argue that the phonological lexical representation in L2 became
available too late to affect the response based on already activated LI codes
Neither for the homophones in the Ρ condition, nor for homophonic SP cognates, did we obtain
an inhibitory effect of cross-linguistic phonological overlap (independent of orthographic overlap)
When English words sounded like Dutch words (e g , cow or wheel), RTs did not differ from those for
exclusively English control words The observed result pattern suggests that participants responded
primarily on the basis of the orthography of the English items, not on their phonology
The lack of a cognate effect in the SP condition stands in contrast with the results of Gollan et
al (1997) and Kim and Davis (2003), who found enhanced masked priming effects for (cross-script)
cognates that were similar in phonology However, the comparability of these studies with the present
one is limited, not only because of potential differences in the experimental paradigms, but also because
Hebrew, Korean, and English make use of different scripts, which might induce differences in word
processing like a larger reliance on phonology than on orthography Further note that script could serve
as a bottom-up cue to the language identity of each presented stimulus, which potentially could affect
lexical selection
In sum, in line with the BIA+ model, we suggest that the null-effects for phonological overlap in
our generalized lexical decision experiments can be accounted for in terms of a delayed time course of
the phonological relative to the orthographic code
Language

membership

information

and nonword

rejection

The generalized lexical decision Experiments 3 and 4 of this study included the same set of nonwords,
inducing the following RT and error pattern In both experiments, English-like nonwords (e g , baint)
were rejected more slowly and with a higher proportion of errors than Dutch-like nonwords (e g ,
muig) Responses to neutral nonwords (e g , brank) were even faster and tended to be more accurate
than Dutch-like nonwords (the error effect failed to reach significance when calculated over items)
The finding that English-like nonwords were rejected more slowly and with more errors than
Dutch-like nonwords contradicts a completely language-nonselective nonword rejection procedure
for lexical decision One broadly accepted theory of nonword rejection assumes that if at a critical
point in time the search for a matching word candidate in the lexicon has remained unsuccessful, a
'no' response is given The deadline is set later in time if the stimulus is more word-like (Grainger &
Jacobs, 1996) However, assuming such a language-independent rejection procedure for all types of
nonwords cannot explain our results Because Dutch-like nonwords should generally activate stronger
word candidates than English-like nonwords, they should result in a later deadline for 'no' responses
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than English-like nonwords Therefore, English-like nonwords should have been rejected more quickly
and more accurately than Dutch-like nonwords However, the opposite effect was observed
Instead, the data suggest that the bilingual word recognition system makes a distinction between
'Dutch' and 'English' stimuli, and subsequently applies different rejection criteria to Dutch-like and
English-like nonwords This requires that English- and Dutch-like stimuli (nonwords, but also words)
can be distinguished before their actual recognition or rejection, a suggestion that is also put forward
by Lemhofer and Radach (submitted. Chapter 2 of the present thesis) Such an early language discrimi
nation mechanism could either be based on sublexical information such as the language-specific
probability of the orthographic pattern {orthotactics), or on lexical information such as the number and
frequency of word candidates that overlap with the presented letter string (orthographic neighbors)
An example of the latter would be the ΒΙΑ and BIA+ models, where language membership is coded
through language nodes that are activated by words of the respective language
After the potential language membership of a stimulus has been identified, different time-outs
seem to be applied to English- and Dutch-like items More specifically, the deadline for English items
must be set later than that for Dutch ones, resulting in longer rejection times for English-like nonwords than for Dutch-like ones The notion of two different time-outs for Dutch and English items is
in accordance with the assumption of the differential time courses of LI and L2 codes, as it was made
above Because English word nodes generally become active more slowly, the best way to distinguish
English-like nonwords from these 'slow' word candidates is to wait for a longer period of time until the
word/nonword distinction process is completed Thus, not only word recognition in L2 is slowed down
relative to LI, but nonword rejection as well
To summarize the basic findings of this study, our results suggest that the time-courses of word
acceptation and nonword rejection are different for LI and L2 Upon the presentation of a stimulus,
word candidates from both languages are activated, with a slower activation of L2 than LI lexical
codes As a consequence, cross-linguistic facilitation and inhibition effects are observed either when
there is enough time for lexical effects to occur (e g , when L2 is the target language) or when semantic
feedback can amplify the activation pattern arising at the orthographic level (e g , when the item is a
cognate) In accordance with the BIA+ model, the absence of cross-linguistic effects for interlingual
homographs in generalized lexical decision indicates that responses are based on the fastest available
code (here Dutch orthography) and that such items are characterized by two representations rather than
one Finally, for nonwords, we have found that the rejection response is based on language-dependent
time criteria These findings have important consequences for our understanding of how participants
make bilingual lexical decisions and, more generally, recognize words from different languages
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Three Languages, one ECHO:
Cognate Effects in Trilingual Word Recognition1
Abstract
Research on bilingual word recognition suggests that lexical access is non-selective
with respect to language, ι e , that word representations of both languages become
active during recognition One piece of evidence is that bilinguals recognize cog
nates (words that are identical or similar in form and meaning in two languages)
faster than non-cognates The present study used cognates to investigate whether the
non-selective access hypothesis holds also for tnlinguals and three languages DutchEnglish-German tnlinguals carried out a lexical decision task in their third language
(German) The word materials included purely German control words, 'double' cog
nates that overlapped in Dutch and German, but not in English, and 'triple' cognates
with the same form and meaning in Dutch, German, and English Faster RTs were
found for Dutch-German cognates than for control words, but additionally, 'triple'
cognates were processed even faster than 'double' cognates The 'triple' cognate ef
fect was not influenced by whether the participants had previously read an English
text A control experiment with German monolinguals conhrmed that the effect was
not an artifact of uncontrolled stimulus characteristics Thus, independent of context,
both the native language and another foreign non-target language influenced target
language comprehension in tnlinguals This supports a view of language non-selec
tive access implying all languages known to an individual may affect word activation
and recognition

1
This chapter is identical to Lemhofer, Κ , Dijkstra, Τ, & Michel, M C (in press) Three languages, one ECHO
Cognate effects in trilingual word recognition Language and Cognitive Processes
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Introduction
When visiting Nijmegen for the first time, not only psycholinguists will be astonished to find out that
almost everybody is trilingual. In this Dutch university town close to the German border, people in
the street can be asked the way in English, German, or Dutch, and most of them will answer in the
same language. In the age of globalization, this situation is no longer exceptional. In many European
countries, such as the Scandinavian and the Benelux countries, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Greece,
and France, studying two foreign languages is compulsory for all or a large number of pupils. Thus,
in many parts of the world, the monolingual individual can no longer be regarded as the 'standard
case'. This has consequences for psycholinguistic modeling and theorizing (de Groot, Borgwaldt, Bos,
& van den Eijnden, 2002) and has triggered a growing interest in multilingualism, starting from its
'simplest' form, bilingualism. In recent years, much research has been carried out about under which
circumstances and to what degree bilinguals experience interference or positive influence from their
'other' language, and whether they process language any differently from monolinguals.
In particular, the debate about whether bilinguals activate only the currently relevant language
or both their languages during language recognition and production has received much attention.
Altogether, the research results in this field demonstrate a considerable amount of interaction between
the two languages known by a bilingual, which has led the majority of researchers to believe that lexical
access in bilinguals is basically non-selective with respect to language (Caramazza & Brones, 1979; de
Groot, Delmaar, & Lupker, 2000; Hermans, Bongaerts, de Bot, & Schreuder, 1998; Kroll & Dijkstra,
2001). In this view, lexical word representations from both languages are activated even in situations
where only one language is relevant. In other words, the group of word candidates that compete for
selection within the word recognition or production process is not restricted to one language. Note
that this does not imply that words from the two languages cannot be distinguished anymore; rather,
language information is thought to be available at a later point in time than the word activation itself,
but it cannot prevent an initial activation of word candidates from the non-target language.
If the notion of non-selective lexical access holds true, the question arises to how many languages
it extends. Do polyglots who speak three, four, or five languages also simultaneously activate all their
languages? It is hard to imagine that this should be possible without a breakdown of the language
system at some point (but see Dijkstra, 2003). This study is set up to investigate whether the nonselective position also applies to tnlinguals, i.e. whether trilinguals co-activate all three languages in a
monolingual task. To investigate this issue, we will make use of cognates, i.e. words that possess the
same meaning and (approximately) the same form in the languages studied (e.g., winter in English and
Dutch, or letter - lettre in English and French).
Cognates are a frequently used tool for investigating the structure of the bilingual mental lexicon.
Because they represent the lexical overlap between languages, they offer a straightforward way to
tackle the question whether even in a language-exclusive setting, bilinguals are influenced by their
other language. Any difference between how cognates and 'monolingual' words are processed by
bilinguals would indicate that the other, currently irrelevant, language must have played a role as well,
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at least as long as the two groups of words are comparable with respect to all dimensions other than
language membership
Many bilingual studies have demonstrated such a difference in the processing of cognates and
monolingual control words, the majority of them using a lexical decision task in the participants'
weaker language (L2, Caramazza & Brones, 1979, de Groot et a l , 2002, Dijkstra, van Jaarsveld, &
ten Brinke, 1998, Dijkstra, Grainger, & van Heuven, 1999) In all these studies, lexical decisions on
cognates were faster and / or more accurate than those on control words Moreover, cognates have
been found to be translated faster (de Groot, Dannenburg, & van Hell, 1994, Sanchez Casas, Davis, &
Garcia Albea, 1992), to be more effective as masked or unmasked primes in visual lexical decision than
non-cognate translations (Cristoffanim, Kirsner, & Milech, 1986, Gollan, Forster, & Frost, 1997), to
be easier to leam (de Groot & Keijzer, 2000), and to be named faster in word naming (de Groot et a l ,
2002) or in picture naming (Costa et al, 2000)
Until now, it is unknown whether the large degrees of interlingual interaction found for bilinguals
extend to trilinguals Recently, van Hell and Dijkstra (2002) showed that trilinguals carrying out a
lexical decision task in their native language (Dutch) were faster to recognize words that were cognates
with respect to the second language (English) Furthermore, for sufficiently prohcient participants,
Dutch words that were cognates with respect to the third language (French) were also responded to
faster than exclusively Dutch words This result suggests that all three languages of the participants
played a role during word recognition (language non-selective access) However, the cognates they
used were either Dutch-English or Dutch-French cognates In the present study, we took an approach
that even more directly tests a language non-selective access view, by using both 'standard' cognates
(existing in two languages) as well as words that are cognates to three languages at the same time
Given that responses to cognates are speeded up due to their overlap with another language, can they
become even faster if they exist in a third language known to the individual as well 9 Such an additional
cognate effect on top of the standard cognate effect would be definite and direct evidence for the
simultaneous influence of three languages on word recognition performance
We chose an experimental setup for which the most reliable and frequently replicated bilingual
cognate effects have so far been obtained, namely a lexical decision task in the participants' weaker
language However, to our knowledge, the language combination in our study has not been studied in
the context of cognate effects before The participants were Dutch-English-German trilinguals, who
were to carry out a lexical decision task in German, their third language (L3) As in many bilingual
word recognition studies, the participants in the present study were 'unbalanced', ι e they were not
as prohcient in their second and third languages (English and German) as in their mother tongue
(Dutch) 2
Three critical groups of words were compared with respect to the latencies and accuracy of their
recognition German control words that were different from both their Dutch and English translations
(e g , Zelt, meaning 'tent'), German-Dutch cognates that were not cognates to English (e g , Kunst,

7

The classification of English and German as the participants L2 and L3 was not as homogeneous as we had
expected a point that will be discussed in more detail in the method section
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meaning 'art' in both Dutch and German), and German-Dutch-English cognates that overlapped in
orthography and meaning in all three languages (e g , Echo) First, it was expected that participants
would react faster and / or more accurately to German-Dutch cognates than to German control words
Such a finding would replicate the standard cognate effect for a new language combination and provide
additional evidence in support of language non-selective access Secondly, an even stronger view of
language non-selective access would be supported if three languages at a time can influence word
recognition In that case, the cognate status of the stimuli with respect to English should have an
additional effect on top of the standard cognate effect The recognition performance for German-DutchEnglish cognates should be even faster and/or more accurate than that for German-Dutch cognates
Our study is related to that by van Hell and Dijkstra (2002) in another respect In that study,
care was taken that only the mother language (Dutch) was activated In our study, language context
is directly manipulated to examine the possible effects of language awareness and pre-activation on
trilingual word recognition performance It has been argued (Grosjean, 1998, Soares & Grosjean, 1984)
that the degree to which the languages of a multilingual interact also depends on whether the individual
is in a mono- or multilingual language mode If a language has just been pre-activated or is expected to
be relevant to the situation, it will have a larger influence than if it comes unexpected or has not been
used for a while In the present study, we mimicked this situation by having one half of our participants
read an English pre-text just before the experiment, while the other half received the Dutch translation
of this text If the relative activation of languages can be modulated by language context, the influence
of English (i e , the RT or error rate difference between Dutch-German and Dutch-German-English
cognates) should be greater for those participants who have previously read the English text

Experiment 1: German Lexical Decision Task with Trilinguals
Method
Participants
Twenty-nine unbalanced trilinguals with Dutch as their mother tongue (LI), and English and German
as second (L2) and third language (L3) participated in the experiment The data from one participant
had to be excluded from analyses because of very low scores in both proficiency tests (see below) The
remaining 28 participants were between 18 and 46 years old (mean 25 0) Sixteen were female, twelve
were male, with all except one being right-handed All had normal or corrected to normal vision They
were paid for their participation Most of the participants were students at the department of German
of the University of Utrecht The majority of them had learned English and German as a foreign
language at school from about the age of 12 However, some had made earlier contact with English
and/or German due to family or living circumstances Only native speakers of Dutch who considered
themselves to be highly proficient in German, were admitted for participation The relevance of English
in the expenment was not mentioned (but both proficiencies were assessed afterwards) Participants
completed a questionnaire on their language expenence in English and German after the expenment
Sixteen participants reported that they used German more frequently than English in daily life, ten
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participants stated the reverse, and two reported that they used both languages equally often None of
them used any other foreign language more frequently than English or German A summary of further
results of the questionnaire is given in Table 4 1 In addition, the participants' proficiency in English
and German was assessed by proficiency tests at the end of the experimental session These tests and
their results will be described in a separate section below
Table 4.1
Results of the Language Experience Questionnaire of Trilingual Participants in Experiment 1

Number of years of experience with the language
Self-ratings
Frequency of reading literature in that language
Frequency of speaking that language
Self-rated reading experience in that language
Self-rated writing experience in that language
Self-rated speaking experience in that language

English
Mean
SD
12 8
6 3
40
35
5 2
4 1
42

2
1
1
2
2

1
9
5
0
0

German
Mean
SD
11 0
54
3 7
4 2
54
50
49

15
15
14
16
16

Note SD = Standard Deviation Self-ratings are indicated on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high)

General Procedure and Apparatus
The experimental session took about 40 minutes and consisted of three parts that will be described
separately in the following sections In the first part, participants read a text in either English or Dutch
and completed a recognition task on words that had occurred in the text The second part was the main
expenment, a German lexical decision task involving cognates and control words In the final part,
participants performed proficiency tests for German and English In all three parts, testing took place
individually on a Macintosh Quadra computer, controlled by software developed at NICI Participants
were seated at a distante of about 70 cm from the 17 inch computer screen, where stimuli were presented
in black 18-point Anal letters (Reading Task) or in black 24-point uppercase Courier letters (German
lexical decision task and proficiency tests) on a white background
Reading Task

Half of the participants performed the reading task in Dutch, the other half in English First, the
participants were asked to carefully read the text on the screen The text was the beginning (about
350 words) of the English or the Dutch version of the popular children's book Harry Potter and
the Philosopher s Stone Some of the words in the text were replaced by synonyms, because (orthographically) similar words would later appear in the German lexical decision task To make sure that
the participants had read the text with sufficient concentration, they conducted a recognition task on 20
words after having read the text, in which they had to decide whether the respective word had occurred
in the text The proportion of words that had or had not been part of the text was 50%, respectively The
decision had to be made by pressing one of the two buttons of the button box, with the dominant hand
assigned to the 'yes' response and the other one to the 'no' response The task was non-speeded
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The 20 test words were 10 simple English nouns (e g , neck) or their Dutch translation equivalents
that had occurred in the text, and 10 additional English nouns or their Dutch translations None of the
words had any overlap in meaning or spelling with the items of the German lexical decision task that
was to follow
The number of correctly recognized and rejected words lay between 14 and 19 items in the
Dutch and 13 and 19 items in the English condition, with a mean of 17 4 (= 87%) and 17 0 (= 85%),
respectively The data from none of the participants were excluded from further analysis on the basis
of a too high error rate in this task
German Lexical Decision Task
Procedure
After having completed the reading task, the participants performed the German lexical decision task
A written instruction in German was given, explaining that in this task, participants were to decide as
quickly and as accurately as possible whether a letter string appearing on the screen was an existing
German word or not Again, the button on the side of the dominant hand of the participants was assigned
to the 'yes' response, and the other hand to the 'no' reaction
At the beginning of each trial, a fixation point appeared in the middle of the screen for 800 ms
After another 300 ms, the test word appeared The item stayed in view until a response had been made
or until a time-out of 5000 ms had passed The next trial was started 700 ms after the response was
given All items were presented in upper case letters, because in German, the case of the first letter can
be a cue for the syntactic class of a word (nouns are written with a capital)
A set of ten practice items (five exclusively German words and five nonwords) different from the
test items preceded the main task The main experiment consisted of three blocks of 66 items each The
first two items of each block were dummy items (a nonword and a German filler word) which were not
included in the analyses Participants were tree to take short breaks between the blocks The order of
items was determined by one of sixteen counterbalanced lists The order of items within the lists was
pseudo-randomized with no more than three words or nonwords in a row
Materials
The stimulus list of the German lexical decision task consisted of 192 items, half of which were
existing German words. The other 96 items were nonwords The two groups of stimuli will be described
separately
Word<> Twenty-four Dutch-German-English cognates were selected from the CELEX database
(Baayen et a l , 1995) that possessed the same spelling and meaning in all three languages, like the word
ECHO All of them were singular forms of nouns1 with a length of between three and six letters and no
more than two syllables An attempt was made to avoid selecting cognates that are borrowed English
We chose the exclusive use of nouns in the word materials, because they are the only content words that possess
the same lemma form in all three languages Verbs and many adjectives are morphologically marked by suffixes in
German and Dutch (e g , sing-en or zing-en, meaning to sing), while they are not marked in English, which usually
results in different lemma forms of these words in the three languages
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words in German and Dutch (e g , Party) While in German and Dutch, the items are used as nouns only
(as listed in the lemma lexicon of the German and Dutch CELEX), it was inevitable that in English,
some of the used nouns are also used as verbs However, in all cases but one (Wind), the verb meaning
was closely related to the noun meaning (e g , Filter), so that semantic competition can be largely ruled
out In the case of Wind, the noun meaning 'air' (frequency
meaning 'bend, turn' (frequency

126) is highly dominant over the verb

18), so that we can assume here that participants mainly accessed

the cognate meaning It was further attempted to select only cognates with an English frequency high
enough to potentially affect the responses The minimal English frequency of the chosen items was
5 occurrences per million All stimulus items are listed in Appendix A, the word characteristics are
summarized in Table 4 2
For the group of Dutch-German cognates (hereafter referred to as DG cognates), 24 nouns (e g ,
Kunst) with orthographic and semantic overlap in Dutch and German were selected from CELEX that
matched the Dutch-German-English (DGE) cognates with respect to Dutch and German log frequency,
length, number of syllables, and number of phonemes Matching took place on an item-by-item basis
An effort was made to keep the orthographic overlap of the DG cognates with their English translation
as small as possible (see Appendix A) Whether or not the German and Dutch pronunciation of the
cognates was (near-) homophomc (as judged by two highly proficient German-Dutch bihnguals) was
also controlled for the two cognate groups, ι e , the group of DG cognates did not contain significantly
more homophomc cognates than that of DGE cognates ( 12 vs 14, respectively, which is non-significant
in a x2-test)
Table 4.2
Characteristics of the Words Used in Experiments 1 and 2
Phon.G Phon.D logGF

GF

log DF

DF

log EF

EF

1 38

43 67

Itemtype

Let.

Syl.

DGE cognates

4 96

1 67

4 88

4 92

1 31 41 33

1 25 35 42

DG cognates

5 04

1 67

4 63

4 67

1 29 37 96

1 25 36 38

German controls 4 88

1 67

4 38

-

1 30 41 79

-

-

-

German fillers

1 75

4 63

-

1 31 44 28

-

-

-

5 33

-

Note Let = mean number of letters, Syl = mean number of syllables, Phon G/D = mean number
of phonemes in German / Dutch, log GF / log DF / log EF = mean log 10 of the written German /
Dutch / English frequency per million, GF / DF / EF = mean written German / Dutch / English fre
quency per million
The German control words were purely German nouns that were matched item-by-item with the DGE
and DG cognates for German log frequency, length, number of syllables, and number of phonemes
Orthographic overlap with both the English and the Dutch translation was kept as small as possible
(see Appendix A), although due to the common Germanic origin of all three languages, it could not
be avoided that a few control words had orthographically similar, but non-dominant translations (e g ,
Weite ['expanse'] can also be translated as 'width') There were no significant differences between
the word groups for the mentioned variables, as confirmed by repeated-measures ANOVAs or pairedsamples t-tests
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In order to keep the proportion of cognates in the expenment at no more than 50% of the words,
24 additional pure German fillers were included with similar characteristics as the German control
words
Nonwords. A number of nonwords that was equal to the number of words (96) was constructed
by changing one or more letters in an existing German noun of 3 - 6 letters All nonwords were
orthographically legal in German, as indicated by high orthographic neighborhoods and positionspecific bi- and trigram frequencies larger than zero They did not exist as words in any of the three
languages The nonwords were matched to the word items in terms of their mean length (4 9 letters)
and number of syllables (1 6) All nonword items are listed in Appendix A
Proficiency tests
After the main experiment, participants were asked to complete proficiency tests in German and
English Both tests were vocabulary tests in the form of non-speeded lexical decision tasks performed
on the computer The order of items in these tests was the same for all participants As in the main
experiment, items were presented in uppercase Participants carried out the German test first, followed
by the English one Because the German test was derived from the English one, we will first describe
the English test
English proficienc\ test
The English test consisted of 60 items selected from the 240 items of an unpublished proficiency test
(called '10 K') developed for high-proficient populations (around Cambridge Proficiency Level) by Ρ
Meara and colleagues (Meara, 1996) Both the original test and the selection contained a proportion
of two thirds of words, and one third of nonwords i The selected 60 items were between 4 and 12
letters long (mean 7 λ) The words possessed a written frequency of between 1 and 26 occurrences
per million (mean 6 4) according to the CELEX database (Baayen et a l , 1995) The items are listed in
Appendix Β Participants were to decide whether the presented letter string formed a correct English
word or not, in accordance with the original test, they could take as much time for their responses
as they wished This way, the test represented a pure vocabulary test without a speed component
Furthermore, participants were instructed to respond with 'yes' only when they were sure that the item
was an English word, in case of uncertainty, they should press the 'no' button Two ways of scoring
test performance were employed A percentage correct measure, corrected for the unequal number of
words and nonwords (i e , the mean percentage of correctly recognized words and correctly rejected
nonwords), and Δ M, which is suggested by Ρ Meara himself for scoring the test Δ M lies between 0
and 1 and is a measure meant to represent the proportion of words within the given frequency range that
is known by the person Guessing is corrected for by 'punishing' the participant for 'false alarms' (i e
nonwords that were responded to with 'yes') If there are too many false alarms, the result is negative,
indicating that the proficiency is below a measurable level The precise formula tor Δ M is given in
Appendix Β
The reason for not keeping to the standard of a 50% 50% proportion of words and nonwords was the high
difficulty of the test which makes it unlikely that our participants would know all ot the words (in their second and
third language) Under the assumption that the participants know about 75% of the presented words the internal
proportion of familiar and unfamiliar items would therefore on average approximately be equal
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The results of the 28 remaining participants, together with those from the German proficiency test, are
summanzed in Table 4 3
Table 4.3
Results of the English and German Proficiency Tests for the Trilingual Participants in Experiment 1
English
Mean (SD)
% correctly recognized words (hit rate)
% correctly rejected nonwords (correct
rejections rate)
Mean % correct for words and nonwords
Δ M

German

Min. Max.

65 3 (17 1) 27 5 97 5
v

Mean (SD)

Mm. Max.

61 3 (18 4) 30 0 92 5
94 6 ( 5 6) 80 0

100

'

81 0 (8 4) 61 2 98 8
59 ( 20)

06

98

78 0 (8 7) 62 5 9 1 3
51 ( 2 2 )

00

81

/Vote Mm = Minimum, Max = Maximum, SD = Standard Deviation, Δ M = Meara's M
German projitieniy test
The German proficiency test was, as far as possible, analogous to the English test The German test
items had been selected or created by the first author, and were matched item-by-item with the English
ones, controlling for length, number of syllables, frequency, and syntactic class Furthermore, if the
English word was a (near-) cognate to Dutch (e g , Cylinder, which is cilinder in Dutch), the matching
German item was also a (near-) cognate to Dutch (e g , Geograph, the Dutch translation of which is
geograaf, meaning 'geographer' in English) Finally, it was also attempted to mirror the morphological
characteristics of the English stimuli in the German ones For example, adjectives suffixed with -ly
were matched with adjectives with the German adjective suffix -ig or -lieh, words ending with -ing
were matched with words ending with -ung in German, etc , compounds (e g , moonlit) were matched
with other compounds (klaglos, meaning 'uncomplaining')
The nonwords were also constructed as much in parallel with the English items as possible, with
matching morphological structures All nonwords were highly word-like in German The items are also
listed in Appendix Β
The procedure for the German proficiency test was the same as for the English test The results for
both tests are given in Table 4 3 The data from one participant had been excluded from further analyses
because of extremely low scores in both tests (Δ M = 03 in English, and - 11 in German) Out of the
remaining 28 participants, fifteen received higher Δ M scores in English, 13 in German
Results
From the 28 participants, 14 had read the Dutch text before the experiment, and 14 the English text
The overall error rate amounted to 8 4% (7 1% on test words, 6 8% on nonwords, and 14 0% on fillers)
Note that this relatively high error rate is due to the participants performing a task in their second or
third language, which leads to noticeably higher error percentages than a task in LI
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For the RT analysis, only correct responses were considered If an error had occurred on one of the test
words (i e , cognates or control words), its two matched item-set-partners were also excluded from the
analysis of the participant in question Due to this procedure, 19% of the test word data did not enter
the RT analysis Additionally, RTs that lay more than three standard deviations away from its item mean
were classified as outliers Again, their matched item set-partners were also excluded This resulted
in an extra exclusion of 5% of the test words for further analyses Because of the high percentage of
excluded data points in this analysis, another analysis was carried out on RTs in which only erroneous
responses (7 1%) and outliers (additional 1 7%) were excluded, but not the data on their matched item
partners The results were very similar to the one reported below (see Appendix C for the detailed
results of this analysis)
Error rates and RTs were analyzed over participants only, because the selected cognates and
controls were matched item-by-item (Raaijmakers, Schnjnemakers, & Gremmen, 1999) and can be
seen as an almost exhaustive set of items with the given restrictions Pre-text (English vs Dutch) was
a between-subject factor, while Item Type (DGE cognates, DG cognates, and controls) was a withinparticipants factor

Table 4.4
RTs (in ms) and Error Rates (ER, in %) in all Item and Pre-Text Conditions of the German Lexical
Decision Task in Experiment 1
Dutch pre-text
RT

English pre-text

ER

RT

ER

total
RT

ER

DGE cognates

621(65)

3 6 ( 7 1)

599 (69)

4 8 ( 7 1)

610 (67)

4 2 (7 0)

DG cognates

643 (88)

8 3 (8 5)

626 (78)

5 4 ( 6 2)

634 (82)

6 8 (7 5)

German controls

713 (96) 11 0 ( 1 0 4)

663 (84)

9 8 (7 6)

688 (92)

10 4 (9 0)

German fillers

702 (94) 15 3 (15 5)

680 (96) 12 6 ( 1 3 3)

Nonwords

782(101)

6 0 ( 4 8)

788(164)

7 4 ( 5 4)

691 (94) 14 0 (14 3)
785 (134)

6 7 ( 5 1)

Note Standard Deviations are given in parentheses
The mean RTs and error rates are shown in Table 4 4, the mean RTs are also shown in Figure 4 I In
the analysis of RTs, there was a significant main effect of Item Type (F, (2,52) = 27 04, ρ < 001, MSE
= 1657 9) Planned comparisons showed that DGE cognates were recognised taster than DG cognates
(Z7, (1,26) = 5 45, ρ < 05, MSE = 2984 6) Furthermore, DG cognates were responded to significantly
faster than control words (F, (1,26) = 12 10, ρ < 001, MSE = 2547 6) The factor Pre-text did not
significantly influence RTs (F, (1,26) = 1 14, ρ = 30), nor did it interact with Item Type (F, (2,52) =
1 36, ρ = 27)
The analysis of error rates revealed a similar pattern Item Type significantly influenced error rates
(Fl (2,52) = 5 28, ρ < 01, MSE = 0 005) Planned compansons indicated there were significantly more
errors on DG cognates than on DGE cognates (F, (1,26) = 5 85, ρ < 05, MSE = 0 003) The difference
between DG cognates and German controls did not reach significance (F (1,26) = 2 55, ρ = 12)
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Again, there was no significant main effect of Pre-text (F^ (1,26) < 1), nor did Pre-text significantly
interact with Item Type (F] (2,52) < 1).
720

-

700
680
1

^660
"• 640
620
600
580

H

^M
^H
^^H
Dutch pre-text

' IDGE cognates
• DG cognates
German controls

m
^U

^^^^l

English pre-text

Figure 4 . 1 . Mean RTs for the three word categories in the two pre-text conditions.

Discussion
Experiment 1 led to three major findings. First, we replicated the 'standard' cognate effect in lexical
decision for a new language combination, namely Dutch and German: Dutch-German cognates were
responded to faster than exclusively German control words. Second, an additional cognate effect on
top of the standard cognate effect could be demonstrated for our trilingual population: Words that had
the same form and meaning in all three languages (Dutch, German, and English) were recognized
even faster and more accurately than the matched Dutch-German cognates with a dissimilar English
translation. This indicates that during the recognition of words in a given foreign language, not only the
mother language, but even a second non-native language (English) exerts an influence on recognition
performance. As a third result, this influence of English on German word recognition was not affected
by whether or not the participants had been exposed to English immediately before the lexical decision
experiment.
Before discussing these results in more detail, we will report Experiment 2, which was carried out to
remove any doubts on the reliability of the obtained data pattern: Even though the items in the three
conditions (control, DG, DGE) were carefully matched, effects that result from the comparison between
different items always remain difficult to interpret. Some factors inherent to the materials that were not
taken into account may have played a role, causing differences between the item groups that possibly
have nothing to do with trilingualism, but with the words themselves (note that this problem also applies
to the trilingual cognate study by van Hell and Dijkstra, 2002). Motivated by these considerations, a
control experiment was run with a group of German monolinguals who did not speak Dutch and knew
no or very little English. The control group performed the same lexical decision task as the trilingual
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group, with the same items and the same presentation lists. If the effects observed in Experiment 1 were
indeed due to the participants' proficiency in English and Dutch and not to artifacts in the stimulus
selection, they should disappear for individuals without knowledge of these languages.

Experiment 2: German Lexical Decision with German Monolinguals
Method
Participants
Nineteen native speakers of German taken from the participant pool of the Max Planck Institute for
Cognitive Neuroscience in Leipzig participated in the experiment. They were selected because they
had very little knowledge of English and Dutch, as indicated by themselves. The first foreign language
they had learned at school was either Russian ( 16 participants) or French (3 participants).5 Five of them
had learned English as a second foreign language for one to three years, but reported not to remember
any English from these lessons. One of these participants was nevertheless excluded because of high
scores in the English proficiency test (see below) and also because of some degree of experience with
the Dutch language. The other eighteen participants had no knowledge of Dutch whatsoever. Some of
them were sometimes using other foreign languages such as French or Spanish, but not very frequently
(maximal rating of frequency of usage: 3 on a scale from 1 to 7).
Table 4.5
Results of the Language Experience Questionnaire of Monolingual Participants in Experiment 2
Mean

SD

1.3

3.2

Frequency of reading literature in English

1.0

0.0

Frequency of speaking English

1.1

0.5

Self-rated reading experience in English

1.3

0.7

Self-rated writing experience in English

1.2

0.5

Self-rated speaking experience in English

1.2

0.6

Number of years of experience with English
Self-ratings:

Note. SD = Standard Deviation. Self-ratings are indicated on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high).

Because of the introduction of English as a compulsory subject at East-German schools after the
German reunification in 1990, the participants were necessarily older than the trilingual group. The
mean age was 35.1 years, with a minimum of 30 and a maximum of 42. Ten of the 18 remaining
participants were male, eight were female. They were all right-handed and had normal or correctedto-normal vision. They received money or course credit for their participation. In contrast to the trilingual group, most participants did not have an academic background, because those who do usually
Since foreign languages are compulsory subjects at German schools, it is not possible to recruit pure German
monolinguals as participants.
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have some knowledge of English At the end of the experimental session, the participants completed a
similar questionnaire on their experience with English and other foreign languages as the participants
of Expenment 1 A summary of the results of the questionnaire for the 18 included participants is given
in Table 4 5 The participants also performed a proficiency test in English, which will be described in
more detail below
General Procedure and Apparatus
The experimental session took about 30 minutes and consisted of three parts that will be described
separately in the following sections No reading task prior to the main experiment was carried out
The session began with the main experiment, the German lexical decision task After that, participants
completed the same English proficiency test as had been used for the trilinguals, except that only half
of the items were used This was done to avoid frustration due to the high level of difficulty of the test
Finally, the language questionnaire was completed
The main expenment and the prohciency test were administered on an IBM-compatible Pentium
computer controlled by the software package NESU 4 1 (developed at the Max Planck Institute for
Psycholinguistics at Nijmegen) Reaction times were measured to the nearest millisecond Participants
were seated at a distance of about 70 cm from the 17 inch computer screen, where stimuli were presented
in black uppercase 18-point Anal letters on a white background
German Lexical Decision Task
The procedure, instructions, stimulus materials, and presentation orders were the same as in Experiment
1
Proficiency Test
After the main experiment, participants carried out the English prohciency test that was identical to
the one used in Experiment 1, except that only 30 of the 60 of the items were used The proportion of
nonwords (one third) and words (two third) remained the same Likewise, the level of difficulty was
kept constant by ranking the original items by error rate in Experiment l(for words and nonwords
separately) and including every other item in the short test version The items that were included in both
the long and the short version of the test are marked in Appendix Β Again, the test was a non-speeded
lexical decision task (deadline 20 sec) performed on the computer
Participants were told that the intention of this test was to investigate whether it is possible to
distinguish between English words and nonwords by guessing, even without knowledge of the English
language This was a change in instruction relative to the trilingual experiment, where the participants
had been told to press the 'yes' button only if they were sure the item was an existing word Again, this
was done out of ethical considerations, since it was not expected that the participants would know any
of the extremely difficult English words The order of items in this test was the same for all participants
As in the main experiment, items were presented in uppercase
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Table 4.6
Results of the English Proficiency Test (Short Versiorι) for Monolingual Participants in Exper iment 2
Mean(SD)

Min.

Max.

% correctly recognized words (hit rate)

56.9 (14.1)

10.0

75.0

% correctly rejected nonwords
(correct rejections rate)

61.1 (18.1)

30.0

100

Mean of % correct for words and nonwords

59.0 (7.5)

42.5

70.0

ΔΜ

-.40 (.52)

-1.78

.14

Note. Mm. = Minimum, Max. = Maximum, SD = Standard Deviation, Δ M = Meara's M.
The results are summarized in Table 4.6. As in Experiment 1, only trials were included in the RT
analysis in which the participant had responded correctly and for which the reactions on the two
matched partner items by the same participant had also been correct. This way, 13.4% of the data did
not enter the RT analysis. Outliers (more than three standard deviations away from the item mean) were
also excluded, together with their matched partner items for the respective participant, which resulted
in exclusion of 0.8% of the remaining data.
Table 4.7 shows the mean RTs and error rates. The effect of Item Type was not significant, neither
for RTs (F | (2,34) = 0.03, ρ = .97), nor for errors (^,(2,34) = 0.20, ρ = .82).
Table 4.7
RTs (in ms) and Error rates (ER, in %) of the German Lexical Decision Task for Monolingual
Participants in Experiment 2
RT

ER

DG E cognates

603 (64)

4.6 (6.4)

DG cognates

603 (88)

5.1(5.3)

German controls

601 (84)

5.6(5.0)

German fillers

592 (67)

3.0 (4.5)

719 (114)

5.8(4.0)

Nonwords

Note. Standard Deviations are given in parentheses.
Discussion
For our monolingual control group with no or very little knowledge of English and Dutch, no
significant differences between DGE cognates, DG cognates, and German controls were observed with
respect to either RTs or error rates. This indicates that the effects found for the trilingual participants in
Experiment 1 were indeed caused by the influence of the Dutch and English language on the German
target words.
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General Discussion
In Experiment 1, we found that Dutch-English-German trilinguals carrying out a German lexical
decision task were faster to recognize Dutch-German cognates than control words, and they were
even faster to respond to words that were not only cognates to Dutch but also to English. Experiment
2 verified that these effects were indeed due to the cognate status of the words, rather than to other
stimulus characteristics, by demonstrating that German monolinguals responded equally fast to all
three word categories. These data provide evidence for the simultaneous involvement of all three
languages during the word recognition process in L3, just as the bilingual cognate effect has been
interpreted in terms of co-activation of two languages (e.g., de Groot et al., 2002; Dijkstra et al., 1999).
Our results are in line with and extend the only other study on trilingual cognate processing we know
of (van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002), which demonstrated effects of two non-native languages on lexical
decision latencies in the mother language: Facilitatory effects for Dutch-English and Dutch-French
cognates were found for participants who were sufficiently proficient in these languages. In the present
study, we not only demonstrated that three languages do play a role within the same experiment, but
also showed that co-activation of three lexicons occurs even within the same words. The present data
reveal that the cognate effect can accumulate over languages: While cognate status in one language
caused shorter word recognition latencies, the additional cognate status in one additional language
speeded up responses even more. Thus, the view of lexical access being non-selective with respect
to language, as it is maintained for bilinguals, can be generalized to trilinguals. The obtained effects
cannot be explained without the involvement of all three languages: If participants had selectively
activated their German lexicon, there should have been no cognate effect whatsoever; if they had only
activated the relevant lexicon (German) and their native language (Dutch), there would not have been
any RT difference between DG and DGE cognates.
Different accounts of the observed cognate effects can be proposed, depending on the way
cognates are thought to be represented within the bilingual language system. The simplest and therefore intuitively appealing account is to assume that orthographically identical cognates share the same
(orthographic) lexical representation in the bi- or multilingual lexicon (Gollan et al., 1997; Sanchez
Casas et al., 1992). In this view, the cognate effect is simply a consequence of the cumulative frequency
of a cognate across all relevant languages: Because a multilingual encounters a cognate more frequently
than a word that exists in only one language, it is the standard word frequency effect that causes the
RT advantage of cognates.6 This view is also in accordance with the present findings, because the
pattern of observed RTs for triple cognates, double cognates, and German controls mirrors the pattern
of cumulative frequencies (with triple cognates possessing the highest cumulative frequencies). Note
that this account is related to a learning-based explanation of the cognate effect, according to which
language learners can make use of pre-existing LI memory representations during the acquisition of
cognates (de Groot & Keijzer, 2000).
However, this account is not easily reconcilable with the finding of facilitatory cognate effects
for cognates that are orthographically similar, but not identical, such as the Dutch-English cognate
6
Note that in cognate studies, control words are usually matched to the language-specificfrequencyof the cognate
in the task language, not to the cumulative frequency across languages.
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tomaat - tomato (Cristoffanini et a l , 1986, Font, 2001, van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002), occurring even for
cognates of languages with different scripts (Gollan et a l , 1997, but see Bowers, Mimouni, & Arguin,
2000, for a failure to find priming effects for Arabic-French cognates) Of course, it is impossible that
words with different orthographies share the same orthographic representation However, effects for
non-identical cognates are usually smaller, which leaves the possibility of shared representations for
identical cognates and a different, less effective mechanism responsible for the facilitated processing
of non-identical cognates For instance, a distnbuted-representations account (e g , Kawamoto, 1993)
would allow for the option of overlapping representations, with the degree of overlap corresponding to
the degree of the orthographic similarity of the cognate readings
Another possibility to account for facilitatory cognate effects involves the semantic level of word
recognition Even if cognates do not share the same orthographic representations for all languages to
which they belong, it can be assumed that they activate the same conceptual representation, because
the overlap of their meanings in the different languages is usually large (de Groot & Nas, 1991, van
Hell & de Groot, 1998) This means that the semantic representation of a cognate is activated to a larger
degree than that of a non-cognate, because it receives input from several (two, or, in this case, even
three) form-level representations that (partially) match the visual input If lexical decisions are based on
the orthographic level (Pexman & Lupker, 1999), the cognate effect can then be explained by feedback
from the highly activated conceptual cognate representation to the orthographic level Yet another
possibility would be to claim that lexical decisions take place directly on the semantic level (Plaut,
1999), cognates would then be recognized faster because their semantic representations (receiving
input from two rather than one orthographic representation) are activated to a larger degree
Note that both of these approaches, like the cumulative-frequency account, are extendable to
three languages and reconcilable with the current findings To distinguish between the accounts, one
would have to employ techniques that are suited to differentiate the relevant levels of processing (e g ,
orthographic or semantic priming, or orthographic vs semantic consistency, Pécher, 2001) However,
the important point is that regardless of the exact mechanism, the present trilingual cognate effects
can only be explained by assuming some sort of co-activation of all three languages This co-activation may take the form of parallel activation of (separate) German, Dutch, and English word candidates, or even that of overlapping lexical representations for cognates, which can be seen as a stronger
form of co-activation that is already inherent in the lexical structure itself. The notion of non-selective
lexical access that has recently received growing support within the bilingual domain, therefore seems
to generalize to tnlinguals and three languages More specifically, we have shown that not only the
dominant language (Dutch) exerts an influence on a word recognition task carried out in a weaker
language, but that a second, non-target language (English) can also affect the recognition process on
top of the strong facilitation caused by the mother tongue This finding represents an important piece
of evidence that cross-language interactions are not restricted to the special case of the native language
affecting the second language Two non-native languages acquired later in life can also influence each
other during word recognition
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It seems likely that the view of non-selective lexical access that was demonstrated for three languages
here, can be even further extended to multihnguals who speak more than three languages However,
the larger the number of languages involved, the larger the practical obstacles for observing parallel
activation of all these languages will be First, research is complicated by the difficulties in finding
a reasonably homogeneous group of polyglot participants with a similar language background for
the same combination of languages Second, the levels of proficiency for each of the four or more
languages mastered by an individual will usually be lower than those of bi- and tnlinguals, which
makes the mutual influence of the various lexicons harder to measure Even though 'Eurocognates'
that are cognates to virtually all European languages do exist (e g , telephone), the cumulative cognate
effect, as it has been used here to demonstrate trilingual co-activation, will no longer be a sensitive
tool for measuring interlexical influences when the RTs on multiple cognates approach a lower limit
(floor) However, regardless of these practical complications in measuring interlingual interactions
between more than three languages, there is no longer reason to believe that multilexical co-activation
is principally limited to a certain number ot languages
Although the results of the present study suggest that the architecture of the trilingual processing
system allows for language non-selectivity, further research is needed to fully understand the conditions
under which there is sufficient activation of words in the non-target language(s) to affect reading in the
target language The conditions under which we found non-selective access here can be considered as
the most conducive for observing the influence of non-target languages on performance We examined
the effect of first- and second-language readings of the cognates on processing in the third (and thus,
relatively weak) language, using a fairly high proportion of cognates (however, inspection by the
authors indicates that this proportion is not very different from that usually found in German or Dutch
newspapers) Therefore, although the results do show that it is possible to have activation of three
languages simultaneously, the present data alone leave the possibility that they may not all be activated
in less favorable circumstances, for instance if the target language is LI and the proportion of cognates
is lowered (but see van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002)
One attempt at modulating the degree of selectivity by contextual factors was already made in the
present study However, the observed influence of English on the recognition latencies of DGE cognates
as compared to DG cognates was not modulated by whether or not participants had read an English text
and carried out an item recognition test on this text immediately before the experiment This appears
to contradict predictions derived from the language mode hypothesis (Grosjean, 1998, 2001), which
claims that multihnguals adapt their way of language processing to the specific situation According to
that view, the reading of the English pre-text should have led to higher activation of the English lexicon
and therefore produce stronger effects of English in the subsequent lexical decision experiment Note
that our context manipulation was at the same time a manipulation of language expectation Only the
participants in the English pre-text group could be aware of the relevance of English to the experiment
at all Since the participants had not been screened for their English proficiency during participant
selection, the Dutch pre-text group did not know that English was relevant to the experiment until they
completed the English proficiency test and language questionnaire (i e , at the end of the experimental
session) Furthermore, participants who were asked whether they had noticed that some test items
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were also English words, said that they had not Still, the pattern of effects did not differ significantly
for the two groups, which suggests that neither language expectation nor pre-activation is a necessary
prerequisite for the occurrence of cross-language co-activation This result is in conflict with findings
of a larger influence of the non-target language after one experimental block had been carried out in this
language (Jared & Kroll, 2001, Jared & Szucs, 2002), however, these studies involved a phonological
task (word naming) that might be more susceptible to recent language use Other studies employing
different paradigms also failed to find a 'language mode' effect of some kind, such as an effect of
language awareness in cross-language phonological masked priming (Brysbaert, van Wijnendaele, &
Duyck, 2002) or of explicit instruction in interlingual homograph recognition (Dijkstra, de Bruijn,
Schriefers, & ten Bnnke, 2000) This evidence supports the claim that the activation in the bi- or
multilingual word recognition system is initially not susceptible to non-linguistic influences, as put
forward by Dijkstra and van Heuven (2002)
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How Readers with Different Native Languages
Recognize Words in a Second Language:
A Regression Study1
Abstract
In spite of the impressive number of studies on bilingual word recognition that have
accumulated over the past years, it is still unclear whether their findings are generahzable across groups of bilinguals with different language combinations Furthermore, little is known on whether recognizing words in a second language is fundamentally the same or different from word recognition by native speakers Both issues
were addressed in the present study by investigating how speakers with different
mother languages recognize words in their common second language, English Native speakers of Dutch, German, and French carried out a progressive demasking
task on 1025 monosyllabic English words The data were analyzed by means ot
multiple regression analyses incorporating a large number of within- and betweenlanguage variables (word frequency, length, orthographic neighborhood, etc ) The
patterns of reaction times and error rates that emerged from these analyses were very
similar for the three groups of participants, and the effects exhibited by the bilinguals
generally paralleled those known from the monolingual literature These findings
indicate that most results obtained for one type of bilinguals appear to generalize to
other groups of bilinguals, at least where the same or neighboring language families
are concerned Moreover, word recognition in bilinguals and monolinguals does not
seem to proceed in a fundamentally different way

' This chapter is in preparation as a journal article with the following authors Kristin Lemhoter, Ton Dijkstra,
Herbert Schriefers, Jonathan Grainger, and Pieme Zwitserlood
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Introduction
Since the introduction of a common European currency, the development of cultural, political, and
economic integration within the European Union has shifted into a higher gear In the course of this
development, there is a growing awareness of the importance of speaking a second language next to
one's native language In Europe as well as in many other parts of the world, English has become
the standard language of international communication and one of the most frequently spoken second
languages
This growing awareness of the importance of multilingualism has also stimulated research on
bilinguahsm and multilingualism, for instance, studies on how bilinguals recognize words in their first
or second language However, the process of bilingual word recognition is still far from understood,
and the number of comprehensive theories and models that exist in this field is smaller than that of
models developed for monolingual word recognition One reason for the slow progress in this respect
may be the diversity of bilingual populations Whereas monohnguals usually acquire their language
under roughly the same circumstances and reach comparable levels of language competence, bilinguals differ in countless ways They speak different combinations of languages at varying levels of
proficiency, they have different histories of how they acquired their two languages, they vary in their
use of the first and second languages in daily life, and so on Thus, researchers face a challenge to better
understand the similarities and differences in language processing by different groups of bilinguals, and
to assess in how far bilingual word recognition is distinct from that in monohnguals
The present study is designed to contribute to the available knowledge on this matter by collecting
a large set of data from participants recognizing words in their second language, and analyzing the
data following a multiple regression approach (e g , Balota, Cortese, Sergent-Marshall, Spieler, & Yap,
20042, Juhasz & Rayner, 2003, Martensen, Mans, & Dijkstra, 2000) By choosing this approach, we
expect to achieve a comprehensive understanding of many factors (in particular, word characteristics)
that determine word recognition in a second language Two important and yet unresolved issues within
the field of bilingual visual word recognition will be addressed The first question is concerned with the
role of the combination of languages a bilingual speaks Are experimental results on word recognition
in the second language (L2) found for bilinguals with one specific mother language also valid for others
with a different first language (L1 ) 9 More specifically, when looking at the factors (like word frequency,
orthographic word features, etc ) that have a significant effect on word recognition performance in L2,
are these effects (approximately) the same for bilinguals with different native languages7 On the one
hand, one could expect that the effects of most word variables (e g , word frequency) in a given second
language are independent of the native language On the other hand, this has never systematically been
shown Moreover, considering the manifold instances where bilinguals transfer lexical knowledge or
language processing strategies from LI to L2 (e g , see Chapters 3, 4 and 6 of this thesis), it is also
possible that different mother tongues give rise to different patterns of word recognition in a given
second language
" This highly relevant study was published after the present dissertation manuscript had been accepted, therefore
it is not integrated in the current chapter but it will be taken into account in the journal article which is in
preparation
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The second question addressed by this study is to which extent visual word recognition in L2 resembles
the monolingual reading process. For instance, are the primary determining variables for word
recognition latencies, as they have been identified for native speakers, also valid in a second language?
Or do they, on the contrary, lose their predictive power where L2 readers are concerned, possibly
because their influence is overridden by the much stronger impact of LI variables (e.g., whether the
word also exists in LI, etc.)? The answer to this question has important implications for the amount of
modification necessary for monolingual word recognition models to capture L2 reading processes as
well.
Before we set out on an experimental investigation into these two issues, we will review the
empirical evidence available for each of them and clarify how the present study is going to deal with
it. First, we will review studies that investigated the effect of varying mother tongues on language
processing in L2, and the role of the present study in this context. Second, we will discuss what is
known about word recognition in L2 as opposed to monolingual word processing, and how we will
investigate this issue.
Little systematic research has so far been conducted on the first issue, the impact of different
mother languages on visual word recognition in L2. Most of the existing studies focus on the difference between those L1-L2 combinations that use the same or different writing scripts. For example,
Akamatsu (2002) showed that bilingual speakers with Chinese, Japanese, and Persian as LI and
English as L2 showed comparable effects of word frequency and spelling-sound regularity in English
word naming. However, in an earlier study, Akamatsu (1999) found that visually disrupting the word
stimulus using case alternation (cAsE aLtErNaTiOn) while preserving its alphabetic structure had
a larger detrimental effect on English word naming latencies for Japanese and Chinese participants
(i.e., those with non-alphabetic mother languages) than for native speakers of Persian (i.e., those with
an alphabetic native language). Muljani, Koda, and Moates (1998) observed that native speakers of
Indonesian (a language with an alphabetic writing system) performed better in a lexical decision task in
their second language, English, than equally proficient participants with Chinese as first language. In a
study using the semantic categorization task developed by Van Orden (1987), Wang, Koda, and Perfetti
(2003) found that native speakers of Korean misclassified homophones of category members (stare in
the place of stair) more often than graphemic controls (e.g., stars), whereas this effect was not present
for Chinese speakers. However, in contrast to the Korean participants, the Chinese participants were
sensitive to the orthographic distance of the foil to the correct category exemplar (e.g., bread - bred
vs. nose - knows). The authors concluded that native speakers of Chinese rely more on orthographic
than on phonological information, due to the logographic nature of their mother language. In contrast,
because the Korean script has a highly consistent grapheme-to-phoneme-mapping, native speakers of
Korean presumably make more use of phonology than of orthography in English word reading.
The lack of studies comparing the influence of different mother languages within the same alphabet on L2 processing hints at a tacit agreement that for fairly related languages, the specific L1-L2
combination does not play a crucial role. However, this is not necessarily true and remains to be tested.
The present study will address this issue by including three groups of participants for whom their
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mother language (French, German, or Dutch) and their second language (English) are West-European
languages sharing the same alphabet By choosing participants who all had the same L2, we were able
to use the same (English) word materials for all three participant groups, and thus to single out the
differential role of the mother language We used a regression approach and a large set of items, so that
the word matching problem across different L1-L2 combinations was avoided and the generalizability
of the effects was improved relative to a factorial design
Among the three mother languages involved, two (Dutch and German) belong to the same
language family as English (West-Germanic) In contrast, the third one (French) is a Romance lan
guage However, procedures to establish a more precise quantihcation of the (lexical) 'distance'
between English and each of the three languages are lacking According to Grimes and Grimes (2000),
the percentage of 'lexical similarity' (no definition ot that term is given by the authors) with English is
60% for German and 27% for French Even though for Dutch no such numbers are given, it is probably
safe to assume that on the (orthographic) word level, Dutch is even closer to English than is German In
our own experimental word material of 1025 English monosyllabic words, there were more interlingual
homographs, cognates, and orthographic neighbors with Dutch than with the two other languages.
Thus, we can conclude that in lexical terms, French is the most dissimilar to English among the three
languages, German is intermediate, and Dutch is closest to English It is possible that the 'lexical
distance' between the two languages of a bilingual plays a role in the extent to which word recognition
in L2 is influenced by LI Comparing word recognition in English for these three groups will be a first
step towards assessing the role of language distance within the group of European languages
We will now shift our focus to the second main issue investigated by the present study, ι e , in
how far reading in L2 resembles reading by monohnguals (or, more concrete, whether it is influenced
by the same variables and in the same way) This question is closely related to the debate on whether
bilingual lexical access is selective or non-selective with respect to language, because a strong in
fluence of LI knowledge on L2 processing might make reading in L2 fundamentally different from
that in a native language Empirical evidence (e g , Grainger & Jacobs, 1993, Pugh, Rexer, Peter, &
Katz, 1994, Segui & Grainger, 1990) suggests that during monolingual word recognition, several word
representations 'compete' with each other until the best matching word candidate is selected (or until
it has been determined that none of the stored word representations matches the visual input) In the
bilingual situation, the question arises whether this lexical competition involves word representations
from the target language only (language-selective access), or whether all words known to an individual,
including those from the non-target language, are considered as potential candidates for recognition
1

(non-selective access) A large number of studies have contributed to this discussion, the majority of
them demonstrating that the two languages do interact during word recognition This has led to the
conclusion that bilingual lexical access can most accurately be described as (initially) language non
selective (for an overview, see Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002, Kroll & Dijkstra, 2001)
This conclusion seems to imply that due to the clearly existing influence of the native language,
reading in a second language must be fundamentally different from reading in LI However, it is
Even though this implicitly assumes a localis! account of word recognition, the issues of lexical selection and its
language-specific or non-specific nature can also be applied to distributed accounts (c g , Thomas, 1997)
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possible that in companson to within-language influences, the observed cross-language interaction
effects may be relatively small Few studies have directly compared within- and between language
influences on the lexical (rather than the conceptual or syntactic) level of word processing Bijeljac
Babic, Biardeau, and Grainger (1997) found that for high-proficiency French-English bilinguals,
masked orthographic pnming was equally strong within and between languages In a similar vein, but
using masked phonological priming in addition to orthographic priming, Brysbaert, van Dyck, and van
de Poel (1999) observed that the magnitudes of inter- and intralingual effects were similar Moreover,
the patterns of orthographic and phonological priming bilinguals displayed in their second language
(while keeping LI factors constant) resembled those obtained for monolinguals
Many more studies have been conducted on within- and between-language effects at the semantic
processing level, investigating Stroop interference, translation vs repetition priming, or semantic
priming Most of these studies demonstrated stronger within-language than between-language influences
(for the Stroop effect, see Dyer, 1971, Tzelgov, Hemk, & Leiser, 1990, for repetition vs translation
pnming, see Scarborough, Gerard, & Cortese, 1984, Watkins & Peynircioglu, 1983, for semantic or
associative priming, see Grainger & Beauvillain, 1988, Kirsner, Smith, Lockhart, King, & Jain, 1984,
but also Schwanenflugel & Rey, 1986, Tzelgov & Eben-Ezra, 1992) In summary, while cross-language
influences have been observed on various levels of processing, it remains largely unclear whether
these influences are so strong that the pattern of effects observed in L2 word recognition is essentially
different from that in LI
These and most other experimental studies on cross-language interaction used factorial designs
with a small and carefully selected group of stimuli, in order to detect possibly small effects for a few
factors while keeping all others constant In contrast, rather than focusing on a small set of stimuli
and on only a few specific variables in a factorial design, the present study adopted a more general
approach A large, nearly exhaustive number (1025) of monosyllabic English 3 5 letter words was
used in a visual word recognition experiment with native speakers of French, German, and Dutch In
regression analyses including a substantial number of within- and across-language word variables,
we investigated whether L2 speakers of English show the same effect patterns for different variables
as are usually observed for monolinguals In addition, we examined the contribution of interlingual
interactions by way of including cross-language variables (e g , cognate status, etc ), thereby directly
addressing the debate on selective vs non-selective lexical access If bilingual lexical access is selective with respect to language, the between-language variables should not account for any variance on
top of that explained by withm-language variables
In what may be the only bilingual study with a comparable, regression-based approach, de
Groot, Borgwaldt, Bos, and van den Eijnden (2002) had Dutch-English bilinguals carry out lexical
decision and naming tasks in both Dutch and English They examined the differences both between
the tasks and between the languages with respect to the effects of a number of semantic, orthographic,
and phonological vanables All variables but two (orthographic neighborhood in the non-target language, and cognate status) were within-language vanables Generally speaking, the results revealed
considerable differences between the tasks (explainable by the varying task demands) and smaller
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differences between the two languages, especially for lexical decision The general directions of the
effects (e g , effects of frequency, familianty, length, etc ) were in line with earlier findings in the
monolingual domain A more detailed description of the individual effects in that study and how they
compare to the results of the present study will be given in the discussion
There are two major differences between the present approach and that by (de Groot et a l , 2002)
First, we included more between-language variables besides the within-language predictors, to establish
the extent of cross-language interaction Second, rather than comparing different word recognition
tasks, we collected data for three different groups of participants differing in their LI to study the hrst
major question discussed above, namely, in how far experimental results for one L1-L2 combination
generalize to another
The task chosen in the present study was the progressive demasking (PDM) task developed by
(Grainger & Segui, 1990) This task has been shown to lead to similar patterns of results as the more
frequently used paradigm of lexical decision (Dijkstra, Grainger, & van Heuven, 1999, van Heuven,
Dijkstra, & Grainger, 1998) It is a variant of the perceptual identification task in which a word that
emerges slowly from a checkerboard mask has to be identified as quickly as possible, and to be typed
in after identification Presumably, masking slows down the word recognition process, making the
task especially sensitive to factors affecting the early stages of word recognition As Carreiras, Perea,
and Grainger (1997) point out, progressive demasking and other perceptual identification tasks can
be thought of as representing a purer measure of orthographic word processing than tasks like lexical
decision or word naming, because (unlike lexical decision) it requires the unambiguous identification
of the word and is not influenced by external factors like the nature of nonword items or articulatory
factors
We studied word recognition in English concerning a number of variables that refer to word characteristics either with respect to English or to the LI in question (Dutch, German, or French) An attempt
was made to include most variables that current approaches of word recognition regard as important
factors, in so far as they were calculable using the lexical databases CELEX (Baayen, Piepenbrock, &
Guhkers, 1995) and LEXIQUE (New, Pallier, Ferrand, & Matos, 2001) We included as within-En^li!,h
variables English word frequency, number of letters, number of phonemes, morphological family size
(Schreuder & Baayen, 1997), various measures of English bigram frequency and of English orthographic neighborhood, number of syntactic categones in English, number of unrelated word meanings
and number of related word senses (Rodd, Gaskell, & Marslen-Wilson, 2002) Furthermore, for a
restricted set of words (659) for which these values were available, we included the semantic variables
familiarity, concreteness and meamngfulness from the MRC Psychohnguistic Database (Wilson,
1988) The included cross-language \ariables were orthographic neighborhood measures with respect
to LI, cognate status, frequency of the cognate in LI, non-cognate homograph status, frequency of the
homograph in LI, and (for German only) the orthographic similarity with the translation equivalent
By including a large set of variables, we were able to analyze to what degree word recognition in L2 is
determined by the same factors as monolingual word recognition, and which cross-lingual influences
play a role in L2 word recognition of readers with different first languages
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Method
Main experiment
Participants
In each country, 21 native speakers of French, German, or Dutch with English as a second language
participated in the experiment. The participants were mostly recruited among university students and
staff. In France, most participants were students or staff members at the English department, whereas
in Germany and the Netherlands, most participants studied or worked at the department of psychology.
The participants were tested for their English proficiency by means of a vocabulary size test, which will
be described in a separate section.

Table 5.1
Results of the Language Questionnaire of the Three Participant Groups
German

French1
Mean
(SD)

Min.Max.

Mean
(SD)

Dutch

Min.Max.

Mean
(SD)

Min.Max.

Age

22.7 (1.8)

18-26

23.7 (4.4)

20-41

24.3 (4.3)

18-33

Age of first contact
with English

12.2(5.2)

0-20

11.5(3.7)

4-22

12.0 (1.8)

8-17

Yrs. of experience
with English

12.3(2.2)

9-18

12.5 (3.0)

8-20

12.7 (4.3)

6-21

How often do you
read English in leisure
time

5.0 (1.9)

1-7

4.3 (1.9)

1-7

4.1(1.7)

1-7

How often do you
read English at work*

6.4 (1.0)

4-7

4.8(1.5)

3-7

6.5 (.7)

5-7

How often do you
speak English

4.3(1.3)

1-7

4.1(1.8)

1-7

4.2(1.8)

1-7

How often English TV
/ radio*

3.0 (1.6)

1-7

3.7(1.7)

1-7

4.6 (1.6)

2-7

self-rated reading
experience in English

5.7 (0.8)

5-7

5.4(1.3)

3-7

6.0(1.0)

3-7

self-rated writing
experience in English

5.6(0.8)

5-7

5.0(1.2)

3-7

5.1(1.4)

2-7

self-rated speaking
experience in English

5.0(1.7)

1-7

5.5(1.4)

2-7

4.9(1.5)

2-7

how often do you use
L3*

2.1(1.5)

1-6

1.7(1.6)

1-7

3.1(1.6)

1-7

Self-ratings3:

Note. Asterisks indicate dimensions for which there were significant (p < .05) differences between
the three participant populations, as analyzed by one-way ANOVAs.
"Self-ratings were given on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high).
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The data from one participant in each country were excluded because of high error rates in the
proficiency test, so that the remaining number of subjects was 20 per country The number of males and
females among these remaining participants was 2 vs 18 in France, 6 vs 14 in Germany, and 7 vs 13
in the Netherlands The participants' experience with English, as reported in a language questionnaire,
is listed in Table 5 1
One-way ANOVAs were conducted to examine whether there were significant differences between
the three participant populations The dimensions for which this was the case are marked with an
astensk (*) in Table 5 1, and the specific pairwise contrasts were tested in t-tests Both French and Dutch
participants reported to read more English for their work than did the German participants (French >
German ?(57) = 4 46, ρ < 001, Dutch > German f(57) = 4 88, ρ < 001) Dutch participants reported to
watch English TV or listen to English radio more often than the French participants (f(57) = 3 26, ρ <
01), and asked for further foreign languages, the Dutch reported to use their third language more often
than did the Germans (r(50) = 2 59, ρ < 05) None of the other comparisons were significant
Materials
The experimental stimulus list consisted of English words selected from the English CELEX database
(Baayen et al., 1995) They met the following criteria Words were from 3 to 5 letters long, only content
words were used, ι e , nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, they were monosyllabic, each entry had
only one possible spelling and one pronunciation, the written lemma frequency of the words according
to the CELEX database lay between 10 and 10000 occurrences per million (ο ρ m ), and words with
more than two different entries in CELEX (e g , due to several syntactic categories the word can belong
to) were not included Exceptions to these restrictions were made for words that had been part of the
stimulus materials in our earlier studies, in order to be able to compare the results to previous ones
To make sure that words would be known by the subjects, the 200 lowest frequent words were
given to five students (native speakers of Dutch) at the University of Nijmegen, drawn from the
intended population of Dutch participants in the mam experiment They were asked to indicate which
of the words they did not know. Words that were unknown to one or more persons (80 out of the 200
words) were excluded
The final list of stimuli consisted of 1025 English words, which are listed in Appendix A
Description

of

predictors

The variables charactenzing the English properties of the words were drawn from the English part of
the CELEX database (Baayen et a l , 1995) Note that for the computation of lexical variables that refer
to the relation between words, such as orthographic neighborhood etc , the whole (English, German,
Dutch, or French) lexical database was used, including function words
The variables were clustered in blocks, and the order in which the blocks would enter the regression
analysis was pre-determined on the basis of theoretical considerations (see the result section)
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Within-language variables
Frequency and morphological family size
For the calculation of word frequencies in English, the word form and lemma frequencies given in
CELEX were logarithmically transformed (base 10), as is quite common in the word recognition
literature (e.g., Baayen, Tweedie, & Schreuder, 2002; Balota, Pilotti, & Cortese, 2001; Kreuz, 1987).
Word form frequency refers to the frequency of occurrence of a specific word form excluding its
inflections (e.g., for the count of day, the occurrence of the plural days is not counted), whereas the
lemma frequency count includes inflections.
When a word had several entries in the database, as many words had (e.g., bite is both a verb and a
noun), the frequencies of the different entries were added before applying the logarithm (but summed
frequencies below 1 were assigned the value 0).
The morphological family size is the number of words and compounds that are derived from the
word itself (de Jong, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2000; Dijkstra, Moscoso del Prado Martin, Schulpen,
Schreuder, & Baayen, in press; Schreuder & Baayen, 1997). For example, the word bride has five
family members (with a frequency larger than 0): bridal, bridecake, bridegroom, bridesmaid, and
bride-to-be. The family size counts were then logarithmically transformed (base 10), but with family
sizes of 0 being assigned the value 0.
Length
Length was coded in numbers of letters, ranging from three to five letters, and in number of phonemes.
All words were monosyllabic in English.
English orthographic neighborhood
For neighborhood density, the number of orthographic neighbors of a word within English (i.e., words
of the same length differing in exactly one letter) was counted. The target word itself was not counted.
This count did not include words with a frequency lower than one o.p.m. In addition, the logarithmic
summed frequency of all orthographic neighbors was calculated.
For testing whether higher and lower frequency neighbors would have differential effects on word
recognition, the number of orthographic neighbors with a frequency higher or lower than the word
itself was calculated for each word.
Bigram frequencies
Several counts of bigram frequency were determined, based on either word types or word tokens. Thus,
for the type count, the mean number of word forms with the same length, sharing a given bigram in the
same position, was calculated. For the token count, the frequencies of these word forms were summed
for each bigram, and then averaged across bigrams. Accordingly, the minimal and maximal bigram
frequency was the count of the least or most frequent bigram only.
Number of syntactic word categories and meanings
The number of CELEX database entries for each word was also entered as a vanable. In most cases,
this variable reflects the number of syntactic categories a word can adopt (e.g., the word ACT can
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both be a noun or a verb, and therefore has two entries in CELEX) In only two cases (SAKE and
ROSE), there were separate entries for two meanings for the word even though they belong to the same
syntactic category, e g , because they possess different etymological roots Note that most words with
more than two entries had been excluded from the word materials (apart from words used in earlier
studies), so that this variable in most cases took either the value 1 or 2
Table 5.2
Characteristics of the Word Materials with respect to English
Variable
English word form frequency

Mean(SD)
82(163)

Min.-Max.
42-1792

English log word form frequency

1 52 ( 55)

0-3 25

English lemma frequency

144 (330)

1 63-4646

12 3 (18 3)

0-247

85 ( 46)

0-2 39

4 17 ( 70)

3-5

3 31 (0 65)

1-5

6 77 (4 58)

0-22

English morphological family size
English log family size
Number of letters
Number of phonemes
English Coltheart's Ν (no of orthographic
neighbors)
English summed neighborhood frequency

1143(3747)

0-63618

2 30 ( 92)

0-4 80

No of English lower freq neighbors

4 3 4 ( 3 51)

0-19

No of English higher freq neighbors

2 44 (2 61)

0-16

mean bigram freq (type)

28 5 (15 5)

1 00-98 75

mm bigram freq (type)

14 8 ( 9 3)

1-47

max bigram freq (type)

44 9 (29 0)

1-242

English log NF

mean bigram freq (token)
mm bigram freq (token)
max bigram freq (token)

1662(1405)
497 (539)
3237(2938)

9-15066
3-4171
10-30128

No of entries in CELEX

1 74 ( 47)

1-4

No of meanings (Wordsmyth)

1 26 ( 56)

1-5

7 93 (4 79)

1-32

No of senses (Wordsmyth)

Note SD = Standard deviation, Mm = minimum, Max = maximum
For the number of meanings of a word, the Wordsmyth dictionary (Wordsmyth, η d ) was used to
determine the number of semantically unrelated meanings and semantically related senses, in the same
way as it was done by Rodd et al (2002) The Wordsmyth dictionary is suitable, because it discriminates
between (unrelated) meanings and (related) sub-senses, regardless of syntactic category For example,
the word host has three semantically distinct word meanings 1 a person who entertains guests, 2 a
very large number of people or things, 3 eucharistie bread The first meaning has four sub-senses a)
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A person who entertains guests, b) the host of a ceremony or gathering (master of ceremonies), c) the
host of a parasite, and d) (as a verb) to serve as a host Thus, the word host has three meanings and (in
total) six senses
The characteristics of the 1025 words with respect to the mentioned intralingual variables are
shown in Table 5 2
Semantic variables
Three semantic variables were taken from the MRC database (Wilson, 1988) Familiarity, concreteness,
and meamngfulness These values were available for only a subset (659) of the 1025 words The ratings
for fdmilianty and concreteness in the MRC database were merged values from three sets of norms and
transformed to values between 100 and 700 The meamngfulness ratings listed in the database are taken
from Toglia and Battig (1978), and were also multiplied so that they lay in a range from 100 to 700
The word characteristics with respect to these semantic variables lor the given subset are
summarized in Table 5 3
Table 5.3
Characteristics of the Subset of 659 Words with respect to Semantic Variable Ratings (100-700)
taken from the MRC Database
Variable
Concreteness

Mean(SD)

Miin. - Max.

482 (109)

183-670

Familiarity

548 (40)

417-645

Meamngfulness

452 (51)

281-607

Note SD = Standard deviation. Mm = Minimum, Max = Maximum
Between-language variables
For the coding of between-language variables, the following databases were used The German and
Dutch part of the CELEX database (Baayen et a l , 1995) for word forms, excluding words with a
frequency lower than one ο ρ m , and the French LEXIQUE (New et a l , 2001), which also contains
words with a frequency of one ο ρ m or more The German database contained words with their
original Umlaut 'o', 'a' and 'u' and the sharp s ' β ' The French database did not contain diacritics such
as accents because in pilot analyses, the effects based on this accent-free database turned out to be
more reliable (for evidence that this makes indeed a difference, see Zagar & Mathey, 2000) Note that
while within-language variables take the same values for all three participant groups, cross-language
variables are per definition different for the Dutch, French, and German participants (e g , a given
English word might be a cognate with respect to French, but not with German or Dutch)
LI orthographic neighborhood
For each English word, the number of orthographic neighbors in Dutch, German, and French and
their logarithmic summed frequencies were calculated In addition, the number of neighbors was
split into high- and low-frequency neighbors This was not as straightforward as for within-language
neighbors, because it is not possible to directly compare first- and second-language word frequencies
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for unbalanced bihnguals Therefore, it would not make sense to split the LI neighbors into those that
are higher or lower in frequency than the L2 target word Instead, an absolute frequency split was used,
distinguishing between LI neighbors above and below a frequency of 50 ο ρ m
In Table 5 4, a summary of the word characteristics is given with respect to the between-language
neighborhood variables
Table 5.4
Characteristics of the Word Materials with respect to French, German and Dutch
French

German

Dutch

Mean (SD) M in-Max

Mean (SD) Min-Max

Mean (SD)

Min-Max

No of orthographic
neighbors

3 59 (3 98)

0-21

2 38 (2 50)

0-13 4 20(4 40)

0-21

Summed neighborhood frequency

355 ( 1 2 7 6 )

0-16831

776(3671)

0-43895 1202 (5229)

0-51742

Log summed neigh
borhood frequency

1 32 (1 14)

0-4 23

1 31 (1 23)

0-4 64 1 50 (1 21)

0-4 71

No of orthographic
neighbors with frq
> 50

65 (1 12)

0-7

62 (1 07)

No of orthographic
neighbors with frq
< 50

2 93 (3 34)

0-18 1 76 (1 93)

0-6

84(145)

0-11

0-11 3 36(3 42)

0-16

Note SD = Standard deviation, Mm = Minimum, Max = Maximum, frq = frequency
L I homographs and cognates
Many languages possess words with the same orthographic form We refer to words that share only
their form, but not their meaning (e g , pain in French and English) as (non cognate) interlingual
homographs, words that have both the same spelling and the same meaning (e g , art in French and
English) are called (identical) cognates Homograph and cognate status between English and the
respective LI were coded as dichotomous variables (i e , a ' 1 ' was given to homographs / cognates
and a '0' to other words) English words were considered cross-language homographs when they also
occurred in the respective Dutch, German or French database and in the respective standard dictionary
used (see below) However, words borrowed from English with a very specific and low-frequent
meaning in the other language were not counted as homographs (e g , horse in Dutch is used as a
synonym for heroine, but not in any other sense)
Homographs for which one of the translations in a standard English-Dutch (Martin et a l , 1984),
English-French (Correard, Grundy, & Ormal-Grenon, 2001) or English-German dictionary (ScholzeStubenrecht & Sykes, 1990) matched the English word were considered as cognates This included
denved word forms (e g , dnnk in Dutch is the first person singular form of drinken, meaning to dnnk,
which was counted as a cognate as well)
Homographs that were not counted as cognates were considered non-cognate homographs
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LI frequency of homographs and cognate ι
In a separate analysis including interlingual homographs or cognates only, the effect of their frequency
in the respective LI was examined The number and frequency characteristics of the interlingual
homographs and cognates for each of the three language pairs are given in Table 5 5
Table 5.5
Number and LI Frequency Characteristics of Interlingual Homographs and Cognates for the Stimulus
Material
French
Number of cross-language homographs

170

202

103

109

137

64

61

65

111 (492)

287 (2695)

259(2084)

65 (110)

32 (65)

38 (106)

743 (4486)

726 (3645)

Of which were non-cognate
homographs

Mean frequency of cognates
Mean frequency of non-cognate
homographs'1

Dutch

167

Of which were cognates

Mean frequency of cross-language homographs

German

184 (781)

Note Values given in parentheses are standard deviations
Orthographic similarity with the translation (for German only)
To calculate the orthographic similarity with the translation of the English words, German translations
were made for each of the stimulus words using the Oxford-Duden German dictionary (ScholzeStubenrecht & Sykes, 1990) ' To limit the number of translations, one translation (usually, the one
mentioned first in the dictionary) was given for each sub-meaning of a word, as indicated by the
Wordsmyth number of meanings value (see above) For example, for the word host mentioned above,
three translations were given 1 'Gastgeber'(a person who entertains guests), 2 'Menge'(a very large
number of people or things), 3 'Hostie' (eucharistie bread) 6 Subsequently, the orthographic similarity
of the word with (each of) its translations was calculated, using the measure proposed by de Groot and
Keijzer (2000), dividing the number of shared letters by the mean length (in letters) of the two words
Besides shared letters in exactly the same position (counted from the word beginning), receiving a '1 '
in the shared letter count, shared letters in neighboring positions or similar letters in identical positions
were also taken into account (both receiving a 0 5 ) 7 This way, each translation was characterized by a
number indicating the degree of orthographic overlap with the English word, within a range between 0
4

The large differences in this variable for French vs German and Dutch result from a few very high-frequent
usually function words in German and Dutch that happen to be homographs to English (German war, man, hat,
and die, Dutch die, door, and van)
,
Due to the large amount of work needed for the translations and our limited resources, this could only be done
for German
6
Even more translations were calculated, but they did not improve the predictive power of this variable when
compared to considering the mam translations only
7
As similar letters, we regarded the letter pairs 'd' and 't', 'b' and p', 'c' and 'k', 'c' and 'z' (except when they
occurred as first letters in a word),'u'and u', a'and'a','o'and'o' and's'and'ß'
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and 1 For instance, in the host example, 'Gastgeber' received a value of 31 (sharing's'and't'out of a
mean of 6 5 letters), 'Menge' had no overlap with host, and 'Hostie' had an overlap of 80 (sharing the
first four letters out of a mean of five letters) Because the aim was to arrive at only one similarity value
for each English word, we decided to use the largest similarity value out of all given translations ( 80
in this case) This choice is motivated by the assumption that the bilingual system probably exploits the
cognate effect (i e , the fact that words with similar translations are easier to learn, to remember, and
to recognize) as far as possible, so that orthographically similar translations ('Hostie' in the example)
are retneved with priority relative to dissimilar ones The mean similarity value for all 1025 words,
calculated in this manner, was 33, with a standard deviation of 32
Procedure
Each participant took part in three sessions, which were held on different days, because the sessions
would have been too long otherwise Participants were tested individually The experiment was
controlled by software developed in collaboration with the Technical Group of the NICI, running on
Macintosh computers The same software was used in all three laboratones In each lab, the monitor
was a 17 inch screen with a refresh rate of 66 MHz and a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels, placed at a
distance of about 60 cm trom the participants
Each session began with a practice block (ten trials in the first session, five in the second and
third one), consisting of words that were not used in the actual experiment In the main experiment
that followed, 342 (l s l and 2nd session) or 341 words (3 r d session) were presented in seven blocks of
50 words (the last block was shorter) Every participant within each country received a differently
randomized order of words, however, the same 21 randomizations were used in all three countnes An
English instruction was given to the participants explaining that they would see a word alternating with
a mask, which would gradually become more visible They were asked to press a button on a buttonbox as soon as they had recognized the word, and to type in the word after a prompt had appeared
Words were presented in black lowercase Couner letters (size 18 point) in a white window, which
was surrounded by a black background At the beginning of a trial, the fixation cross appeared in the
middle of the screen When the participant pressed the button, one of two checkerboard masks appeared
on the screen, consisting of the same number of checkerboard blocks as the word would have letters
The mask remained on the screen for 25 refresh cycles (or 378 ms) and was replaced by the word
presented on the same location, which was visible for one cycle (or 15 ms) The word was followed by
the second mask (the inverse pattern of the first), after which it was presented again, and so on, with
the duration of the word presentation increasing by one cycle at every alternation and that of the mask
decreasing by the same time (15 ms) The process stopped when the participant pressed the button
(otherwise, the time out-deadline would have been after 650 refresh cycles, ι e , 9848 ms, when the
presentation duration of the mask would have reached zero, but this time limit was never reached)
After the participant had responded, a window appeared on the screen with the text 'please enter the
word', and the participant was to type the word using the computer keyboard, including the backspace
key for corrections One second after the participant had pressed 'Enter' to enter the word, the next trial
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began could be started by the participant by pressing a button No feedback was given to the participant
concerning whether or not the answer had been correct
Every experimental session took about 60 to 75 minutes Participants received course credit or
money for their participation after the last of the three sessions
Proficiency

Test

At the beginning of the first session before the experiment, the participants earned out an English
proficiency test The results of this test were analyzed immediately to make sure that the person met
the proficiency criteria (no more than 20 errors out of 60 items) for the experiment The proficiency
test was a non-speeded lexical decision task, measuring vocabulary size in the low-frequency range,
and has been used in a different study before (Lemhofer, Dijkstra, & Michel, in press, or Chapter 4)
It consisted of 60 items selected from the 240 items of an unpublished proficiency test (called '10 K')
developed for high-proficiency populations (around Cambridge Proficiency Level) by Ρ Meara and
colleagues (Meara, 1996) Forty among the 60 items were words, 20 were nonwords This proportion
of words and nonwords is the same as in the original test and is chosen because of the high difficulty
of the test, which probably causes a higher 'subjective' proportion of 'nonwords' (words not known by
the participant) The selected 60 items were between 4 and 12 letters long (mean 7 3) and possessed
a written frequency of between 1 and 26 occurrences per million (mean 6 4) according to the CELEX
database (Baayen et a l , 1995) The items are listed in Appendix Β of Chapter 4 Participants were
asked to decide whether a letter string presented on the computer screen formed a correct English word
or not by pressing a button with their right or left hand They could take as much time as they wished
for this decision, because the test is designed as a pure yes/no test without a speed component The
first three items were dummy items that did not enter the analyses All participants saw the items in the
same order
The participants were instructed to respond with 'yes' only when they were sure that the item
was an English word, in case of uncertainty, they should press the 'no' button Two ways of scoring
test performance were employed. A percentage correct measure, corrected for the unequal number of
words and nonwords (i.e , the mean percentage of correctly recognized words and correctly rejected
nonwords), and Δ M, which is suggested by Ρ Meara himself for scoring the test Δ M lies between 0
and 1 and is a measure meant to represent the proportion of words within the given frequency range that
is known by the person Guessing is corrected for by 'punishing' the participant for 'false alarms' (i e ,
nonwords that were responded to with 'yes') If there are too many false alarms, the result is negative,
indicating that the proficiency is below a measurable level The precise formula for Δ M is given in
Appendix Β of Chapter 4. The results of the three groups of participants are summarized in Table 5 6
According to one-way ANOVAs carried out on these data, there were significant differences with
respect to both measures Pairwise comparisons were performed using t-tests According to these
comparisons, the French participants had higher Δ M and % correct scores than the German partici
pants (Δ M· f(57) = 2 62, ρ < 05, % correct r(57) =2.43, ρ < 05), the scores of the Dutch participants
did not significantly differ from the other two groups
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Table 5.6
Results of the Proficiency Test for the Three Participant Groups
French

Dutch

German

Mean (SD) Min.-Max. Mean (SD) Min.-Max. Mean (SD) Min.-Max.
% correctly recognized
words (hit rate)

81 (9)

60-93

74 (12)

60-100

72 (17)

43-98

% correctly rejected
nonwords (correct
rejections rate)

95 (8)

70-100

90(11)

65-100

93 (6)

75-100

mean % correct for words
and nonwords

88 (6)

75-96

82(8)

71-98

84 (9)

70-99

.73 (.16)

.34-.93

.57 (.24)

.20-.95

.64 (.19)

.31-.98

Δ M

Note. SD = standard deviation, Mm. = minimum. Max. = maximum, Δ M = Meara's M.

Results
The statistical analyses were based on item means, averaged over subjects (per country and session).
Reaction times (RTs) and error rates were treated separately, with RTs including only correct responses.
Furthermore, RTs above three standard deviations (per subject and session) from the subject and session
mean were excluded (0.8% of the French, 1.0% of the German and 1.0% of the Dutch data). 8 The mean
reaction times, error rates, and standard deviations per country are shown in Table 5.7.
Table 5.7
Mean Item RTs (in ms), Error Rates (in % ) , and Standard Deviations (SD) for the Three Participant
Groups
RTs
Participant Group

Error rates
SD

mean

SD

French

1691

126

1.91

3.58

German

1714

132

2.17

4.00

Dutch

1612

121

2.24

3.88

The correlations between the three participant groups calculated with respect to RTs and error rates
over the 1025 items are shown in Table 5.8.

R

An item-based outlier exclusion was not applied, because there were large differences between the participants.
Furthermore, a lower limit was not applied, because it can be assumed that, to be able to give a correct answer, the
participants must have recognized the presented word.
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Table 5.8
Intercorrelations of RTs and Error Rates between the Three Participant Groups
RTs

German

Error rates

French

Dutch

French

Dutch

.68**

.72**

.32**

.38**

French

.29**

.67**

Note. Correlations with ** are significant on the ρ < .01 level (n = 1025).
The analysis of the data was carried out using a hierarchical linear regression analysis. In a hierarchical
regression analysis, theoretical considerations are used to determine the order in which the variables
2

enter the analysis. To start with, it is analyzed how much variance (R ) is due to the variable or set of
variables entered first, and whether this percentage is significant. Second, the second variable or block
of variables is entered and it is determined whether this step can account for a significant proportion of
2

the variance on lop of that already explained by the first one (Δ R ). This procedure continues until all
variables have been included. This way, variance that can be explained by more than one predictor is
attributed to the one that has been entered first. In contrast, a simultaneous regression analysis would
ignore all variance that is shared by two or more predictors. The hierarchical analysis is preferable if
1) there are theoretical reasons to believe that certain effects are more 'fundamental' than others, so
that they should be partialled out first, and 2) if the predictors are highly intercorrelated, so that a high
percentage of variance is shared between them. Both motivations are valid in the present study.
We entered the within-English variables before the cross-language variables, starting from the
'conservative' (language-selective) view that word recognition is, above all, determined by the target
language itself and not or to a lesser degree by the non-target language (for a different analysis without a
pre-determined order of predictors, see the end of the results section). Furthermore, we pre-determined
that the general order of predictors should proceed from fundamental, lower level factors (frequency,
length, orthographic variables) to higher-level (semantic) factors, and be the following:
Within-language (English) variables
1.

Participant Group (French, German, or Dutch participants) and session (first, second, or third
session)

2.

Frequency variables: Log word form frequency, log lemma frequency, log morphological family
size

3.

Length variables: Number of letters, number of phonemes

4.

Measures of orthographic 'typicality': Minimal, maximal and mean bigram frequency (token
and type counts), total number of orthographic neighbors, number of lower and higher frequency
neighbors, log summed neighborhood frequency

5.

Semantic and syntactic ambiguity variables: Number of CELEX entries, number of meanings and

6.

Other semantic variables (restricted set of words): Concreteness, familiarity, meaningfulness

number of senses according to the Wordsmyth dictionary (Wordsmyth, n.d.)
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Between-language variables
7

Orthographic neighborhood vanables Number of LI orthographic neighbors, number of neighbors
above and below a frequency of 50 ο ρ m , log summed LI neighborhood frequency

8

Cognate and homograps variables Cognate status, homograph status, cognate and homograph
frequency in LI, orthographic similarity with the translation (German data only)

Apart from the pre-determined order of these variable clusters, the order of variables within each
cluster was determined by the partial correlation of each variable with the dependent variable (RT or
error rate), partialling out all variables which had previously been entered in the analysis The variable
with the highest partial correlation with the dependent variable was entered first Both within and
across clusters, the predictors were entered one after the other in the analysis (not simultaneously)
Participant Group (French, German, or Dutch participants) and Session were each coded using two
dichotomous (0/1 ) dummy variables To examine whether the effects of the included predictors differed
for the three participant groups, the interaction of each predictor with Participant Group was coded by
multiplying the respective predictor with the two Participant Group dummy variables, thereby creating
two new dummy variables These two vanables were entered iimultaneouih
2

after the inclusion of the

2

predictor itself The significance of the increase in R (Δ R ) when entering the interaction vanables
in the regression analyses is the significance of the interaction, and is statistically identical to the
significance of an interaction between a fixed factor and a covanate in an mixed-effect ANOVA model
Matrix Matrices giving the intercorrelations between the predictors are given in Appendix D
Within-language

variables

For the analysis of RTs, incorrect answers and outliers were discarded The regression was analyzed over
the averaged item RTs (collapsed over participants, but per session and participant group), weighted
by the number of trials that had entered in each cell Thus, the data matrix consisted of 9225 (3 * 3 *
1025) lines
In the first analysis, all 20 within-language predictors and their respective two interaction variables
(see above) were entered Subsequently, to reduce the complexity of the model, a second regression
analysis was carried out with the predictors that had reached significance in the first analysis only The
results of this latter analysis are presented in Table 5 9 The results of the complete first analysis are
reported in Appendix B.
The beta weights for the Session vanables showed that relative to the third session, participants
were 286 ms slower in the first session and 100 ms slower in the second session The effect of Participant
Group was also specified in the beta weights for the dummy variables, indicating that French participants
were, on average, 80 ms slower than Dutch participants Participants in Germany reacted 103 ms more
slowly than those in the Netherlands All these differences between sessions and Participant Groups
were significant with ρ < 001 The interaction of word form frequency and Participant Group resulted
from a significantly larger (facilitatory) frequency effect for the German relative to the Dutch group (p
< 01) The (inhibitory) effect of number of meanings also differed for the three groups, in so far that
the effect was significantly larger for French than for Dutch participants (p < 001)
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Table 5.9
Results of the Second Hierarchical Regression Analysis on RTs (Significant Predictors Only) with
Withm-Language Predictors
(Added) Predictor(s)

η

R

1

AR

2

AF

df

ρ (Δ F)

1. Session & Participant Group

-

.294

.294 1917.28

2; 9213

.001

.335

.041

283.30

2; 9211

.001

.370

.035

510.98

1; 9210

.001

.370

.001

4.04

2; 9208

.02

-35.74

.375

.004

62.69

1; 9207

.001

Number of letters

30.07

.384

.009

135.25

1; 9206

.001

Number of phonemes

-6.72

.384

.000

4.16

1; 9205

.04

Session
Participant Group
2. Frequency variables
Log WF frequency

-73.76

Log WF frequency * Part. Group
Log morph. family size
3. Length variables

4. bigram frequency and orthographic neighborhood variables
Minimal BF (token count)

.04

.391

.007

109.89

1; 9204

.001

Mean BF (token count)

.01

.392

.001

17.71

1; 9203

.001

Number of HFN

.19

.393

.001

10.95

1; 9202

.001

.394

.001

20.55

1; 9201

.001

11.86

.395

.001

13.25

1; 9200

.001

-

.396

.000

3.41

2; 9198

.03

1.39

.396

.001

9.44

1; 9197

.001

5. Semantic and syntactic ambiguity variables
Number of CELEX entries
Number of meanings
Number of meanings * Part. Group
Number of senses

-17.84

Note, ρ = unstandardized regression weight (negative values indicate that the effect is facihtatory,
positive regression weights imply inhibition. For Session, Participant Group, or its interaction with
other variables, no regression weights are given, because every single contrast has a separate
regression weight) ; Δ R2 = proportion of variance explained by the added predictor(s) additionally
to the variance already explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value for the model including
the new predictor(s) relative to the previous one; df = first and second degrees of freedom of the
new model; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the new model relative to the previous one. Log WF frequency
= logarithmic (base 10) word form frequency; Log morph. family size = logarithmic morphological
family size (base 10); BF = bigram frequency; HFN = higher frequency orthographic neighbors.
The error rates were analyzed in analogy to the RTs. The variables were entered in the same order as
in the RT analysis, to make a direct comparison possible. The results of the large, complete regression
analysis are reported in Appendix B. Subsequently, a reduced set of variables (only those that were
significant in the first analysis) was used to run another regression analysis. The results are reported in
Table 5.10.
The interaction of the number of high frequency (HF) neighbors and Participant group is primarily
caused by a larger inhibitory effect of HF neighbors for German participants relative to the Dutch group
(p = .05).
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Table 5.10
Results of the Second Hierarchical Regression Analysis of Error Rates (in %; Significant Predictors
Only) with Withm-Language Predictors
(Added) Predictor(s)

2

Π

R

2

XR

ΔF

df

ρ (Δ F)

2. Frequency variables
Log WF frequency

-1.08

.009

.009

84.83

1; 9214

.001

-.37

.011

.001

13.34 1; 9213

.001

3. Length variables
Number of phonemes

4. bigram frequency and orthographic neighborhood variables
Minimal BF (token count)

.0004

.012

.001

9.45

1; 9212

.001

.09

.012

.001

8.30

1;9211

.01

-

.013

.001

3.76

2; 9209

.02

.014

.001

5.32 1; 9208

.02

Number of HFN
Number of HFN * Participant Group

5. Semantic and syntactic ambiguity variables
Number of CELEX entries

-.32

Note, ρ = unstandardized regression weight (negative values indicate that the effect is facihtatory,
positive regression weights imply inhibition. For interactions with Participant Group, no regression
weights are given, because every single contrast has a separate regression weight) ; Δ R2 =
proportion of variance explained by the added predictor(s) additionally to the variance already
explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value for the model including the new predictor(s)
relative to the previous one; df = first and second degrees of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ F) =
significance of the new model relative to the previous one. Log WF frequency = logarithmic (base
10) word form frequency; BF = bigram frequency; HFN = higher frequency orthographic neighbors.
Analysis

of additional

semantic

variables

In a separate analysis, the influence of semantic variables taken from the MRC database was investigated.
This analysis was carried out separately from the main analysis, because only some of the words
(659 out of 1025) are listed in the database. Because a regression analysis can only be run over those
items that possess values for all involved variables, this analysis was carried out using a restricted
set of words. All variables were included that had been entered above, with the new set of variables
entered last. The variables were familiarity, meaningfulness, and concreteness. They were entered in
descending order of their partial correlation with RT. The results for the 'old' variables were similar
to those in the complete analysis reported above: All effects became significant again, apart from the
number of CELEX entries, which did not quite reach significance any more (p = .06). All beta weights
for these variables had the same sign and were of similar size as in the large analysis. Therefore, only
the results concerning the new semantic variables are reported. Because none of the interactions with
Participant Group were significant (all p's > .30), again a new regression was calculated without these
interactions in order to simplify the model. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 5.11.
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Table 5.11
Results for the Hierarchical Regression Analysis on RTs involving only Words that Possess Familiarity,
Meanmgfulness, and Concreteness Values in the MRC Database, after the Variables in Table 5.9 have
been Entered
R2

AR2

AF

df

ρ (Δ F)

(Added) Predictor(s)

ß

Familiarity

-.46

.404

.004

42.66

1; 5911

.001

Meanmgfulness

-.22

.406

.002

19.31

1; 5910

.001

.03

.406

.000

.98

1; 5909

.32

Concreteness

Note, β = unstandardized regression weight; Δ R2 = proportion of variance explained by the added
predictor(s) additionally to the variance already explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value
for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the previous one; df = first and second
degrees of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the new model relative to the
previous one.

The same analysis was carried out for error rates. The semantic predictors were entered in the same
order as for RTs, after the variables that had previously been significant had been entered first. Again,
none of the interactions with Participant Group turned out to be significant (all /A > .20); thus, a new
analysis was run with the main effects only. The results are shown in Table 5.12.
Table 5.12
Results for the Hierarchical Regression Analysis on Error Rates involving only Words that possess
Familiarity, Meanmgfulness, and Concreteness Values m the MRC Database, after the Variables in
Table 5.10 have been Entered
(Added) Predictor(s)

R2

η

AR2

\F

df

p(AF)

Familiarity

-.008

.016

.002

11.10

1; 5924

.001

Meanmgfulness

-.004

.017

.001

5.79

1; 5923

.02

-.001

.017

.000

2.34

1; 5922

.13

Concreteness

2

Note, ρ = unstandardized regression weight; Δ R = proportion of variance explained by the added
predictor(s) additionally to the variance already explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F
value for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the previous one; df = first and sec
ond degrees of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the new model relative to the
previous one.

Analysis of between-language variables
The between-language variables were entered after the (significant) within-language variables in the
global regression analysis reported in Table 5.9. Because the first steps of the regression are identical
to the one reported there, we will describe only the additional steps involving the between-language
variables. Among the first block (total number of orthographic neighbors in L1, number of neighbors
with a frequency higher or lower than 50 o.p.m., logarithmic summed neighborhood frequency, and
their interactions with Participant Group), only the number of low and high frequency neighbors were
significant predictors. In the second block (cognate status, non-cognate homograph status, and their
interactions with Participant Group), only cognate status was significant. The complete analysis is
reported in Appendix B. Again, an additional analysis was carried out with the significant predictors
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only, to reduce the complexity of the model. The results of this analysis are summarized in Table
5.13.
Table 5.13
Results of the hierarchical regression analysis of RTs (significant predictors only) with betweenlanguage predictors, with significant within-language predictors partialled out first
(Added) Predictor(s)

2

β

R

AR

2

ΔF

df

ρ (Δ F)

Orthographie neighborhood variables
No. of LI neighbors with
frequency < 50 o.p.m.
No. of L I neighbors with
frequency > 50 o.p.m.

397

0 0 0

3.50

.397

.000

4.10

1; 9195

.04

-19.24

.398

.001

11.16

1; 9194

.001

4

1 2

1

.04

9 1 9 6

Cognate and homographs variables
Cognate Status

2

Note, ρ = unstandardized regression weight; Δ R = proportion of variance explained by the added
predictor(s) additionally to the variance already explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value
for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the previous one; df = first and second
degrees of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the new model relative to the
previous one.

The same analysis was carried out for error rates, with those within-language variables that had been
significant (see Table 5.10) entered first, and the between-language variables entered subsequently.
Only the newly added variables will be mentioned here. The results of the full analysis are given
in Appendix B. The variables that were significant in that analysis (number of lower frequency LI
neighbors, and log LI neighborhood frequency) were entered in a new analysis. The results are given
in Table 5.14.
Table 5.14
Results of the hierarchical regression analysis of error rates (significant predictors only) with
between-language predictors, with significant within-language predictors partialled out first
(Added) Predictor(s)

R2

I)

AR 2

ΔF

df

ρ (Δ F)

Orthographie neighborhood variables
No. of L I neighbors with
frequency < 50 o.p.m.
Log L I Neighborhood Frequency

0 0 2

-.08

.015

.000

9

1.15

1; 9208

.28

2

Note, β = unstandardized regression weight; Δ R = proportion of variance explained by the added
predictor(s) additionally to the variance already explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value
for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the previous one; df = first and second
degrees of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the new model relative to the
previous one.

Effects of LI frequency of interlingual homographs and cognates
The effect of LI frequency of interlingual homographs and cognates was studied in a separate analysis
that, for each LI, involved the subset of homographs or cognates only. This was done because it is
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methodologically problematic to carry out a regression analysis on a predictor variable for which the
majonty of values is zero (i e , for all words that are no interlingual homographs or cognates) Again,
this analysis was carried out with all predictors that have previously been shown to be signihcant entered
first (except for interlingual homograph / cognate status) The results (given in Appendix B) showed
that for both RTs and error rates, neither homograph nor cognate frequency, nor their interactions with
Participant Group, were significant
The effect of orthographic

similarity

with the translation

(German data only)

One more additional analysis was run with the German data, for which German translations of the English
word materials were available The orthographic similarity with the German translation (calculated
according to the formula proposed by de Groot & Keijzer, 2000) was entered in the regression analysis
Again, all previously entered predictors (Tables 9 and 13 for RTs, and Tables 10 and 14 for error rates)
were included first (except for Participant Group and its interactions, because this analysis was carried
out with the German data only) When Cognate Status (coding for orthographically identical cognates)
was not entered in the analysis and all words were included, orthographic similarity with the translation
did not become significant (for RTs Z?1 = 388, Δ R2 = 001, Δ F (1, 3056) = 2 78, ρ > 10) However,
when only words that were not identical cognates (n=916 words) were included in this analysis, it
became evident that there was an inhibitor) effect of orthographic overlap with the translation on RTs
(β = 34 1 8 , Λ , = 0 4 0 , Δ Λ 2 = 002,Δ F (I, 2729) = 7 74,p < 01)
For error rates, both of these analyses (in- or excluding identical cognates) did not reveal a
significant effect of orthographic similarity with the translation (in both cases Δ F < 1 )
Regression

analysis without pre-determined

order of

predictors

To assess whether the pre-determined order in which the variables entered the analyses had a critical
effect on the results, an additional regression analysis on RTs was carried out with the forward stepwise
procedure (the order of variable entering is not determined a-prion, but by the highest partial correlation
with RT, conditional on a AF-cntenon), with all simple variables entered in the first block and the
interactions with country in the second block The results are reported in Appendix C The results were
similar to those of the pre-determined hierarchical analysis, both with respect to the variables which
became significant and the direction of the effects Of course, though, the order in which the variables
entered was somewhat different, but again, session and participant group as well as frequency measures
(log word form frequency and family size) turned out to be the most important variables In terms of the
relative importance of LI and L2 variables, one cross-language variable (number of low-frequency LI
neighbors) entered the model quite early, while the other cross-language variables were entered after
most within-language predictors
Differences to the results from the main analysis were that the effect of the number of phonemes
was not large enough to allow for this variable to be included, while the variable coding for LI noncognate homographs had an inhibitory effect (in contrast to the previous analysis, where it was not
significant) With respect to the interactions with participant group, there was a significant difference in
the effect of the number of letters and in that of the number of English high-frequency neighbors (for
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both variables, there was a difference between the Dutch and the German group). Furthermore, in line
with the previous analysis, the effect of the number of Wordsmyth meanings was different for Dutch
and French participants.

Discussion
The present study focused on two main issues. First, we assessed the influence of the specific LlL2 combination on L2 word recognition. We did this by comparing the effects of a number of word
variables for three groups of participants that differed in their mother tongue. Second, we studied the
degree to which the reading process of bilinguals in a second language resembles that of reading in a
first language. More specifically, it was examined whether the recognition of words in L2 is influenced
by the same variables and in the same way as it is in LI, as far as it is known from the monolingual
literature. We will discuss the results by comparing the effects of each variable in the present data to
earlier findings from mono- and bilingual studies.
Participant

group and

session

The probably most fundamental variables that were included in the analyses first were Session (first,
second, or third experimental session) and Participant Group (native French, German, or Dutch
participants). Not surprisingly, there was a training effect in that RTs became faster on each succeeding
experimental session. Furthermore, the three groups of participants differed in response speed:
Dutch participants were the fastest, whereas the German group reacted more slowly than the other
two. Because the experimental setup and all computer soft- and hardware were kept the same in all
three countries, this difference is probably inherent to the participants themselves. One might wish
to explain this difference as a proficiency effect; however, notice that in terms of the proficiency test,
the French participants scored highest, followed by the Dutch and German participants, which does
not correspond to the order of RT means. Alternatively, the group difference might just be due to a
coincidental sampling bias of participants, which was supposedly not systematic and did not interact
with the variables under investigation.
Frequency

Variables

Word Frequency
As one of the most robust effects in the visual word recognition literature (e.g., Howes & Solomon,
1951; Schilling, Rayner, & Chumbley, 1998; Whaley, 1978), the frequency variable was introduced
in the analysis as the first word characteristic. The frequency effect was also obtained in the present
experiment: More frequent words were recognized faster and more accurately than words with a lower
printed frequency. This replicates a fundamental effect, part of virtually every monolingual model of
word recognition, for the progressive demasking task carried out in the second language. Other bilingual
studies have obtained similar effects. In a study comparing LI and L2 performance in lexical decision
and naming, de Groot et al. (2002) found frequency effects in both tasks. Moreover, the effects were
present and not significantly different in size for both first and second language processing. Frequency
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effects have further been found in many other tasks performed by bilingual participants in L2, e.g. for
word translation (de Groot, 1992) and for eye movements during sentence reading (Altarriba, Kroll,
Sholl, & Rayner, 1996).
Furthermore, there was an interaction of word frequency with Participant Group: The frequency
effect was largest for the German group, followed by the French and the Dutch participants. The
difference between the effects for German and Dutch participants was significant, whereas the frequency
effect for the French group was not significantly different from the Dutch. This time, proficiency might
provide a valid explanation of this interaction, because the German participants were indeed the ones
with the lowest proficiency. It is quite plausible that bilinguals with a lower proficiency in L2 are more
susceptible to frequency variations in that language, because low-frequent words are subjectively even
more low-frequent to these speakers, while high-frequent words may already have reached a similar
level of subjective frequency as for more proficient bilinguals. However, in a systematic investigation of
second language word recognition performance in four Dutch-English proficiency groups ranging from
15-year old high school students to researchers at university. Schulpen (2003) did not find a systematic
difference in the frequency effect for lexical decision in L2. Akamatsu (2002) found different sizes
of the frequency effect for Japanese, Persian, and Chinese speakers of English as a second language.
However, the three groups of participants were equally proficient, and the observed differences were
attributed to the different writing scripts in the participants' first languages.
Another issue in the literature on the word frequency effect is whether word form frequency (also
referred to as whole-word or surface frequency) or lemma frequency (also called stem, base, root, or
cumulative frequency) is the best predictor of recognition latencies. The theoretical issue underlying
this debate is whether the recognition of an inflected word requires its preceding decomposition into
the stem and affixes, or whether it can be accessed directly. As summarized by Schriefers (1999), the
results concerning the relative influence of word form and lemma frequency are mixed. Whereas some
studies demonstrated an effect of lemma frequency independent of the frequency of the word form for
inflected words (Taft, 1979), some did not (Katz, Rexer, & Lukatela, 1991). In a more recent series
of studies, the results of Baayen, Dijkstra, and Schreuder (1997) and Schreuder and Baayen (1997)
for the lexical decision task suggest that at least for the recognition of singular Dutch nouns, lemma
frequency is the determining factor: Manipulation of lemma frequency (by way of the frequency of the
plural form) while keeping the (singular) word form frequency constant had an effect on RTs, whereas
the reverse manipulation did not (see also Baayen, McQueen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 2003, replicating
these results for auditory lexical decision and PDM).
The present study, however, shows a different picture for L2 word recognition in a PDM task. Among
the three frequency measures (log word form frequency, log lemma frequency, and log morphological
family size), log word form frequency had the highest correlation with RTs (r = -.221, compared to r
= -.207 for lemma frequency), which was highly significant. Even more importantly, adding lemma
frequency as a predictor did not make any significant further contribution to the explanation of RT
variance (see the full analysis in Appendix B). However, an additional analysis revealed that when
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changing the order of predictors and entering word form after lemma frequency, the effect of word
form frequency on RTs remained significant (Δ F ( 1, 9216) = 64 9, ρ < 001 )
In spite of this fairly clear result, our experimental materials may not have been ideal to disentangle
the two measure of frequencies, because the two measures were highly intercorrelated (r - 93) and
only uninflected words were used In the experiments mentioned above, part of the stimuli were
inflected words, which might trigger a different way of processing than the exclusive presentation of
non-inflected word forms Furthermore, our experiment differed from the literature also in terms of the
task (PDM) and the fact that our participants were recognizing words from their second language
Morphological family size
A quite recently 'discovered' variable that is also related to the frequency with which a word or part
of a word is encountered is morphological family size (MFS) Schreuder and Baayen (1997) showed
that lexical decision latencies and familiarity ratings on nouns were co-determined by the number of
derivations and compounds containing the respective noun Words that occur in many derivations and
compounds were recognized faster than those that do not However, the effect was not found in a PDM
task De Jong et al (2000) replicated the effect in lexical decision for verbs Paradoxically, it seems
to be the number of morphological family members that influences recognition latencies, not their
frequency This argues against a purely frequency-based account ol the MFS effect However, what
exactly its underlying mechanism is, is not yet entirely clear Schreuder and Baayen themselves suggest
a semantic source of the effect
In the bilingual domain, there has been one study on the effect of this variable (Dijkstra et al,
in press) that demonstrated MFS effects of both languages on the recognition of Dutch-English inter
lingual homographs in an L2 (English) lexical decision task While English MFS exerted a facilitatory
effect on both purely English words and interlingual homographs, the recognition of the latter was
slowed down when they possessed a high MFS in Dutch
In the present study, a similar pattern of results could be observed as in the lexical decision task in
Schreuder and Baayen (1997) and in Dijkstra et al (in press) MFS facilitated RTs above and beyond
the effect of word frequency The effect was observed in a PDM paradigm, in contrast to Schreuder and
Baayen's study, who failed to find an effect for this task The difference might be due to the increased
statistical power of the present experiment, or it might be caused by a magnification of the differences
in frequency (and possibly also in family size) in the second language
In summary, the effects of word frequency and morphological family size in the present experiment
for participants recognizing words from their L2 in a PDM task, are similar to those usually obtained
in lexical decision for LI readers This suggests that the fundamental effects of word frequency in
word recognition do generalize to second language processing This is true for all three groups of
participants However, there was a difference in the size of the word frequency effect between the three
participant groups, which may be due to differences in L2 proficiency
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Length

Variables

Number of letters
Besides effects of word frequency, length effects are among the most fundamental effects in word
recognition Not surprisingly, it usually takes more time to recognize a long word than a short one The
occurrence of word length effects has been interpreted in terms of sequential processing of the letters
(Bijeljac-Babic, Millogo, Fanoli, & Grainger, in press. Just & Carpenter, 1987)
Higher RTs for longer words have been found for various tasks, such as perceptual word
identification (McGinmes, Comer, & Lacey, 1952), word naming (Ziegler, Perry, Jacobs, & Braun,
2001) and for eye fixation times in reading (Just & Carpenter, 1980) However, the effect has most
clearly been demonstrated for words with differing numbers of syllables, and it has not been clear
whether the length effect is in fact a number of letters or a number of syllables effect Whaley (1978)
showed that in lexical decision on words ranging from one to four syllables and from three to twelve
letters, the number of syllables is a better predictor of RTs than the number of letters In contrast, in the
studies by Forster and Chambers (1973) and by Balota and Chumbley (1984), involving both a lexical
decision and a naming task, it was the number of letters that had a significant effect on RTs, whereas
the effect of the number of syllables was not significant Hudson and Bergman (1985) also lound length
effects for these two tasks, as long as the nonwords in the lexical decision task were not illegal or very
unlike real words Bijeljac-Babic et al (in press) used a regression analysis on perceptual identification
data to show that latencies were best predicted by the number of syllables and phonemes, not by the
number of letters That study also demonstrated that word length effects changed in the course of
reading development Children (3"1 and 5Ih grade) showed robust effects of word length in both naming
and in the luminance-increment task (a variant of PDM), while these effects practically disappeared
in adults The results were interpreted in terms of a serial reading process in beginning readers, and a
developmental shift towards parallel letter processing in adults
In their study on lexical decision and naming performance by bilinguals, de Groot et al (2002) also
found length effects (for number of letters, syllables, or phonemes) in both tasks for the participants'
L2, English However, when bilinguals performed the tasks in their LI, Dutch, the length effect was
present only in naming, but not in lexical decision Note that in that study, it remained unclear which of
the three measures of length had the highest predictive value, since they were all highly intercorrelated
and no partial correlations (eliminating the influence of the other variables) are given
In the present experiment, these results were extended to the PDM task in L2 There was a clear
inhibitory effect of the number of letters, even though the range of the experimental stimuli in that
respect was rather narrow (3-5 letters) Because all words were monosyllabic, it can be ruled out that
this effect was in fact a syllable effect in disguise This result is consistent with the other studies
showing longer word recognition latencies for longer words in various tasks, but it is at variance
with the missing word length effect for perceptual identification and (monolingual) adult participants
observed by Bijeljac-Babic et al (in press) This discrepancy might be a consequence of differences in
the selected word materials (the words in Bijeljac-Babic et al 's study were fairly high in frequency) or
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to the fact that our participants were reading in their L2 and might therefore, in a certain sense, behave
like 'beginning readers'
In spite of the somewhat inconsistent pattern of results in the monolingual literature concerning
effects of word length in letters, we can conclude that a length effect has fairly frequently been
reported in the monolingual literature, and has now been replicated for the present population and task
Furthermore, there is reason to believe that the effects are possibly more pronounced in the recognition
of words in L2
Number of phonemes
The results of the main analyses show the effect of another length variable on top of number of letters
The number of phonemes had a facilitatory effect not only on RTs, but also on error rates The finding
that participants were the faster and more accurate in recognizing words the more phonemes a word
had seems paradoxical at first However, note that the effect of the number of letters was partialled out
before, therefore, the facilitatory effect for number of phonemes concerned the effect above that of
word length measured in letters In other words, when the number of letters is held constant, words with
few phonemes (i e , thigh) were recognized later and with more errors than those with many phonemes
(i e , trend) This is exactly what Rey, Jacobs, Schmidt-Weigand, and Ziegler (1998) found for lowfrequency English and French words in a monolingual study using a perceptual word identification
task The authors of that study suggest that words with few phonemes require a more complex and
time consuming sublexical grouping process of letters into graphemes (e g th-igh) The finding that
the effect was restricted to low-frequency words is, according to them, due to the use of different processing routes for high- and low-frequency words Whereas words with a high frequency are presumably
processed as whole words, low-frequency words may be decomposed into their sublexical phonological
units, and recognized by way of their assembled phonology
It has to be kept in mind that in the additional, stepwise regression analysis without a pre-determined
order of predictors, the number of phonemes variable did not enter the model, indicating that the
number of phonemes effect might be fragile and easily hidden by other correlating variables However,
given that the effect was present in the main analysis for both RTs and error rates, and that it pointed in
the same direction as reported by Rey et al (1998), we can conclude that the present second language
speakers did at least show a trend in the same direction as Rey et al reported for monolmguals
In sum, length effects (as measured in the number of letters and phonemes of a word) obtained in
the present study showed a similar pattern as monolingual studies For RTs, the number of letters was
the more powerful predictor, but the number of phonemes accounted for a significant additional part
of the variance as well Moreover, the two effects pointed in opposite directions, with length in letters
slowing down the recognition process and number of phonemes (with number of letters partialled out)
tending to facilitate it There was no interaction of word length with Participant Group Thus, these
effects seem to generalize across different groups of speakers of English as a second language
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Bigram frequency and orthographic neighborhood variables
An important factor in visual word recognition is the 'typicality' of the stimulus as a word of the
language it belongs to Two clusters of variables can be thought of as measuring this typicality The
probability of letters in the word occurring next to each other (e g , an 'L' followed by an 'H' would be
quite untypical for a monomorphemic English word), and the number of words that resemble the given
word in terms of its orthography (e g , there are many words similar to wall, like will, tall, walk, etc)
The probability of letters occurring together can be calculated by ways of the average bigram frequency
of the word, ι e decomposing the word into its constituting letter pairs and counting the mean number
of words in a language in which each letter pair occurs Concerning the second approach, the prevailing
method to count the number of words similar to the target word is to consider all words that differ from
the given word in exactly one letter position (usually referred to as orthographic neighbors, Coltheart
Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977) This measure, the so-called Coltheart's Ν (or neighborhood
density), is obviously closely related to bigram frequency (a word with many neighbors will have high
frequent bigrams), but the two counts are related to different theoretical mechanisms in the language
system While effects of bigram frequency are thought to reflect sublexical (segmentation-) processes
of word recognition, effects of orthographic neighborhood are usually associated with the activation of
(whole-) word representations competing with the target word for recognition
Bigram frequency
Whether or not bigram frequency (BF) is a variable that is relevant to the word recognition process has
been subject to debates from the first appearance of this variable in word identification studies Some
early studies (Broadbent & Gregory, 1968, Rice & Robinson, 1975) reported the somewhat paradoxical
finding that at least for low-frequent words, recognition was better when BF was low Other studies
(Biederman, 1966, McClelland & Johnston, 1977, Rumelhart & Siple, 1974) did not find such effects
All these studies used versions of the perceptual identification task (tachistocopic word presentation,
or similar paradigms) Gernsbacher (1984) showed that for lexical decision, no BF effects arose when
subjective word familiarity had been controlled for In more recent studies, however, Massaro and Cohen
(1994) did find effects of BF in a letter search task, and Westbury and Buchanan (2002) demonstrated
that minimal BF (i e , the frequency of the least likely bigram in a word) had an inhibitory effect on
lexical decision latencies Thus, the evidence concerning the impact of BF on the word recognition
process is ambiguous One possible reason for the discrepancy of results might be that very different
ways of measuring bigram frequency have been employed, depending on whether a type or a token
count is used (i e , whether words containing the same bigram are counted once or weighted with their
frequency), whether only words of the same length are considered for the calculation, and whether the
position of the bigrams within the word is taken into account However, it can be summarized that most
studies that did report effects of BF on word recognition, obtained inhibitory effects, a finding that
possibly reflects the difficulty to distinguish very 'typical' words from other, similar words
In this study, we included both a type (count words containing a given bigram once) and a token
count (sum the frequencies of words containing the bigram) Additionally, not only the mean frequency
of all bigrams occurring in the word was measured, but also the frequency of the most and the least
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frequent bigram This was done because the occurrence of a relatively frequent or rare bigram in the
word might override the impact of the frequency of the other bigrams, especially since the results by
Westbury and Buchanan (2002) indicate that minimal BF is an important factor
In accordance with Westbury and Buchanan's (2002) results, minimal BF (token count) had the
largest influence on both reaction latencies and error rates In line with most monolingual studies, the
direction of the effect was inhibitory, ι e words with a high minimal BF were recognized more slowly
and less accurately Furthermore, mean BF (token count), although obviously highly related to minimal
BF, had an additional inhibitory effect on RTs on top of that of minimal BF Thisfindingis remarkable,
because it suggests that the general effect of BF observed in some of the studies mentioned above
might have two different sources While minimal BF indicates whether or not a word is exceptional in
its language (a single rare bigram can make a word look rather exceptional), mean BF can be seen as a
more general measure of orthographic typicality The inhibitory effect for both variables makes sense
considering the type of task used in the present study In PDM, participants must uniquely identify the
word in order to respond correctly This is different from the lexical decision task, where, depending
also on the nature of the nonword foils, guessing can be a successful strategy Thus, for progressive
demasking, a high BF leads to a higher confusability of the word (because there are many words with
the same bigrams) and therefore causes longer RTs and higher error rates Note that in this respect, the
PDM task is more similar to the natural reading process than the lexical decision task, because 'normal'
reading also requires the unique identification of a word rather than a word/nonword decision
In summary, the equivocal results of the monolingual literature on bigram frequency could partly
be replicated and extended to second language speakers Minimal and mean BF had partly independent,
inhibitory effects on word recognition performance There was no interaction of BF with Participant
Group, indicating that participants from all three countries were influenced by this complex of variables
in approximately the same way
Orthographic neighborhood effects
Effects of orthographic neighborhood have been intensively studied within the domain of (monolingual)
visual word recognition Neighborhood effects are thought to reflect the activation of multiple word
candidates during word recognition (e g , Andrews, 1997, Grainger & Jacobs, 1996) In progressive
demasking or similar perceptual identification tasks, the number of higher frequency neighbors have
repeatedly been found to slow down recognition latencies for the word itself, whereas the total number
of neighbors (neighborhood density) had no or only little effect on recognition performance (Carreiras
et al, 1997, Grainger & Jacobs, 1996) A similar pattern has been found for sentence reading using
eye movement measures, with longer gaze durations for words with more higher frequency neighbors
(Grainger, O'Regan, Jacobs, & Segui, 1989, Perea & Pollatsek, 1998, Pollatsek, Perea, & Binder, 1999)
and a somewhat unclear effect of the number of lower frequency neighbors (Pollatsek et al, 1999)
Despite the large number of neighborhood studies employing the lexical decision or the naming
task, the evidence remains equivocal (for two reviews arriving at partly different conclusions, see
Andrews, 1997, Perea & Rosa, 2000) Generally speaking, most studies (especially those carried out
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in English) showed facilitatory effects of neighborhood density, but whether the number of higher
frequency neighbors has an effect in these tasks remains debatable
Grainger and Jacobs (1996) explained task differences in neighborhood effects in terms of
their Multiple Read-Out Model (MROM) In progressive demasking, a word must be identified unambiguously before a response can be initiated (because the word must be typed ), therefore, response
latencies are determined by the speed with which the correct word activation exceeds the recognition
threshold (called M) This fits with the empirical (and simulated) finding that in this task, the number
of higher frequency neighbors is inhibitory The parallel activation of relatively strong competitors is
thought to slow down the rise of activation of the target word through lateral inhibition between word
nodes Lower frequency neighbors cause only little lateral inhibition and therefore have only little
effect on recognition rates In contrast to the PDM task, responses in lexical decision can sometimes
be given without complete identification of the correct word, the answer can also be based on the total
amount of activity in the lexicon Thus, highly word-like stimuli activate many word candidates (large
global activation) and can therefore trigger a yes-response before the actual word identification has been
completed This would explain the facilitatory effect of low-frequency neighbors As a consequence
of these two possible response strategies, neighborhood effects can either tum out to be inhibitory
or facilitatory, depending on whether the effect of large lexical activity (causing fast yes-responses)
outweighs the effect of lateral inhibition (causing slower yes-responses), or vice versa
To our knowledge, only two studies have so far investigated orthographic neighborhood effects
in bilinguals At this point, we will discuss the effects of within-language neighbors only and return
to between-language neighborhood effects later Van Heuven et al (1998) employed a number of
progressive demasking and lexical decision tasks in English and Dutch to examine whether neighborhood density in either language influenced word recognition performance in Dutch-English bilinguals A large overlap in results was found between the tasks (English, Dutch, or mixed progressive
demasking, English lexical decision, or mixed lexical decision) When the target language was English,
the effect of English neighborhood density was or tended to be facilitatory (except in the English
lexical decision task), whereas the number of Dutch neighbors had an inhibitory effect The former is in
line with findings for monolingual lexical decision studies In the case of the target words being Dutch,
however, both English and Dutch neighborhood density had inhibitory effects on RTs
De Groot et al (2002) employed lexical decision and naming tasks in Dutch and English with a
similar population of Dutch-English bilinguals Within- and across-language neighborhood density
was included among other variables in an analysis of correlations with the RTs In contrast to the study
by van Heuven et al (1998), there were no effects of neighborhood at all in lexical decision when
looking at short words (3-5 letters long) In Dutch and English word naming and considering the same
group of short words, both Dutch and English neighborhood density were facilitatory
In summary, the findings on neighborhood effects both in mono- and in bilingual studies are
inconclusive, and seem to depend, among others, on the task at hand, on the language, and on the
frequency of the neighbors
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The present study included within- and between-language neighborhood variables in the analyses
Unlike the two mentioned bilingual studies, we counted not only the total number of neighbors in
the first and second language of the subjects and their summed frequency, but also the number of
higher and lower frequency neighbors If bilinguals reading in their second language show the same
(within-language) neighborhood effects as monolmguals, there should be - as it has been found in other
progressive demasking studies - an inhibitory effect of higher frequency English neighbors On the
other hand, for a replication of the results obtained by van Heuven et al (1998), fdcilitatory effects of
global English neighborhood density should be obtained
With respect to within-English neighborhood, the number of higher frequency neighbors was
indeed inhibitory in both RTs and error rates, while other within-English neighborhood variables
(lower frequency neighbors, log neighborhood frequency) were not significant This replicates the
monolingual findings of Carreiras et al (1997) and Grainger and Jacobs (1996), who also observed
inhibition by higher frequency neighbors and little or no effect of lower frequency neighbors in progressive demasking This pattern indicates that during the recognition of a given word, other possible
word candidates become active that inhibit the recognition process, especially when they are of high
frequency The finding contrasts with the results obtained by van Heuven et al (1998), who found
facihtatory effects of English neighborhood size on the recognition of English words by Dutch-English
bilinguals However, note that that study looked at overall neighborhood size rather than at the number
of higher and lower frequency neighbors Possibly, these two variables have adverse effects (even
though the number of lower frequency neighbors did not become significant here) and therefore the
total number of neighbors can have varying effects, depending on whether the influence of the lower
or that of the higher frequency neighbors is the dominant one As will be seen later in the discussion
of the effects of befwéTH-language neighbors, higher and lower frequency neighbors indeed exerted
opposite effects on RTs
In summary, both the observed effects of bigram frequency and the within-language neighborhood
effects were in line with what has generally been observed for perceptual identification tasks in the
monolingual domain Minimal bigram frequency, mean bigram frequency, and the number of higher
frequency neighbors all had inhibitory effects on RTs and (apart from mean BF) on error rates
Generally speaking, these effects are likely to arise due to a higher degree of confusability of the target word with competitors Bigram frequency had a higher partial correlation with RTs than did the
neighborhood variables and can thus be seen as the more important predictor for the present data Apart
from the effect of higher frequency neighbors on error rates, there was no interaction of variables with
Participant Group This finding indicates that the pattern of effects were distributed quite uniformly
across participants with different L2s
Semantic and syntactic ambiguity

variables

Research on the representation of semantic information in the mental lexicon has made extensive use of
words that have several meanings (usually referred to as lexically or semantically ambiguous words or
polysemous words) The comparison of ambiguous words (with one orthographic, but several semantic
representations) with unambiguous control words (one orthographic and one semantic representation)
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opens a possibility to investigate the relationship between the form- and semantic level of word
representation more closely Three ambiguity variables were included in the present analyses The
number of entnes of a word in the CELEX database, which corresponds to the number of syntactically
or etymologically distinct forms a word can take, and the number of (semantically unrelated) word
meanings and that of (related) word senses, as listed in the Wordsmyth online dictionary (Wordsmyth,
nd)
Number of entries in the CELEX database
Except for two words (rose and sake), the number of CELEX entries is equivalent to the number of
syntactic categories a word can adopt Most words with more than two entries were not included in
our word material due to number restrictions, so that almost all (1013) of the 1025 stimulus words
possessed either one (281) or two entnes (732)
In contrast to semantic ambiguity, tyntactic ambiguity of words has received relatively little
attention in word recognition research In an eye movement study. Folk and Morns (2003) found that
participants fixated semantically ambiguous words in a sentence longer than unambiguous words, but
only when both meanings belonged to the same syntactic category When a word was also syntactically
ambiguous (e g , duck), the ambiguity disadvantage disappeared
In the present study, there was a facilitatory effect of the number of entries, ι e , syntactically
ambiguous words were recognized more quickly Note that this cannot be an effect of (cumulative)
word frequency, because the frequencies of the individual representations of each word had been
summed before entering the frequency count Thus, at least when recognizing isolated words, indi
viduals seem to benefit from multiple syntactic representations That this syntactic ambiguity effect
has not been found for monolinguals reading sentences, is most likely due to the strong syntactic bias
which sentence context can create, so that the competition of the non-appropnate reading is suppressed
In our study, however, participants were presented with words in isolation, which allows all readings of
a syntactically ambiguous word to become active
A theoretical account for the syntactic ambiguity advantage present in the data is similar to that
for the semantic ambiguity advantage (sometimes) found in lexical decision experiments If a word
has several lexical entries rather than only one, it is more likely to pass the recognition threshold
(Jastrzembski, 1981) or to settle into a stable state of lexical activity (Kawamoto, Farrar, & Kello,
1994), or its orthographic representation receives more feedback from the semantic level (Hino &
Lupker, 1996) However, due to the lack of studies that have investigated syntactic ambiguity of words
presented in isolation, we were not able to compare our bilingual data to that of monolinguals
Number of word meanings and senses
The semantic ambiguity effect is one of the most intensively studied effects in word recognition research
While many studies found that words with several meanings are recognized faster than unambiguous
words in lexical decision (Borowsky & Masson, 1996, Hino & Lupker, 1996, Jastrzembski, 1981,
Millis & Button, 1989, Rubenstein, Garfield, & Millikan, 1970), the effect has occasionally been
questioned (Forster & Bednall, 1976, Gernsbacher, 1984), in eye movement research, it is even an
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ambiguity disadvantage that is usually found (Duffy, Moms, & Rayner, 1988, Folk & Moms, 2003,
Kambe, Rayner, & Duffy, 2001 ) However, recent studies show that it is necessary to take into account
the relatednea of word meanings Azuma and Van Orden (1997) found an interaction of the number of
meanings of a word and their semantic relatedness Number of meanings had a facihtatory effect only
when the relatedness of the meanings was low However, as the authors and Rodd et al (2002) pointed
out, not all meanings of words in the 'low relatedness' condition were necessarily unrelated to each
other; words were assigned to this category when at least two meanings were unrelated In their own
study, Rodd et al counted the number of genuinely unrelated meanings and of related word senses for
each word by using the Wordsmyth dictionary (Wordsmyth, η d.) In that dictionary, word meanings
are treated as separate entries only when they are semantically unrelated (regardless of whether they
share the same syntactic category or not), related word senses are regarded as sub-entries under the
same heading Surprisingly, when teased apart, the number of (semantically distinct) word meanings
had an inhibitory effect in lexical decision, while the effect of the number of related word senses was
facihtatory The authors explained the ambiguity disadvantage by a combination of competition between
separate semantic word representations and a simple frequency effect (the individual meanings are less
frequent than the whole), while the faster RTs for words with many word senses were accounted for in
terms of semantic richness (more semantic features, or possible contexts, are available for these words,
for a model accounting for the results, see Rodd, Gaskell, & Marslen-Wilson, 2004)
In the present study, we followed the procedure adopted by Rodd et al (2002) and counted the
number of word meanings and senses according to the Wordsmyth dictionary, to see whether our data
would show similar patterns The number of Wordsmyth meanings turned out to have more predictive
power than the number of senses, and its effect was inhibitory, which is in line with the results reported
by Rodd et al However, over and above this effect, the number of senses made a significant contribution
the proportion of explained variance as well, but this effect was also inhibitory This contradicts the
facihtatory effect found by Rodd et al, and all earlier lexical decision results that showed facilitation of
semantic ambiguity This contrast can have several possible reasons First, of course, our participants
were non-native speakers of English, and it is questionable whether all word meanings and senses that
are mentioned in a standard dictionary are known to them This might especially be the case for word
senses, because these capture the more subtle aspects of a word's meaning that second language speak
ers might be less aware of (Still, this does not explain why in this case, a higher number of senses
slowed down response latencies ) Second, the PDM paradigm is different in various respects from the
lexical decision task used by Rodd et al. For example, note that Rodd et al as well as other researchers
found homograph effects only when pseudohomophones were used as nonwords foils (Azuma & Van
Orden, 1997, Pexman & Lupker, 1999) The absence of nonword foils in the PDM task complicates
the comparison of the two tasks However, given these differences, it is even more remarkable that
the inhibitory effect of the number of (semantically distinct) meanings found by Rodd et al was
observed for the present population and experimental task As the authors suggest, the effect might be
frequency-based (the participants might not have accessed - or, m this case, known - all meanings of
an ambiguous word, which would make it subjectively less frequent than its cumulative frequency), or
it might involve competition between the distinct semantic representations of an ambiguous word
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There was also an interaction of the number of meanings with Participant Group, with the effect being
largest for the French participants This participant group, being the most proficient group as measured
by the proficiency test, may have known more word meanings than the other two groups and therefore
have been more influenced by this variable However, as there was no a priori hypothesis on differences
between the three groups on the number of meanings variable, any explanation must remain speculative
in nature
Semantic

variables

In an analysis for a subset of 659 out of the 1025 stimulus words for which these values were available
in the MRC word norms (Wilson, 1988), the effects of familiarity, meamngfulness, and concreteness
were investigated
Familiarity
In one of the first studies employing subjective familiarity rather than printed word frequency as a
word variable, Gemsbacher (1984) found that effects of bigram frequency on lexical decision latencies
shown in previous studies disappeared when familiarity was controlled for The same held for semantic
concreteness and the number of meanings No main or interaction effects of these variables were found
when the stimulus material was controlled for familiarity Thus, in her study, familiarity turned out
to be a fundamental variable in lexical decision that seemed to put the roles of many other variables
in perspective Some other researchers found that familiarity is a better predictor of lexical decision
latencies than printed word frequency, especially for low-frequency words (Gordon, 1985, Kreuz,
1987) In the bilingual domain, de Groot et al (2002) also obtained a facilitatory effect of familiarity
in both LI and L2 lexical decision, but that study did not control for the confound of familiarity and
frequency
In our additional analysis of the subset of 659 words, we also found a higher correlation of RTs
with familiarity (r = - 180, ρ < 001) than with log word form frequency (r = - 167, ρ < 001) This is
in line with findings in the monolingual domain The same held for the correlation with error rates,
even though the difference between the two correlations was quite small (error rate - familiarity r
= - 089, ρ < 001, error rate - log WF frequency r - - 087, ρ < 001) Furthermore, familiarity made
a significant additional contribution to the explanation of variance independent of frequency, both
with respect to RTs and error rates As expected, its effect was facilitatory This is in line with results
by Connine, Mullenmx, Shemoff, and Yelen (1990), who also found independent effects of printed
frequency and familiarity in visual and auditory lexical decision Moreover, familiarity had the largest
impact among the three included semantic variables (familiarity, meamngfulness and concreteness),
thereby confirming the important status of this variable observed by Gemsbacher (1984)
In summary, the familiarity effect observed in the present experiment is in line with monolingual
lexical decision data reported in the literature Note that this is especially noteworthy because the
familianty ratings from the MRC database are taken from first, not second language speakers of
English This indicates that the subjective familiarity of a word and its effect on word recognition is not
substantially different for native and non-native speakers ofthat language There was no interaction of
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familiarity with Participant Group, suggesting that the observed effect is not only uniform across first
and second language speakers, but also across non-native speakers with different mother tongues
Meaningfulness
Meaningfulness has been defined as 'the capacity of a word to arouse other words as associates to
them' (Toglia & Battig, 1978, ρ 5) Even though sometimes meaningfulness has been measured
with an associates production method (Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan, 1968, Spreen & Schulz, 1966),
the values used in the present study are subjective ratings on a 7-point scale collected by Toglia and
Battig, transformed to values between 100 and 700 Meaningfulness has been included in many lexical
databases (Locaselo & Ley, 1972, Paivio et a l , 1968, Spreen & Schulz, 1966, Toglia & Battig, 1978,
and the latter taken over in the MRC, Wilson, 1988), however, there are few studies that investigated
the effect of meaningfulness on word recognition In two early studies, Johnson and Zara (1964) and
Johnson, Frincke, and Martin ( 1961 ) observed that words with higher meaningfulness ratings had lower
visual recognition thresholds than those with low ratings, at least for the low frequency range Later on,
meaningfulness was no longer included as a predictor for word recognition performance and replaced
by variables such as imageability, context availability, or familiarity The latter is highly related to
meaningfulness, with a correlation of 82 in the Colorado norms (Toglia & Battig, 1978) and 51 for the
present stimulus set (see Appendix D)
In the present study, however, meaningfulness had a facilitatory effect on both RTs and error rates
that was additional to that of familiarity This is in line with the results obtained by Johnson and Zara
(1964) and Johnson et al (1961) Because the effect of meaningfulness has been found to be more
pronounced in the lower word frequency range, and given that second language words are usually
subjectively less frequent than LI words, it is possible that L2 speakers are especially susceptible
to this effect. There was no interaction with Participant Group, indicating that the effect was not sig
nificantly different for Dutch, German, and French participants
Concreteness
Concreteness has been considered as one of the major semantic variables that influence recall and
recognition performance of words Within the word recognition literature, some studies have shown
that concrete words are recognized more easily than abstract ones (James, 1975; Kroll & Merves,
1986, for lexical decision, Richards, 1976, for tachistocopic presentation), with the effect being more
pronounced for words of the lower frequency range However, several researchers have suggested that
the concreteness effect is an artifact due to a confound with other, possibly more relevant variables, such
as familiarity (Gemsbacher, 1984) or context availability (Schwanenflugel, Hamishfeger, & Stowe,
1988) Rubenstein et al (1970), for instance, found no effect of concreteness in a lexical decision
task Furthermore, Colombo and Burani (2002) showed that when concreteness was included in a
hierarchical multiple regression analysis on lexical decision and naming data after frequency and age of
acquisition had been included beforehand, it had no significant predictive value However, in a recent
study on eye movements during sentence reading, Juhasz and Rayner (2003) found that concreteness
(besides frequency and familiarity) contributed uniquely to the prediction of eye fixation measures
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While the results in the monolingual domain are inconclusive, we know of only one study of this kind
in the bilingual domain Van Hell and de Groot (1998) replicated for bilinguals what had previously
been observed by Schwanenflugel et al (1988) In several tasks (lexical decision in LI, lexical decision
in L2, translation from LI to L2, and translation from L2 to LI ), they found an advantage for concrete
over abstract words, however, when the stimulus materials were controlled for context availability, the
effect disappeared
In the present study, concreteness had less predictive power than familiarity and meamngfulness,
and did not have a significant effect when included in the hierarchical regression model after those
variables Context availability could not be included in the present set of variables, because it is not
part of the MRC database or any other suitable database we know of On the basis of our data we
conclude that concreteness did not have a significant effect on RTs or error rates additionally to that of
the previously entered variables Thus, there is no evidence that bilinguals recognizing words in their
L2 are influenced by a word's concreteness, which adds to the inconclusive picture of experimental
results with respect to the relevance of concreteness in visual word recognition
To summarize the results of the analysis of semantic variables, we found facilitatory effects
of familiarity and meamngfulness with respect to both RTs and errors These findings are in accordance with previous findings for monolinguals and for tasks like lexical decision and perceptual word
identification Concreteness was not found to be a relevant predictor of PDM latencies or errors
Previous studies investigating the effect of this variable on word recognition have produced inconsistent results as well Note that in a visually oriented task like PDM, it is quite noteworthy that semantic
variables seem to affect RTs and errors at all Furthermore, the familiarity and meamngfulness values
taken from the MRC database have been collected from native speakers of English That these variables had an effect in our task situation points at only small differences between first and second language processes
Between-language

variables

In the first part of this study, we have investigated whether word characteristics with respect to the
target language, English, influenced the participants' performance in a similar way than it is known
from monolinguals We will now expand our approach to cross-language influences and examine the
role of the participants' first language in the present experiment Evidence that word characteristics
with respect to the (non-target) LI also affected word recognition would show that, in spite of large
similarities between native and non-native speakers, this language was also active during the experiment
In other words, lexical access would be non-selective with respect to language
As already mentioned in the method section, it has to be kept in mind that in contrast to withinlanguage variables, the cross-language variables take different values for a given English stimulus
word for the three participant groups
Cross-language orthographic neighbors
Only few studies have investigated the effects of between-language orthographic neighborhood on
bilingual word recognition As mentioned above, van Heuven et al (1998) found that Dutch-English
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bilinguals performing PDM and lexical decision with English (L2) as the target language reacted more
slowly when the number of Dutch (LI) orthographic neighbors increased In contrast, de Groot et al
(2002) found a facilitatory relationship between both English and Dutch neighborhood density and
English lexical decision latencies However, in that study, the English words were quite long (between
three and 12 letters) When only words of three to five letters were analyzed, the neighborhood effect
disappeared
In the present study, we looked at those LI neighbors that are high frequent separately from those
that are low frequent, because studies (including our own within-language results) indicate that higher
frequency neighbors tend to have inhibitory effects, whereas low frequency neighbors sometimes
facilitate recognition (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996) Our results show indeed that, similarly to withinlanguage neighbors, between-language neighbors with a high frequency in the respective LI (above
a frequency of 50 ο ρ m ) had an inhibitory effect on RTs Moreover, the number of low-frequency
cross-language neighbors facilitated the recognition of English words in terms of both RTs and error
rates This pattern resembles the one found in monolingual lexical decision (Grainger & Jacobs, 1996,
Pollatsek et dl, 1999) The opposite directions of the effects of high- and low frequency neighbors on
word recognition may account for the absence of effects of overall LI neighborhood density on short
words in the lexical decision study by de Groot et al (2002) The effects of high- and low-trequency
neighbors may have cancelled each other out In contrast, van Heu ven et al (1998) might have found
inhibitory effects of LI neighbors because their stimuli had more high- than low-frequency neighbors,
possibly emphasizing the inhibitory effect of high-frequency neighbors
To summarize, between-language neighbors seem to affect word recognition in a similar manner as
the English ones High-frequency neighbors have an inhibitory effect on recognition latencies, whereas
low-frequency ones can facilitate them There was no interaction of the neighborhood variables with
Participant Group, implying that the effect of LI neighbors was approximately the same for all three
mother tongues This consistent pattern of results for both within- and between-language neighborhood
variables suggests that the borders between languages do not have a strong and modulating effect on
word recognition
Interlingual cognates and homographs
Much research on bilingual word recognition involves interlingual homographs and cognates
Investigating how these words are processed by bilinguals in different task and language contexts can
inform us on the structure of the bilingual language system
Most studies on the recognition of cognates (e g , art in French and English) by bilinguals
demonstrate that cognates are recognized faster and / or with higher accuracy than control words This
has most frequently been shown for lexical decision in L2 (Caramazza & Brones, 1979, Cnstoffanini,
Kirsner, & Milech, 1986, de Groot et a l , 2002, Dijkstra, van Jaarsveld, & ten Brinke, 1998) or L3
(Lemhofer et a l , in press, or Chapter 4) Furthermore, Dijkstra et al (1999) obtained the facilitatory
cognate effect not only for lexical decision, but also for PDM Some researchers failed to find a similar
result for lexical decision task in LI (Caramazza & Brones, 1979, de Groot et al , 2002), but others
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found a similar cognate advantage for the native language as well (Font, 2001, van Hell & Dijkstra,
2002)
Whereas, at least for word recognition in L2, the pattern of results with respect to cognates is
consistent, experimental evidence on interlingual homographs is less conclusive Dijkstra et al (1998)
found no overall effect of homograph status in an English (L2) lexical decision task, but, descriptively,
there was an inhibitory effect for those homographs that had a low frequency in English and a high
frequency in Dutch (LI) When Dutch words were included in the stimulus list to which participants
had to react with 'no', the inhibitory homograph effect became larger and significant This result
pattern was basically replicated by de Groot, Delmaar, and Lupker (2000) Von Studnitz and Green
(2002), also using an L2 task, observed slower lexical decision latencies tor interlingual homographs
relative to controls The homographs used in that study were generally low in frequency in the target
language (English, L2) and high in frequency in German (LI), the non-target language In contrast to
these studies showing null effects or inhibition of interlingual homographs, Dijkstra et al (1999) found
that homographs that shared their spelling, but not their pronunciation in Dutch and English were
recognized faster than English control words, both in an English lexical decision (see also Lemhofer &
Dijkstra, in press, or Chapter 3) and a PDM task
In the current study, the role of interlingual homographs and cognates was studied in two different
ways First, it was examined whether these words are processed differently trom other words Secondly,
we investigated whether the frequency of the word in the participants' mother tongue affected RTs and
error rates In line with previous findings, we observed the 'standard'cognate effect in our data Cognate
status had a facilitatory effect on PDM latencies Again, this effect was not modulated by Participant
Group, pointing at an effect that is rather uniform across different L1-L2 combinations In contrast,
neither the homograph status of a word (i e , whether or not a word was an interlingual homograph to
the participants' first language), nor the frequency of a cognate or homograph in the respective LI had
any effect However, an additional analysis revealed that when LI homograph frequency was added
before the LI neighborhood predictors, it had a marginally significant (/; = 07) inhibitory effect This
might point at a weak effect concealed by, in this case, the intercorrelation between LI neighbors
and LI frequency of homographs (see Appendix D) Similarly, in the additional analysis without predetermined order of predictors (Appendix C), non-cognate homographs had an inhibitory effect as
well Thus, there is some evidence that a trend towards a slower recognition of LI homographs might
exist, but this trend was not strong enough to be revealed by the current main analysis This failure to
find an effect is in line with other studies mentioned above that reported null-results for non-cognate
homographs, or only small effects in opposite directions Whether or not these types of words are
recognized differently from non-homographic words seems to depend on a number ot additional factors
that are not yet fully understood.
Orthographic similarity with the translation
In the sub-analysis of the data from the German group of participants, we assessed the influence of
the orthographic similarity of each English word with its German translation When including both
(identical) cognates and non-cognates in the analysis, the effect of orthographic similarity was not
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significant, however, when excluding identical cognates, there was an inhibitory effect In other words,
when a cognate is identical in spelling to its LI translation, it can be recognized faster, however, for
all words that are not orthographically identical to their translation, a larger degree of similarity delays
the recognition process This is a surprising finding that has not, so far, been reported in the literature
Several studies have shown dfatilitatory

effect of translation similarity (de Groot et a l , 2002, Font,

2001) in lexical decision It therefore seems that in this respect, there is a fundamental difference
between lexical decision and the PDM task In lexical decision, where only a 'yes' response is required
for words, a greater similarity with the LI translation helps the participant to verify that the item is
indeed an existing word In contrast, during a PDM experiment, the participant is required to identify
and memorize the exact spelling of the word in order to be able to type it later on In this case, a large,
but not perfect similarity with the translation of the word in the participant's first language causes interference rather than facilitation
In summary, the (identical) cognate effect indicates that the first language of the participants did
play a role during the word recognition experiment Furthermore, the absence of an interaction with
Participant Group suggests that this cross-linguistic effect was roughly the same for all three groups
In contrast, only weak evidence could be found that the recognition of interlingual (non-cognate)
homographs is slower than that of non-homographic words It thus seems that the LI reading of these
words did not affect the word recognition process strongly enough to become statistically robust in
the present experimental situation An additional analysis of the German data revealed that the LI
translation becomes active for all words, not only identical cognates, and that a large, but not perfect
orthographic overlap of this translation with the stimulus delays word recognition This is another
indication for the first language of the bilinguals being active during L2 word recognition
Summary and

conclusions

The present study aimed at clarifying two questions The first issue was the comparison of three groups
of participants with different first languages Only little evidence was found that the observed data
patterns were modulated by the L1-L2 combination Apart from a general difference in overall response
speed, there were only two variables for RTs (Log WF frequency and number of meanings) and one
for errors (number of higher frequency neighbors), for which there was a significant interaction of
Participant Group and the variable in question In all cases, this interaction was caused by a difference
in the size of the effect, not in the direction of it We therefore conclude that there are no fundamental
qualitative differences in the way Dutch, French, and German participants carried out the present PDM
task in their common L2, English
As mentioned in the introduction, quite a lot of studies have compared bilinguals whose two
languages use the same alphabet or not However, the role of the specific L1-L2 combination within
the same alphabet has so far not been examined For these cases, the effects of the L1-L2 combination
appear to be small, if not negligible, even for a different degree of lexical overlap or the overlap in
language family membership (Germanic, Romance) between the respective first languages and English
It remains to be investigated whether the present results generalize to language combinations covering
a broader range of language similarity
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Second, we investigated to what extent the word recognition in the second language is comparable
to that of native speakers processing language in their LI. The overwhelming majority of (withinlanguage) variables included in the present study were found to influence recognition performance in a
way that is consistent with what has been observed for monolinguals. This included effects of session
(training effect), word frequency, word length, bigram frequency and orthographic neighborhood,
lexical ambiguity and semantic variables. The strikingly similar result patterns for bilinguals and
monolinguals (as known from prior research) indicate that proficient bilinguals are able to process
their second language in roughly the same way as native speakers. This is even true for variables like
number of meanings, familiarity, and meaningfulness, which are collected from monolingual speakers
and might take quite different values for people having acquired that language later in life. Based on
the consistence of the present within-language results with monolingual evidence, it can be concluded
that the influence of LI on L2 word recognition is not strong enough to make the L2 word recognition
process fundamentally different from that in L1.
However, the data concerning between-language variables show that the participants' first language
did play a role as well. In particular, across-language orthographic neighborhood and the cognate status
of a word had an effect over and above the effects of within-language variables. This supports the view
that bilinguals do not 'switch off' the irrelevant language during word processing in one language. In
sum, lexical access in bilinguals is, at least to a certain degree, language non-selective.
To summarize, in the present study we collected a rich source of data to tackle the issues of the
influence of the specific LI on L2 word processing and the resemblance of word recognition processes
in LI and L2. These data concerned a large number of aspects of L2 processing that have so far
been ambiguous in the literature. To mention only one example, our data contribute to clarifying the
inconsistent body of evidence concerning within- and between-language orthographic neighborhood
effects. High-frequency neighbors were found to interfere with word recognition, while low-frequency
neighbors tended to facilitate it. This implies that examining overall number of neighbors can result in
contradictory results, due to the opposite directions of the two effects. This conclusion puts previous
findings using smaller stimulus sets into a new light. As such, the present study provides a wealth of
results on PDM performance in L2 that can be used by others as a basis for further research on bilingual
word recognition.
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Cross-language Effects of Grammatical Gender
on Visual Word Recognition in Bilinguals1
Abstract
We investigated whether bilinguals who are recognizing words in their second language (L2) experience an influence of the grammatical gender of noun translations
in their first language (LI). The two languages involved were German and Dutch,
which possess similar gender systems. German-Dutch bilinguals carried out a visual
lexical decision task on singular Dutch nouns that were primed either by the correct, gender-marked definite determiner (e.g., het^ huis) or by the indefinite determiner, which in Dutch is not gender-marked (e.g., een^

huis). The indefinite

determiner condition was used as a baseline relative to which the gender priming
effect was measured. The gender of the nouns was either compatible or incompatible
with that of their German translation equivalent. Furthermore, the cognate status of
the words was varied, with half of the nouns being similar in form to their German
translation (e.g., hondn .-Hund,
v

D

'

Dutch

), and the other half dissimilar (e.g., iurk„ .
German'

y

D

J

Dutch

- KleidGermiin). The results show that for cognates, but not for non-cognates, the
gender priming effect was affected by the word's gender in German. In particular,
priming by the definite determiner inhibited the recognition of gender-incompatible
cognates. These results indicate that at least for cognate translations, the LI gender
affects word recognition in L2.

1
This chapter is part of a manuscript in preparation, Lemhofer, K., Spalck, K., & Schriefers, H., Cross-language
effects of grammatical gender on word recognition and production in bilinguals
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Introduction
When the popular Dutch princess Maxima, originally from Argentina, was interviewed recently during
her visit to an organization for immigrant women, she confessed that one of the things she finds most
difficult about the Dutch language is to leam which noun has which grammatical gender Indeed, many
foreign language learners at all levels have difficulties with the correct use of grammatical gender
(e g , Holmes & Dejean de la Bâtie, 1999, Dewaele & Véronique, 2001, Rogers, 1987) One possible
source of this problem may be the interference from the gender system in the speakers' mother tongue
The current study investigates this supposition for the domain of visual word recognition Thus, we
examined whether bilingual speakers are influenced by the grammatical gender of words in their first
language (LI) during recognizing words in their second language (L2) We will address this question
for proficient, but 'unbalanced' German-Dutch bilinguals (i e , their proficiency in their L2, Dutch, is
less than native-like) German and Dutch are Germanic languages with related gender systems, for
which transfer from one language to the other is easily possible Apart from the general issue of crosslingual gender effects in word recognition, it will also be investigated whether such effects depend on
the form-related similarity of a L2 word is to its LI translation
Before we move on to the present experiment in more detail, we will give a short description of
the relevant aspects of the German and Dutch gender systems and their relation German has three
categories of grammatical gender (masculine, feminine, and neuter) which differ in, among others,
the singular definite determiner (nominative der Mann , die. Frau, , das Kind - the
v

^

mosc

masc '

fem

fem '

neu

neu

man, the woman, the child) In the past, Dutch has had the same three-way gender system, but in
modem Standard Dutch, the masculine and feminine categories have practically collapsed into one
common gender (van Berkum, 1996) Like in German, Dutch singular definite determiners are marked
for gender, with nouns of common gender taking the determiner de (de man, de vrouw - the man,
the woman), whereas neuter gender words require the definite determiner het (het kind - the child)
Due to the common Germanic routes of German and Dutch, many translation pairs have 'compatible'
genders in the two languages, assuming that German neuter gender maps onto Dutch neuter gender,
and German feminine and masculine gender onto Dutch common gender The degree of transferability
of the German gender to Dutch is illustrated by the fact that among the 25 most frequent nouns in
Dutch (according to the lexical database CELEX, Baayen, Piepenbrock, & Gulikers, 1995), there are
only six for which their German translation has an incompatible gender, three of these still have the
same gender if an outdated translation is assumed (e g , the modem German translation the Dutch
word kamer (room) is Zimmer , but it used to be Kammer. ) The high correlation between the
com

%

'

neu

fem'

c

two gender systems might lead German learners of Dutch to transfer their LI gender knowledge to
language processing in L2, even though this is not appropriate in all cases In the present study, we
will investigate whether and to what extent this plays a role in visual word recognition Note that
the reverse, ι e the transfer of Dutch gender knowledge to German, is not possible in the same way,
because common gender in Dutch does not unambiguously correspond to one single gender category in
German (i e , it can be mapped onto feminine or masculine gender) Due to this asymmetry, the current
study involved native speakers of German with Dutch as L2
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Thus, the present experiment was concerned with cross-language effects of grammatical gender during
visual word recognition in L2, which is an issue that has not yet been studied in the literature The
experimental paradigm we used for the investigation of gender effects was visual lexical decision
on nouns that were pnmed by gender-marked or gender-neutral determiners Before we describe this
experiment in more detail, we will first review the available literature on the effect of gender priming
on word recognition in the monolingual domain, and the scarce knowledge we have on gender effects in
bilingual language comprehension In this literature review, we will focus on visual word recognition,
and mention results from auditory studies only where necessary
The monolingual literature on gender priming effects in word recognition has been dominated by
the debate whether 1) gender information can prime word recognition at all, and 2) whether the source
of such possible pnming effects is located inside or outside the mental lexicon While some researchers
defend the existence of a gender priming effect within the lexicon, ι e , that the presence and validity of
a gender cue affects lexical access itself, others propose that any priming effects are due to postlexual
checking processes (for a review, see Friedend & Jacobsen, 1999)
Looking at the empirical results on gender priming in word perception, those studies employing
visual lexical decision agree in so far that invalid gender cues slow down the recognition process,
relative to valid gender information (e g , Carello, Lukatela, & Turvey, 1988, Cole & Segui, 1994,
for a failure to find the effect in naming, see Carello et a l , 1988, van Berkum, 1996) However, in
the light of the lexical vs postlexical debate, it was considered theoretically important to determine
whether this effect is due to facilitation of the valid gender prime, inhibition to the invalid one, or
both Therefore, a neutral baseline condition had to be employed to be able to decompose the overall
validity effect into a facilitatory and an inhibitory component The general picture that has emerged
from those studies employing baseline conditions is that inhibition by an invalid gender prime is a
robust effect, while it is unclear whether or not valid gender information can speed up word recogni
tion 2 For instance, in a lexical decision task in Serbo-Croatian, Gurjanov, Lukatela, Lukatela, Savie,
and Turvey (1985) found both facilitation of valid gender primes (mo/a.
inhibition of invalid ones (*inoj

tabla,

m

= my table) and

tabla) with respect to a neutral baseline The baseline was formed

by using pseudowords as primes that were similar to the correct possessive pronouns (*mej or *meja
rather than moj or mo/a. Experiment 1) However, as the authors themselves point out, priming by
pseudowords and by real words may tap into quite different processes Schmidt ( 1986), in a lexical
decision experiment in German, used an 'xxx' letter string as a neutral prime The results show inhi
bition of incongruent determiners with respect to this baseline, but no facilitation of congruent ones
(Exp 1) When only congruent and neutral trials were included in the expenment (Exp 2), avoiding
the 'unnatural' incongruent condition, facilitation of gender information was found, especially when
the words were visually degraded However, the use of a non-linguistic prime in comparison with

2

In the auditory domain, facilitatory priming by congruent gender information seems to be more stable (Akhutina,
Kurgansky, Polinsky, & Bates, 1999, Bates, Devescovi, Hernandez, & Pizzamigho, 1996, Bolte & Connine, in
press, Dahan, Swingley, Tanenhaus, & Magnuson, 2000, Grosjean, Dommergues, Cornu, Guillelmon, & Besson,
1994)
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word primes is debatable More fortunate seems the choice of a word prime as a baseline which is as
comparable to the primes in the other conditions as possible
Following this idea van Berkum (1996) used noun phrases with a definite or indefinite determiner
(the house I a house) in Dutch, exploiting the fact that definite singular determiners in Dutch are
marked for gender, whereas the indefinite singular article is invariant across genders (een) In visual
lexical decision, the overall gender (in)congruency effect could be found, with response latencies on
targets preceded by an invalid gender prime (*dec(im huisneii) being longer than for valid primes (hetiteii
huts

) However, with respect to the neutral indefinite determiner baseline (een huis), the result was

unexpected Participants were even faster in this condition than in the congruent gender condition (Exp
1) Like Schmidt (1986), van Berkum conducted an additional experiment from which the incongruent
condition was excluded In this case, there was no significant difference between the gender neutral
and the valid prime conditions
Moving on to what is known about the processing of grammatical gender by bihnguals, some
studies have simply looked at whether L2 learners are different from native speakers in this respect
Guillelmon and Grosjean (2001) asked native speakers of French as well as early and late EnglishFrench bihnguals to repeat the last word of an auditorily presented noun phrase (e g , la
table

jolie

) The neutral baseline was a phrase with a gender-unmarked possessive pronoun (leuruiim]olie

table) The results show both facilitation and inhibition effects of (congruent and incongruent) gender
priming, but only for the native speakers and those bihnguals who acquired French early in life, late
bihnguals did not show any effects of gender priming These results indicate that in order to make
effective use of gender information in lexical access, a certain level of proficiency or time of experience
with the language is required Holmes and Dejean de la Bâtie (1999) showed that native and non-native
speakers of French differed from each other concerning the extent to which they relied on phonological
word cues in gender assignment
Even though these studies were able to show that gender processing works differently in native
and non native speakers of a language, they did not look at the role the mother language of a bilingual
plays during gender processing in L2 In (to our knowledge) the only study examining cross-language
interaction with respect to grammatical gender, Costa, Kovacic Franck, and Caramazza (2003) asked
Croatian-Italian, Catalan-Spanish and Italian-French bihnguals to name pictures in their L2 The results
showed that there was no difference between words with a gender-compatible or gender-incompatible
LI translation ' However, apart from a number of further important differences with the current study
(e g , it was conducted with highly proficient, almost 'balanced bihnguals, and it did not manipulate
the form similarity of the translations), the study was conducted within a very different domain of
language processing, language production
The present study investigates cross-language gender effects within the domain of visual word
recognition We chose an experimental paradigm for which the most robust effects have been reported
1

We will refer to nouns with same and different genders in two languages as gender compatible and gender
incompatible (or hidden incongruent ) rather than using the term congruency which refers to whether words
vwf/im a language correspond to each other with respect to gender
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in the monolingual domain, the pnmed lexical decision task involving a 'gender-incongruent' (or
gender-incompatible) condition However, we avoided violating the grammatical rules of the target
language, Dutch, considering that the presence and a relatively high proportion of incorrect trials might
encourage the participants to use experiment-specific strategies (e g, van Berkum, 1996) Rather,
the manipulation of the compatibility of the noun's gender with that of its German translation opens
the possibility to introduce a 'hidden incongruent' condition For instance, even though the Dutch
determiner-noun phrase decomjurkcom (the dress) is correct, German speakers of Dutch might experience
this phrase as (somewhat) incongruent because the German word for 'dress', Kleid, has neuter gender
In this case, an inhibition effect should be observed, similar to the one in the incongruent condition in
monolingual studies
The types of Dutch phrases we used were the same as employed by van Berkum ( 1996) Participants
had to make lexical decisions on Dutch target nouns that were either preceded by their correct (gendermarked) definite determiner (decomjurkcom), or by the unmarked indefinite determiner {eeniinmjurk)
The latter condition was used as a neutral baseline Words from the 'hidden incongruent' condition
(likejurfc) can then be compared to unambiguously congruent words (like vorkmm (fork), which is
compatible with the gender of its German translation Gabel J in terms of the size and direction of the
gender priming effect (i e , the difference between the indefinite and definite determiners as primes)
If participants do indeed experience interference from their LI in the 'hidden incongruent' condition,
the gender pnming effect should - given the robust incongruency effects in monolingual studies - be
smaller (or more inhibitory) in this case, relative to nouns with a compatible gender in German
Furthermore, the form similarity of the Dutch nouns with their German translation was varied
Words were either dissimilar (e g jurk - Kleid (dress)) or similar to their translation (e g , hond - Hund
(dog), auto - Auto (car)) Words of similar form and the same meaning across two languages are often
referred to as cognates, and have been shown to be especially sensitive to cross-language influences
during bilingual word recognition (e g , Cnstoffanini, Kirsner, & Milech, 1986, de Groot, Dannenburg,
& van Hell, 1994, Dijkstra, Grainger, & van Heuven, 1999, Lemhofer, Dijkstra, & Michel, in press, or
Chapter 4) Considering that many researchers have claimed that cognates are represented differently
from non-cognates in the bilingual lexicon (de Groot & Nas, 1991, Gollan et al, 1997, van Hell & de
Groot, 1998), the extent of cross-talk between the gender systems of LI and L2 might be modulated
by this variable

Method
Participants
Twenty-four native speakers of German currently immersed in a Dutch environment participated in the
experiment Most participants were students or scientific employees of the University of Nijmegen The
data of one participant had to be excluded because the de-briefing after the experiment revealed that she
had misunderstood the instruction, another three participants were excluded because of extremely low
scores in the Dutch proficiency test (Δ Λί < 17 or mean % correct < 70%) 4
* See section on the proficiency test
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The remaining 20 participants were between 23 and 37 years old (mean 28 2), 13 were female, 7 male
They all reported to have normal or corrected-to-normal vision and to be non-dyslectic All but one were
right-handed All participants stated that German was their dominant language The time they had lived
in the Netherlands varied from 1 5 to 11 years A language questionnaire provided more information
on the participants' language background, which is summarized in Table 6 1 The participants also
used other foreign languages than Dutch regularly, in particular English (18 participants) None of the
participants stated to use English (or any other foreign language) more frequently than Dutch
The participants also carried out a Dutch proficiency test, which will be described in a separate
section
Table 6.1
Participant Characteristics as Reported in the Language Questionnaire
Mean

SD

54

29

Frequency of reading literature in Dutch

4 7

18

Frequency of speaking Dutch

6 2

14

Self-rated reading experience in Dutch

53

12

Self-rated writing experience in Dutch

4 9

16

Self-rated speaking experience in Dutch

6 1

13

Number of years of experience with Dutch
Self-ratings

Note SD = standard deviation Self-ratings are measured on a scale from 1 (low) to 7 (high)

Stimulus

Materials

Words
Ninety-six Dutch nouns with a length between two and ten letters were selected from the CELEX
database (Baayen et al, 1995), with 24 nouns in each of the four conditions that were formed by
combination of the two factors cognate status (cognates vs non-cognates) and compatibility with the
German gender (compatible vs incompatible) Half of the words in each condition were de words,
the other words het-words Because of an intended picture naming experiment with the same word
materials, all words were concrete and can be depicted In case of the existence of several possible
translations for a given Dutch noun, the dominant translation was used, as it was judged by two proficient German-Dutch bihnguals
Words were classified as cognates when they were phonologically and / or orthographically
very similar to their German translation (e g , hondDiiich - Hund(ierinan (dog)) In line with what has
been mentioned before, Dutch nouns with common gender (definite determiner de) were regarded as
gender-compatible when their German translation possessed masculine or feminine gender, and neutergender nouns were categorized as gender- compatible when the gender of the German translation was
also neuter False friends' that are identical or very similar in form, but dissimilar in meaning were
not included in the material The four group of stimuli were matched as well as possible on Dutch
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logarithmic frequency, number of letters and number of syllables. The characteristics of the words are
summarized in Table 6.2. There were no significant differences between the four item categories with
respect to any of these variables, as analyzed in ANOVA's (all F < 1). All word items are listed in the
Appendix.
Table 6.2
Characteristics of the Word Materials for each of the four Stimulus Categories
^
.
w o r a category

Example (German and
English translation)

Mean no. of
letters

Mean no. of
syllables

Mean Dutch
log freq.

Cognates,
gender compatible

hond „ ( H u n d
. dog)
comV
sc
'"• ' *'

5.1(1.2)
v
'

1.67 (.64)

1.30 (.46)

Cognates,
gender incompatible

auto „„, (Auto . car)
v
""·
"«"' '

5.4 (1.5)
v
'

1.83 (.70)

1.27 (.46)

5.5(2.0)
y
'

1.50 (.66)

1.34 (.41)

5.4(1.6)

1.67 (.76)

1.28 (.34)

K

K

Non-cognates, gender
compatible

com

^

(Gabel,em, fork)
em
' '
'

Non-cognates, gender
incompatible

•'

:< nV

' "

"«"'

'

Total

y

K

'

5.4(1.6)

'

1.67 (.69)

'
1.30 (.41)

Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
Nonwords
Ninety-six nonwords were constructed by changing one or more letters in existing Dutch words,
resulting in pronounceable and word-like letter strings. The distributions of length (3-9 letters, mean
5.3) and number of syllables (1-3 syllables, mean 1.7) of the nonwords resembled those of the words.
Half of the nonwords were assigned the definite determiner de, the other half the definite determiner het,
taking the intuitions of a native speaker of Dutch with respect to the potential gender of the nonwords
into account.
Procedure
The complete experimental session consisted of the main experiment (the lexical decision task in
Dutch), a proficiency test in form of an non-speeded lexical decision task in Dutch, which was to assure
a certain minimum level of proficiency, and the language questionnaire. Each session took about 30
minutes. Participants were paid or given course credit for their participation.
The Dutch lexical decision task began with the participant reading a written instruction in Dutch,
explaining that they would see a determiner and, appearing shortly after that, a letter string, and that
their task was to determine whether the last letter string was a Dutch word or not. They had to do this by
pressing one of two buttons as fast and accurately as possible (for right-handed participants, the right
button for the 'yes' response and the left button for 'no'; the reverse assignment held for left-handed
participants). A practice block was presented, consisting of a total of 16 trials (eight words and eight
nonwords, none of which would appear in the main experimental lists). Like in the main experiment,
half of the practice trials were presented with the indefinite determiner, the other half with the definite
determiner.
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The main experiment consisted of three blocks with 64 trials each, between which participants were
free to take breaks Additionally, the first two items of each block were dummy items (one word, one
nonword) which were not included in the analyses The participants were randomly assigned to one
of four lists of item presentation, with two of these lists being complementary versions of each other,
respectively, ι e , they were identical except that the assignment of baseline (indefinite determiner) and
experimental condition (definite determiner) were exchanged Thus, each participant saw half of the
words with the definite determiner and the other half with the indefinite determiner, for a participant
receiving the complementary list, this assignment was exactly reversed After exclusion of participants
who did not meet the participation requirements, each of the four lists had been presented to the same
number (five) of participants The order of items in the lists was pseudo-randomized, with no more than
three word or nonwords, or definite / indefinite determiners in a row
Participants were seated approximately 70 cm from the screen Each trial began with the presentation
of a fixation dot for 700 ms After 100 ms, the dot was replaced by the determiner prime After another
250 ms, the noun appeared on the screen on the right of the determiner, while the determiner stayed
in the picture as well The complete phrase stayed on the screen until the participant made a response,
or until a deadline of 3000 ms was reached There was no feedback on the accuracy or speed of the
response The inter-trial interval was 1000 ms All words were presented in black 28 point upper case
'Geneva' letters on a white background
Dutch proficiency

test

After the main experiment, participants were asked to complete a proficiency test in Dutch, which was
a vocabulary test in the form of a non-speeded lexical decision task performed on the computer The
test was a Dutch version of an English vocabulary test that was originally developed by Meara (1996)
and adapted for their purposes by Lemhofer et al (in press, see Chapter 4) The present Dutch version
was developed by the first author in analogy to the English test, matching the items on those in the
English version with respect to length, number of syllables, frequency, syntactic class, cognate status
with German, and morphological structure
The test consisted of 60 items, 40 of which were words, 20 nonwords , The items were between 4
and 12 letters long (mean 7 4), the existing words lay in a frequency range from 1 to 28 occurrences
per million (mean 6 3), according to the CELEX database (Baayen et al, 1995) The order of items
in this test was the same for all participants, with no more than five words or nonwords in a row All
items are listed in the Appendix Participants were to decide whether the presented letter string formed
a correct Dutch word or not, they could take as much time for their responses as they wished This way,
the test represented a pure vocabulary test without a speed component Furthermore, participants were
instructed to respond with 'yes' only when they were sure that the item was a Dutch word, in case of
uncertainty, they should press the 'no' button Two ways of scoring test performance were employed
,

The reason for not keeping to the standard of a 50% 50% proportion of words and nonwords was the high
difficulty ot the test which makes it unlikely that our participants would know all of the words (in their weaker
language) Under the assumption that the participants know about 75% of the presented words the internal'
proportion of familiar and unfamiliar items would therefore on average, approximately be equal
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A percentage correct measure, corrected for the unequal number of words and nonwords (i.e., the mean
percentage of correctly recognized words and correctly rejected nonwords); and the measure Δ M,
which is suggested by Meara (1996) for scoring the test. Δ M lies between 0 and 1 and is a measure
meant to represent the proportion of words within the given frequency range that is known by the
person. Guessing is corrected for by 'punishing' the participant for 'false alarms' (i.e., nonwords that
were responded to with 'yes'). If there are too many false alarms, the result is negative, indicating that
the proficiency is below a measurable level. The precise formula for Δ M is given in Appendix Β of
Chapter 4.
For the non-speeded lexical decision task, the same software was used as in the main experiment,
except that the time-out deadline was set at 20 seconds per item. The assignment of the right and left
button to 'yes' and 'no' responses stayed the same.
The results of the proficiency test for the 20 participants are summarized in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3
Results of the Dutch Proficiency Test
Mean

SD

Min.

Max.

% correctly recognized words (hit rate)

71

14

48

93

% correctly rejected nonwords (correct rejections rate)

qfi

7

75

100

Mean % correct for words and nonwords

83

8

71

96

Δ M

.64

.19

.29

.93

Note. Mm. = Minimum, Max. = Maximum, SD = Standard Deviation, Δ M = Meara's M.

Results
Analyses of variance were run on both RTs and error rates, and on both participant and item means, with
the factors Prime Type (definite vs. indefinite determiner), Cognate Status (cognates vs. non-cognates)
and Compatibility (same vs. different gender as in German). In the analysis of participants, all these
factors were repeated-measures factors, while in the item analysis, Cognate Status and Compatibility
were between-item factors, and Prime Type a within-item factor. Four items with error rates above
50% in the indefinite determiner condition were excluded from all further analyses: kano (canoe), muil
(mouth; both incompatible cognates), boon (bean, compatible cognate) and bot (bone, incompatible
non-cognate). For the remaining items, the overall error rate was 7.2% (6.9% for nonwords, and 7.4%
for words). Erroneous responses were excluded from the RT analyses, as were RTs that lay more than
two standard deviations away from the participant (per experimental condition) and item (per Prime
Type condition) mean. The percentage of outliers was 1.2% of the correct word responses. The mean
RTs and error rates and the priming effects are shown in Table 6.4.
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RTs
In the analysis of RTs, Cognate Status had a significant effect, with faster recognition latencies for
cognates (666 ms) than for non-cognates (722 ms; F, (1, 19) = 52.6, ρ < .001, MSE = 2347; F, (1, 88)
= 10.75, ρ < .001, MSE = 13935). Prime Type did not significantly influence RTs (both F < 1), but there
was a main effect of Compatibility (F, (1, 19) = 17.1, ρ < .001, MSE = 2278; F, (1, 88) = 4.53, ρ < .05,
MSE = 13935): Words for which the German translation equivalent was compatible in gender were
recognized faster (678 ms) than gender-incompatible words (709 ms). This main effect was qualified
by the interaction between Compatibility and Prime Type, which was significant over participants, but
not over items (F, ( 1, 19) = 4.27, ρ < .05, MSE = 2039; F 2 ( 1, 88) = 2.49, ρ > . 10). The triple interaction
Cognate Status by Compatibility by Prime Type was not significant (Fl (1, 19) = 2.31, ρ > .15; F 2 (1,
88) = 1.73, ρ > .15), nor was any of the other interactions.
Table 6.4
Mean RTs (in ms) and Error Rates (in %) and Priming Effects in all Item Conditions
RTs
Indefinite
Definite
determiner determiner

Error rates
Priming
effect"

Definite
Indefinite
determiner determiner

Priming
effect"

cognates
compatible
incompatible

646 (74)

662 (88)

+ 16

693(116)

662 (92)

- 31

702 (95)

702 (93)

746(100)

735 (86)

3.0(5.0)

5.2(8.1)

+ 2.2

6.8(10.6)

4.5(6.3)

- 2.3

0

7.9 (10.6)

10.4(16.2)

+ 2.5

- 11

10.9 (11.4)

10.0(16.1)

- 0.9

non-cognates
compatible
incompatible

a

Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. indefinite minus definite determiner condition.
Even though the interactions with Cognate Status were not significant in the overall analysis of RTs,
the data pattern for cognates and non-cognates looked qualitatively different descriptively: While
there seemed to be a cross-over interaction of Compatibility and Prime Type in the cognates, this was
evidently not the case for non-cognates. Thus, we analyzed cognates and non-cognates separately to
investigate whether this notion was correct. In the analysis of cognates, there was no main effect of
Compatibility (F, (1, 19) = 3.98, ρ > .05; F, (1, 43) = 1.51, ρ > .20) or of Prime Type (both F < 1).
However, and more importantly, the Compatibility by Prime Type interaction was indeed significant
(F, ( 1, 19) = 6.00, ρ < .05, MSE = 1918; F, ( 1,43) = 6.38, ρ < .05, MSE = 2309). Planned comparisons
indicated that the effect of Prime Type, i.e. of gender priming, was not significant for compatible
cognates (F, (1, 19) = 1.83,/? > .15; F, (1, 22) = 1.83,/? > .15). However, for incompatible cognates,
response latencies were longer for definite than for indefinite determiner primes (Fj ( 1, 19) = 5.04, ρ <
.05, MSE = 1980; F ^ l , 21) = 4.49, ρ < .05, MSE = 3024).
For non-cognates, the main effect of Compatibility was significant in the participant analysis, but
not in the item analysis(F.d, 19)= 15.97,ρ< .01, MSE= 1895; F, (1,45) = 3.16,/?>.05). However, it
should be kept in mind that the incompatible - compatible comparison is between items and is therefore
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less relevant; what is more important is the within-item comparison of the gender-marked condition
with the neutral baseline, i.e. the Prime Type effect and its interactions. Prime Type did not have an
effect on RTs for non-cognates (both F < 1 ), nor did its interaction with Compatibility (both F < 1 ).
Error rates
In the overall analysis of error rates, there was a facilitatory cognate effect, with less errors on cognates
(4.9%) than on non-cognates (9.8%; F[ (1, 19) = 7.08,/? < .05, MSE = 0.014; F, (1, 88) = 8.46, ρ < .01,
MSE= 130.1). There was no main effect of Prime Type (both F < 1) or of Compatibility (Fl (1, 19) =
1.46, ρ > .20; F2 (1, 88) < 1). However, the interaction of Compatibility and Prime Type was significant
(F, (1, 19) = 4.64, ρ < .05, MSE = 33.8; F2 (1, 88) = 4.41, ρ < .05, MSE = 39.83). None of the other
two-way interactions, nor the three-way interaction Cognate Status by Compatibility by Prime Type
(both F < 1) were significant.
In the separate analyses of cognates and non-cognates, none of the main effects was significant (all
F< 1 apart from the Compatibility effect for cognates, with Fl (1, 19)= 1.38,/?> .20). Furthermore, the
interaction Compatibility by Prime Type did not reach significance here (cognates: Fl (1, 19) = 3.22, ρ
>.05; F, (1,43) = 3.21, ρ >.05; non-cognates: F, (1, 19) = 1.81,/> > .15; F, (1. 45) = 1.49,/? > .20).

Discussion
The results of the comprehension experiment show, first of all, that cognates were recognized faster
and with less errors than non-cognates. This replicates the cognate effect, which is a standard finding
in studies on bilingual visual word recognition (e.g., Caramazza & Brones, 1979; de Groot, Borgwaldt,
Bos, & van den Eijnden, 2002; Dijkstra, van Jaarsveld, & ten Brinke, 1998; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra, in
press, or Chapter 3 of the present thesis) and extends it to the processing of determiner-noun phrases.
Furthermore, and more importantly given the present issue of investigation, evidence was found for
cross-language gender compatibility modulating the gender priming effect. For RTs, this was mainly
true for cognates: Cognates with a different gender in German (i.e., auto) were recognized more slowly
when they followed the definite determiner than after the gender-neutral indefinite article. In other
words, inhibition of the (in a 'German' sense) 'incongruent' gender information carried by the definite
determiner was observed relative to the baseline. The opposite effect for cognates with the same gender
in German (facilitation of the gender prime relative to the baseline), although descriptively present, did
not reach statistical significance, neither did the effects of gender priming for non-cognates. The result
pattern in the error rates looked similar, but here, the effects of gender priming were not strong enough
to become significant for any of the four stimulus categories.
The non-significant facilitation of gender information in the compatible (or, in monolingual terms,
congruent) relative to the neutral condition is in line with the failure tofindfacilitatory gender priming
effects for monolinguals and the same type of Dutch determiner-noun phrases by van Berkum ( 1996).
However, the finding that the recognition of cognates with different gender in LI and L2 was slowed
down by the gender-marked article indicates that our introduction of a 'hidden incongruent' condition
had indeed an effect that is comparable to that of a 'real' incongruent condition in monolingual
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experiments. Evidently, a gender prime that is gender-congruent with respect to the target language can
act as an incongruent gender prime by way of the other, task-irrelevant language. Whether this effect is
located within or outside the lexicon is an issue that was not dealt with by the present experiment, nor
is it relevant to the question whether the gender systems of LI and L2 interact with each other during
word recognition in L2.
Altogether, these data show not only that the translation equivalent of the stimulus in the taskirrelevant language plays a role during word recognition, at least in the case of cognates (as put forward by, e.g., de Groot & Nas, 1991; Kroll & Stewart, 1994), but also its gender. It also implies that
the grammatical gender systems in the two languages interact with each other. For example, consider
a model of the bilingual word processing system in which the gender representations of the two languages are in some way associated with each other (i.e., German neuter gender is associated with
Dutch neuter gender, and German feminine and masculine gender with Dutch common gender). Furthermore, and most explicitly so for cognates, the translation equivalents of words are also linked.
When a Dutch word (e.g., auto) and its gender information (common gender; provided by the definite
determiner prime de) is presented to a German-Dutch bilingual, the noun might co-activate its German
translation (Auto), which in tum also activates its German gender (neuter). Thus, in the case of a
gender- incompatible translation pair (as for auto), a conflict of some sort might arise between the two
conflicting genders (neuter in German vs. common in Dutch). Note that we deliberately avoid making
a statement on where exactly this conflict takes place (i.e., it can be a lexical or a postlexical effect).
Thus, according to this account, the finding that effects of gender priming were obtained for cognates
only, can be explained by weaker lexical links between non-cognate translations, and stronger links
for cognates, as it has been suggested by previous researchers to explain facihtatory cognate effects
(de Groot et al., 1994; Chapter 4 of the present thesis). It is possible that the interlingual connections
between the gender systems are weaker for ' early' and 'balanced' bilinguals than for our participants
who had learned Dutch in adult age, which might explain why Costa et al. (2003) found evidence for
two autonomous gender systems in bilinguals. To test whether we would also observe cross-language
gender effects in word production, we conducted a picture naming experiment with the same words
and a similar participant population as in the present experiment (Lemhofer, Spalek, & Schriefers, in
preparation). The data of this experiment show cross-language effects of grammatical gender as well,
especially in the error rates. Thus, the null-results by Costa et al. seem to be restricted to very highproficient, balanced bilinguals.
Apart from the Online' account of the observed interlingual gender effects given above, there is
an additional, quite different possible explanation for the results. Rather than resulting from processes
during the word recognition task itself, the observed cross-language gender effects might also arise
during the acquisition stage of L2. The German learners of Dutch might have acquired the gender of
some nouns in an incorrect way, and thus have developed some 'wrong' gender representations in their
Dutch lexicon. These incorrect gender representations would result from the - for gender-incompatible
translations - inappropriate transfer from the German gender of a noun to its Dutch translation. If this
assumption is true, our 'hidden incongruent' condition might in fact have been a 'plain incongruent'
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one, ι e it might have contained (subjectively) incorrect noun phrases On the basis of the given data,
we have no means to distinguish between this 'hard-wired' account and the model above that assumes
gender competition during word recognition We expect more clanty on this issue from the production
expenment, that included an additional offline gender assignment task However, for the time being,
there are two remarks to be made about this alternative explanation First, it seems hardly possible
that the incompatibility effect observed in the data is exclusively due to the incorrect acquisition of
gender assignments The participants were, after all, proficient speakers of Dutch, with (on average)
more than five years of (daily) experience with Dutch and more than 80% correct answers in a highdifficulty vocabulary test Thus, while they might indeed have acquired a couple of incorrect gendernoun relations, these are probably not sufficient to account for the observed data pattern
Second, and more importantly, even if the interaction of the two gender systems has taken place
before rather than during the experiment, it still is a cross-language interaction The data show that, for
highly related languages as German and Dutch, bilmguals are influenced by the gender of (cognate)
words in their mother tongue during processing (or acquiring) their L2 This observation implies that
the gender representations in two distinct languages are not entirely separated At some point in time
and to some extent, German learners of Dutch transfer their LI gender knowledge to their second
language, and they do so most clearly for words for which the boundaries between the languages
are blurred anyway, namely, cognates This transfer is probably an effective and useful mechanism
for the majority of words, which are gender-compatible in German and Dutch (as mentioned in the
introduction) That this same mechanism slows down language comprehension for a relatively limited
number of gender-incompatible cognate pairs, as revealed by the present results, might be a relatively
small price to pay compared to its benefits
If it is indeed true that the observed cross-language gender effects are a result of participants
exploiting the high degree of gender-correspondence between German and Dutch, these effects should
be smaller or even absent for language pairs with less correlated gender systems (i e , Dutch or German
and a Romance language, such as French) Future research might clarify this issue by comparing
different language combinations, and in particular, whether it is the proportion of gender-compatible
translation pairs over the whole vocabulary or for form-similar translations only, that determines the
occurrence of cross-language gender effects
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Summary and Conclusions
In the present thesis, we have investigated visual word recognition in bi- and tnlinguals In our research,
we have gone beyond the classic dichotomy of 'common' vs 'separate' language systems (or, in more
modem terms, of non-selective vs selective lexical access) Rather than merely investigating whether
the two languages of a bilingual (can) interact with each other, we have examined /?OM the bilingual word
recognition system works under different circumstances and tasks, in different bilingual populations,
and for different types of words On the basis of these data, we were able to draw conclusions regarding
the underlying structure of the bilingual word recognition system and its use Several questions were
tackled by the expenments in this thesis, e g , in how far does visual word recognition in bilinguals
differ across different tasks or situational contexts 9 Which role does the cross-language similarity oi
words play, and the different dimensions along which this similarity can be dehned 9 What can nonword
processing tell us about bilingual word recognition 9 Furthermore, we studied dilterent multilingual
populations, such as tnlinguals or bilinguals with varying first languages (LI) Do the findings that
have already been obtained for other bilingual groups generalize to these populations' Does word
recognition in the second language (L2) differ significantly from monolingual word recognition at all '
And, finally, are higher-level aspects of language comprehension, such as syntactic processing also
affected by cross-language interactions 9
The five experimental chapters provide some answers to these questions In Chapter 2, we
have shown that language context (in this case, a combination of task, language prc-activation, and
situational factors) affected the data pattern in a lexical decision task We found that words were recog
nized more slowly in a mixed-language task and a mixed-language situation than in a pure-language
task and situation The reaction time (RT) costs in processing mixed-language materials suggest that
even though the bilingual lexicon may be structurally integrated, it still benefits from a situation in
which the 'processing space' is narrowed down to one language only Similarly to the recognition
latencies for words, the rejection times for different types of nonwords also depended on the language
context in which they were presented Both findings show that the processing of words and nonwords
by bilinguals does not only depend on the properties of the stimuli themselves (bottom-up processing),
but also on the context and the task in which they are presented
The experiments reported in Chapter 3 included words that are similar in the two involved
languages, Dutch and English, with respect to different dimensions or codes (orthography, phonology,
and semantics) Additionally, again, two types of tasks were compared, English language-specific and
Dutch-English generalized lexical decision The large set of data provided by this chapter allows several
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conclusions to be drawn concerning the architecture of the bilingual lexicon For instance, the data
patterns in the two tasks reveal that orthographic overlap with LI affects recognition performance in
a language-specific task in L2, whereas reactions in the generalized lexical decision task are primarily
based on LI orthography and less affected by L2 These task differences can be accounted for by a
generally slowed time course of word activation in L2 compared to LI On the other hand, simultaneous
overlap of not only orthography, but also semantics (i e , in the case of cognates) led to robust facilitation
in both tasks and in comparison to all types of control words The special status of cognates has also
been demonstrated in many other experiments reported in this thesis Several possibilities to account
for this special status were discussed For example, cognates might possess a single orthographic
representation in the bilingual lexicon, or, alternatively, they might benefit from a strong feedback from
the semantic to the orthographic level of word processing The experiments in Chapter 3 also indicate
that in contrast to cognates, interlingual homographs with different meanings (e g , room in Dutch and
English) must have separate orthographic representations in the two languages
Apart from studying how different types of words are represented and processed by bilinguals,
Chapter 3 also involved different classes of nonwords Here as well as in Chapter 2, the RT patterns for
these nonwords are interesting in terms of how language membership is coded and at which point in
time it is accessed Combining the nonword results of both chapters, we observed that 1) in languagespecific lexical decision, nonwords that resemble the target language are rejected most slowly, 2) in
generalized lexical decision, nonwords that resemble the participants' weaker language are rejected
most slowly, and 3) for some word and nonword categories, 'no' responses (on nonwords) can be
given faster than 'yes' responses (on words) Together, these findings suggest that (potential) language
membership information is accessed at an early point in time (sometimes in a shorter time than which
is needed for the recognition of a word) and even for items that are not represented in the lexicon
Furthermore, different recognition or rejection criteria are applied to a stimulus, depending on the
language it probably belongs to
In an attempt to explore the limits of non-selectivity in multilingual lexical access, we investigated
trilingual word recognition in Chapter 4 in order to find out whether all three languages are co-acti
vated in a language-specific task For this purpose, we again made use of cognates, the probably most
powerful tool in bilingual research to reveal cross-language effects The experiments showed that for
tnlinguals, the cognate effect can accumulate over languages In a German lexical decision task, words
that were cognates in all three involved languages (Dutch, German, and English) were recognized
even faster than those that were cognates in Dutch and German only Thus, not only the mother tongue
Dutch, but also a further foreign language (English) played a role during word recognition in the
target language, German Whether or not participants had been exposed to English immediately before
the expenment did not have an effect, which stands in contrast to the claim that the situation and
the participants' expectations influence the extent of cross-language interactions, which is part of the
language mode account (Grosjean, 1997 1998,2001)
Besides investigating tnlinguals, we also compared different groups of bilinguals, ι e speakers
with the same L2 (English), but different mother tongues In Chapter 5, a large set of data was obtained
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from Dutch, German, and French participants carrying out a progressive demasking task on more than
1000 English words In multiple regression analyses on a large number of variables, we showed that in
most respects, the three participant groups did not differ from each other Thus, there is little evidence
for a crucial modulating role of the participants' first language in word recognition in L2, at least for
languages that share the same script and that have considerable lexical overlap (as measured by, e.g ,
cognates, homographs, or cross-language orthographic neighbors) This is good news for researchers
of bilingual word recognition, because it implies that results obtained for a certain group of bilinguals
can be generalized to bilinguals with a different language combination Furthermore, with respect to
many within-language effects, the data pattern observed for second language speakers resembled that
of native speakers, as reported in the literature Again, the observation that reading in a hrst and a
second language do not fundamentally differ from each other, is reassuring in the light of the mutual
generalizability of results on mono- and bilingual visual word recognition Finally, though, in spite
of the similarity of the present data with previous monolingual findings, the data in Chapter 5 show
that the participants' first language did play a role, too In particular, English words that were in some
way similar to words in the respective LI (words with LI neighbors, homographs, cognates, or nearcognates) could again be found to be processed differently from words that have no relation to LI This
confirms the results from other chapters of this thesis and from many other bilingual studies, and puts
them into perspective While cross-language influences are clearly present, they are not as strong as to
drastically alter the influences within the target language itself
Chapter 6 of the thesis is concerned with a syntactic aspect of bilingual language processing It
shows that for (unbalanced) speakers of two highly related languages such as German and Dutch,
cross-language effects during visual word recognition arise also with respect to grammatical gender
Apparently, bilinguals associate gender categories in the two languages with each other (e g , German
neuter gender is associated with Dutch neuter gender), which can lead to processing difficulties for
words that have 'incompatible' genders in the two languages However, this effect was observed for
cognates (and near-cognates) only, again pointing at the special sensitivity of cognates to interlingual
co-activation discussed earlier and in the chapters themselves
Returning to the selectivity / non-selectivity issue raised in the Introduction of the thesis, almost all
experiments reported here show instances of language non-selectivity of the bilingual word recognition
process The most prominent role in this respect, besides a few other cross-language effects (interlingual
homograph effects in Chapter 3, or effects of cross-language neighbors in Chapter 5), was played by
cognates Cognate effects, serving as an indicator for cross-language interaction, were found in Chapter
3 to 6 and extended even to tnlinguals and to syntactic processes More research is needed to clarify
which of the proposed accounts of cognate effects is accurate, and if cognate effects still occur in larger
linguistic contexts, such as whole sentences Some preliminary evidence (van Hell, 2003) suggests that
they might be significantly altered by sentence context
But rather than merely demonstrating that bilingual lexical access is principally non-selective with
respect to language, the present thesis also aimed at exploring the limits and the modulating factors
of this non-selectivity For instance, in Chapter 3, we showed on the one hand that cross-language
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interactions during bilingual word recognition also depend on the task at hand On the other hand, the
experiments reported in Chapter 4 indicated that language pre-activation did not modulate 'trilingual'
cognate effects Similarly, word identification in L2 appears to be largely independent of an individual's mother tongue, as shown in Chapter 5
One limit of non-selective access is implied by the findings reported in Chapter 2, showing that
processing mixed-language materials is more time-consuming than processing only one language at
a time, and that the nonword data in the pure-language versions of the lexical decision task are most
compatible with a language-specific nonword rejection procedure Whether 'switch costs' and other
effects that seem to question a strictly language-non-selective account, like context effects, arise from
inside or outside the lexicon is currently a topic of debate (Dijkstra & van Heuven, 2002, Thomas &
Allport, 2000, von Studnitz & Green, 2002) However, it is difficult to experimentally distinguish
between lexical (mostly seen as 'automatic') and post-lexical processes (e g , strategic, task-dependent,
or decision-related processes) Note that the discussion whether experimental results reflect genuinely
lexical or post-lexical effects is present - and typically yet unsolved - almost everywhere in the
(monolingual) word recognition literature (e g , Balota & Chumbley, 1984, Dneghe & Brysbaert, 2002,
Kello & Plaut, 2003, Noms, McQueen, & Cutler, 2002, Plaut & Booth, 2000, Seidenberg, Waters,
Sanders, & Langer, 1984) Thus, there are two (not necessarily mutually exclusive) possibilities for
where the switch costs and context effects found in Chapter 2 are located Inside the lexicon itself or
on a later, post-lexical stage If they arise from inside the lexicon, the data of the present thesis would
imply that even though the architecture of the lexicon allows, for non selectivity and cross-language
interactions, these interactions might not be as strong as the interconnectivity within one language, at
least in some contexts, situations, or tasks The second possibility is that the lexicon is highly integrated
across languages, and that the observed language-specific effects arise from outside the lexicon, for
instance, on the task/decision level assumed by the BIA+ model However, the exact mechanisms of
such a task/decision system and their interactions with the lexicon are not yet sufficiently specified to
allow the formulation of a detailed account of the results
Future research should aim at further clarifying the role of lexical and post-lexical processes in
bilingual word recognition, and their interaction Furthermore, as pointed out by Li (2002) and Thomas
(2002) in response to the BIA+ model, it is important to incorporate developmental aspects into current
theones of bilingual word recognition, e g , how the word recognition process changes as the bilingual
becomes more proficient in the second language
Finally, the somewhat exceptional nature of Chapter 6 within this thesis, concerned with syntactic
aspects of bilingual language processing, can serve as a starting point of future lines of research After
having investigated the processing of words in isolation, the following step would be to go beyond
the investigation of isolated words and extend the knowledge we have acquired in this field to words
presented in phrases, sentences, and, eventually, complete texts Recently, a trend towards investigating
bilingual language comprehension in larger linguistic contexts can be noted within the literature
(e g , Heredia & Altamba, 2002) Even though this type of research is challenging due to complex
interactions of lexical, word-based effects and higher-order grammatical or text integration processes,
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such a progress is necessary tofinallyunderstand the mechanisms of bilingual language processing as
a whole
The present thesis has aimed at contributing to the prerequisites of such future steps, namely,
to the understanding of how bilinguals process single words, the basic building blocks of language
In this research, we observed many instances of cross-language interaction during bilingual word
recognition, and we observed them for various tasks, bilingual populations, and levels of language
processing Cross-language interaction takes place most visibly where the languages overlap For grammatical gender systems that are similar to each other, or for words that overlap between languages, like
interlingual homographs, and most especially cognates, the most prominent word type in the thesis
Thus, even though we have to agree with Shakespeare that "a rose by any other name would imell
as sweet" (Shakespeare Romeo and Juliet), as psycholinguists we are grateful for the existence ot
cognates and thus for the fact that multilingually speaking, a rose is een mos ist eine Rose
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Appendix to Chapter 2
Stimuli in the Lexical Decision Tasks
Words listed in the same position in the four main word categories below (English and German high
and low frequency words) are matched item-by item for the variables mentioned in the text.
English Low Frequency Words
BIRCH, VALVE, SIEVE, GLAND, BATCH, ABBOT, CHORD, TRAIT, WASTAGE, BASIL,
TWINGE, VENUE, PALLOR, PARSON, FRIAR, MASON, VENOM, PLUMBER, VIEWER,
ANTHEM, BUMPER, SMOKER, HELPER, VOTER, HATCHET, MINER, RAPTURE, LENTIL,
ALMOND, PETAL, OSTRICH, BURNER, SIBLING, LINKAGE, GAMBLER, RAISIN, MAMMAL,
POSTAGE, FENNEL, STRIPE
English High Frequency Words
STAFF, FRUIT, TRADE, STONE, PRIDE, JACKET, FIELD, PLATE, DEBATE, POCKET, HORSE,
DEGREE, TARGET, MARKET, PRISON, EXTENT, WOMAN, MIXTURE, PARENT, ENGINE,
SUPPER, SERVANT, FOREST, WORKER, PATTERN, WRITER, BOTTOM, TRIAL, TABLE,
MARBLE, STOMACH, CHICKEN, QUARTER, FAILURE, GESTURE, FORTUNE, FREEDOM,
HUSBAND, LESSON, STREET
German Low Frequency Words
BRUCH, SPOTT, GROLL, SCHILD, HAUCH, DEMUT, STRICK, DUNST, FORMUNG, DISPUT,
STIER, TASSE, KNEIPE, FLAUTE, FABEL, HAMMEL, WANGE, WARTUNG, SEGLER, BALKEN,
MELKER, WITWER, RETTER, SPATEN, DONNER, LEINE, HEMMUNG, WIMPER, FURCHE,
PILGER, STANGE, STACHEL, FLIEDER, BETTLER, KLAMMER, KLAUSEL, TRAUBE,
SPITZEL, SPARGEL, SCHIRM
German High Frequency Words
TISCH, DRUCK, GRUND, DIENST, SCHIFF, FIRMA, BLICK, STREIT, CHEMIE, HIMMEL,
OSTEN, HALTUNG, BEDARF, JUGEND, SORGE, BEGINN, FRAGE, RETTUNG, BRUDER,
FEUER, WERBUNG, SIEGER, WESEN, PAPIER, MEISTER, KELLER, WIRKUNG, MITTE,
KIRCHE, MENGE, ARBEIT, FENSTER, SPRACHE, GELTUNG, FLASCHE, ABSTAND, BEGRIFF,
ANTWORT, TROMMEL, FLEISCH
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English Filler Words
Verbs: ACHIEVE, ARRIVE, BREATHE, FIGURE, FORGET, PROMOTE, RAISE, SHALL,
WONDER, WRITE; Adjectives: DENSE, HORRID, POSTAL, PRONE, SLACK, STRONG; Adverbs:
BETTER, QUITE, SELDOM
German Filler Words
Verbs: DULDEN, EIGNEN, FRESSEN, GELTEN, LANDEN, REISEN, SITZEN, TANZEN,
TAUCHEN, WENDEN, WERFEN, WIDMEN; Adjectives: BREIT, FLACH, MAGER, STRENG,
WIRKSAM, WORTLOS; Adverbs: SOGAR, UNTEN
English-like Pseudowords Used in All Conditions
ARONE, BEALER, BINGLE, BOBBLER, CHAPTER, CHALER, CHARN, CHISE, DEVER,
GARDER, GOBBER, GORKER, GOUND, JASTER, LANER, LATTLE, M1LLAGE, MOSHER,
NATTLE, NULTURE, PANER, PESTURE, PIPPER, POCKER, PONCH, PORSE, RAGGER,
REATHER, REVINE, RILER, RITHER, SEEPER, SERRY, SHART, SIGGER, SKATTER, SLATTER,
SMUTTER, SOVER, STATCH, STRIBE, TETTLE, TIGGER, TINGER, TRINKLE, WAPER,
WOVER
German-like Pseudowords Used in AH Conditions
BATTE, BELLERN, BRASCHE, BUCKERN, DASTEN, DATTE, DIEDER, FEBER, FEUTE,
FIEGE, FILDERN, FOLLERN, GORTE, GRAKEN, GRALEN, HABEL, HEITEN, HIEDER, HITTE,
JARREN, JASTEN, MAUDERN, NASTEN, NATTEN, NAUCHEN, NEILE, PARREN, PRILLEN,
REIGE, REIKERN, REIPE, RUNNEN, RUTTERN, SCHEILE, SELLE, SERICHT, SERTE, SIENE,
SPIEGER, VASTEN, WARGEN, WARSEN, WEIFE, WEIGEN, WERLEN, WERNEN, WINGEN,
WIRTERN, WRACKT, ZENNEN
English-like Filler Pseudowords, Used in the Mixed-language Condition only
BAITER, BALKER, BARNER, BOTTER, CHARNER, CHITE, CHONE, DARRIER, ELASION,
FOSHER, GREAMER, GUMBLER, HATCHER, JUSTLE, KITHER, LAGGER, LARKER, LAVER,
LIGGER, LORGER, MINGER, MOPPER, NERRY, NOUND, NOVER, PATABLE, PATCHER,
PENTER, PINGER, PISTURE, PREED, PRINE, PRIVE, PUSKER, RABBLER, RARBLE, REFUNE,
SANGLE, SATER, SHALER, SUDDER, TATHER, TAUNTER, THONE, TITHER, TOUND, TRIDE,
TRIPLER, TRIVE, WILER
German-like Filler Pseudowords, Used in the Mixed-language Condition only
BENNEN, BISCHER, DASSE, DATTEN, DETZEN, DIEGE, DRACHT, FARREN, FELTERN,
FOLDERN, FRESCHE, FUCHT, FUNGERN, CAUTE, GELDEN, GÖTTERN, GRAHEN, HACHE,
HIMMERN, HISTE, HITTEN, HÖRNEN, HUNGE, LEIKEN, LUSTERN, MANDEN, MEDER,
MOLLERN, NANGE, NIEGEN, NITTE, NITTEN, PEDER, SEISE, SIESE, STEIGEL, STEISEN,
STEIT, TATTEN, TISCHER, TRADEN, TUNST, WARKEN, WARLEN, WARPEN, WASTEN,
WERPEN, WERREN, WERSEN, ZITTEN
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Appendix to Chapter 3
Test Words, Control Words, and Fillers
For each of the 15 test items in a condition, the following information is given: spelling, English
phonology, Dutch phonology, spelling English control word, spelling Dutch control word.
O condition
stage, / s t e i d s / , / s t a s a / , mouth, hulde; glad, /glaed/, / x l a t / , coat, stom; roof, / r u : f/, / r o : f/,
sale, pels; boon, /bu : n/, /bo : n/, hero, zeil; steel, / s t i : 1/, / s t e : 1/, rough, flits; boot, /bu : t/, /
b o : t/, acre, wang; lover, /IAVS/, / l o : var/, entry, dadel; fee,/f i : /, /f e : /, mud, hes; tube, /t j u : b/,
/ t y r b a / , lion, lama; angel, / e i n g a l / , /αηθΐ/, elbow, anjer; lap, /laep/, /lap/, jar, hak; brave,
/breiv/, / b r a : v a / , crude, wreed; rug, /rAg/, /rux/, shy, dier; brand, /braend/, / b r a n t / , gown,
fiets; sage, / s e i d s / , /sa : γθ/, flea, pion
OP condition
step, / s t e p / , / s t e p / , skin, mout; star, / s t a : / , / s t a r / , king, nors; box, /baks/, /boks/, gun, dop;
spot, /spot/, /spot/, wing, pand; pink, /pirjk/, /pir|k/, song, spek; brief, / b r i : f/, / b r i : f/, funny,
beeld; arts, /α: t s / , / a r t s / , twin, plek; bond, /bond/, /bond/, lawn, woud; pet, /pet/, /pet/, pie,
bak; pit, / p i t / , / p i t / , fox, mep; stout, / s t a u t / , / s t a u t / , eagle, stoom; dot, /dot/, /dot/, cue, mot;
rover, /rauve/, /ro : vari, peach, merel; brink, /brir)k/, /brigk/, crook, klont; kin, /km/, /kin/,
ale, kip
SO-condition
type, / t a i p / , / t i : pa/, nice, ziel; wild, /waild/, / u i l t / , desk, bron; model, /modi/, /model/, skill,
tante; fruit, / f r u : t / , /frceyt/, youth, stier; pure, /pjua/, / p y : r a / , soil, roze; jury, / d s u a r i / ,
/3y : r i :/, wale', vete; code, /kaud/, /ko : da/, tale, adel; mild, /maiId/, /milt/, chin, fors; humor,
/hju:ma/, /hy:mor/, fever, kapel; rat, /raet/, / r o t / , jaw, gids; oven, IAVT\I, loival,

chap, ezel;

chaos, /keiDs/, /xa : os/, spine, gevel; ego, legavi, le : γ ο : /, pea, opa; globe, /glaub/, / x l o : ba/,
torch, sonde; menu, /menj u : /, /me : ny : /, bike, lade
SOP-condition
hotel, / h a u t el/, /ho : t e l / , event, vogel; film, /film/, /film/, bird, fles; lip, / l i p / , / l i p / , sky, zak;
tent, / t e n t / , / t e n t / , luck, slok; sport, / s p o : t / , / s p o r t / , guilt, vuist; trend, / t r e n d / , / t r e n t / ,
pride, stang; storm, IstoimJ,

/storm/, thigh, gunst; fort, / f o : t / , / f o r t / , silk, brok; pen, /pen/,

/pen/, fur, som; sofa, /saufa/, / s o : fa:/, wage, zede; net, /net/, /net/, lad, mus; mist, /mist/,
/mist/, bold, plak; rib, / r i b / , / r i p / , cab, bes; torso, / t o : sau/, / t o r z o :/, trash, slome; ark, / D : kJ,
/nrk/, flu, ets

' According to the CELEX database, the word "wale" is as frequent as the word "jury" (34 occurrences per million).
This frequency count is probably wrong, and might be ascribed to a confusion with the word "whale". However,
excluding the item from the analysis does not substantially change the group means of English SO controls (RT:
631 instead of 635, error rate 22.6 instead of 23.6), nor does it affect the significance of statistical effects.
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For each of the 15 test items in the Ρ and SP conditions, the following information is given: English
spelling, English phonology, Dutch spelling, Dutch phonology, spelling English control word, spelling
Dutch control word.
P-condition
note, /naut/, noot, / n o : t / , army, doek; leaf, /li:f/, lief, /li:f/, fair, dorp; lack, /laek/, lek,
/lek/, duty, mos; aid, /eid/, eed, /e : t/, odd, eik; lake, / l e i k / , leek, /le:k/, holy, grap; lane, /
l e m / , leen, / l e : η/, wire, deun; cow, /kau/, kou, /kau/, gap, tal; pace, /peis/, pees, /pe : s/, fate,
lont; mail, /meil/, meel, /me : 1/, pity, goot; core, /ko :/, koor, /ko : r/, cage, lood; ray, / r e i / , ree,
/ r e :/, bee, keu; scent, / s c a n t / , cent, / s e n t / , mercy, hemd; dose, /daus/, doos, /do : s/, fame, poot;
stale, / s t e i l / , steel, / s t e : 1/, alley, preek; oar, lo :/, oor, /o : r/, oat, oom
SP-condition
news, / n j u : z / , nieuws, / m : ws/, lady, struik; fat, /faet/, vet, /vet/, tea, tas; boat*, /beut/, boot,
/bo : t/, tall, wens; cool, /ku : 1/, koel, /ku : 1/, iron, geel; tone*, /teun/, toon, / t o : η /, suit, tand;
wheel, /wi : 1/, wiel, /ui : 1/, chain, mand; clock*, /kink/, klok, /klok/, giant, bril; cliff*, /klif/,
klif, /klif/, straw, trog; ankle, /aegkl/, enkel, /enkel/, unity, dader; soup*, /su:p/, soep, /su:p/,
riot, heup; sock*, /sok/, sok, /sok/, dusk, rit; rack, /rask/, rek, /rek/, brow, gil; cord*, /ko:d/,
koord, / k ö r t / , scar, dwerg; nymph, /nimf/, nimf, /nimf/, batch, krib; fay, / f e i / , fee, / f ë / , pox, sla
* Items marked by an asterisk were in the high-orthographic overlap group in the additional analysis
on SP items.

Dutch Filler Words in Experiment 3
berm, dolk, drom, duim, gok, knop, koud, leer, mees, prent, puk, rel, riem, wol, zee
Dutch Filler Words in Experiment 4
borg, dal, hals, jurk, kreet, lepel, lat, luid, nis, pook, rand, rem, stal, strot, zeep
Dutch-like Nonwords in Experiments 3 and 4
aleur, bedig, bezel, bloef, brek, dem, doef, doest, eit, geuk, hoel, iem, jocht, kern, klart, klet, kluik,
kokel, krein, krus, kuim, meeg, muig, nal, nief, noet, ommer, oos, peeuw, rieg, rodde, roen, sauw, soel,
stoeg, troeg, tuik, varig, veef, vik, vliep, voen, voest, wezig, woer, zagel, zei, zeuk, zoeg, zuik
English-like Nonwords in Experiments 1 - 4
arown, baint, beai, beath, bire, borth, cairy, cleak, corch, coss, dairy, dase, dass, deak, deaty, dow,
fandy, faw, feak, foat, foint, fure, gine, gless, gue, heam, hise, jeal, hm, loak, loy, ory, pile, pive, potch,
poth, pough, pum, rail, rea, rouch, sharn, shill, shont, slace, tead, tir, twipe, vix, yound
Neutral Nonwords in Experiments 1 - 4
balf, blan, blord, blug, brank, brift, brip, dramp, drist, drus, eia, elmi, elind, erap, erm, flust, froom,
gleet, gret, gron, ide, lasis, lm, lunt, malf, malm, marst, namp, opin, ori, palon, plap, piert, polt, prug,
ragel, rin, sarm, seper, slin, solon, spus, talt, ters, trene, trum, ura, urg, veise, vesse
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Appendices to Chapter 4
Appendix A: Stimulus Materials used in the German Lexical Decision Task
(Experiments 1 and 2)
Table A l
DGE Cognates, DG cognates and German Control Words Used in Experiments 1 and 2
DGE Cognate

DG Cognate

English
translation

Control Word

Dutch
translation

English
translation

WIND

SCHULD

guilt

FEIND

vijand

enemy

FILTER

KERKER

dungeon

PILGER

pelgrim

pilgrim

TUNNEL

DENKER

thinker

SEGEL

zeil

sail

INDEX

KASTE

caste

LEINE

touw

rope

BUNKER

WEIDE

willow

WEITE

uitgestrektheid

expanse

CHAOS

KATER

tomcat

FEIER

feest

party

ECHO

ADEL

nobility

ZEILE

regel

line

FILM

DIENST

duty

SIEG

overwinning

victory

FORUM

HEIDE

heath

GATTIN

echtgenote

wife

TEST

OPA

granddad

ZELT

tent

tent

TREND

PECH

bad luck

BACH

beek

brook

MOTTO

LINDE

lime tree

KONTO

rekening

account

STATUS

BALKON

balcony

HEIRAT

huwelijk

marriage

WOLF

DRANG

urge

WIRT

waard

landlord

PARK

KERN

core

FLUG

vlucht

Might

MOTOR

KLASSE

class

ANTRAG

verzoek

application

REFLEX

DOSIS

dose

GEIGE

viool

violin

KIOSK

DISI EL

thistle

GEIER

gier

vulture

BARON

TABAK

tobacco

TASSE

kopje

cup

kolonel

colonel

TALENT

GEDULD

patience

OBERST

TEMPO

ENGEL

angel

GEGEND

streek

region

SPORT

HOF

court

WALD

bos

forest

HOTEL

KUNST

art

ORT

plaats

place

PLAN

MACHT

power

SACHE

zaak

thing

Note Words on the same line are matched item-by-item with respect to the characteristics reported
in the text.
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German Filler Words in Experiments 1 and 2
BIENE, BILD, BRUCH, DIELE, DIENER, DUFT, EILE, FERKEL, FORMEL, GERUCH, HEIZER,
KAMIN, KIRCHE, KLEID, LENKER, MENGE, MESSER, NELKE, STICH, STREIK, TRUPPE,
WAFFE, WEIZEN, WIESE
Nonwords Used in Experiments 1 and 2
AKTIK, ANG, AULE, BACHT, BAUTER, BLACH, BLANG, BLIEDE, BOCH, BRAFT, BRELLE,
BRISCH, BRIST, BUTE, DASE, DAUTER, DEBEL, DEIDE, DELKER, DELM, DIEGE, DINNE,
DREIS, DROTTE, EGE, EIGEL, ESSEL, FALM, FANK, FAUS, FERST, FILD, FLON, FRIEGE,
FURIST, FURN, FUTOR, GARGE, GEIDEL, GETZER, GRABBE, HADEL, HAMPE, HARSE,
HONNE, HONTOR, HORFT, KANKO, KERKEL, KLONDE, KONSUS, KORMEL, KRECHT,
LÄSE, LEIL, LENKEL, LETTO, LOGA, LORF, MARM, MIEGE, MOTAR, NEIS, NOCK, NUTER,
PAUNE, PEIM, PIRT, PROMA, PUNST, QUARM, RABRIK, RÄCHT, RANTE, RATON, ROLKE,
RÜBE, SANAT, SCHOCH, SESER, SIEFER, SIETE, SONIE, STEIE, STROCK, TEIER, TENTOR,
TEIN, TIMPEL, TINDE, TORM, TRIEM, TRUCHT, VOLAR, ZEIHER, ZINGE

Appendix

B: Formulas and Items of the English and German Proficiency

Formula for computing Meara's Δ M (Meara, 1996)

_

AM

(h-m+h-f) !_
Ä(i-y)

M

/

ι-/

h

where
h = percentage correctly recognized words (hit rate)
ƒ = percentage incorrectly accepted nonwords (false alarm rate)
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Table Β 1
Word Items in the English and German Proficiency Tests
English

German

English

German

ABLAZE

RUPPIG

LOFTY *

ZUGIG

ALLIED

RASEND

MAJESTIC

MONSTRÖS

BEWITCH *

SATTELN

MOONLIT

KLAGLOS

BREEDING *

ZÜCHTUNG

MUDDY *

KLAMM

CARBOHYDRATE *

DESTILLATION

NOURISHMENT

SPEICHERUNG

CELESTIAL

WAGHALSIG

PLAINTIVELY

EIMERWEISE

CENSORSHIP

SUMMIERUNG

RASCAL *

ZIERDE

CLEANLINESS *

SCHWACHHEIT

RECIPIENT

KLEMPNER

CYLINDER

GEOGRAPH

SAVOURY *

STAKSIG

DISPATCH *

ERBARMEN

SCHOLAR *

LEUCHTE

ELOQUENCE

KANNIBALE

SCORNFUL

REUEVOLL

FESTIVITY *

PENSIONAT

SCREECH *

ZAPFEN

FLAW

ZEHE

SHIN *

MALZ

FLUID *

FEIGE

SLAIN *

FEIST

FRAY

GAREN

STOUTLY

ZUOBERST

HASTY*

MEHLIG

TURMOIL

STRÄHNE

HURRICANE *

TURBULENZ

TURTLE

FLINTE

INGENIOUS

SUBVERSIV

UNKEMPT *

UNTIEF

LENGTHY

DÄMMRIG

UPKEEP

ANPROBE

LISTLESS *

UNSTETIG

WROUGHT *

HERZIG

Λ/ote. Asterisks after English items indicate items that were also included in the short version of the
English proficiency test used for German monolinguals in Experiment 2. German words are matched
item-by-item with the English word on the left for the variables mentioned in the text.

Table Β 2
Nonword Items in the English and German Proficiency Tests
English

German

English

German

ABERGY

MALODIE

MENSIBLE

WELSTBAR

ALBERATION

DEGERATION

PLAUDATE *

STALMEN

CRUMPER

TRACHTER

PROOM *

NARKE

DESTRIPTION

ENTSACHTUNG

PUDOUR

FLISTOR

EXPRATE *

AUSREBEN

PU LS Η

LUDAL

FELLICK

MACKEL

PURRAGE

FAUNIK

INTERFATE *

STOCKFEST

QUIRTY *

DRAUNIG

KERMSHAW *

PETURAT

REBONDICATE

VERMASTIGEN

KILP *

SCHEIL

SKAVE *

PLANG

MAGRITY

SONITAT

SPAUNCH *

FURREN

Note. Asterisks after English items indicate items that were also included in the short version of
the English proficiency test used for German monolinguals in Experiment 2. German nonwords are
matched item-by-item with the English nonword on the left for the variables mentioned in the text.
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Appendix C: Results of the additional RT analysis of the German lexical decision task,
with errors and outliers excluded, but not the matched item partners of these items
Table C I
RTs of the German Lexical Decision Task according to the Additional Analysis of Experiment 1

Dutch pre-text

English pre-text

total

DGE cognates

624 (72)

597 (66)

611(69)

DG cognates

654 (88)

627 (79)

640 (83)

German controls

711(86)

668(84)

689 (86)

Note. Standard Deviations are given in parentheses.

Table C2
Results of the Additional Analysis of Variance of Experiment 1
Effect

F

df

MSE

35.2

2; 52

1256

.000

DG cognates vs. German controls
DGE cognates vs. DG cognates

32.0
11.2

i ; 26
i ; 26

2089
2222

.000
.003

Pre-text (English vs. Dutch)

1.34

1; 26

5485

.26

0.5

2; 52

1256

.59

I t e m Type (DG cognates vs. DGE cognates
vs. German controls)
Planned comparisons:

I t e m Type by Pre-text

Note. The analysis of variance was conducted in the same way as the one described m the text, df ••
degrees of freedom; MSE = mean square error.
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Appendices to Chapter 5
Appendix A: Stimuli in the Progressive Demasking Task
List of words
ache, act, add, age, aid, aim, air, ant, ape, apt, ark, arm, art, arts, ash, ask, aunt, bad, bag, bait, bake, ball, ban, band,
bank, bare, bam, base, bat, bath, beach, beam, bean, bear, beard, beast, bed, bee, beef, beer, beg, bell, belt, bend,
bet, bid, big, bike, bill, bind, bird, birth, bit, bite, blade, blame, blank, blast, bleak, bleed, blend, bless, blink, block,
blood, blow, blur, blush, board, boat, boil, bold, bomb, bond, bone, book, boom, boon, boot, bore, bow, bowl, box,
boy, brain, brake, brand, brave, bread, break, breed, brick, bride, brief, bring, brink, broad, brush, buck, bug, build,
bulb, bulk, bull, bum, burst, bus, bush, buy, buzz, cab, cage, cake, calf, call, cane, cap, cape, car, card, care, cart,
carve, case, cash, cast, cat, catch, cause, cave, cease, cell, cent, chain, chair, chap, charm, chart, chase, chat, cheat,
cheek, cheer, chess, chest, chew, chief, child, chin, chip, choke, chop, claim, class, claw, clay, clerk, click, cliff,
climb, cling, clip, clock, cloth, cloud, club, coach, coal, coast, coat, code, com, comb, come, cook, cool, cop, cope,
cord, core, com, corps, cost, couch, cough, count, court, cow, crab, craft, crawl, creek, creep, crew, crime, crop,
crowd, crown, crude, crush, cry, cult, cup, curl, curse, curve, cut, dance, dare, dark, dart, date, dawn, day, deal,
dean, death, debt, deck, deer, dense, depth, desk, die, dig, dim, dine, dip, dirt, dish, dive, dock, dog, doll, dome,
doom, door, dose, dot, doubt, drag, drain, draw, dream, dress, drift, drill, drink, drive, drop, drown, drug, drum,
drunk, dry, duck, duke, dull, dumb, dump, dusk, dust, dwarf, dye, ear, carl, earn, earth, ease, east, eat, edge, egg,
end, eye, face, fact, fade, fail, faith, fall, false, fame, fan, far, fare, farm, fat, fate, fear, feast, fee, feed, feel, fence,
fetch,field,fight,file,fill,film,find,fish, fist, fix, flag, flame, flank, flap, flee, (lesh, float, flood, floor, flow, fog,
fold, folk, fond, food, foot, force, fork, form, fort, fox, frame, fresh, frost, frown, fruit, fry, fun, fund, fur, fuss, gain,
gang, gap, gas, gasp, gate, gay, gaze, gear, gene, get, ghost, gift, gin, girl, give, glad, glare, glass, globe, glove,
glow, goal, goat, god, gold, golf, good, goose, grab, grace, grade, grain, grand, grant, grape, grasp, grass, grave,
graze, great, green, greet, grief, grim, grin, grind, groan, group, grow, grunt, guard, guess, guest, guide, guilt, gulf,
gum, gun, guy, hail, hall, hand, hang, hard, harm, harsh, hat, hate, head, heal, hear, heart, heat, hedge, heel, hell,
help, herd, hide, hill, hint, hip, hit, hold, hole, hook, hop, hope, horn, horse, host, hot, house, hug, huge, hunt, hurt,
hut, ice, ink, inn, isle, jam, jar, jaw, jeans, jet, job, join, joke, joy, judge, juice, jump, just, keep, kick, kid, kill, kin,
kind, king, kiss, kit, knee, kneel, knife, knock, knot, know, lace, lack, lad, lake, lamb, lamp, land, lane, lap, late,
laugh, law, lawn, lead, leaf, leak, leap, learn, leave, leg, lend, let, lick, lid, lie, life, lift, limb, lime, line, link, lip, list,
load, loan, lock, log, look, loop, lord, lose, loss, lot, loud, love, luck, lump, lung, lust, mad, maid, mail, main, make,
male, man, map, march, mark, mask, mass, match, may, meal, means, meat, melt, mere, merge, mess, mild, mile,
milk, mill, mind, miss, mist, mix, moan, mode, month, mood, moon, mount, mouth, move, mud. must, myth, nail,
name, neat, neck, need, nerve, nest, net, new, news, nice, night, nod. noise, noon, norm, north, nose, note, nurse,
nut, nymph, oak, oar, odd, oil, old, ounce, owe, pace, pack, pact, pad, page, pain, paint, pair, palm, pan, park, pass,
patch, path, pause, pay, peace, peak, pearl, peel, peer, pen, pet, phase, phone, pick, pie. piece, pig, pile, pill, pin,
pine, pink, pint, pipe, pit, pitch, place, plan, plant, plate, play, plead, plot, plug, point, pole, poll, pond. pool, porch,
port, pose, post, pot, pound, pour, pray, press, prey, price, pride, print, probe, proud, prove, pub, pull, pulse, pump,
pure, purse, push, queen, queue, quit, race, rack, rage, raid, rail, rain, raise, rare, rat, rate, raw, ray. reach, read, rear,
red, rent, rest, rib, rice, rich, ride, ring, rip, ripe, rise, risk, road, roar, robe, rock, rod, roll, roof, root, rope, rose, rot,
route, row, rub, rude, mg, mie, mn, rush, sack, sad, safe, sage, sail, sake, sale, sand, sauce, say, scale, scar, scare,
scarf, scene, scent, scope, screw, scrub, sea, seal, seat, see, seed, seek, seem, seize, self, sell, send, sense, serve,
shade, shake, shame, shape, share, shark, shave, shed, sheep, sheet, shelf, shell, shift, shine, ship, shirt, shock, shoe,
shoot, shop, shore, shot, shout, show, shrug, shut, sick, side, sigh, sight, sign, silk, sin, sing, sink, sip, sit, site, size,
ski, skill, skin, skip, skirt, skull, sky, slam, slave, sleep, slice, slide, slim, slip, slope, smell, smile, smoke, snake,
sniff, snow, soak, soap, sob, sock, soft, soil, solve, son, song, sore, sort, soul, soup, south, sow, space, spark, speak,
speed, spell, spend, spice, spill, spin, spine, spit, split, spoil, spoon, sport, spot, spray, spy, squad, stack, staff, stage,
stain, stake, stale, stall, stamp, stand, star, stare, start, state, stay, steak, steal, steam, steel, steep, steer, stem, step,
stick, sting, stir, stone, stop, store, storm, stout, stove, straw, strip, stuff, style, suite, sum, sun, surge, sway, swear,
sweat, sweep, sweet, swift, swim, swing, sword, tag, tail, take, tale, talk, tall, tank, tap, tape, task, taste, tax, tea,
teach, team, tear, tease, tell, tend, tent, term, test, text, thank, theme, thief, thigh, thing, think, throw, thumb, tide,
tie, tight, tile, time, tin, tip, toast, toe, tomb, ton, tone, tool, tooth, torch, toss, touch, tough, town, toy, trace, track,
trade, trail, tram, trap, tray, treat, tree, trend, tribe, trick, trip, truck, tmnk, trust, tmth, try, tub, tube, tunc, turn, twin,
twist, type, urge, use, vague, vain, van, vast, verse, view, voice, vote, wage, waist, wait, wake, walk, wall, want,
war, ward, warn, watch, wave, wax, way, weak, wear, weave, weed, week, weep, weigh, west, wheel, whole, wife,
wig, wild, win, wind, wine, wing, wink, wipe, wise, wish, wit, witch, wolf, wood, wool, word, work, world, worm,
wound, wrap, wreck, wnst, write, yard, yawn, yell, yield, young, youth, zone, zoo
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Appendix Β: Complete Results of the Multiple Regression Analyses
Table Bl
Results of t h e global hierarchical regression analysis on RTs w i t h all w i t h m - l a n g u a g e predictors
(Added) Predictor(s)

R2

AR 2

AF

dfl

df2

p(AF)

1. Session & Participant Group
Session
Participant Group

294

.2939

1917 28

2

9213

.00

.335

.0409

283.30

2

9211

.00

2. Frequency variables
370

.0350

510.98

9210

.00

Log WF frequency * Part. Group

.370

.0006

4.04

9208

.02

Log lemma frequency

.370

0000

.04

9207

.85

Log lemma frequency * Part. Group

.370

0000

23

9205

.80

Log morph. family size

.375

0043

62.64

9204

.00

Log morph. family size * Part. Group

.375

.0001

34

9202

.72

Log WF frequency

3. Length variables
Number of letters

.384

0091

135.20

9201

.00

Number of letters * Part. Group

.384

.0002

1 09

9199

.34

Number of Phonemes

.384

.0003

4 20

9198

.04

Number of Phonemes * Part. Group

.384

.0000

.08

9196

93

4. bigram frequency and orthographic neighborhood variables
Minimal BF (token count)

.391

.0073

110.16

9195

.00

Minimal BF (token count) * Part Group

.392

.0001

.43

9193

65

Mean BF (token count)

.393

.0012

17 49

9192

00

Mean BF (token count) * Part Group

.393

.0002

1.21

9190

.30

Number of HFN

.394

.0007

10.98

9189

.00

Number of HFN * Part. Group

.394

.0002

1.52

9187

.22

Log Ν F

.394

.0000

.29

9186

.59

Log NF * Part. Group

.394

.0001

.83

9184

.44

Number of neighbors

.394

.0000

10

9183

.76

Number of neighbors * Part. Group

.394

.0000

.08

9181

.92

Maximal BF (token count)

.394

.0002

3.50

9180

.06

Maximal BF (token count) * Part. Group

.394

.0001

.70

9178

.50

Mean BF (type count)

394

.0000

39

9177

.53

Mean BF (type count) * Part. Group

394

.0001

.59

9175

.55

Minimal BF (type count)

394

.0000

36

9174

.55

Minimal BF (type count) * Part. Group

.394

.0001

.37

9172

.69

Maximal BF (type count)

.394

.0000

.02

9171

.89

Maximal BF (type count) * Part. Group

.395

.0001

.88

9169

.41

.396

.0014

20.437

9168

.00

396

.0001

906

9166

.40

Number of meanings

.397

.0009

13.042

9165

.00

Number of meanings * Part. Group

.397

.0003

2.430

9163

09

Number of senses

.398

0007

10.039

9162

.002

Number of senses * Part. Group

.398

0001

.750

9160

.47

5. Semantic and syntactic ambiguity variables
Number of CELEX entries
Number of CELEX entries * Part. Group

2

Λ/ote. Δ R = proportion of variance explained by the added predictor(s) additionally to the variance already
explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the
previous one; d f l and df2 = first and second degree of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the
new model relative to the previous one. Log WF frequency = logarithmic (base 10) word form frequency; Log
morph. family size = logarithmic (base 10) morphological family size; BF = bigram frequency; HFN = higher
frequency orthographic neighbors; NF = summed frequency of orthographic neighbors.
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Table B2
Results o f t h e global hierarchical regression analysis o n e r r o r rates w i t h all w i t h m - l a n g u a g e
predictors
(Added) Predictor(s)

R2

AR J

AF

dfl

df2

p(AF)

1. Session & Participant Group
Session

.000

000

.08

2

9213

.92

Participant Group

.000

.000

31

2

9211

.73

Log WF frequency

.009

.009

84.80

9210

.00

Log WF frequency * Part. Group

.009

.000

.99

9208

.37

Log lemma frequency

.010

000

1.60

9207

.21

Log lemma frequency * Part. Group

.010

000

.74

9205

48

Log morph. family size

.010

.000

1.51

9204

22

Log morph. family size * Part Group

.010

.000

.95

9202

.39

Number of letters

.010

.000

.00

9201

.98

Number of letters * Part. Group

.010

.000

1.28

9199

.28

Number of Phonemes

.012

.002

18.66

9198

.00

Number of Phonemes * Part. Group

.012

.000

.02

9196

.98

9195

.00

2. Frequency variables

3. Length variables

4. Bigram frequency and orthographic neighborhood variables
Minimal BF (token count)

.013

.001

Minimal BF (token count) * Part. Group

.013

.000

Mean BF (token count)

.014

000

Mean BF (token count) * Part. Group

.014

000

Number of HFN

.016

.002

Number of HFN * Part. Group

.016

.001

Log Ν F

.016

.000

Log NF * Part. Group

.017

Number of neighbors

9 18
.19
2.30
.41
18.33
2.83

9193

83

9192

.13

9190

.67

9189

.00

9187

06

.53

9186

47

.000

1.94

9184

14

.017

.000

.06

9183

81

Number of neighbors * Part Group

.017

.000

1.65

9181

19

Maximal BF (token count)

.017

.000

.04

9180

85

Maximal BF (token count) * Part. Group

.017

.000

21

9178

.81

Mean BF (type count)

.017

.000

94

9177

.33

Mean BF (type count) * Part. Group

.018

.000

142

9175

.24

Minimal BF (type count)

.018

.000

.30

9174

58

Minimal BF (type count) * Part. Group

.018

000

.87

9172

.42

Maximal BF (type count)

.018

000

.42

9171

.52

Maximal BF (type count) * Part. Group

.018

001

2.37

9169

.09

Rime frequency (token)

.019

.000

1.21

9168

.27

.019

.000

.11

9166

.90

Number of CELEX entries

.019

.000

4 18

9165

.04

Number of CELEX entries * Part. Group

.019

.000

.28

9163

76

Number of meanings

.019

.000

.13

9162

72

Number of meanings * Part. Group

.019

000

.90

9160

.41

Number of senses

.020

000

2.56

9159

.11

Number of senses * Part. Group

.020

.000

.09

9157

.92

Rime frequency (token) * Part. Group
5. Semantic and syntactic ambiguity variables

Note. Δ R2 = proportion of variance explained by the added predictor(s) additionally to the variance already
explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the
previous one; d f l and df2 = first and second degree of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the
new model relative to the previous one. Log WF frequency = logarithmic (base 10) word form frequency; Log
morph family size = logarithmic (base 10) morphological family size; BF = bigram frequency; HFN = higher
frequency orthographic neighbors; NF = summed frequency of orthographic neighbors
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Table B3
Results of the global hierarchical regression analysis on RTs w i t h all between-language predictors (in
addition to the previously significant w i t h m - l a n g u a g e predictors).
(Added) Predictor(s)

R^

M^

A_F

dfl

df2

ρ (A F)

Orthographic neighborhood variables
No. of LI neighbors with frequency < 50

397

.000

4.12

1

9196

.04

No. of LI neighbors with frequency < 50 *
Participant Group
No. of LI neighbors with frequency > 50
No. of LI neighbors with frequency > 50 *
Participant Group
Log NF in LI
Log NF in LI * Participant Group
Cognate and homographs variables

397

.000

182

2

9194

.16

397

000

4.14

1

9193

.04

397

.000

33

2

9191

.72

397
397

.000

.87

9190

000

1.71

1
2

9188

.35
18

Cognate Status
Cognate Status * Participant Group
Non-cognate Homograph Status
Non-cognate Homograph Status * Participant Group

398
398
398

001
000
000

11.06

9187

.001

9185

2.37

1
2
1

9184

.49
.12

399

.000

1.99

2

9182

.14

.71

Note. Predictors entered in previous steps have been those that were significant in the withm-language analysis.
Δ R1 = proportion of variance explained by the added predictor(s) additionally to the variance already explained by
the previous predictors; Δ F = F value for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the previous one;
d f l = first degree of freedom of the new model; df2 = second degree of freedom; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the new
model relative to the previous one. Log NF in LI = Logarithmic summed orthographic neighborhood frequency in
LI.

T a b l e B4
Results of the global hierarchical regression analysis on e r r o r rates w i t h all between-language
predictors (in addition to t h e previously significant w i t h m - l a n g u a g e predictors)
(Added) Predictor(s)

R'

AR 2

.015

.002

15.90

1

9209

.001

.015

.000

1.72

2

9207

18

015

.000

.07

1

9206

79

.015

.000

1.38

2

9204

.25

1
2

9203

.05
98

1
2
1

9200

A_F

dfl

df2

ρ (A F)

Orthographic neighborhood variables
No. of LI neighbors
No. of LI neighbors
Participant Group
No. of LI neighbors
No. of LI neighbors
Participant Group
Log NF in LI

with frequency < 50
with frequency < 50 *
with frequency > 50
with frequency > 50 *

016

.000

3 99

.016

.000

.017

Cognate Status

.016

.000

Cognate Status * Participant Group

016

000

01
.01

Log NF in LI * Participant Group

9201

Cognate and homographs variables
9198

.97
.99
.23

.000
1.41
9197
.016
Non-cognate Homograph Status
Non-cognate Homograph Status * Partici.64
016
.000
45
2
9195
pant Group
Note. Predictors entered in previous steps have been those that were significant in the withm-language analysis.
Δ R2 = proportion of variance explained by the added predictor(s) additionally to the variance already explained by
the previous predictors; A F = F value for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the previous one;
d f l = first degree of freedom of the new model; df2 = second degree of freedom; ρ (A F) = significance of the new
model relative to the previous one. Log NF m LI = Logarithmic summed orthographic neighborhood frequency m
LI.
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Table B5
Results of entering the LI log frequency of interlingual homographs and cognates in the regression
analysis of RTs (after all other, previously significant predictors) for words that are interlingual
homographs / cognates only
(Added) Predictor(s)
Log LI frequency
Log LI frequency
Participant Group
Log LI frequency
cognates
Log LI frequency
Group

of non-cognate homographs
of non-cognate homographs *
of (orthographically identical)
of cognates * Participant

AR 2

ΔΡ

.474

R2

.001

.87

1; 551

.35

.474

.000

.22

2, 549

80

.384

.001

1 30

1; 1025

.26

.384

.000

.37

2; 1023

.69

df

ρ (Δ F)

2

Note. Δ R = proportion of variance explained by the added predictor(s) additionally to the variance
already explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value for the model including the new
predictor(s) relative to the previous one; df = 1 s t and 2"" degree of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ
F) = significance of the new model relative to the previous one.

Table B6
Results of entering the LI log frequency of interlingual homographs and cognates m the regression
analysis of error rates (after all other, previously significant predictors) for words that are
interlingual homographs / cognates only
(Added) Predictor(s)
Log LI frequency
Log LI frequency
Participant Group
Log LI frequency
cognates
Log LI frequency
Group

of non-cognate homographs
of non-cognate homographs *
of (orthographically identical)
of cognates * Participant

R2

AR2

ΔΡ

.011

.001

.80

1; 565

.012

.001

.24

2; 563

.79

.009

.002

1.62

1; 1039

.20

.009

.001

.11

2; 1037

.90

df

Ρ (Δ F)
.37

2

Note. Δ R = proportion of variance explained by the added predictor(s) additionally to the variance
already explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F value for the model including the new
predictor(s) relative to the previous one; df = 1 s t and 2 na degree of freedom of the new model; ρ (Δ
F) = significance of the new model relative to the previous one.
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Appendix C:
Results of the regression analysis on RTs with the forward stepwise procedure
Table C I
Results of the regression analysis on RTs with the forward stepwise procedure
(Added) Predictor(s)

R2

β

AR2

AF

dfl

df2

p(AF)

-143.00

.285

.285 3676 29

9214

.00

Log WF frequency

-73 53

.320

.035

470.67

9213

00

Participant Group

Session

-40.11

.342

022

314.85

9212

.00

Mean BF (type count)"

1 55

.354

012

170.45

9211

00

Log morph family size

-33 05

358

.004

52.11

9210

00

0.03

.362

004

52.04

9209

.00

-4.41

365

003

48.93

9208

.00

-17.52

.366

.001

19.06

9207

.00

Number of meanings

13.02

.367

.001

15 39

9206

.00

Mean BF (token count)

0.005

.368

.001

11.73

9205

.00

Number of letters

17.28

.369

.001

12.33

9204

.00

4.14

.370

.001

16 71

9203

.00

.370

.000

1.91

9205

.17

22.16

.371

.001

8.21

9203

.00

1.30

.371

.001

7.99

9202

.01

-13.87

.371

.000

5.48

9201

.02

3.57

Minimal BF (token count)
No. of LI neighbors with frq < 50
Number of CELEX entries

Number of HFN
- Mean BF (type count)'
Non-cognate Homograph Status
Number of senses
Cognate Status
No. of LI neighbors with frq > 50

-

.372

.000

4.06

9200

04

Number of letters * Part. Group"

.388

.016

238.63

9199

.00

Number of HFN * Part. Group"

.388

.001

10.72

9198

.00

Number of meanings * Part. Group"

4 44
389
.000
9197
.04
/Vote. In the forward stepwise procedure, the first variable considered for entry into the equation is
the one with the largest positive or negative correlation with the dependent variable. This variable is
entered into the equation only if it satisfies the criterion for entry (ρ(Δ F) < .05). If the first variable
is entered, the independent variable not in the equation that has the largest partial correlation is
considered next. Variables are excluded if ρ(Δ F) > .10 for the new model without this variable.
The procedure stops when there are no variables that meet the entry criterion. Simple effects were
entered in the first, interactions with Participant Group in the second block.
ß = unstandardized regression weight ; Δ R2 = proportion of variance explained by the added
predictor(s) additionally to the variance already explained by the previous predictors; Δ F = F
value for the model including the new predictor(s) relative to the previous one; d f l = first degree
of freedom of the new model; df2 = second degree of freedom; ρ (Δ F) = significance of the new
model relative to the previous one. Log WF frequency = logarithmic (base 10) word form frequency;
BF = bigram frequency; HFN = higher frequency orthographic neighbors; NF = summed frequency
of orthographic neighbors
a
mean type BF was the only variable that was later excluded again because after entering number of
HFN, it was not significant any more.
"The interactions were caused by a larger (inhibitory) number of letters and number of HF neighbors
effect for German than for Dutch participants, and a larger effect of Wordsmyth meanings for French
than for Dutch participants.
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Table D l
Intercorrelations between within-language predictors

WFF
LEMF
M FS
LET
PHON
Mm BFl
Mean BFl
Max BFl
Mm BF2
Mean BF2
Max BF2
HFN
LFN
NF
Ν
ENTR
MEAN

LEMF

MFS

LET

PHON Mm BFl Mean BFl Max BFl Mm BF2 Mean BF2 Max BF2

HFN

LFN

NF

Ν

.931

.481 -.063 -.090

.328

.175

.121

.030

.453 -.060 -.106

.320

.159

.101

-.129 -.096

.186

.130

.539

.007
-.010

-.020

-.045 -.427

.435

.038

.090

.039 -.109

.246

.042

-.008

-.030 -.388

.420

.042

.100

.097 -.112

.343

.091

.033

-.047

-.054 -.096

.283

.071

.162

.248

.030

.382

-.004

.069

.441

.783

.765 -.401 -.486 -.314 -.601

.015 -.140

.021

-.086

-.072

.272

.420

.421 -.232 -.295 -.218 -.358

.072 -.054

.090

.515

.336

.443

.269

.164

.167

.356

.078

.368

.011 -.014

.134

.945

.251

.206

.140

.182

.171

.320

.235 -.007 -.021

.039

.205

.214

.166

.111

.077

.261

.122 -.004 -.025

.022

.711

.514

.012

.078 -.138

.066

.020

.105

.932 -.173 -.194 -.238 -.247

.035 -.058

.062

-.210 -.258 -.229 -.318

.030 -.077

.044

.099

ENTR MEAN SENS

.031

.228

.647

.006

.199 -.086

.178

.823

.088

.149

.185

.266

.012

.006

.011

.071

.228

.093

.144

.450
.217

Note. Correlations > .10 are significant at the ρ = .01 level (2-tailed).
WFF = logarithmic word form frequency; LEMF = log lemma frequency; MFS = log morphological family size; LET = number of letters; PHON
= number of phonemes; Mm BFl = minimal bigram frequency (token count); Mean BFl = mean bigram frequency (token count); Max BFl =
maximal bigram frequency (token count); Mm BF2 = minimal bigram frequency (type count); Mean BF2 = mean bigram frequency (type count);
Max BF2 = maximal bigram frequency (type count); HFN = number of higher frequency neighbors; LFN = number of lower frequency neighbors;
NF = Summed neighborhood frequency; Ν = number of neighbors; ENTR = number of different entries in CELEX; MEAN = number of meanings
(Wordsmyth dictionary); SENS = number of senses (Wordsmyth dictionary)

Appendices.
Table D2
Intercorrelations between semantic variables (n = 659)

concreteness

familiarity

meanmgfulness

.021

.151**

familiarity

.511**

* * Correlation is significant at the 01 level (2-tailed).

Table D3
Intercorrelations between cross-language variables

LI Ν
LI HFN
LI LFN
LI log NF
LI HG

L I HFN

LI LFN

LI log NF

LI HG

LI cog

.707

.958

.753

.276

.198

.477

.765

.223

.103

.628

.253

.205

.191

.141
-.092

Note. LI Ν = number of orthographic neighbors in L I ; LI HFN = number of LI neighbors with
freq. > 50; L I LFN = number of LI neighbors with freq < 50; LI log NF = logarithmic summed
neighborhood frequency in L I ; LI HG = non-cognate homograph in L I ; LI cog = identical cognate
m L I . All correlations are significant with ρ < .01.
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A p p e n d i x to C h a p t e r 6
Dutch nouns used in the main

Experiment

For each of the 24 test items in a condition, the following information is given Dutch word, Dutch
definite article, German translation, German definite article, English translation
Group 1: Dutch-German cognates, congruent gender
hond, de, Hund, der, dog, vleugel, de, Flügel, der, wing, nagel, de, Nagel, der, nail, muis, de. Maus,
die, mouse, villa, de, Villa, die, villa, boon, de, Bohne, die, bean, worst, de, Wurst, die, sausage,
mantel, de, Mantel, der, coat, trompet, de, Trompete, die, trumpet, banaan, de, Banane, die, banana,
bloem, de, Blume, die, flower, ezel, de, Esel, der, donkey, been, het, Bein, das, leg, geweer, het,
Gewehr, das, nfle, podium, het, Podium, das, stage, net, het, Netz, das, net, juweel, het, Juwel, das,
jewel, roer, het, Ruder, das, rudder, orkest, het, Orchester, das, orchestra, hemd, het, Hemd, das, shirt,
skelet, het, Skelett, das, skeleton, stadion, het. Stadion, das, stadium, oor, het, Ohr, das, ear, pakket,
het, Paket, das, parcel

Group 2: Dutch-German cognates, incongruent gender
auto, de, Auto, das, car, gevangenis, de, Gefängnis, das, prison, datum, de, Datum, das, date, hoorn,
de, Hom, das, horn, kabel, de. Kabel, das, cable, bijl, de, Beil, das, ax, muil, de. Maul, das, mouth,
taxi, de. Taxi, das, taxi, krokodil, de. Krokodil, das, crocodile, kameel, de, Kamel, das, camel, knie,
de, Knie, das, knee, kano, de, Kanu, das, canoe, zand, het, Sand, der, sand, pistool, het, Pistole, die,
pistol, kanaal, het, Kanal, der, canal, cijfer, het, Ziffer, die, digit, balkon, het. Balkon, der, balcony,
strand, het. Strand, der, beach, spek, het. Speek, der, bacon, masker, het, Maske, die, mask, kompas,
het, Kompass, der, compass, orgel, het, Orgel, die, organ, adres, het, Adresse, die, address, altaar, het,
Altar, der, altar

Group 3: Dutch-German non-cognates, congruent gender
tuin, de, Garten, der, garden, druppel, de, Tropfen, der, drop, vijver, de, Teich, der, pond, mand, de,
Korb, der, basket, schuur, de, Scheune, die, barn, ui, de, Zwiebel, die, onion, laan, de, Allee, die,
avenue, trui, de, Pullover, derjumper, paddestoel, de, Pilz, der, mushroom, vlinder, de, Schmetterling,
der, butterfly, krant, de, Zeitung, die, newspaper, vork, de, Gabel, die, fork, raam, het, Fenster, das,
window, schilderij, het, Gemalde, das, painting, varken, het, Schwein, das, pig, wiel, het. Rad, das,
wheel, konijn, het, Kaninchen, das, rabbit, zeil, het, Segel, das, sail, brein, het, Gehirn, das, bram,
cadeau, het, Geschenk, das, present, vierkant, het, Rechteck, das, rectangle, gewricht, het. Gelenk,
das, joint, gat, het. Loch, das, hole, spook, het, Gespenst, das, ghost

Group 4: Dutch-German non-cognates, incongruent gender
fiets, de, Fahrrad, das, bike, poort, de, Tor, das, gate, groente, de, Gemüse, das, vegetable, pijp, de,
Rohr, das, pipe, lucifer, de, Streichholz, das, match, tent, de, Zelt, das, tent, beurs, de, Portemonnaie,
das, peurs, bagage, de, Gepäck, das, baggage, pleister, de, Pflaster, das, piaster, korrel, de. Kom, das,
grain, jurk, de, Kleid, das, dress, piano, de, Klavier, das, piano, bos, het, Wald, der, forest, horloge,
het, Armbanduhr, die, watch, plafond, het. Decke, die, ceiling, bot, het, Knochen, der, bone, perron,
het, Bahnsteig, der, platform, blik, het. Dose, die, tin, hert, het, Hirsch, der, deer, potlood, het, Bleistift,
der, pencil, fornuis, het. Herd, der, stove, krat, het, Kasten, der, crate, pak, het, Anzug, der, suit,
litteken, het, Narbe, die, scar
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Nonwords used in the main experiment
Nonwords used with the definite determiner 'de'
baag, boop, bone, brapel, brimte, fleus, foop, gemise, giemerij, gof, gorm, groeder, grofine, halmoer,
hoik, kaneur, kinker, kolie, korvel, kreuker, Ian, lapiek, maap, machtade, mieg, mool, moom, morant,
nergel, nug, pergist, pialing, pistoop, poei, pors, slieg, soem, sterator, strief, stulenj, vazel, vhetage,
vloop, voeve, zaas, zeuk, zil, zorm
Nonwords used with the definite determiner 'het'
aril, aspitaat, begel, blankenis, brous, bruur, dijf, dink, donef, drof, dron, fonet, gedeik, getonkel, gittel,
grokbord, hantuig, heken, jal, jonief, kantuik, kert, marake, melaat, merp, minul, mog, moreld, nerk,
mjk, pakreel, palken, pandsel, peiniek, rapa, schak, tanaat, taneet, uim, vek, vinton, vlein, weeld, wooi,
zensel, ziep, zord, zwaloon
Words and nonwords used in the Dutch proficiency test
Words
acteur, affiniteit, avonturier, bretel, chagrijnig, doop, doornat, dronkenschap, exploitatie, fornuis,
geloei, gelovig, geraakt, getint, hengel, kazerne, knullig, laakbaar, martelaar, matig, mikken, nopen,
normatief, onbekwaam, onledig, paars, paviljoen, publiekelijk, retorisch, riant, romig, rups, slaags,
stagnatie, toetsing, verguld, verspilling, voornemen, woelig, zetelen
Nonwords
aanhekking, compromeet, etaal, flajoen, futeur, hapene, joutbaag, klengel, kluiper, leung, maliteit,
markatief, ontpelen, proom, speven, starkatie, streuren, vertediseren, vlut, zolf
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Meertaligheid, ofwel het regelmatige gebruik van meerdere talen, zoals we de term in dit proefschrift
definieren, is tegenwoordig niet uitzonderlijk meer In de meeste landen, vooral in zo meertalige
regio's van de wereld als Europa, is het leren van een of meer vreemde talen onvermijdelijk Daarom
is het verrassend hoe weinig we eigenlijk over taalverwerkingsprocessen bij meertaligen weten Het
merendeel van de beschikbare taalpsychologische studies en modellen heeft betrekking op eentaligen,
in hoeverre deze studies naar meertaligen generaliseerbaar zijn, is nog onduidelijk
In dit proefschrift werd de taalverwerking bij twee- en meertaligen onderzocht, met als focus een
aspect van het lezen, namelijk de visuele woordherkenning Een belangrijke vraag is, of en in welke
mate tijdens woordherkenning de twee (of meer) talen van een meertalige met elkaar interageren Kan
een tweetalige bijv een van zijn talen 'uitschakelen' als deze in de betreffende situatie niet relevant
is, of zijn de talen zo nauw met elkaar verweven dat zij elkaar (misschien nauwelijks zichtbaar) altijd
beïnvloeden9 Deze kwestie wordt ook met de begrippen selectiviteit versus non-selectiviteit van de
lexicale toegang omschreven Als de lexicale toegang, d w z het herkennen van een woord en de
betekenis ervan, taalselectief was, zou enkel de op dit moment gebruikte taal een rol spelen, anders
zou het gaan om non-selectieve lexicale toegang Een belangnjk gereedschap voor de onderzoeker
van deze kwestie zijn zogenaamde cognaten, zoals het titelwoord van dit proefschrift, roos Cognaten
zijn woorden met (nagenoeg) dezelfde vorm en betekenis in meerdere talen Ze zijn daarom uitstekend
geschikt voor het onderzoeken van invloeden tussen talen Als cognaten anders (bijv sneller) kunnen
worden verwerkt dan woorden die niet op hun vertaling lijken (zoals jurk - dress), dan zou dit erop
wijzen dat meer dan éen taal aan de woordherkenning heeft bijgedragen Cognaten spelen daarom ook
in bijna alle hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift een rol
Het hoofdonderwerp van het proefschrift was echter niet alleen of de talen van een meertalige
elkaar beïnvloeden, maar vooral hoe het meertalige woordherkenningssysteem onder verschillende
omstandigheden, voor wisselende taken, bij diverse meertalige populaties en voor verschillende klassen
van woorden functioneert
In Hoofdstuk 1 werd een inleiding gegeven in de boven genoemde onderzoeksvragen en werden
de termen twee- en meertaligheid gedefinieerd, de selectieprocedure met betrekking tot proefpersonen
toegelicht en enkele modellen over mono- en bilinguale visuele woordherkenning besproken
Bovendien werd de experimentele taak geïntroduceerd die in dit proefschrift het meest is gebruikt,
de lexicale deci<sietaak Hierbij moeten de proefpersonen zo snel mogelijk aangeven, of een op het
beeldscherm gepresenteerde letterreeks een bestaand woord vormt of niet Aan het patroon van de
verkregen reactietijden worden conclusies verbonden over de processen die aan de woordherkenning
ten grondslag liggen Van deze taak zijn er voor het tweetalige geval meerdere varianten mogelijk.
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afhankelijk van of er één of twee doeltalen wordt gekozen. In het eerste geval moet men bijv. beslissen
of een gepresenteerde letterreeks een Engels woord is of niet; in het tweede geval moet men Engelse
en Nederlandse woorden onderscheiden van nonwoorden (letterreeksen die in geen van beide talen een
woord vormen).
In het tweede hoofdstuk werd een experiment beschreven, waarin het effect van de taaicontext
op de woordherkenning bij Duits-Engelse tweetaligen werd onderzocht. De resultaten lieten zien dat
woorden in een eentalige taak en situatie sneller herkend werden dan in een gemengde taaicontext. Dit
voordeel voor eentalige verwerking geeft aan dat het tweetalige mentale lexicon (zelfs als het wellicht
taalonafhankelijk gestructureerd is) profiteert van een situatie, waarin de mogelijke woordkandidaten
tot maar één taal beperkt blijven. Zoals bij woorden hing ook de verwerkingssnelheid voor nonwoorden
af van de taaicontext, waarin ze gepresenteerd werden. Beide resultaten laten zien dat de verwerking
van woorden en nonwoorden door tweetaligen niet alleen van de eigenschappen van de stimuli zelf
afhangt, maar ook van de taak en van de context waarin ze voorkomen.
De experimenten in hoofdstuk 3 maakten gebruik van woorden die in de twee doeltalen (Nederlands
en Engels) in verschillende opzichten (orthografie, fonologie en betekenis) op elkaar lijken. Zulke
woorden zijn bijv. interlinguale homografen, woorden die weliswaar dezelfde schrijfwijze, maar niet
dezelfde betekenis in de twee talen hebben (bijv. room in het Nederlands en Engels), of interlinguale
homofonen, waarbij niet de spelling, maar de uitspraak (fonologie) ongeveer overeenkomt (bijv. Engels
cow en Nederlands kou). Bij de al eerder genoemde cognaten is niet alleen sprake van een orthografische
en/of fonologische gelijkenis tussen de talen, maar ook van een semantische (d.w.z. betekenis-)
gelijkenis (bijv. roos). Door het gebruik van dit soort testwoorden en van controlewoorden die niet op
woorden uit de andere taal lijken, kon de relatieve rol van orthografie, fonologie en semantiek tijdens de
woordherkenning worden bepaald. Verder werden de resultaten voor twee taken vergeleken, een puur
Engelse en een gemengd Engels-Nederlandse lexicale-decisietaak. Op basis van de grote hoeveelheid
data die in dit hoofdstuk worden gerapporteerd, vallen meerdere conclusies over de architectuur van
het tweetalige mentale lexicon te trekken. Zo laten de resultaten bijv. zien, dat de herkenning van
cognaten in alle taken door de co-activatie van beide talen versneld wordt, hetgeen mogelijk op een
gemeenschappelijke representatie van deze woorden in het bilinguale lexicon wijst. In tegenstelling
daarmee moeten waarschijnlijk aan interlinguale homografen zonder betekenisovereenkomst (bijv.
room) gescheiden lexicale representaties in de twee talen worden toegewezen.
Naast het gebruik van verschillende typen woorden bevatte hoofdstuk 3 (net als hoofdstuk 2)
ook een nonwoord-manipulatie. Het nonwoord-materiaal bestond uit 'Engels-achtige' (bijv. baint).
'Nederlands-achtige' (bijv. muig) en taai-neutrale (bijv. brank) nonwoorden. Hiermee kon bepaald
worden in hoeverre de verwerking van nonwoorden taalspecifiek is. Samenvattend wijzen de resultaten erop dat informatie over het (potentiële) taallidmaatschap van een item al relatief vroeg tijdens
het verwerkingsproces beschikbaar komt. Dit is ook het geval voor letterreeksen die geen representatie in het mentale lexicon bezitten (dus nonwoorden). Bovendien worden blijkbaar verschillende
herkenmngs- en verwerpingscriteria voor items van verschillende talen toegepast (potentiële woorden
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van de moedertaal worden bijv. telkens sneller verwerkt). Dit heeft gevolgen voor de bestaande modellen
van (tweetalige) woordherkenning, waarmee deze resultaten tot dusver niet verklaard kunnen worden.
In hoofdstuk4 werden de grenzen van een non-selectief gezichtspunt op meertalige woordherkenning
bestudeerd, en werd onderzocht of in een eentalige woordherkenningstaak ook bij drietaligen alle drie
talen een rol spelen. De experimenten, die wederom cognaten bevatten, lieten zien dat het cognaateffect voor drietaligen over de talen heen kan accumuleren: Woorden, die in alle drie betrokken talen
(Nederlands, Duits en Engels) dezelfde orthografie en betekenis hebben (bijv. film), werden in een
Duitse lexicale-decisietaak nog sneller herkend dan woorden, die alleen in het Nederlands en Duits
cognaten zijn (bijv. kunst). Tijdens het experiment speelde dus niet alleen de doeltaal (Duits) en de
moedertaal van de proefpersonen (Nederlands) een rol, maar ook nog een verdere vreemde taal (Engels).
Of de proefpersonen onmiddellijk voor het experiment al dan niet een Engelse tekst hadden gelezen,
had geen invloed op de resultaten. Dit is strijdig met de stelling dat de situatie en de verwachtingen van
de proefpersoon de mate van interacties tussen talen wezenlijk meebepalen (de zogenaamde language
mode account; Grosjean, 1997, 1998, 2001).
In hoofdstuk 5 onderzochten wij of lezers met uiteenlopende moedertalen van elkaar verschillen
met betrekking tot het herkennen van woorden in hun gemeenschappelijke tweede taal, het Engels.
In dit verband voerden proefpersonen uit Nederland, Duitsland en Frankrijk een progressievedemaskeringstaak uit voor meer dan 1000 Engelse woorden. Bij deze taak moet een woord dat
geleidelijkaan zichtbaar wordt op het beeldscherm, zo snel mogelijk worden geïdentificeerd. De voor
woordidentificatie benodigde tijd wordt gemeten. Multiple regressieanalyses die een groot aantal
woordvariabelen omvatten, lieten zien dat de drie proefpersonengroepen m.b.t. de meeste variabelen
niet van elkaar verschilden. Er is dus weinig aanwijzing voor een beslissende invloed van de moedertaal (LI) op de woordherkenning in een tweede taal (L2), tenminste voor taalparen met hetzelfde alfabet en een hoge mate van lexicale gelijkenis (bijv. veel identiek of gelijkaardig gespelde woorden).
Als gevolg hiervan mogen resultaten die voor één specifieke tweetalige populatie zijn verkregen,
naar tweetal igen met een andere taalcombinatie gegeneraliseerd worden. Bovendien leken de uitkomsten op de in de literatuur gerapporteerde resultaten voor eentaligen, met als consequentie dat
mono- en bilinguale resultaten ook wederzijds generaliseerbaar zijn. Ongeacht deze gelijkenis van
een- en tweetalige woordherkenning in dezelfde doeltaal kwamen echter ook enkele tussen-taaleffecten
aan het licht: Engelse woorden die op een of andere manier op woorden uit de moedertaal van de
proefpersonen leken (homografen, cognaten, enz.), werden wederom anders verwerkt dan woorden
zonder een duidelijke vorm- of betekenisgelijkenis met LI. Dit bevestigt de uitkomsten van andere
hoofdstukken in dit proefschrift en plaatst deze in een grotere context: Hoewel tussen-taaleffecten
zeker bestaan, zijn ze niet sterk genoeg om de invloeden binnen een taal uit te schakelen.
In het laatste experimenteel georiënteerde hoofdstuk 6 werd de interactie tussen talen niet voor
puur lexicale factoren maar met betrekking tot een syntactische eigenschap onderzocht, namelijk het
geslacht van woorden. Bij sprekers van twee nauw gerelateerde talen zoals Duits en Nederlands blijkt
inderdaad een dergelijke interactie tijdens de woordherkenning plaats te vinden. Kennelijk associëren
tweetaligen de geslachtscategorieën van de twee talen met elkaar (bijv. onzijdig geslacht in het Duits
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met onzijdig geslacht in het Nederlands) Dit leidt dan tot verwerkingsproblemen voor woorden met
een 'incompatibel' geslacht in de twee talen (bijv auto, dat in het Nederlands een 'de'-woord is, maar
in het Duits een 'het'-woord) Dit interferentie-effect werd echter alleen voor cognaten geobserveerd,
hetgeen nogmaals de bijzondere rol van cognaten m b t tussen-taalinvloeden benadrukt
In hoofdstuk 7 werd een samenvatting gegeven van de resultaten, hun gevolgen voor theorieën
over meertalige taalverwerking besproken en tenslotte de perspectieven voor toekomstig onderzoek
geschetst Wat de kwestie van een selectieve vs met-selectieve lexicale toegang bij meertaligen betreft,
laten bijna alle hier gerapporteerde experimenten een zekere mate van interactie tussen talen zien Het
meertalige taalverwerkingssysteem kan dus niet principieel taalselectief gestructureerd zijn Tegelijkertijd werd echter ook aangetoond dat verschillende factoren, zoals de taaicontext of de experimentele
taak, de mate van tussen-taalinvloeden kunnen moduleren en dat de betekenis van deze tussentaalinvloeden in vergelijking met binnentaal-effecten beperkt is (hoofdstuk 5)
In dit proefschrift werd een poging gedaan om een bijdrage te leveren aan een beter begrip
van tweetalige woordherkenning en daarmee o a de voorwaarden te scheppen voor verder en
verdiepend onderzoek naar de verwerking van grotere taaleenheden zoals deelzinnen, zinnen en
teksten door meertaligen De voorliggende studie onderzocht het functioneren van het meertalige
woordherkenningssysteem bij verschillende taken, voor allerlei woordtypen, bij meerdere twee- en
drietalige populaties en op verschillende niveau's van woordverwerking De wederzijdse beïnvloeding
van twee talen is daar het meest zichtbaar, waar de talen overlappen Bij gelijkaardige syntactische
systemen zoals het woordgeslacht, of voor gelijkaardige woorden in de twee talen, zoals interlinguale
homografen en vooral cognaten, de meest opvallende en daarom niet toevallig titelgevende
woordcategorie in dit proefschrift
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Mehrsprachigkeit, also der regelmäßige Gebrauch mehrerer Sprachen, wie wir den Begriff in
der vorliegenden Arbeit definieren, ist heutzutage keine Ausnahme mehr In den meisten Landern,
insbesondere in so linguistisch vielfaltigen Regionen der Welt wie Europa, ist das Erlernen einer oder
mehrerer Fremdsprachen unumgänglich Angesichts dieser Tatsache ist es um so erstaunlicher, wie
wenig wir über Sprachverarbeitungsprozesse bei Mehrsprachigen wissen Die überwiegende Zahl
psycholmguistischer Studien und Modelle beziehen sich auf Monolinguale, und inwieweit sie auf
Mehrsprachige generalisierbar sind, ist noch weitgehend unbekannt
In der vorliegenden Dissertation wurde Sprachverarbeitung bei Zwei- und Mehrsprachigen genauer
untersucht, wobei wir uns auf Prozesse der visuellen Worterkennung (d h Lesen) beschrankt haben
Eine wichtige Frage ist hierbei, ob und inwieweit die zwei (oder mehr) Sprachen eines Mehrsprachigen
miteinander interagieren Kann ζ Β ein Zweisprachiger eine seiner Sprachen .ausschalten', wenn diese
in der gegenwartigen Situation nicht relevant ist, oder sind die Sprachen so miteinander verwoben,
9

dass sie einander immer (wenn auch vielleicht manchmal kaum merklich) beeinflussen Diese Frage
wird auch mit den Begriffen Selektivität bzw Non-Selektivitat des lexikalischen Zugriffs bezeichnet
Ware der lexikalische Zugriff, d h das (Wieder-)Erkennen eines Wortes und seiner Bedeutung, sprachselektiv, dann wurde nur die momentan benutzte Sprache eine Rolle spielen, im anderen Falle wurde es
sich um non-selektiven lexikalischen Zugriff handeln Ein wichtiges Handwerkzeug fur das Erforschen
dieser Frage sind so genannte Cognates wie ζ Β das Titelwort dieser Dissertation, ROSE Cognates
sind Worter mit (annähernd) derselben Form und Bedeutung in mehreren Sprachen und sind daher gut
geeignet, zwischensprachliche Einflüsse zu untersuchen Falls Cognates anders (7 Β schneller) ver
arbeitet werden als Worter, die ihrer Übersetzung nicht ähnlich sind (ζ Β KLEID - DRESS), wurde
dies daraufhinweisen, dass mehr als eine Sprache bei der Worterkennung beteiligt gewesen sein muss
Cognates spielen daher auch in fast allen Kapiteln dieser Dissertation eine Rolle
Gegenstand der vorliegenden Arbeit war jedoch nicht nur, ob sich die Sprachen eines Mehr
sprachigen gegenseitig beeinflussen, sondern vor allem, wie das multilinguale Worterkennungssystem
unter verschiedenen Umstanden, fur wechselnde experimentelle Paradigmen, bei verschiedenen
mehrsprachigen Populationen, und fur unterschiedliche Arten von Wörtern funktioniert
In Kapitel 1 wurden, neben der Einleitung der oben genannten Forschungsfragen, die von uns
angenommene Definition von Bi- und Multilinguahsmus sowie unsere Selektion von Versuchspersonen erläutert und einige Modelle der mono- und bilingualen visuellen Worterkennung vorgestellt
Des weiteren wurde das experimentelle Paradigma vorgestellt, das in der Arbeit am häufigsten benutzt
wurde, das der lexikalischen Entscheidung Bei dieser Aufgabe mussen die Versuchspersonen durch
Knopfdruck so schnell wie möglich angeben, ob eine auf dem Bildschirm angebotene Buchstabenreihe
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ein existierendes Wort darstellt oder nicht Die gemessenen Reaktionszeiten lassen Schlüsse über
zugrunde liegende Prozesse der Worterkennung zu Von dieser Aufgabe bestehen im bilingualen Fall
mehrere Varianten, abhangig davon, ob es nur eine Zielsprache gibt (ζ Β die Entscheidung, ob es sich
um ein englisches Wort handelt oder nicht) oder ob beide Sprachen relevant sind (ζ Β die Entschei
dung, ob es sich entweder um ein englisches oder deutsches Wort handelt, oder ob es in keinen der
beiden Sprachen existiert)
Im zweiten Kapitel wurde ein Experiment vorgestellt, in dem der Effekt des Sprachkontexts
auf Worterkennung bei Deutsch-Englischen Zweisprachigen untersucht wurde Es ergab sich, dass
Worter in einer einsprachigen Aufgabe und Situation schneller erkannt werden konnten als in einem
gemischten Sprachkontext Dieser Vorteil fur einsprachige Verarbeitung weist darauf hin, dass das
bilinguale mentale Lexikon (selbst wenn es sprachunabhangig strukturiert sein sollte) von einer
Situation profitiert, in der der, Aktionsraum' auf nur eine Sprache reduziert ist Ähnlich wie bei Wortern
hing auch die Verarbeitungsschnelligkeit fur verschiedene Arten von Nonwortern (d h keine Worter
darstellenden Buchstabenreihen) von dem Sprachkontext ab, in dem sie dargeboten wurden Beide
Resultate zeigen, dass die Verarbeitung von Wörtern und Nonwortern bei Zweisprachigen nicht nur
von den Eigenschaften der Stimuli selbst abhangt, sondern auch davon, in welchem Kontext und in
welcher Aufgabe sie präsentiert werden
Die Experimente, die in Kapitel 3 beschrieben werden, verwendeten Worter, die in den beiden
beteiligten Sprachen (Niederländisch und Englisch) in Bezug auf verschiedene Dimensionen ahnlich
sind (Orthographie, Phonologie, und Bedeutung) Solche Worter sind ζ Β interlinguale

Homographen,

die zwar die gleiche Orthographie, aber nicht dieselbe Bedeutung in den beiden Sprachen haben (ζ Β
KIND in Deutsch und Englisch), oder interlinguale Homophone, bei denen nicht die Rechtschreibung,
sondern die Aussprache (Phonologie) in etwa übereinstimmt (ζ Β englisch BAT und deutsch BETT)
Die bereits erwähnten Cognates vereinen orthographische und/oder phonologische sowie semantische
(d h Bedeutungs-) Ähnlichkeit in sich (ζ Β ROSE) Durch den Gebrauch dieser Wortklassen sowie
von Kontrollwortem, die keine zwischensprachliche Ähnlichkeit aufweisen, konnten die Rollen der
einzelnen Dimensionen Orthographie, Phonologie, und Semantik voneinander getrennt untersucht
werden Darüber hinaus wurden zwei Aufgaben verglichen, rein englische und gemischte niederländischenglische lexikalische Entscheidung Die große Fülle an Daten in diesem Kapitel ermöglichen mehrere
Schlussfolgerungen über die Architektur des bilingualen mentalen Lexikons Die Ergebnisse zeigen
beispielsweise, dass die Erkennung von Cognates in allen Aufgaben durch die Koaktivation beider
Sprachen beschleunigt wird, was möglicherweise auf eine gemeinsame Repräsentation dieser Worter
im bilingualen mentalen Lexikon hinweist, im Gegensatz dazu mussen interlinguale Homographen
ohne Bedeutungsubereinstimmung (ζ Β KIND) getrennte lexikalische Repräsentationen in den beiden
Sprachen haben
Neben des Gebrauchs verschiedener Worttypen umfasste Kapitel 3 (wie auch Kapitel 2) auch eine
Nonwort-Manipulation Das Nonwort-Matenal gliederte sich in ,englisch-dhnliche' (ζ Β BAINT),
,niederlandisch-ahnliche' (ζ Β MUIG) und sprach-neutrale (ζ Β BRANK) Nonworter Hiermit sollte
ermittelt werden, inwieweit die Verarbeitung von Nonwortern sprachspezifisch ist Zusammenfassend
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weisen die Ergebnisse darauf hin, dass auf die Information über die (potenzielle) Sprachzugehongkeit
eines Stimulus schon relativ früh im Verarbeitungsprozess zugegriffen wird Dies geschieht auch fur
Stimuli, die keinen Eintrag im mentalen Lexikon besitzen (d h Nonworter) Des weiteren werden
offensichtlich verschiedene Erkennungs- und Ablehnungskntenen fur Stimuli aus verschiedenen
Sprachen angewandt (potenzielle Worter aus der Muttersprache werden beispielsweise durchgehend
schneller verarbeitet) Dies hat Konsequenzen fur vorhandene Modelle der (bilingualen) Worterkennung,
mit denen die Ergebnisse bisher nicht erklart werden können
In Kapitel 4 erkundeten wir die Grenzen des non-selektiven Ansatzes der multilingualen
Worterkennung und untersuchten, ob auch bei Dreisprachigen in einer monolingualen Aufgabe
alle drei Sprachen eine Rolle spielen Die Experimente, die wiederum Cognates enthielten, zeigten,
dass der Cognaie-Effekt fur Trilinguale über die Sprachen hinweg akkumulieren kann Worter, die
in allen drei beteiligten Sprachen (Niederländisch, Deutsch und Englisch) die gleiche Orthographie
und Bedeutung haben (ζ Β FILM), wurden in einer deutschen lexikalischen Entscheidungsautgabe
noch schneller erkannt als Worter, die nur bezüglich Niederländisch und Deutsch Cognates sind (ζ Β
KUNST) Demzufolge spielte wahrend des Experiments nicht nur die Zielsprache (Deutsch) und die
Muttersprache der Versuchspersonen (Niederländisch) eine Rolle, sondern auch eine weitere Fremdsprache (Englisch) Ob die Versuchspersonen unmittelbar vor dem Experiment einen englischen Text
gelesen hatten, hatte keinen Einfluss auf die Resultate, was in Widerspruch steht zu der Behauptung,
dass die Situation und die Erwartungen der Versuchsperson das Ausmaß der Interaktion zwischen
Sprachen entscheidend mitbestimmen (sog language mode account, Grosjean, 1997, 1998, 2001)
In Kapitel 5 untersuchten wir, ob sich Leser mit unterschiedlichen Muttersprachen bezuglich
des Erkennens von Wörtern in ihrer gemeinsamen zweiten Sprache (L2), Englisch, unterscheiden
Hierfür führten Versuchspersonen aus den Niederlanden, Deutschland und Frankreich eine progressive
Demaskierungsaufgabe fur mehr als 1000 englische Worter aus Bei dieser Aufgabe wird ein Wort
auf dem Bildschirm erst allmählich sichtbar und muss so schnell wie möglich identifiziert werden
Gemessen wird die fur die Wortidentifikation benotigte Zeit Multiple Regressionsanalysen, die eine
große Zahl von Wortvanablen umfassten, wiesen daraufhin, dass sich die drei Versuchspersonengruppen
bezuglich der meisten Variablen nicht voneinander unterschieden Es gibt also wenig Hinweise auf
eine maßgebliche Rolle der Muttersprache (LI) bei der Worterkennung in L2, zumindest fur Sprachen
mit demselben Alphabet und erheblicher lexikalischer Ähnlichkeit (ζ Β viele gleich oder ahnlich
geschriebene Worter) Dies bedeutet, dass Ergebnisse, die fur eine spezifische bilinguale Population
gewonnen wurden, auf Zweisprachige mit einer anderen Sprachkombination generalisiert werden
können Außerdem ähnelten die Ergebnisse denen fur Einsprachige, so wie sie aus der Literatur bekannt
sind, was auf die gegenseitige General isierbarkeit von mono- und bihngualen Resultaten schließen lasst
Trotz dieser Ähnlichkeit von mono- und bilingualer Worterkennung in derselben Zielsprache konnten
jedoch auch einige zwischensprachliche Effekte gefunden werden Englische Worter, die Wörtern aus
der Muttersprache der Versuchspersonen in irgendeiner Weise ahnlich waren (Homographen, Cognate';,
etc ) wurden wiederum anders verarbeitet als Worter ohne eine solche Ähnlichkeit zu LI Dies bestätigt
die Ergebnisse anderer Kapitel dieser Dissertation, und stellt sie in einen größeren Zusammenhang
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Obwohl zwischensprachliche Einflüsse sicherlich existieren, sind sie doch nicht so groß, als dass sie
die innersprachlichen Einflüsse überlagern konnten
Schließlich gingen wir im letzten experimentellen Kapitel 6 über die Analyse rein lexikalischer
Faktoren hinaus und untersuchten, ob eine Interaktion zwischen Sprachen auch im Hinblick auf
eine syntaktische Eigenschaft beobachtet werden kann, und zwar hinsichtlich des Geschlechts von
Wortern Die Ergebnisse zeigen, dass bei Sprechern zweier eng verwandten Sprachen wie Deutsch und
Niederländisch eine solche Interaktion wahrend der Worterkennung tatsächlich stattfindet Anscheinend
assoziieren Zweisprachige die Geschlechtskategonen der beiden Sprachen miteinander (ζ Β Neutrum
im Deutschen mit Neutrum im Niederländischen), was zu Verarbeitungsschwierigkeiten fur Worter
mit „inkompatiblem" Geschlecht in den beiden Sprachen fuhren kann (ζ Β AUTO, was im Deutschen
neutrum ist, im Niederländischen aber masculinum) Allerdings wurde ein solcher Interferenzeffekt nur
fur Cognates beobachtet, was wiederum die besondere Rolle von Cognates im Hinblick auf zwischensprachliche Einflüsse herausstreicht
In Kapitel 7 wurden die Ergebnisse zusammengefasst, ihre Folgen furTheonen der multilingualen
Sprachverarbeitung diskutiert, und Perspektiven fur zukunftige Forschung aufgezeigt Im Hinblick
auf die Frage, ob Worterkennung bei Multilingualen sprach-selektiv oder non-selektiv verlauft, haben
beinahe alle hier berichteten Experimente ein gewisses Ausmaß an zwischensprachlicher Interaktion
gezeigt Das multilinguale Sprachsystem kann also nicht grundsatzlich sprach-selektiv strukturiert
sein. Auf der anderen Seite wurde jedoch auch demonstriert, dass verschiedene Faktoren, wie ζ Β der
Sprachkontext oder die Art der Aufgabe, das Ausmaß der zwischensprachlichen Einflüsse modulieren
können, und dass die Bedeutung dieser interlingualen Einflüsse im Vergleich mit innersprachlichen
Effekten begrenzt ist (Kapitel 5)
In der vorliegenden Dissertation wurde versucht, einen Beitrag zum Verstandnis bilingualer
Wortverarbeitung zu leisten, und damit unter anderem die Voraussetzung zu schaffen fur weitergehende Forschung zur Verarbeitung von größeren sprachlichen Einheiten wie Phrasen, Sätzen und
Texten bei Mehrsprachigen Die Arbeit untersuchte die Funktionsweise des mehrsprachigen Worterkennungssystems bei verschiedenen Aufgaben, fur unterschiedliche Worttypen, bei mehreren bi- und tnlingualen Populationen, und auf unterschiedlichen Niveaus der Wortverarbeitung Die gegenseitige
Beeinflussung zweier Sprachen findet dort am deutlichsten statt, wo sich die Sprachen überschneiden
Bei ähnlichen grammatikalischen Systemen am Beispiel des Wortgeschlechts, oder fur ahnliche Worter
in den beiden Sprachen, wie interlinguale Homographen und vor allem Cognates, die am meisten
hervortretende und daher nicht nur zufällig titelstiftende Wortklasse in dieser Dissertation
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